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At Macrigal, the term Reference carries special meaning. In the literal sense, Mark Levinson Reference products
serve as benchmarks. They are designed to be the best available in thei: product category — regardless o: price.
All Reference components feature amodular architecture that allows them to pe updated as technology evolves.
Our commitment to Reference product owners is now amatter of record. Audition Madrigal's bencnmark components
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LISTENING TO LESS DATA
n

ou'd probably agree, in
principle, that in adeal audio
system throwing away some or
even most of the data is not the way
to get ` high fidelity' to the original
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The winners
of our February issue
Reader Survey'
Prize Draw are Mr
P VChivertoai of
Camberley, Mr A
Tur of East London,
and Mr R H Angus
of Essex, who will
each receive a
Denon DCD-835
CD player. Special
thanks w all readers
to rook part in she
survey. We're still
chewing over the
results. In the
meantime, thanks
also go to Bristol
show visitors who
answered our
questionnaire there.
We'll shortly be
picking the winner of
a REL subwoofer...
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`Lossy compression':
our experts listened
'blind' to the effects
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But how good (or bad) are these
systems, really? In the conditions of
normal use, it's almost impossible to
make afair comparison, and it seems
that we could argue for ever about just
how ` acceptable' those results are, or
how much we are actually losing in
terms of musical enjoyment. But Keith
Howard has come up with away of
presenting the effects of the various
codecs on disc so that listening
judgements could be made. In this
issue,
following
last
month's
exploration of measured results, `Lossy
Compression Part 2' [page 68]
explains what happened when our
experts wre asked to listen to the
effects of ATRAC, MP3, Dolby,
DTS and other codecs. When you
read these results, remember that the
listeners did not and could not know
which codec they were listening to!

STAYING IN THE GROOVE
Digital engineers can always say that
even quite gross data reduction is
preferable to the limitations of
bandwidth and dynamic range,
distortion and noise of analogue. But
of course, some people believe that
digital audio has problems which will
never be solved. The following `news
item'
recently
appeared
on
www.groovenoise.corn:
`Michigan (Routers) — The world's
first high-fidelity music carrier to offer
zero jitter and complete immunity to
digital piracy was unveiled in Port
Huron, Michigan today. The thin, flat
black disk is said to be capable of
storing more than 40 minutes of highquality music in a convenient 12in
package. According to inventor, Tom

HiFi News I& Record Review is aLink House
magazine, published on the first Friday of the month
preceding cover date by ¡
PC Music & Sport Publishing
Ltd, part of IPC Magazines Group of.Companies.
IPC Magazines Ltd, 2000, all rights reserved.
Reproduction in whole or in part is forbidden, save with
the permission, in writing. of the publishers.
Distributed.by Marketkece, tel 0207 261 5555.

signal. However, the lossy compression
or data-reduction systems used in most
of today's audio and video — from
MP3 to MiniDisc to Digital Radio to
Dolby Digital and DTS — do just
that. These extremely clever coding
systems still manage to produce results
which are recognisable and generally
found acceptable.

Dolby Digital and
DTS encoding.

Edison, the disc's primary advantages
stem from the unique way in which
the musical data is stored. "We did a
great deal of research in the areas of
jitter, copy protection, and the human
perception of sound", said Edison,
"and decided that the best solution
was to encode the musical waveform
by engraving arepresentation of it into
the surface of around, vinyl slab."
`According to Edison, such a
representation eliminates timing
inaccuracies, called jitter (which

plagues many other music carriers),
and makes it impossible for digital
pirates to make unauthorized copies
of the discs. "Ithink this will be areal
boon for the record industry", says
Edison. "It will put an end to digital
piracy
and
the
unauthorized
distribution of musical content over
the internet."
`Industry experts, who have been
evaluating early samples of the discs,
have been unanimous in their praise
for the sound of the new format. "This
is the most analog-like presentation
I've heard", said Mike Phlegmer, a
well-known expert in musical playback
technologies. " Ithink this is going to
give Sony's SACD format areal run
for its money."
`Hairy Person, editor of aprominent
American hi-fi magazine, calls the new
format " the closest we've come to a
direct mike feed."
`Another advantage of the new
format is its compatibility with existing
playback hardware. "If you've got an
old turntable in the attic or the garage,
just dust it off and you're ready to go",
says Edison. While the millions of
turntables worldwide are already
capable of playing the new disks,
hardware vendors are eagerly working
on anew generation of players. "We've
diverted all of our R&D capital to it",
said one manufacturer who requested
anonymity. "We believe the rest of the
industry will soon follow suit."
`Asked what he intends to call the
new disk, Edison responded "That's
still being debated. Current candidates
include
Not- So-Compact
Disc
(NSCD), Digital Sounds Dreadful
(DSD), and Groove Thang (GT).
Since the data on the new disc is
stored using Lossless Packing, my
personal choice is the LP".'
Allowance has to be made for some
slight historical inaccuracies in the
Groovenoise report, which ignores
certain minor details. For example,
Edison's discs were, in fact, cylindrical,
and the story does no justice to
Berliner (who is presumably now
revolving at 8Orpm in his grave).
However, those who have several
thousand LPs and (if they are lucky)
one Super Audio CD disc may well
concur that the old mechanical player
is going to give the new format arun
for its money. It's for them that we
have devoted the cover and several of
this month's equipment review pages
to that most endangered of all hi-fi
species — which yet so stubbornly still
clings to analogue life — the high-end
LP record deck.
So what of the original ideal of high
fidelity, `the closest approach to the
original sound'? By whatever means,
we're still working on it.
3
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The Wilson Audio amity of nocompromise loucspeakers redefines
everything about the ' state of the art'
from the modular professional WOWW
monitoring sy.tem to :he CUB II.
The XI-Grand SLAMM Series III is a
unicue professional tool for the critical

analysis of musical signals was described by leading reviewer Martin
Colloms in HiFi News (October 1994> as giving '
anew Insight into
recordings and performances'. The review continued: 'my enthusiastic

The WATCH-Center (artist's
impression above) is the all
new dedicated centre channel
speaker from Wilson Audio.
This optimally designed home
theatre speaker is extremely
dynamic with truly high
power handling for realistic
movie replay.
Wilson specialises in custom
finishes (
right). And if your
favourite colour comes from
acar paint range you can
now have that too.
Talk to Absolute Sounds
about special Wilson finishes,
delivery and pricing
recommendation comes weiout reservation...unquestionably state of the art.'
The original Wilson WATT was ahigh-performance professional
nearfield monitor that, once heard, was adopted for domestic use by
members of the audiophile community. The miniature high performance
2-way WATT parners the high oo:put Puppy woofer as System 6.
This latest partnership builds further on aperformance already described
as having '
fne detail and transparency— matched by substantial
improvements in dynamic range, rhythmic ability, bass evenness and precision'.
Rviewing the WATT/Puppy 6in Audio magazine (January 2000) Ken
Kessler wr tes:

high end speaker for all sorts of music lovers, quite o

departure from the earlier incarnation:; which were geared towards purists,
designers or reviewers.... the mast balanced and practical speaker Wilson has
yet produced.
Like other Wilson Audio speakers System 6is now available in any paint
fnish the customer wishes to choose.
Martin Co loms greeted the mighty three-way five driver MAXX system
in his review in May 1999 Stereophle magazine with the words:
'performance will probably be limited only by the installation and matching
system' arc] concludec '
aremarkable achievement — amusical instrument
in its own right'.
The Wilson CUB II is acompact, flexible des gn allowing for use in both
audiophi etwo-channel systems and as front channe speakers for highquality home theatre installations. Find out why the Hi Fi News July
1997 review saic of the CUB: 'it certainly manages to provide abig
speaker sound from asmall and attractive passage, and as such has
no immediate competition'.
Absolute Sounds offers unrivalled advice on system
integration and MI be pleased to refer you to adealer who can
demonstrate and install these rare and ex:raordirary speakers.
Absolute Sounds Ltd
58 Durham Road London SW20 ODE
Tel 020 8971 3909 or 0700A8SOLUTE
Fax 020 8879 7962
Email infoeaosolute-soLnds.com
Web wvereabsolutesounds.com
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'It is more
probable
that some
KGB agent
spotted the
brilliant idea
while
browsing
TCR shops
off-duty and
smuggled
the prized
possession
back home'

disappointed that his Lexicon did
not have balanced outputs: I'm sure
Theta would have been happy to
lend him one of their pre/pros, either
the new Casablanca II, or the less
expensive but still wonderfulsounding (in my opinion — and
home) Casa Nova. I'll add that, in
spite of my challenges in
understanding UK reviews, Iseem to
appreciate products from your side
of the pond: downstream of my Casa
Nova the hardware is active Linn
Tukans, active Linn 5120, Linn
5105 amps, Linn in-wall Sekrits, and
aREL Strata.
Claude Dohrn, New Jersey
KREMLIN TUR(EY?
Dear Sir, G̀olden turkeys'... KK has
given the first award [
HFNIRR
April] to Gramdeck and pronounced
it a ' quintessentially British miracle'.
Recently Isaw the Soviet version of
the contraption proudly displayed in
the Moscow Technical Museum. In
fact there are two different models
displayed, one conspicously similar
to the British original(?) the other
being a ' downmarket' cheap plastic
version. Apparently both were in
serial production in the early 1960s.
Iwonder what direction
technology-transfer took, on that
occasion. Of course it is more
probable that some KGB agent
spotted the brilliant idea while
browsing TCR shops off-duty and
smuggled the prized possession back
home. But there are other
explanations that point to the
opposite direction. How about
Arthur Scargill being given a
birthday present from the Workers
Council of asecret electronics
factory somewhere beyond the
Urals? We'll never know...
We can only hope that the idea
was not born independently in two
places at the same time.
Vojin Sevic, e-mail
SCATALOGICAL CONCERNS
Dear Sir, As afirst-time reader, I'm
confused. Your March review of
George Michael's album seemed to
liken it to a 'turd in silk and velvet',
but ' aturd nonetheless', and also
mentioned something about `... not
with abargepole'. Then it got an A:1
rating. As an American, Iguess I'm
somewhat disadvantaged when it
comes to understanding English, or
perhaps Idon't have the background
to appreciate velvet-wrapped turds. I
really enjoyed your magazine
otherwise, even at the exorbitant US
newstand price of $8.50, but could
not help but feel bemused and
reluctant to purchase any of your
reviewed CDs.
On aless confused note, Ienjoyed
the review of the Theta
Dreadnaught. Ken Kessler was
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MASK FOR MUSIC
Dear Sir, Ihave just read with great
interest Keith Howard's article on
Sensaura's Virtual Ear technology,
especially his comments concerning
HRTFs [
head related transfer
functions], as Imyself have for some
time been concerned with the effects
on perceived sound of head size and
shape.
After reading Mr Howard's article
Iwas spurred on to do some research
into countering the effects on
perceived sound by some of our most
prominent head-related features.
After abrief shopping expedition and
atrip to ' Ken the blades' for what
my father would call a `man's
haircut', Iwas ready to begin.
Obviously, an aerodynamically styled
head of hair would cure those rear
reflections/ time delay problems; and
of course it did, giving the music
greater ambience and increasing the
feeling of `being there'.
Moving on to the more
challenging front of the head, I
fashioned acard into avisor
cunningly cut to extend virtually
from forehead to chin and laterally
from ear to ear (two elastic bands
holding the ` Sound VisorTM in
place). The sound was now
transformed; the soundstage grew in
width and instruments were precisely
located both laterally and in the
depth plane. Bass also seemed
tighter with less overhang, possibly
due to the visor's effect of linking the
interaction between the sound and
the nasal passage/base tube.
However, Ifelt further
improvements could be made and so
back to the shops Iwent for some
thicker card and alump hammer.
Half an hour later ' Sound Visor II'
had been created, the improvements
being agolf-ball textured outer
surface to aid airflow across the visor
and small air holes near the mouth to
aid airflow inside the visor! The
latter improvement also enables the
user to answer the phone without
removing the visor (although it is
advisable to have the phone close at

hand, or very good spatial awareness,
if this is to be attempted).
Again improvements were noted:
in particular, listening sessions could
now be prolonged without the
sensations of light-headedness and
shortness of breath noted in previous
tests.
For avery modest outlay Ihave
succeeded in transforming my
system's sound, and Ibelieve that
other readers could also benefit from
this revolutionary approach to
listening. Indeed, Ihave just penned
as letter to HiFi Choice with a
suggestion that it might like to kit
blind listening panellists out with
'Sound Visor H's to limit the
variation in test scores.
Ihope you will pass my findings
on to your readership in time for the
April issue and Iwill contact you
again shortly after completing my
further research into eliminating
variations in ear topology — these
have been temporarily halted by an
unfortunate Playdo/ear canal
accident which my doctor assures me
can be rectified.
Paul Belshtun, Wigan
This came too late for the April issue. But
seriously, afew years back an American
Company launched its 'Serrons Listeners',
being apair of elephant-sized pinna
extensions. They didn't really catch on. Ed.
UNREWARDING EXPERIENCE
Dear Sir, Many people have aday or
moment in their life in which they
remember exactly what they were
doing. Iremember with crystal
clarity the day Jirni Hendrix died —
Iremember the moment awork
colleague told me: 'That guitar
player you like has died'. Rarely
since that day have Ifelt such asense
of loss, so when anotable musician
releases his interpretation of
Hendrix's music my ears prick up.
From Stevie Ray Vaughan to Eric
Clapton they have all done it and
failed, and Iam sorry to say
Kennedy now just joins alist [
The
Kennedy Experience, HFNIRR Oct
'99 page 101]. Iwaited expectantly,
thinking that 'Purple Haze' would
tear my ears off and that 'Moon
Tides' would again paint abeautiful
picture in sound, but they didn't:
they were murdered.
Kennedy is ahighly competent
technician but to interpret Hendrix
requires more than that. This
recording gives the impression of a
front man who has hired agroup of
twee college students for backing and
told them to follow the dots. There is
no life here, just somebody trying to
be clever.
Stick to Vivaldi, Mr Kennedy.
W Halligan, Southport
7
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READERS'
LETTERS

We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

WHICH PAN TO TAKE?
Dear Sir, Many pundits are saying
'Don't go and buy new equipment
— get the best from what you have
by cleaning up the power source'.
For this there appear to be two
routes: go with the Ben Duncan
approach and run aspur from the
mains (seems excessive and
expensive); or adopt the Russ
Andrews method and use selective
accessories (RFI and harmonic
purifiers, Kimber cables, et al).
This caused me to wonder if, in
running your review tests, use is
made of any or both of these
methods to achieve acleaned-up
mains source. Do you have any
experience or views of these
approaches? More especially, as
either route will set me back several
hundreds of pounds, is it really good
value, pounds per sound
improvement?
My system is an Arcam Alpha 5+
CD player, circa 1994; Chord
Chameleon interconnect; and an
even older amp, Marantz PM3OSE.
Speakers are Mission 773e with
QED cables. Ilisten to classical CDs
and need to gain far better detail
from complex pieces. Am Ibetter
changing my equipment or going
down this 'black-art' route?
Stephen Hefford, Nottingham
Ido find the Pure Power unit helpful in
my complete system. It certainly showed up
differences between three Meridian CD
players for our Dec '98 review of the
508.24, and (notwithstanding the initial
price) would remain useful for powering
later system upgrades. — Mus Ed.
BLIND TO THE BEST
Dear Sir, Although, Istill buy your
mostly excellent publication on a
regular basis, Imust confess Ispend
less and less time reading it. It is
unfortunate that your pages are
being increasingly devoted to
market-driven components (
eg,
MP3; surround), with in-depth
reviews of mediocre products that
contribute precious little to the
enjoyment and reproduction of
music. Some of the high points,
however, are the international show
reports, which help to bring attention
to products/manufacturers that

might otherwise go unnoticed. After
some 20-odd years of interest in the
industry, both at apersonal and
professional level, Iwas able for the
first time to attend the 2000 CES:
without question the best of its kind.
It is ashame then, that your
reporter, no doubt blinded by his
unchecked contempt for SET
amplifiers and horn-loaded speakers,
failed to report on the only truly
ground-breaking products at the
show: the untethered batterypowered Loth-X Silbatone pre- and
power ( 300B SET) amplifiers. To
my knowledge, the imagination of
designers previously being limited to
the very-low-powered Beming
micro-Z 011 and various car
amplifiers. ' Headroom' indeed!
Respect to Martin Colloms and
Barry Fox for helping make your
publication, along with Listener
(USA) the only ones still worth
reading.
Manoja Ranawake, Sydney,
Australia
ELUSIVE QUICKSILVER
Dear Sir, Congratulations on your
very interesting hi-fi magazine. I
have been reading it for years now
and Ican only say that it is still the
best! In all those years I've been
reading your magazine, however, I
have never seen areview appear of a
Quicksilver Audio product —
although this American company
produces alot of reliable
components. As Iam the proud
owner of Quicksilver Audio tube
amplification, Iam rather displeased
why this brand hardly get any
attention in your or any other hi-fi
magazines. As avinyl enthnsiast, I
wish to express my admiration for
the brand. They are acompany that
put all their efforts into their
products. Therefore they do not
advertise in magazines. Now, the
best advertising acompany can get is
by word of mouth, and Ihereby wish
to say that Quicksilver Audio has a
very decent and quite affordable
phono pre-amplifier. To feed my
Dynavector XXL moving-coil
cartridge, they supplied me with
their matching transformer. Need I
say that the sound is truly wonderful?
Ihope in future you also get the
opportunity to put aQuicksilver
Audio unit on the benchmark and
judge for yourself how well it sounds.
I'm sure you too will share my
enthusiasm.
Carine Michiels, Herdersem,
Belgium
The Quicksilver power amp was reviewed
in May '86, at which time the company
had aUK dismbutor. We feel we should
give precedence to products freely available
here - Ed.
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NO good advice this month
-just goods at good prices.
All sold with guarantees and
help with system matching.
Benefit from one of our
occasional clearouts.
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Wadia 22 CD t'port

Now

s/13 2240 1125

Theta Pro Basic III DAC s/1, 2990 1395
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Linn Numerik DAC
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s/b 3000
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Lumley PV1.5 preamp

dem 1500
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Lumley PS2 s/state pre

dem 3350 1295

Lumley 120 valve amps

dem 3500 1795

Mirage 890si A/V spkrs

dem

995

595

Lumley 3.5 floor spkrs

dem 1050

625

Jeff Rowland Consu-

Promenade 2 stand spkr dem

365

275

Ethos LS5/12B spkrs

dem 1500 1095

Ethos 202 floor spkrs

dem 2600 1725

Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES,enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.

J
UST

LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

CD:ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR, DELIUS AND
PURCELL, MERACUS, PASS, SUGDEN, W ADIA. VINYL:BASIS.
CLEARAUDIO, CROWN J
EWEL, DNM, GRAHAM, LEHMANN,
MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL.
TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS:ACCUPHASE,
ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT,
DNM, GAMUT, LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS, SONNETEER,
SPECTRAL, SUGDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS:AUDIO PHYSIC,
BKS,ETHOS, LUMLEY, MAGNEPLANAR, NEAT, TOTEM,
Vourr Awl°. TUNERS:ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM
DYNALAB. CABLES:ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM,
NORDOST, SILTECH, SPECTRAL, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC
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Magnum Dynalab

conrad-johnso.
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flheLOVEofmusic

f°rtheLOVEofmusic

Magnum Dynalab- pure analogue FM tuners and
essential ancillaries. They neverfail to present your
favourite radio programme in an entirely natural
and highly musical manner.:
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Valve and solid state technology
applied in a manner others can
only seek to achieve. The last
the big names to remain
dedicated to pure valve circuits.
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Consultants for Audiofreaks products*
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Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
12 - 14 Dogs Head Street, Ipswich, Suffolk 1P4 1AD
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news

DOLBY LABORATORIES CROWNS
AAC ¡SUCCESSOR TO IVIP39
MP3 has a fight on its hands now that the four companies behind
the AAC (Advanced Audio Coding) technology standard have
appointed Dolby Laboratories to administer its licensing
programme. AAC has been developed by AT&T, Dolby
Laboratories, Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits, and Sony
Corporation.
Kicking off aconcerted marketing
campaign for AAC, Dolby states
that this new coding technology
provides higher quality music
reproduction than MP3, at lower
bit rates, and can accommodate up
to 48 audio channels. Dolby claims
AAC is 'widely viewed as the
successor to MP3', and that 'the
technology is being adopted in
applications ranging from electronic
music distribution, digital radio in
the USA and Japan, and digital
television in Japan.' Dolby plans to

promote AAC through 'evangelism,
public relations and tradeshow
activities', participation in
standardisation efforts via the SDMI
(Secure Digital Music Initiative),
comparative testing with other codec
technologies, and by means of
product training. Dolby is
developing awebsite dedicated to
AAC technology, its applications,
and implemention.
tom. aac-audio.com
Further details from Dolby
Laboratories, 01793 842100

MINIDISC FOR TEAC'S BUDGET MINI
TEAC has added a
MiniDisc recorder to
its new Reference
100 system, smallest
in arange of minicomponent hi-fi. The
remote controlled
MD-H100 MiniDisc
recorder is also
available separately. It
features a20-bit 64times oversampling
ADC and 20-bit 128times oversampling
DAC, title search, and built-in sample-rate converter. The ATRAC 4.5
codec is used for data reduction.
The 'platinum' finished unit is 175mm wide, matching the CRH100 CD
receiver and R-H100 cassette deck. Price of the MD-H100 MiniDisc
recorder is £250. The CD receiver, meanwhile, sells for £230 while the
cassette deck is priced at £ 120.
Further details from TEAC UK Ltd, 01923 819630.

PRIMARE
STARTS
'10'
SERIES

COMPACT HYBRID FROM
MARTIN LOGAN
MARTIN LOGAN recently unveiled its Prodigy hybrid

electrostatic moving-coil loudspeaker, arelatively compact
floorstanding descendant of the Statement E2 monolith.
Key advances are claimed for the new multi-transformer
electrostatic transducer which features an isolated high-pass
and low-pass crossover. Martin Logan points to aresulting
increase in efficiency, greater power handling and amore
extended bandwidth. Multi-laminated composite cabinet
work supports amatrix-assembly designed for strength, an
aluminium alloy head-piece, side plate and extruded stator
supports reckoned to add rigidity and low resonance to the
frame structure. Patents are pending on ForceForward, the
bass configuration featuring dual proprietary high-rigidity
cone drivers in isolated chambers.
Listeners are said to experience 'unprecedented room/bass
control with outstanding placement flexibility — clean, pure,
powerful bass — everywhere' using the Prodigy. Anticipated
retail price is £8967 per pair.
Further details From Absolute Sounds Ltd, 0181 971 3909.

PMC EXCAVATES MORE BASS

FIRST in a new amplifier series from Primare, the A-10 integrated
amplifier is designed for sound quality, value and versatility. Rated
at at 50W/ch the A-10 has a power supply based on independent
220VA toroidal transformers and 20,000g power reservoirs for each
channel.
Two Toshiba bi-polar transistors operate in push-pull per channel.
Short signal paths are ensured by the use of surface mount
components in a low feedback J-FET circuit. The A-10 has six inputs
and a full tape monitor circuit.
All inputs are electronically swithced with op-amps. Retail price of
the A-10 is £ 00. Further details from CSE, 01423 359054.
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HADCOCK'S LONGER ARM
VINYL enthusiasts will prick up their ears at news
of George Hadcock's new tonearm, the Hadcock
GH242 Special Edition (£690). Its arm tube is
more extended than in previous iterations of the
famous unipivot arm, giving an effective length of
243.8mm (9.6 inches). Enhanced geometry and
stability are claimed. The new tonearm is designed
to be compatible with all high-grade moving-iron,
moving-coil and moving-magnet cartridges. Both the
headshell and stainless steel arm tube are available
separately. Like the GH 228 Super tonearm, the
new GH 242 Special Edition features van den Hul
silver wire.
Further details from GFC Hadcock, 01889 569166.
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LATEST in along line of PMC mid-sized monitor
loudspeakers, the new AB2 spans domestic and
professional markets. Its rated response of 25Hz to
25kHz reflects the claims of 'phenomenal bass clarity
and depth' made for it by PMC. The 6 ohm design
features a240mm bass unit with 100mm voice-coil
and a27mm fabric dome tweeter crossed over at
21tHz. Radiused edges to the front baffle are said to
eradicate the unwanted reflections associated with
square-edged baffles. New damping material fitted in
the 2.4m folded transmission line and reworked
crossover circuitry impact on the sonics too, according
to PMC; image stability is placed alongside bass
performance as amajor strength of the AB2. The
PMC AB2 retails for £2050 per pair. Further details
from Professional Monitor Company, 01707 393002.
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B&O's six-foot speaker
STANDING 1840mm (just over 72in) high, the Bang 8i Olufsen BeoLab 1is the Danish
company's tallest-ever loudspeaker. It is a powerful, active design, with multiple built-in
amplifiers, so it can be connected direct to a B&O source component such as the 9000 multiplayer/control centre.
As well as the natural aluminium finish, the
BeoLab 1is available in metallic blue, green,
or red, all supplied with matching fabriccovered panels. Retail price is around
£4000/pair. BeoLab 1has been designed to

market, sell and support ICEPower technology
products to the audio industry. In its analogueinput application, ICEPower is based on a
switching H- bridge power conversion stage,
combined with B&O's proprietary MECC

produce more powerful and extended bass ( Multivariable Enhanced Cascade Control) and
than could normally be expected from such a
COM (Controlled Oscillation Modulation)
slim enclosure, by making use of B&O's ultratechnologies. Three A- Series analogue- input
efficient, space- saving ICEPower amplifie ,
modules cover the power range 250 to
modules. More conventional amplification is
1000W. For other applications PowerHouse
used for the mid and treble sections.
can offer ICEPower Digital, a digital input
ICEPower is described as 'the first digital
platform, and ICEPower Professional, designed
amplifier technology able to combine high
to power professional monitoring loudspeaker
efficiency and low energy consumption systems demanding powers in the kW range.
reduced up to 90% - with brilliant sound
Dedicated switching power supplies are also
quality'. A new subsidiary, Bang & Olufsen
part of the range. For more information contact
PowerHouse a/s, was set up last year to
Bang & Olufsen UK, 0118 969 2288.

QUESTED COMES HOME BY POPULAR DEMAND
IN response to demand from Quested users,
primarily audio professionals and musicians,
the studio monitor manufacturer is
diversifying into domestic monitor
loudspeakers with its two latest designs.
The F11is acompact two-way, biamplified active monitor, centred around a
165mm bass/mid cone and 28mm soft dome
tweeter. Reflecting its professional
antecedence, the F11 is fitted with electronic
equalisation filters. Its specified maximum
output is 100dB. A passive alternative is also
available.
Quested also has anew pedestal-mounted
passive monitor, the UD1. This three-way,
which has a92dB rated sensitivity, features
external passive crossover and non-parallelsided balance-veneered cabinet walls.
Its driver array is adual 200mm proprietary
bass cone, 75mm midrange soft dome, and
28mm soft dome tweeter.
Polypropylene capacitors, air-cored
inductors and wide track 2oz copper are
features of the 12dB per octave crossover
network which is connected by triple pair
leads terminated in gold-plated plugs.
Prices, in black finish, are £ 1152 for the
active F11, £ 705 for the passive Fil and
£3498 for the UD1. Wood veneer and special
paint finishes are available at higher prices.
Quested Monitoring Systems Ltd, 0181
566 2488.

AR EXTENDS
STATUS
STATUS S30, the new two-way bass
reflex floorstander from Acoustic
Research, relies on a lin silk dome
tweeter and 6.5m cellulose coated
bass midrange cone to achieve arated
response of 32Hz-30kHz. The two
drivers are magnetically shielded, and
crossed over at 3.7kHz. An MDF
front baffle is attached to massive El
grade chipboard main panels, finished
in Black or Cherry and
coupled to the
ground by
adjustable spiked
feet.
Nominally 6
ohm in
impedance and
90dB in
sensitivity, the
Status S30 may
be bi-wired.
Typical retail
price is £250.
Further details
from Recoton,
01367 252 605.

PHILIPS HEADS HIGHER
Designed to suit audiophiles and audio
professionals, the HP910 is the first Philips
headphone set with the self-adjusting ' Flexifit'
inner headband, designed to mould both
earpieces around the earlobes to deliver
optimum wide-ranging hi-fi sound.
Specifying a response from 5Hz to 32kHz,
Philips has made the HP910 robust yet light by
using components such as CCAW voice coils,
samarium-cobalt speaker magnets and Myfar

diaphragms, 'arguably the best and strongest
material for such components'.
The HP910 should ensure 'years of pure,
clear sound quality' says Philips.
Completing the package, the HP910 has an
aluminium body, LC-OFC cable and gold-plated
connecting plug.
Typical retail price is £90.
Further details from Philips Consumer
Electronics, 0181 689 4444.
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IN launching its 2000 Series

that of the HB3 extended

LUMLEY'S LATEST
FOUR-WAY

loudspeaker range, Heybrook
revives the HB1 and HB2

from 40Hz-22kHz. Both

FOR its latest four-way monolith

models, rated at 60W
longterm power handling are

loudspeaker, the £ 3500 LMS 500,

HEYBROOK CONTINUES ITS REFLEX REVIVAL

stand- mount marques,
together with the HB3

bi-wirable with five- way
binding posts.
The HB1 entry level model

floorstander, adding the HB4
flagship.
Both the HB2 and HB3 bass

differs from the HB2 in its
use of a 130mm Kevlar cone

reflex designs feature a 25

and 25mm MDF front baffle
within a smaller enclosure
(11.5 litres compared with 20

mm soft dome tweeter and
165mm Kevlar cone driver,
their sensitivity also rated
identically at 90dB ( for 1W at

litres).
The HB4 flagship is a threeway design featuring 130mm

1m).
Other common features are
the 15mm vinyl- covered high

Kevlar cone as well as the

Lumley uses the following potpourri
of drivers: a 8in Aerogel woofer, two
5in carbon fibre midrange cones, a
2in ribbon and two 1in soft dome
tweeters.
Maintaining the Lumley
trademark free- air enclosure, the 6
ohm LMS 500 uses a slotted
compartment behind its midrange
and high-frequency baffle connected
only at its top and bottom. Further
details from Lumley Loudspeakers,
01892 539595.

tweeter and bass unit found in

density particle board cabinet
and 30mm MDF front baffle

the HB3. Bass response is
extended to 35Hz according to

and 9mm sub baffle. The HB2

Heybrook's manufacturers.

also includes a figure- of- eight
brace and driver support
brace, the latter also found in
the HB3 which has a sand- fill

Retail prices are £ 80 for
the HB1, £ 230 for the HB2,
£50 for the HB3 and £ 500 for
the HB4. Further details are
available from Audio Group

cavity capability.
Response of the HB2 is
specified at 45Hz-22kHz, and

International, 01752 333800.

DAB INNOVATION BY PSION
PSION unveiled its WaveFinder DAB digital
radio at CeBIT, the computer show held in
Hannover. One of the innovations in
WaveFinder is to place a DAB receiver within
astandalone digital antenna.
The heart of the device, which plugs into
the USB port of aPC, is its Radioscape DAB

software. In addition to the Digital Radio
sound, WaveFinder gives access to Broadcast
WebSites received with text, pictures and
internet links.
Projected retail price for the Autumn
launch is MOCI. Further details from
www.wavefinder.com

ROBERTS RADIO
SCROLLS ON

30 APRIL National Vintage Communications Fair, NEC

WHILE full details of the £800-plus

89 MAY Audio Engineering Society London

Roberts Digital Radio (due to be
launched this summer) remain under

Conference: 'Moving Audio: Pro-Audio Networking
Networking and Transfer', Church House, Westminster
Contact 01628 667007, e-mail AESUK@aol.com.
69 JUNE BroadcastAsia 2000 International Exhibition
& Conference, Singapore, 00 (65) 338 4747 or 0171
862 2080
20 JUNE 13 JULY The City of London Festival, at The
Mansion House, Guildhall Great Hall, Great Hall of St
Bartholomew's Hospital, etc. contact 020 73882227
47 SEPTEMBER IECEP 2000, the Philippines ( Institute
of Electronics and Communications Engineers of the
Philippines Inc). Contact 020 7862 2090.
21 24 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show,
Novotel London West, Hammersmith, sponsored by
HFN/RR. Contact Janet Belton on 020 8774 0847.
21 24 SEPTEMBER Live 2000, Earls Court, London.
Contact 0208 987 7827
10 12 NOVEMBER Audio Show 2000, Sobieskie,
Sheraton and Bristol Hotels, Warsaw, Poland
36 FEBRUARY 2001 Middle East Broadcast 2001,
5th Middle East International Exhibition
21 24 February 2001 Communications Technology
Indonesia 2001 Contact 020 7862 2093
23 25 FEBRUARY 2001 Sound & Vision Bristol,
Marriott Hotel, Bristol. Organised by Audio
Excellence/Audio T. Contact 01865 760844.

EVENTS

Roberts has unveiled anew £60
portable radio with scrolling text. The
R9906 FM RDS radio is the first and
presenters. The 30 station preset R9906

broadcasters to show track details of
current/upcoming broadcasts, and

radio automatically scans the airwaves
to locate strong station reception. It also
has an alarm clock built in. Details

details of interviews/programme

from Roberts Radio, 0171 323 5656.

RESTRUCTURE AT JVC
JVC is making further reforms, involving radical restructuring of its organisation,

following the major management reform program started last year. A key
development is the formation of 'companies' within the parent organisation, two
aims being to reduce fixed costs, and facilitate the shift of production offshore.
Several changes in production strategy are anticipated Firstly JVC will focus on
expanding small, portable, home-use ILA display technology for home AV
networks. A second strand will concentrate on D-VHS, DVD and rewriteable
optical disc applications. JVC will also promote the integration of computer,
information and AV technologies through products such as digital cameras,
internet cameras and laptop computers. NC aim to expand its existing music and
video distribution services as part of its 'network information services'. And JVC
will develop BIOs and Oss suited to networked, digital audio-visual equipment,
expanding sales of its proprietary optical wireless LAN (Local Area Network)
technology, its digital recording discs, other media and its VIL circuit boards which
are key components in compact, high performance digital mobile terminals.
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EVENTS

EVENTS

10.30am to 4pm Tickets £5. Contact 01392 411565

wraps, at the opposite end of the range,

only design of its type on the market to
feature a64-character display enabling

EVENTS
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RUARK 9S VITA
PACKAGES
VITA 100, the new optional two-channel or 5.1
channel loudspeaker system from Ruark aims to set
new standards in integrated speaker packages.
There are three key elements.
First, Vita 100 Monitor is acompact, rear-ported satellite
featuring critically-damped 15mm and 25mm MDF panel
enclosure, housing 90mm Aerogel cone, 25mm titanium
dome tweeter, and precision grade seven-element passive
crossover network. Vita 100 Centre is the centre channel
version of this speaker. Finally the Vita 100 subwoofer is a
compact, sealed powered subwoofer containing 100W
RMS (280W peak) DC coupled bipolar amplifier and
250mm long-throw paper cone driver mounted on heavyduty steel chassis. Professional XLR terminals are fitted to
Vita 100 Monitor and Vita 100 Centre. The subwoofer
has high level 100 ohm unbalanced inputs via Neutrik
Speakon connectors. Prices are £900 for the two channel
system or £ 1500 for the 5.1 channel alternative.

ONLINE MUSIC BY SMARTCARD

Wallmounts, XLR connectors and co-ax interconnect are
included as standard with the package. Further details

SMARTAXIS and brandnewmusic.com have collaborated to begin asmartcard
electronic cash payment scheme for online music downloading. James
Toledano, CEO of brandnewmusic, an online showcase for emerging new
music talent, explains that the deal enables sales of digital goods in small
transactions — too expensive to conduct with credit cards — suits the youth
and student market. SmartAxis created the first multi-scheme, multi-currency
smart card based cash payment service over the internet and other digital
networks. Further details from www.smartaxis.com and brandnewmusic.com

from Ruark Acoustics, 01702 601410.

COUNTERFEIT CARTRIDGES?
ORTOFON cartridge owners are warned of some
unauthorised units in circulation. Henley Designs, the
official UK distributor of Ortofon cartridges and styli,
has come across asmall number of non-original
cartridges, some factory seconds and some possible

KARL'S CRAZY MP3 CAR SYSTEM

counterfeits. Laurence Armstrong of Henley Designs
stresses that only Ortofon products purchased from

KARL FEILDER, President of

an authorised dealer are guaranteed authentic and are
covered by the distributor's and manufacturer's
warranty. For more information call Henley Designs,
01491 834700

assembled what he describes as

ICW has launched a
website at
www.claritycap.co.uk
featuring the
ClarityCap capacitor
range, offering audio
engineers quick access
to information. Call
01978 853785.

CHAMELEON
BREAKS POWER
BARRIER
CHAMELEON AUDIO says its
new D777 professional audio
amplifier is abreakthrough design
delivering exceptional power for its
weight and size. Four D777
amplifiers mounted in acompact
carrying case are rated at more than
6kW output, taking advantage of a
lightweight linear power supply to
outdo even switch-mode technology.
Independent toroidal transformers
per audio channel use Flat Wire
Technology ( FWT) and five-way
speaker protection to give high
reliability and efficiency.
Further details from Chameleon
Audio Ltd, 01594 827602.
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Greenwich Mean Time, has
'the world's biggest, meanest
MP3 player', driven by his
firm's J Box MP3 software.
The novel aspect to his IkW incar system is a 300MHz PC in the
boot of his Range Rover connected
via a 100Mb/s Ethernet network
acting as the J-Box server, with a
dashboard mounted LCD display
for control. Two fan-cooled 27GB
hard drives provide storage for more
than 11,000 music tracks, each
accessed in less than atenth of a

second.The JBox converts a PC
into avirtual jukebox enabling users
to select their CDs and tracks to
listen to, by flipping through them,
as in real life.
Further details from Greenwich
Meantime, 01329 825 468.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
MUSAEUS, arecord label founded
by pianist, hi-fi reviewer and audio
designer Richard Black, has
developed asingle-point mastering
or playback cure for what it claims is
a 'two-point failure' in audio caused
by digital recording/replay distortion
plus loudspeaker distortion. Fax
0207 277 8354.
PMC is celebrating the use by Sony
Music Studios NY of its BB5/XBD
active monitor loudspeaker Mastering
engineer Vlado MeIler says it delivers
'what Ineed to know about any style
of music at any volume.., agreat
mastering speaker!' Call 01707
393002.
RUARK is marketing dedicated three pillar
loudspeaker supports for its Solus and Epilogue

loudspeakers, retailing for £ 199 and
£350 respectively. Call 01702
601410.
SANUS has apurpose-designed
stand for mini systems, raising the
hardware to 30in table top height,
storing 25 CDs and finished in
powder coated black lacquer. Click
on www.sanus.com
SOVTEK's 12AX7LPS, the largeplate, high-gain, low-distortion
pre-amp valve modelled (pictured)
on the classic 12AX7 from
Telefunken and MuIlard, has been
acclaimed 'best on the market' by
Vacuum Tube Valley magazine,
which lauded its 'large, full
soundstage, very musical with great detail'.
Call + 1212 529 0466.
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news
Sound & Vision Bristol 2000
'WE'VE waited since 1983, so a few
more months won't make that much
difference' were the words of
consolation from Pioneer product
manager John Bamford, at a press
conference at this February's Bristol
Show. He was, of course, talking about
the aborted launch of DVD-Audio. The
high- quality digital medium was sadly
absent but equipment to play LPs and
CDs was less elusive.
Panasonic/Technics was optimistic about
DVD-A, predicting that two Technics players
would be available ' in the
latter part of this year'.
Another manufacturer
close to DVD-A was
hoping that anew copy
protection system would
be agreed soon. ' We need
one that lasts long enough
to launch the format' was
his riposte to ajournalist
asking why the music industry was
bothering with another form of CSS
when it will almost certainly be hacked by
dedicated enthusiasts.
Other new music formats were also in
evidence. Digital Radio, far from being Dead
And Buried, was trumpeted as asuccess, and
one year after the launch of the Arcam
DRT I0, ' thousands of sets' are now in
circulation. Most problems with Digital
Radio's often mediocre sound quality are now
being traced to sloppy codec practice in the
broadcast chain.
New products were spotted all around the
show held at the Marriott Hotel in Bristol, the
first event in the UK calendar, organized by
hi-fi dealers Audio T and Audio Excellence,
and sponsored by What Hi *Fi? magazine.
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AC- 2Power cable - Silver clad, Teflon insulated at
10awg; this is the largest
gauge of power cord we
know of. The design of our
shielding system effectively
AC-2
eliminates interferences
POWER CORD
from RF and EMI sources.
t
'For the money.
Fitted with aMK Tough plug
that's no mean test'
Ht- Fl World June 99
and IEC or Fig of eight
connector. European
connectors also available.
Solder connections with Wonder solder. 2ft £49, 3ft
£59, 4ft £69, 6ft £89. Other
lengths to order. 4, 6and 8
way black all steel
distribution boxes with 3ft
H. F. Won, august 1999
of cable & MK Tough plug
'ganged speed control and evoNe.
ment, boner cohasIon and mus.callty
£149, £ 179, £209.
Analogue Interconnects, IC- 50, IC- 80, IC- 100, IC200. Speaker Cable SS800, SS1000 and BI WIRE.
HiFi World Sep 99 "
1C-50 - this months bargain"

GIL

Above: Dual CS 505-4
turntable, heir to the classic 505
lineage, now imported into the
UK by Yello
Left: Morgan Audio system

New names seen around
the show include Morgan
Audio (Liverpudlian
electronics manufacturer;
range includes CD player,
tuner and amplifier), O'heocha
Design, Cura Loudspeakers,
Newtonia, Samuel Johnson Audio, True
Colours Industries and Yello.
O'heocha Design, which has been enjoying
exposure in the national press and the
supplements, thanks to its stylised speaker
design, teamed up with fellow newcomer
Samuel Johnson, allowing both manufacturers
to demonstrate acomplete system in their
respective rooms.
True Colours Industries, an audio cable
manufacturer from Belfast, was doing
comparative demos of its cables against other
brands, while new distributor Yello (whose
sales team line-up suggests it should be
dubbed Yarmo) showed its selection of
imported German wares, including Dual
turntables.

.

CD/DVD MAT
from Ohio, USA.
A polymeric mat with an
uniform multilayer of a
specially formulated
mixture of organic
compounds. Clarity and depth in music from
CD's, sharper pictures with brilliant colours
from DVD's. £25.00 + £ 1.50 p&p - 14 day
trial period.

SUNFIRE CORPORATION
-from M. mom/ '
and

2700 watt True Subwoofer
Signature 13 inch cube, 16Hz 360
cubic inches air movement

SUNFIRECLASSIC
TUBE
PRE AMP

DVD-A TASTER
A's audio content but can access
Speaking at aseminar held at
its Video Zone. To avoid the
Islington's Angel Studios in late
possibility of DVD-As being liable
March, Dolby Labs' general
to rental use it appears likely that
manager multichannel audio and
music reproduction, John Kellogg, FMV (full motion video) content
gave an upbeat assessment of the will have to be limited to six or
seven minutes, but up to 16 still
impact DVD-A will have when
images per track are available
launched later this year.
Fresh from producing the 5.1 - offering awide range of
possibilities: artist pictures, album
channel 24-bit/96kHz re-mix of
Emerson Lake and Palmer's Brain artwork, lyrics, band histories, etc.
The Video Zone can even be
Salad Surgery, Kellogg has
used to carry data reduced audio
hands-on experience of both the
in Dolby Digital format, allowing
potential and the increased
owners of DVD-V players access
production demands of the new
to lower quality multichannel
medium, and stresses that higher
sound before they upgrade to a
resolutions and sampling rates
DVD-A or, more likely, DVD
are only one of DVD-A's
universal player. Sony, BMG and
attractions. Its multichannel and
Warner have already announced
video capabilities are what will
that all their DVD-A releases will
encourage the upgrade From CD,
carry video content.
he says.
For those of us concerned that
Video content will also help
early DVD-A players will offer
bridge the gap to the many
millions of DVD-V players already only downsampled digital audio
in use, which cannot read DVDoutputs, Kellogg had good news:
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the enticing prospect of secondgeneration players offering
full-capability digital output via an
IEEE 1394 ( FireWire) interface,
once jitter and security issues
have been resolved. Copyright
protection will rely on data
communication between player
and recorder, limiting copying to
asingle clone per recorder.
For record producers the
biggest challenges posed by
DVD-A will be managing its
complex 'bit budget' and ensuring
that all the desired mixes (stereo
and multichannel) are available,
together with the ancillary video
material. For older catalogue
recordings the first problem can
be locating the original master
tapes - Kellogg recounted that
two DVD-A projects for major
artists were currently on hold
because nobody knew where the
original tapes are located!
Keith Howard

Carve.

2700 wan True Subwoofer Mk11
11 inch cube, 18Hz, 100db SPL
235 cubic inches air movement

optional all valve phono stage (
MM/MC)
with CD input ( reverse RIAA equalisation)
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER load invariant, 300
wpc HEXFET with no heat sinks CINEMA
GRAND five channel power amplifier 200 wpc x
5 - HEXFET with no heat sinks THEATRE GRAND
PROCESSOR
PRE AMP
with phono
stage, tuner,
Dolby Digital,
DTS, auto source sensing, intelligent remote

TIPERWIRE- flat speaker cable
418 Biwire ***** What Hi Fi
also 420, 212, 215, 218, 222

MIDEel

Kingston Upon Thames
Surrey KT1 3RZ
Tel: 44 (0) 181 241 9826
Mobile: 07967 652629
Fax: 44 (0) 181 241 0999
E- Mail: cweere @ mcmail.com
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Audio and video hi-fi advice that's always worth thinking about!

o
Music Mill
Beauhorn / Loewe AV / Pro Ac / Krell / ARC / Martin Logan / Primare / Sonus Faber / AVI IJBL / KEF
Sugden / Alchemist / Rotel / Copland / Project / TEAC / JA Michell / Theta / Nakamichi / SJ Audio

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG
Tel:0131 555 3963 / Fax:0131 555 3964
wvvwmusicmill.co.uk / advice@musicmill.co.uk

tec hnology
programmes. Commercial stations
compress to 128kb/s because it gives
them more programmes and more
chance to earn revenue.
Critical ears with hi-fi receivers are
noticing that some musical material
sounds poor — like early CDs on
early CD players — even at 192kb/s.
discouraged from investing in
At aseminar organised recently by
dedicated DAB receivers.
the Institute of Broadcast Sound,
The BBC has now gone ominously
BBC engineers demonstrated the
silent on previously promised plans to
reason. If music is sourced from an
expand its digital programme service,
uncompressed digital recording, such
and there is some very muddled
as aCD or DAT tape, DAB works
thinking in the commercial camp.
near perfectly at 192kb/s. But if the
Capital Radio recently launched anew
music has already been copied on to
national station, Life, which is being
a digital
system
that
uses
broadcast on the Digital One network
compression, such as MiniDisc, or
at 128kb/s. Says Capital's Digital
have been enthusiastic about
onto hissy analogue tape, the DAB
Programme Controller, Pete Simmons,
DAB and digital radio since long
encoder cascades compression,
'D1 only offered 128kb/s to the new
before the BBC service went live
mistakes spurious noise for music
stations'.
in September 1995. It gets harder by
and throws away musical detail while
Life describes its musical content as
the day to stay enthusiastic.
faithfully recording the noise.
'adult contemporary' and aimed mainly
We
still
have
only
three
Alan Tutton of the BBC's
at women, with artists like George
manufacturers with tuners on the
Training and Development division
Michael and Whitney Houston. But
market (Technics, Arcam and
demonstrated a clever, counterLife is not available on Sky. Capital
Cymbol), all costing £500 or more,
intuitive solution. If the sampling rate
spokeswoman Ellie Smith says this was
and thus aimed at the serious
is reduced to 32kHz, the encoder
'because of what Sky charges'. So Life
listener. Ihear promises of aRoberts
does not have to throw away so may
portable, but will believe it when I is only available to hi-fi enthusiasts who
bits. The audio bandwith is reduced
have paid £500 or more for areceiver;
see it, and feel the weight: DAB chip
to 15kHz, but this matches FM and
this is not Capital's audience for adult
sets are still too power-hungry for
betters most people's hearing. The
contemporary at 128kb/s.
small batteries.
overall result is much better sound
Doubtless this is why Capital did
The commercial broadcasters have
than with 48kHz sampling.
not invite the hi-fi press to its Life
kicked out the old DAB name, and
Unfortunately the ETSI standard
launch. Instead they invited Matins,
are using the ' digital radio' tag
only covers 48kHz sampling, or
Currys and other high street retailers,
instead. This puts consumers at risk
24kHz which is too low for good
who ' didn't show up'.
of buying radios that are digital, only
quality. None of the chip sets or
David Mansfield, Chief Executive
insofar as having an LCD display.
receivers currently available could
of Capital Radio, - called on the
Despite my asking several times, the
handle 32kHz signals.
Government
to ' show
its
BBC has still not said whether it
John Dawson, Arcam's Managing
commitment to digital by announcing
supports this marketing change.
Director, and David Hawkins, DAB
aswitch-off date for analogue radio'.
Meanwhile, more people are
Product Manager for Roke, both
But how can the Government even
waking up to the fact that Sky is
believe that 48kHz./192kb/s is perfectly
think about analogue switch-off while
transmitting most of the digital radio
adequate if the source material is
there are no affordable radios for
services free, and consumers can get
clean, and they say it is now
consumers to buy?
Sky receivers free, in return for
impractical to modify the standard.
connecting to a telephone line (in
Dawson says the broadcasters must
DATA RATE
case they want to try Sky's decidedly
be more careful over what source
Meanwhile the issue of data rate is
unimpressive Open interactive TV
music they use; Hawkins suggests
becoming a hot potato. BBC
shopping service). The free Sky
'they should exploit the flexibility of
engineers have identified akey cause
receiver connects by phono leads to
DAB and and wind up to 256kb/s for
of poor quality but the cures will be
ahi-fi.
some programmes while reducing the
painful. Broadcasters must either take
Sky's digital radio system uses
rate on others'.
a lot more care in producing their
MPEG-2 compression, just like
Pete Simmons of Capital is well
programmes, reduce the number of
DAB, but there is no need for the
programmes they transmit or change
aware of the risks that come from
Coded
Orthogonal
Frequency
transmitting at 128kb/s. Capital does
the transmission standard and make
Division Multiplexing that splits the
not use MiniDiscs, to avoid cascading
existing receivers obsolete.
data into many separate channels to
compression. Everything is played off
DAB digital radio was developed
counter the effects of multipath
CD, or off a high bit-rate, low
as European Eureka Project 147 and
reflections on terrestrial transmission.
compression, hard disc storage system.
set as an international standard by
Ichecked with Sky on data rates
The signal is then piped at 256kb/s
ETSI, the European Telecommuniand these match the terrestrial
by optic fibre to the transmitter where
cations Standards Institute. Sampling
transmissions, ranging from 96kb/s
it is down-converted to 128kb/s. 'We
is at 48kHz to give an audio
(BBC Radio Five Live in mono), to
are also very careful on studio
bandwidth of over 20kHz. The BBC
192kb/s (the BBC Radia FM
processing, using the digital Optimod
planned to transmit the
compressor well backed off, to about
code at 256kb/s, but
half the level used for FM
compromised
at
broadcasting', says Simmons.
192kb/s because it lets
When the London local digital
the
transmission
channel,
with
a service opens in May, jointly run by
Capital and Emap, all stations will
capacity of around
1.25Mb/s, carry more
use 180kb/s.
Barry Fox
stations, Classic FM, Virgin, Capital
Gold and Capital XFM) with Classic
Gold, The Mix and Planet Rock at
128kb/s.
Even if Sky starts charging for TV
receivers, which is highly unlikely,
manufacturers have already been

BBC
engineers
have
identified a
cause of
poor DAB
quality, but
the cure
will be
costly

Techniz currently
has the cheapest
Digital Radio tuner
—

‘499, it also

plays FM/AM —
and it still bears the
'DAB' logo
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You've picked the bones out of the reviews, compared the specs, scoured adverts for the best deals, and endured
'noise experience' demonstrations, yet you just know there's got to be something else ... welcome to ICJ West One!

r
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Whether you're looking to upgrade
individual hi-fi components or planning to
install acomplete system to satisfy you for
many year, you'll find the perfect solution
at KJ West One.

p

BECAUSE THERE'S MORE TO HI-FI THAN MEETS THE EYE

There's always abonus at KJ West One
-choose any hi-fi system like these and
we'll ' tune' it to suit your musical
preferences and domestic installation with
tailored interconnects and cables worth up
to £750 - absolutely FREE!

SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

MERIDIAN

IT CAN BE YOURS NOW!

Take a look at these outstanding
systems; they're typical of installations
chosen by many of our customers who've
graduated from High Street ' brandfi' to
enjoy music reproduction of astonishing
realism. The evidence is in the hearing,
pride of ownership is just abonus!

We also make it so easy for you to own
your dream system. We've an Interest Free
Credit scheme, or Deferred Payment option
with No Deposit and No Payments for
another six months. So why wait? You'll
find the solution at KJ West One.

AUDIO ANALOGUE & OPERA SUPER PAVAROTTI
We've come to expect asense of passion from all things
in which the Italians excel; fine produce and beautifully crafted
merchandise to their wealth of artistic expression, not least of
which is conveyed through music.
Italian high fidelity systems are no exception. Styled and
engineered with predictable flair, the musical performance you'll
enjoy from this svelte combination really
touches the emotions. Whether your
preference is for simply recorded acoustic
works, more dynamic jazz or rock, to full
scale orchestral material, believe us, your
aural faculties will be seduced by these
latin lovelies!
For less than £ 2,500 a beautiful
system like this will provide many years of
satisfaction, recreating all types of music in
your own home with uncanny realism.

NAIM AUDIO
The sheer musicality of any Naim system makes
itself clearly evident from the very first note, at any
volume setting, and with al! types of music. Delightful to
unwind with - yet turn up the volume and music takes on
ascale and spaciousness which captures your attention,
stimulates your emotions and reveals so
much
more
from
your
favourite
recordings. Sounds are evocative,
sensuous, vibrant - sometimes disturbing and, as with our other recommendations
here, can be a revelation to those
unfamiliar with such believable music
reproduction.

AUDIO ANALOGUE

NAIM

NORDOST

OPERA

AUDIO RESEARCH
ORTOFON

BOSE
PMC

As a result, Meridian now enjoys
global recognition for innovative and
desirably stylish hi-fi, as well as some of
the most advanced digital home theatre
systems available.
In our featured hi-fi system, only
one component drives Meridian's fabulous
DSP 5000 speakers because each one
contains no less than three 75 watt power
amps together with adigital crossover that
feeds the very latest 24 bit/96kHz digital
to analog converter which, dear friends,
is technology that really does make music!
This desirably discreet Meridian
hi-fi system combines refinement with
excitement and, for little more than
£5,000, rewards you with afull spectrum
of musical satisfaction from subtly
enhancing a relaxed social ambience to
thrilling, yet tireless periods of serious
listening at ' real-life' volume levels.

HOME THEATRE EXPERTS
You'll find acomprehensive range of home theatre
equipment and systems on demonstration
in each of our stores, and at every budget level.

Fm m nrn. mrl
Snn frent. sinnr
.
new Naim system as a life-time
investment in your favourite music.
ARCAM

Cambridge based Meridian was
prominent amongst specialist
hi-fi
companies that worked to make CD
recordings sound like music! Why?
Because, despite the claims of the multinationals, buoyed by our unquestioning
appetite for consumer goods, early digital
sounds really were pretty dire!

We offer oprofessional installation service.
B&W

CASTLE

PINK TRIANGLE

CYRUS
PIONEER

DCS
PROAC

DENON
QED

DUAL
QUAD

EPOS
REGA

FUJITSU
ROTEL

GOLDING
REL

GRAAF
SENNHEISER

GRADO
SME

HARBETH
SONUS FABER

KEF

KONTAI
SONY
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COPLAND & SONUS FABER

SPRING CLEARANCE

Some fabulous hi-fi travels down from the north
countries; current favourites include these understated
models from Copland - a range commended by several
reviewers in the hi-fi press. Seen in the flesh there's more
than a hint of ' retro' which simply defies you not to
'twiddle!'

Ex-Dem & Display Stock - One of each only

Sonically, both Copland's CD player and
matching amplifier are desirably anonymous - nothing
gets in the way of the music! So, a preferred choice for
this sophisticated combination is the romantically
charged, discreet and compact stand mount, Sonus Faber
Signum, which effortlessly delivers the very realistic
sounds of which this system is capable and with all types of music.
With an investment of little more
than £4,000 hearing is believing! So
why not arrange ademonstration at your
convenience, you'll be very welcome.

PRIMARE & WILSON BENESCH
Driven here by the tasteful Swedish Primare CD
player and its matching 100 watts per channel amplifier is
a pair of British made Wilson Benesch Orators - a
loudspeaker design of world beating pedigree.
Quite simply, this system produces
awesome sound, and at around £6,500 it's
one with which to create musical wallpaper
simply demands to be heard, rewarding
listener with hours of tireless music.

an
not
- it
the

By '
high-end' standards this system
offers outstanding value for money. Yet the
presence of such craftsmanship and
technological excellence in your home also
demonstrates your understanding of, and
serious investment in, one of the most
exclusive hi-fi systems available, as well as
one that's so pleasantly understated!

NASA design experience has
KRELL
been turned to domestic hi-fi installations
with an incomparably informative CD player ond
matching integrated amplifier by American luminaries
Krell - acompany that has become hugely popular with
experienced hi-fi enthusiasts.

STANDS UNIQUE

LINN

LOEWE

SUMIKO

MAGNAPLANAR
TEA(

THETA

MARTIN LOGAN
THORENS

£199
£349
£119

•

kj WestOne
THE WORLD'S FINEST HI-FI
LONDON W1M 7LH
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET
TEL: 0171 486 8262/3
NORTHAMPTON
32 GOLD STREET
TEL: 01604 637871
PETERBOROUGH
35-42 COWGATE
TEL: 01733 341755

MERIDIAN

UNISON

USED BARGAINS ( Phone for full list)

& MARTIN LOGAN

If you can discern the difference
between sound that merely ' impresses' and the
qualities of uncanny realism with deep musical
emotion
that
can
actually ' move you to
tears', then we believe
you
could
be
overwhelmed by a
home demonstration!
LEXICON

£395
f475
£399
£399
f59 9
£429
£399
£295
£ 129
£399
£549
£3399
£3399
£2695
£2895
£2199
£3399
£4249
£749
£225
£275
£229
£450
£199
£1199
£2999
£1999
£1295
£3395
£2495
£3995
£995
£599
£699
£499
£299
£199
£299
£3295
£645
£1950
£3490
£4995
£5995
£1900
£2499
£6495
£10,950
£1950
£1500
£ 1750
£2000
£9999

Moth Monoblock power amps
Haim IBL Speakers
Denon DID 1700 CD Player

We're recommending that all this information
and true 150 watts per channel power should drive a
pair of the near transparent Martin Logan
electrostatics. When we say ' near transparent' we
mean it - you can see right through these speakers like an open window into any recording!

(ELL

Audio Analogue Bellini ( Pre) £495
Audio Analogue Donizetti ( Power) £ 595
Denon DVD2500 ( DVD Player) £499
Denon DF100 ( Mini system) £999
NAD 208 (TFIX Power amp)
£ 1099
Nairn NAC 92 ( Pre)
£499
Nairn NAP 90 ( Power)
£473
Nairn Prefix ( Phono stage) £ 376
Yamaha KO -W321 (Twin Casette Deck) £ 169
Yamaha DSP-A970 (AV Amplifier) £999
Yamaha AV1 (AV System) £649
Krell (AV 300(D
£4290
Krell KAY 300CD
£4290
Krell KRC-3 ( Pre)
£ 3250
Krell 250a ( Power)
£ 3498
Krell KAV 300i ( Integrated) £2589
Krell KAY 300CD
£4290
Krell KAY 500i ( Integrated) £ 4999
Linn Classik ( CD/Amplifier) £995
Linn Kan 3 (Spkrs)
£ 295
Linn Tune Box for Aktiv Boards £375
MicroMega Drive 2Kit
£ 299
Musical Fidelity X-Plora ( Tuner) £ 600
NAD 524 ( CD Player) £ 249
Audio Research 158 ( Pre)
£ 1499
Audio Research VI5 ( Power) £ 3499
Theta Miles ( SE)
£ 2390
Unison Simply 4 ( Integrated) £ 1595
Grao) 13.582 ( Pre)
£3995
Graaf GM20 ( Power)
£ 2995
Mork Levinson No39 ( CD Player) £4995
Meridian 506 ( CD Player) £ 1195
Michell Micro/R8300 arm (T/table) £699
Pink Triangle Tarantella/RB300 (T/table) £899
Castle Severn Mk2 (Spkrs) £ 599
Castle Kendal ( Spkrs)
£399
(Florio Syntar 100 ( Spkrs) £249
REF 035 (Spkrs)
£349
Meridian DSP5000 ( Digital Spkrs) £3885
Opera Plateau ( Spkrs) £795
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Spkrs) £4250
ProAc Response 3.8 ( Spkrs) £4390
Pr* Response 4.0 (Spkrs) £ 13,000
ProAc Response 5.0 ( Spkrs) £9000
Wilson Benesch Orator (Spkrs) £ 2900
Wilson Benesch Actor ( Spkrs) £3999
Wilson win 1 (Spkrs) £ 10,995
Wilson 5.1 ( Spkrs) £ 17,500
Quad E5163 (Spkrs)
£3500
Senos fober Elector Amator 1 (Spkrs) £ 2700
Pioneer SD-T4000 ( 40" TV)
£3300
Pioneer SD-T5000 ( 50" TV)
£4000
Pioneer PDP-501MX ( Plasma 1V) £ 13,449

MICHELL

VIDICRON

MISSION

WILSON

MOTH

NAD

WILSON BENESCH

NACRA
YAMAHA

WANT TO KNOW AA
Coll for FREE brochure
0171 486

8262/3

SUPER AUDIO CD IS HERE!
Representing arevolution in the way digital data is
mastered and played back, Super Audio CD is
destined to become the new source media for the
21st Century. Play your old CDs and they'll sound
better than ever before. At Musical Images we have
the entire Super Audio CD
range from Sony on
permanent display at all
four branches in and
around the M25.

SCD-777ES

Musical Images is one
of the UK's finest Home

SUPER AUDIO CD

Entertainment retailers and installers. We beIieve being the
best isn't just about offering ahuge choice and top names,
it's about expertise, experience and providing long-term
customer satisfaction. From starter systems to state-of-theart Multi- Room environments and audiophile separates, our
award- winning team offers atruly five star service.

Experience the difference
at Musical Images.

SCD-X13940

Musical Images
173 Station Road,
Edgware.
Middreser HA8 7J%

Tel: 0

952 5535

Edgware Branch
Musical Images
45 High Street,
Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 1RH

Tel: 0208 569 5802
Hounslow Branch

Musical Image
18 Monmouth Street
Covent Garden
London WC2H 9H

CEDIA

SCD-1

Tel: 0207 497 1346
Covent Garden Branch

Musical Images
126 High Street,
Beckenham,
Kent BR3 1E0

Tel: 0208 663 3777
Beckenham Branch

Founder Member
Intelligent Homes
in the Making

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

Sony and Super Audio CD are trademarks of Sony Corporation, Japan
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WIN!

A luxury holiday
for two...
AS well as a set of four TLC

TLC loudspeakers worth £ 2500
plus aluxury holiday in Poland!
weighs 15.5g. Sensitivity is quotes as 87dB/W at
lm, with anominal impedance of 6ohms.
Recommended amplifier power is quoted as 25150W/ch — this said to be based on avery
conservative estimate of power handling! Normal
UK retail price of the Maestro 130S i,s £389/pair.
The smaller Maestro 70S is awell-specified twoway speaker, again using TLC's own 180mm
woofer along with a25mm titanium-dome tweeter.
Again, it is aported or vented design, with the
same high-quality real wood finish, but this time
the cabinet measures just 340x223x245nun (hwd).
Designed to be used close to awall, the Maestro
70S is ideal as abookshelf stereo speaker or as the
rear/effects speaker for ahome cinema system.

IT may surprise you, but Poland is amajor
producer of loudspeakers — and loudspeakers
to be proud of. The massive Tonsil
Loudspeakers Company employs over 1000
people, and produces speakers of every grade.
TLC makes virtually all components in-house
and has impressive research and development
facilities. In this special free-entry contest, we're
offering the chance to win TLC's latest Maestro
loudspeakers, with atotal value of well over £2500
— plus agreat Polish holiday!

FIRST PRIZE MAESTRO 130S/MAESTRO 70$ —
PLUS AWEEK'S HOLIDAY FOR TWO!
TLC's Maestro series is designed both for music
lovers and for home cinema applications — a
centre channel speaker will shortly be available. So
our First Prize winner will receive apair of
Maestro 130S floorstanders as main or front
speakers, plus the smaller Maestro 70S pair to use
as secondary or rear speakers.
The Maestro 130S is acunning 'two-and-ahalf-way' design, with two 180mm cone plus a
25mm titanium-dome tweeter. Finished in superb
cherry veneer, it measures 910x223x332nun (hwd),
but there is more to this cabinet than meets the
eye. Internally, it is divided into three chambers
(the dividing walls angled to avoid paralel surfaces
which could cause standing-wave problems). The
uppermost section forms adedicated enclosure for
the 180mm midrange unit. The middle portion of
the cabinet volume forms the enclosure for the
main bass unit, which is reflex-loaded by aport
on the rear of the cabinet. Finally,
asmall ' filler cap' near the bottom
of the back panel gives the clue
to the function of the cabinet's
third internal chamber, at the
foot of the speaker. This section
may be filled with sand by the
user, to give additional damping
and stability to cabinet. Each
speaker (without sand filling)
HOW TO ENTER: Simply answer the three
questions and return your completed entry
form to: TLC Competition, Hi Fi News &
Record Review, PO Box 531, Croydon
CR9 2ZA, to arrive not later than the closing
date, Friday, 23 June 2000.
RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopies of die entry forms are acceptable, but only one
entry per reader is allowed (multiple entrants will be
disqualified). No ether correspondence should be enclosed

MORE PRIZES!
No less than four lucky Second Prize winners will
each receive apair of Maestro 130S loudspeakers,
worth £389. And two Third Prize winners will
each receive apair ofMaestro 70S loudspeakers,
worth £219.

Maestro loudspeakers, our
First Prize winner will have a
holiday to remember — a
luxurious week for two in the
exciting capital Warsaw, and
historic Kraków. Flying by the
Polish airline LOT, the winner
and his/her partner will enjoy
astay at one of Warsaw's
very finest hotels, the Hotel
Sobieski (Tel: +48 22 579
1000). Then they'll transfer
to the superb Hotel Demel
(Tel: +48 12 636 1600) for
three nights in the romantic
old city of Kraków.
Flights

POLISH AIRLINES

sponsored
by

With the cooperation
of the Polish National
Tourist Office
Tel. 020 7580 6688

0'"154

From top to bottom: Royal Lazienki
Palace, Warsaw, Warsaw Old Market
Town Square and Reynek Glowney
Plaza in Krakow

THE QUESTIONS
1.What is the drive-unit confguration of the TLC Maestro 1305?
a) two-way

b) three-way

c) full-range unit

d) two-and-a- half-way

2. What is the function of the lowest of the Maestro 1305's three internal
chambers?
a) enclosure for midrange unit
b) for optional sand-filling
c) enclosure for bass unit
d) housing the reflex port

with the entry form. 2) There will be no cash or other
alternatives to the prizes offered. The winner will be the first
correct entrys opened. 3) Employees of IPC. Magazines, TLC
or their agents, will not be eligible te enter. 4) Entries must be

3. Of what material is the tweeter dome used in both Maestro models?
a) aluminium
b) magnesium
c) titanium
d) beryllium

received by first post on Friday. 'at June, 2000. Ilse Editor's
decision will be final and binding. No correspondence will be
entered into regarding the competition. 5) The prizewinner

TLC Competition

will he notified by post; the results will be published in
HFN RR, September 2000 issue. 13) Entry forms received

Address

become the property of IPC. Magazint., lad. (7) The First Prize

THE ANSWERS

holiday for two includes travel and accommodation only,
which will be substantially a, described but may be subject to
change. While every effort will be made to provide the
holiday at atime convenient to the winner, the travel and
accommodation are offered subject to availability, and to any
conditions which may be imposed at the discretion of the
suppliers of these senices. There will be no cash or other

Name

I

E

1

2

E

•If you would prefer NOT to receive further
direa mail, please tick this box CI

I

Postcode

Daytime tel no:

alternative to the prizes offered...'
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London W1

allaerts
amazon
argento
ars acoustica
art
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
audio synthesis
avantgarde
canary audio
clearaudio

834L line level preamp £839

834P phono amplifier £739

859 single-ended power amp £2099

861 push-pull power amp £ 3599

croft
decca london
dnm
ear yoshino
ergo
final
graham
helios
living voice
morch
musical fidelity
mv1

E.A.R. Yoshino
by
Tim de Paravicini.

"Cooler than awinter holiday in
Reykjavik.
More desirable than a wide screen
telly.
More English than a Sunday roast
dinner.
And afar better investment than
shares in an Internet start-up"

noteperfect
nordost
ortofon
phy cables
plinius
pro-ject
rega turntables

MC3 moving coil step-up £629
V20 integrated amp £2699

864 preamp £ 1449

534 power amp £2099

strumenti acustici-di precisione
simon yorke
stax
sugden
tci cables
tom evans
totem
transfiguration
trilogy
tron
van den hul
verdier
vienna acoustics
yamamura-churchill

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

*interest free credit available on most items. subject to status *

web: www.walrus.co.uk
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Essential
reading for
those who
love vintage
gear? The
Italians
show how it
should be
done

*jack Dinsdale's
seminal set of articles
on horn themy and
practice appeared in
Wireless World,
March—June 1974

,

M

y passion for All Things
Italian led to my making
the acquaintance of one
Luciano Macri. We've met at TOP
Audio in Milano, his stand usually
the site of some lust-inducing
treasure — in 1999, it was a pair
of Quad Corner Ribbons simply 'to
die for'. He's the publisher of what
must be the finest anachrophilic
publication in the world this side
of Sound Practices (
unless the
Japanese have a vintage hi-fi mag
to their usual overkill standards...).
Audion, now up to issue No 19, is
a celebration of all things tubular
and hornular, but it requires a
knowledge of the Italian language
which goes beyond ordering apizza
or saying ' Ciao!' amidst pretentious
Labour-voting prats in Islington.
[Or young Conservative prats in East
Grinstead! - Mus Ed.]
Alas, my Italian will never be of
alevel which allows me to decipher
phrases such as ` Questa esigenza
comporta una restrizione della
lunghezza della tromba'. And when
you're
talking
about
rare,
refurbished Lowther drive units or
vintage valves or high voltages, it's
best not to guess. Hence, the most
Iever got out of the back issues was
an evening's worth of salivating
frustration. It is to my unbridled
delight that Macri has released —
in English — The Best Of Audion.

Auction's English-language 'Best Of. .' and a bi-lingual horn guide.
Available at
2.50, ‘28.00 respectively from the HFNIRR
Accessories Club — tel 01234 741 152
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Not only that, but he's published a
bi-lingual edition of La Progettazione
Dei Diffusori A Trombi, which will
have
all
of you
low-power
SET/300B guys out with the
soldering irons and coping saws: the
title translates roughly into Horn
Loudspeaker Design.
Starting with that first, it's a 112page volume based on the work of
one JDinsdale, familiar to readers
of Wireless World* and a legend
among horn aficionados. In its
pages — Italian on the left, English
on the right and one helluva way
to practice the language — are
history, theory, circuit diagrams,
luscious photos and the kind of
blueprints which will send any
Lowther-ite off to B&Q in aflash.
I don't know what this volume
might cost once it appears in the
Accessories Club, but a weak
lira/strong
pound
suggests
something so low that it will pay
for itself just for the sheer pleasure
of reading it, even if you never
make aspeaker.
If you are DIY-inclined, note that
the plans include drawings for over
adozen horn systems including the
Fidelio, the massive Mauhorn Type
IV, the Lowther Acousta 115 and
124, the Classic 400, the legendary
Bicor and more. The drawings are
clear, the measurements detailed,
and the parts lists thorough, but the
meat of the book for non-virgins
are the detailed charts which help
you determine every parameter and
optimise any driver. These ' ready
reckoners' should take the gamble
out of your carpentry, but the secret
weapon is a program called
Hornl.exe on an accompanying
floppy disk.
This is a clever MS-DOS
program for PCs into which you
feed the parameters of your chosen
drive
units.
The
program
determines specifications such as
the ratio of effective woofer area vs.
throat area to maximise sensitivity,
flare constant, horn dimensions and
more. The program comes in
Italian and English and is as easy
to use as any I've tried.., provided
you
know
the
driver's
characteristics. I suppose one is
safest sticking with known designs
— who could fault aBicor? — but
there's plenty of scope here for the
more adventurous. And given some
of the horn designs I've seen over
the past five years ( ReTHM,
anyone?), the only limit is one's
imagination and the size of the
available timber.
While Horn Loudspeaker Design is
asingle-purpose title (and, Irepeat,
it's a delight to read even if you
have no intention of rolling your
own or, like me, hate horns with a

passion), The Best Of Audion is of
much broader appeal to all manner
of anachrophile. Although it only
runs to 62 pages (it should sell for
around £ 15), it's packed with valve
lore, DIY projects — it even
includes a basic valve equivalents
chart for Europe/USA/Russia, for
the most common valves. It actually
reminds me of the magnificent CG
McProud volumes of reprints from
the 1950s, but the spirit is wilder
and more tweaky.
A quick scan through the table
of contents tells you just what riches
it holds, but frustration ensues
when you realise that this is but a
taste: it might even inspire you to
go and learn the language. This
English translation covers just the
cream; the 19 individual issues run
to an average of 40 pages each, so
there are 700 pages worth of Audion
lore not included.
But Macri chose arepresentative
cross-section, the articles including
among others a useful study of
Dynaudio drive units which work
well with SETs, a dissertation on
the E88C with copious specification
charts and reprints of Philips data
sheets and performance curves, a
basic
pre-amp
DIY
project,
instructions for building the Loftin
& White 2A3 single-ended triode
power amp, and two designs for
300B amplifiers.
Unsurprisingly, Audion differs in
spirit and look from non-Italian
counterparts. Vacuum Tube Valley
— the finest tube-only magazine on
the planet — is 'American anorakish' while Sound Practices remains
the most delightfully whacky
tube/horn
audio
publication
available during Dr Gizmo's dry
spells. Audion's Italian-ness is as
much a product of its look as it is
the content — or vice versa.
Latinate anachrophiles are unable
to resist, even when producing a
specialist magazine like Audion, a
style which seems halfway between
an upscale auction catalogue and a
literary society newsletter. It exudes
the sort of antiquity which
permeates the entire country; short
of printing it on parchment and
writing it in Latin, it couldn't have
agreater sense of the historic. (You
should see Macri's magazine
devoted to old tube radios...)
And the content? Having seen
GRAAF maven Mariani's valve
collection, having met with Italian
restorers, valve vendors
and
collectors, well — let's just say that
British, American and Japanese
collectors may have the academic
anal retention down pat, but they
still have a lot to learn about
passion. Not counting Sound
Practices, that is.
Ken Kessler
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TURNTABLES

V
SUPPLIER
Cherished
Record
Company,
PO Box 21,
Liskeard,
Cornwall
PL14 5Y1'
Tel: 01579
363603

PI Industries has now been
making turntables since
1981, achieving a kind of
cult status in its home US territory
where the HW-19 range, for
example, has become recognised for
great sound and good value for
money. And as an attractive
incentive, VPI turntables typically
offer long-term value thanks to the
availability of upgrade and update
kits to keep the machines as current
as the owner wishes.
Its products are now available in
the UK again after the folding of exdistributor Absolute Analogue, and
prices are now revised to better
reflect a dollar/pound conversion.
The VPI turntable range starts
with the HW-19 Junior at £ 550
(upgadable to the Mk III or
Mk IV versions), and rises
to the heights of the TNT
range,
featuring
air
suspension and massive
over-engineering.
Lying between the HW19 and TNT range is the
new Aries. At £ 1995 without
arm ( or £ 2250 with Rega
RB300 arm incorporating
Incognito rewiring and VTA
adjustment collar — see box) it
is up against such local talent as
the Michell Orbe and SME Model
10, but is priced below the VPI 3.5
and Series 5, which at £ 3250 and
£4995, represent the very high end
of VPI Industries technology.
This is still a true heavyweight
though, featuring as it does a solid
50mm thick MDF plinth with
boilerplate- like
steel
on
its

underside. The platter is taken from
the TNT and is a construct of
aluminium below, acrylic above and
lead within. And the motor
assembly, a separate unit à la
Michell, Clearaudio et al, weighs in
at 171bs alone. All told, the VPI
Aries totals 651b.
To the main plinth is applied a
synthetic piano- lacquer finish. A
black acrylic cover sits over the
motor assembly to hide the
mechanics of the drive pulley, which
is connected to a high- torque
50Orpm synchronous motor. This
drives the platter around its
circumference via a round-section
clear neoprene belt.
Assembling the Aries is a very
simple operation, requiring only for
the platter to be lowered onto the
main spindle — while lining up
markers on the top of the bearing
and the underside of the platter —
and placing the motor within the
cutaway of the plinth. Levelling is
easy, as the feet themselves are
terminated with small ball-bearings,
so they can be twisted around
without having to lift the deck,
despite the high mass of the
complete turntable. Idid find that
after levelling, the height of the
plinth was raised an extra few
millimetres, and this confused the
belt over which groove around the
platter's edge it should sit in.
Consequently, the belt would
occassionally snap between two
grooves during play: not adesirable
situation. A quick fix
was to place athin
shim

under the motor to raise this very
slightly.
What is not so easy, or so I
discovered, is finding a table or
stand to site the Aries upon. In the
UK Ithink we are more used to
modestly-sized record players to fit
our smaller homes, with more
humble equipment- tables within.
The VPI Aries' main dimensions are
560x405mm; the footprint of the
four Tip Toe ( as they are called)
feet is about 480mm across and
330mm deep. In other words, the
table top must be at least 20in
across
and
14in
deep
to
accommodate this turntable.
Although only about three inches
more width than required by an
LP12, this is still too wide for many
equipment racks.

LISTENING
Listening to any turntable to judge
its ' sound' is rarely astraightforward
job, as there are so many variables to
consider, such as the delicate
relationship between cartridge, arm
and phono pre-amplification. So for
the majority of the listening time I
used afamiliar front-end: Incognito
re-wired Rega RB300, Ortofon MC
Jubilee and Audioscript Sphinx
phono stage.
In the States, the VPI turntables
are often fitted with either an
AudioQuest or one of VPI's own
JMW tonearms. VPI also
recommends
Grado
cartridges, going so

VPI has created the Aries turntable:
a high-performance turntable to rival
its own statement TNT range

by ANDREW

HARRISON

VPI Aries

US Heavyweight
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Heatherdale Audio Ltd.
202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN14 OEJ
Tel...01903 872288 Fax...01903 872234 After hours...07860 660001
Visit our Webpage - www.hifi-stereo.com, E-mail heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

Now on demonstration the Mark Levinson Integrated Amplifier
ML39 Cd player, uncompromising in sound

nnit

Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark

Levinson
Levinson
Levinson
Levinson
Levinson
Levinson
Levinson
Levinson
Levinson
Levinson
Levinson

383 integrated amp
380 pre-amp
380S pre-amp
334 power amp
335 power amp
336 power amp
33H mono amps
360 DAC
360S DAC
37 CD transport
39 CD player

On Permanant Demonstration.
ML 32 reference Pre-amp with Phono stage
ML 33 reference Power amps
ML 30.6/31.5 reference DAC and CD Transport

For the Finest music quality and design
£5495
£3995
£6495
£5495
£7495
£8995
£19395
£4395
£6895
£3995
£4995

Mark Levinson Reference series
No.30.6 DAC 24/96 khz with PLS-330 power supply
No.31.5 CD transport
No.32 pre-amp and Controller
No.32 phono modules for above
No.33 mono amplifiers

. £ 16495
£9295
£ 14495
£2495
£29995

The full Mark Levinson Reference system is only on
permanent demonstration at Heatherdale Audio

The main U.K. Dealers of Mark Levinson Reference products
Thiel speakers - Absolute sounds - SME - Copland - Audionote - Toft, and much more
See our pre-owned listing in the classified section
0% Finance available (* subject to status)

TURNTABLES
far as to commission a customised
wooden- bodied Grado movingmagnet. With this in mind I also
tried a Grado Platinum Signature.
Starting with this cartridge showed
the warmer, more organic side of
the system, and gave some clues to
the nature of the Aries alone. It had
a tight, metered sound, vaguely
reminiscent of a quality direct-drive
or idler- drive deck like a Garrard
301; it soon showed that the deck
itself was certainly in high- end
territory.
While the Grado proved itself to
work fine within this system,
focusing attention on the midband
while having a ` tuneful' and
engaging bass warmth, Iwas eager
to try a good moving- coil. The
Ortofon
MC
Jubilee
works
satisfactorily on the Incognito
RB300 and after mounting and
calibration, it helped show more of
the Aries' intrinsic character.
Soundstaging was good, if not the
Aries' forte; images were fixed
slightly more centrally than with a
Michell
Orbe,
seeming
to
concentrate a strong mono image
over anarrower soundstage. Timing
was tight and snappy, certainly in
LP12 territory here, although
sounding a little more tonally
neutral and less euphonic. Or, put
another way, it had most of the flow
and

pace

of the

LP12

while

sounding a little drier and more
tonally accurate.

SILENCE IS GOLDEN
One of the signs of a good record
player is its ability to stay silent. By
this I mean to be both quiet
acoustically within the room, and to
keep surface noise to an absolute
minimum. On both counts the Aries
scored highly. Motor noise and
needle talk (the thin scratchy sound
heard directly from the cartridge
itself as it amplifies the groove
acoustically) were low, and this was
confirmed by using astethoscope on
the plinth and motor unit. Likewise,
through the speakers, on a good

INCOGNITO REGA ARM WIRING
There are few hi-fi products that
have become quite so
ubiquitous as the Rego RB
tonearm. The Essex engineering
company switched from the Sshaped RB200 arm to the
straight diecast aluminium
RB300 in 1983, and since then
many people have come to
recognise the simplicity, and
great efficacy of the design.
Probably because it is such a
budget workhorse, compared to
the expensive super-arms of
history, many people have tried
to re-work it, to stretch its
capabilities. One popular mod
is made to the counterweight
stub, where improvements have
been reported after replacing or
tightening the weight-bearing
stub. Some debate also exists as
to the best counterweight; Rega
supply asintered tungsten
counterweight on its own
turntables, while the OEM
(Original Equipment
Manufacture) arms sold by
everyone else usually use the
cheaper stainless steel version.
But the modification that
grabs the most attention is to
the internal wiring. That
supplied with the arm is, by all accounts ( bar
Rego's!), seriously hampering the potential of
the arm. So when IFirst heard of this Incognito
re-wire kit, available From Moth, which
promised to be both affordable and relatively
easy to fit ( how many Rega arms have been left
insensible by bodged tweaking?), Ihad to try it.
The kit comprises everthing you need to
replace the original wiring with asingle integral
length of silver-plated Cardas wire, which
stretches from cartridge tags to phono plugs.
The tags themselves are of much higher quality
that the bent pieces of brass usually fitted, and
the phono plugs are quality anodised
aluminium. Also of interest is the separate earth
wire. Rega has always maintained that this is
not necessary, instead preferring to earth the
arm through one of the channel's co-axial
shields. This Incognito kit offers adedicated
earth connection, terminated by asmall gold

plated crocodile clip. While I
cannot say that
this alone is of great benefit, I
can vouch for the
overall improvement.
Cross-comparing with astandard OEM300,
the factory- standard arm has avery dry, almost
grey quality that con make for asomewhat
passionless sound on some decks. Frequency
extremes are more hinted at than realised, and
stereo depth can be lacking. Going over to this
re-wired arm, suddenly there was more
authority to low bass and acrystalline,
scintillating high treble. Overall transparency is
greatly enhanced. And for the first time, I
started to appreciate moving-coil cartidges on
the RB300 - previousIy, Ihad always felt it
unable to show these at their best. One of the
best upgrades available for any system using a
Rega arm. It even fits the RB600 and RB900.
DIY re-wire kit £99; in-house re-wire £ 128;
Moth Group, 01234 741152

clean record, low frequency rumble
was virtually absent, and surface

with little sense of artifice. Overall

noise was very low. Relating this to
music, instruments seemed
to image superbly from
a black backdrop

pitch accuracy was found to be
excellent. It lacked some of the ' air'
and ' breath' from a turntable like
the Orbe, but instead it conferred
more ' drive' and pace.
As

another turntable in the

marketplace, the Aries helps to
confirm the enduring popularity of
the vinyl medium. Compared to
others, it can hold its head up high
as a well-behaved, good-sounding
deck that is well up to getting
maximum musical enjoyment from
VPI Aries with pulley cover
removed, showing the motor
unit and pulley

Ile NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

records. And for many, this
American Beauty will look just the
part too.
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iovanni Faccendini is the
kind of guy who, if he
hadn't chosen to sell highend audio equipment, could have
walked into Francis Ford Coppola's
office and demanded a role in The
Godfather. Instead, he's one of Italy's
heaviest honchos, for some time il
capo di tutti capi via the APAF
organisation responsible for the TOP
Audio show in Milan. When you
meet him at the show, you feel not
unlike like the poor schlepper who,
cap in hand, went to Don Vito and
asked for help in restoring his
daughter's honour. So when he
insisted that Ifollow him into the
show's rotunda to see a new
McIntosh amplifier, I couldn't
refuse.
Why McIntosh? It's arguable that
Faccendini's company, MPI, is the
most
loyal
of
McIntosh's
distributors, having handled the line
for decades through thick and thin,

and the New York firm respects
tradition. Hell, ' tradition' is
McIntosh's middle name. Therefore,
it was no surprise that Faccendini
would have the honour of hosting
the European launch of the
MC2000 last September. He also
managed to snag around adozen of
'em, quite an achievement when you
consider that production will
probably top out at 550 examples,
and one dealer — no, one salesperson
in New England personally shifted
10 of them. When you see the thing,

Faccendini
of MP!

McIntosh marks its 50th Anniversary
with a Limited Edition tubed
power amp, the MC2000

by

KEN

KESSLER

let alone hear it, you'll understand
why its £ 12,900 price tag is no
deterrent. It's safe to assume that
Japan alone could have taken the
entire run. And Icertainly never
expected to get to play with one, for
— at the timé — McIntosh had no
UK distributor. Now it does.
As you'd expect, the ' 2000'
denotes millennial import, but the
real raison d'être is McIntosh's 50th
Anniversary ( 1949-99).
The
company wanted to mark the
occasion with something truly
memorable, so to this end they
'coaxed out of retirement' one
Sidney A Corderman, the man
responsible for some of the
company's greatest triumphs — not
least the MC275 power amplifier.
Considering that the MIT-educated
engineer was involved in the design
of every McIntosh product from
1951 to 1993, it's only fitting that
they turned to him to create this

d
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statement. What he's provided is the
essence of McIntosh.
Weighing a scary 1351b, or
roughly a half-pound per watt, the
MC2000
occupies
a space
measuring 280x450x475mm (hwd)
and — even if you switched off the
massive blue-lit meters — dominates
aroom. The chassis is stainless steel
finished in titanium gold, and the
frame behind the fascia carries an
engraved plaque reminding you that
you own alimited edition. The black
glass front panel is classic Mac with
two gilt-edged knobs for power
on/off and setting the watt-reading
meters for peak or hold, with or
without illumination; the meters are
also used for biasing the tubes. Two
huge handles flank the meters; above
them is awindow through which you
can view the eight KT88 tubes for its
130W/ch output, four 12AX7A
input tubes and two 12AT7 driver
tubes. The valves occupy the front
half of the unit; they fit into
luxurious ceramic valve bases with
gold-plated contacts and an air-pipe
cooling system beneath.
McIntosh packs the valves
separately; the unit also comes with
white gloves, a certificate of
ownership, acomprehensive manual
and ablack mesh cage for the tubes'
protection.
Behind the glassware are four
massive transformers, followed by a
huge upside- down- U-shaped bar
which acts as a carrying handle; it
also protects the sockets. Positioned
in mirror image from the outside-in
are both single-end phono and XLRbalanced inputs, sturdy, gilded WBT
multi-way binding posts for 2, 4 and
8 ohms, switches to change the
sensitivity for balanced or singleended operation, fuses, an IEC
mains socket and one for connecting
remote switch-on when used with
McIntosh pre-amps.
Because Iwas able to hang on to
this rare beast for over a month, I
was able to try all manner of
combinations, but did my serious
listening with either the McIntosh
C22 Reissue, GRAAF GM13.5B or
the Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista preamps, while sources included the
SME 10/SME V/Lyra Lydian
analogue front-end and the Marantz
CD- 12. Speakers? This aroused the
Wilson WATT/Puppy 6like akilo of
rhino horn, and did things with the
Sonus Faber Guarneri which border
on the salacious.
You have to appreciate that Ihave
hundreds of hours with the
associated components and feel that
they hold no more surprises. Indeed,
I'd used the very same components
as a reference set-up with countless
assorted power amps. Iknow the
sound of the 'package' as well as can
HI-F1 NEWS d RECORD REVIEW
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THE TECHNOLOGY
CORDERMAN designed the amplifier around McIntosh's
patented Unity Coupled Circuitry H which the output
volves deliver power from both the anodes and cathodes,
instead of from the anodes alone : ts ' dual-mono-ness' is
thorough, MC2000's two identical channels boasting
separate audio circuits, power supplies and power
transformers — everything that is bar the common AC
lead. The four KT88s per channel operate in parallel
push-pull mode and with fixed bias; your dealer -reeds to
adjust them only when the tubes ore replaced. Ir Unity
Coupled Circuitry, the tubes loaded in their cathodes, so
they require alarge drive signal ( approximately 170V)
for full output, which is provided by the 12A77. The
criver stage is fed by the 12AX7A input/phase inverter
w,th no coupling capacitors thus preventing the
introduction of low frequency phase shift.
To implement balanced or single- ended operotior, the
Big Mac's mode selectors choose both balanced or
unbalanced inputs and input sensHvity either 1.2V or
2.5V; these operate ' Silent Electromagnetic Switches'
located at the inputs. During balanced operation, a
second 12AX7A receives the bala-rced signal; crie section
of the driver tube is acathode follower passing the
positive phase signal, the other inverting the negative
phase signal.

be
expected.
What
wasn't
anticipated was the way that the
MC2000 made everything sound
bigger, bolder, richer, more dynamic
— I swear it even extracted
additional bass from the Guarneris.
These improvements were obvious
regardless of volume (Ikeep handy a
couple of trusty analogue and digital
Tandy SPL meters just to make
sure). The revelations were
instantaneous, even before the
sucker grew warm enough to be
stable. Moreover, it was apparent
long before the unit achieved what
could be regarded as astate of being
fully ' run in'. And it just got
better'n'better.
These are not products of
70mm/CineramaiMae
West/
mescalin/steroid-induced largerthan- life- ism. Rather, it was a
throwback to the days when
everyone used the same cliché to
describe increases in transparency:
the lifting of veils. Only this time, it
was like someone had taken off the
corsets and brassiere as well, and Big
Mama was ready to boogie. Even
with near- kilowatt solid-state
monsters, Ihave never heard such
utter freedom from constraint, the
only things coming close (or possibly
bettering it) being the Audio
Research Ref. 600 or the Krell
MRA. Admittedly, the WATT/
Puppy combo hardly taxes most
power amps, but — and Ihate to
keep constantly reminding you of
this — I am not even remotely
concerned with headbanging.
It's a tube experience to silence
any who still dare to defend solidstate on any sonic grounds. You

Weighing a
scary 1351b,
or roughly a
half- pound per
watt, the
MC2C00
occupies a
space
measu ring
280x45Cx475
mm ( hwc) and
— eve l if you
switched off
the massive
blue- Et meters
— dominates a
room

PLIER
Absolu;,,'
Sounas Ltd,
58 Durham Rd,
London,
SW26 ODE.
Tel 02498 971
?909

want
controlled
bass?
Fast
transients? Rapid soft-to-loud-andback rise and fall? And with warmth
and depth? And resolution? Aah, the
latter is where the MC2000 goes
from the merely magnificent to the
utterly mind-bending, and where it
defies those who say that valves lack
the precision of trannies. With the
churning, rolling, grumbling remixes
of ' Woke Up This Morning' on
Alabama's 3's Exile On Cold Harbor
Lane, the McIntosh disproved every
anti-valve claim I've ever heard. It
managed
to
separate
the
polyrhythmic jumble into identifiable
strands while retaining the whole;
you could either zoom in on the
bassist or drummer, or sit back and
absorb the entire wall of sound. At it
wasn't like using bifocals, where
refocusing can drive you nuts: it was
more like aiming your mouse.
And the playing field is vast and
open, with such precise locating of
the performers within that you can
get out your tape measure.
Atmosphere? Try the remastered or
Mobile Fidelity Allman Brothers Live
At The Fillmore East or Poco's
Deliverin'. Then you'll know why I
hate those artificial surround-sound
settings adored by the big Japanese
brands. Man, I love that dualmono...
By the time Igot to Louis Prima,
Dean Martin, Eva Cassidy, BB King
— what am Isaying? This beauty
cared not what the source was; it
merely amplified with utter
command and cohesion all that it
was fed. Yes, balanced was preferred
to single- ended. Yes, it needs
running- in and it's fussy about
cables (mains, speaker and signal).
Yes, it responds differently to each of
my assorted mains rings. Yes, it
shows up pre-amps with alacrity. But
the best ' yes' of all? It reproduces
music with such veracity that it's
made my (audio) life hell. I'm now
bereft. It's one of those pieces which
Iwish didn't have to go back...
In akey way, reviewing this amp is
academic if not sadistic: as with the
Nu-Vista 300, the odds are that very
few units will be left to buy when
this review appears. It has already
attained ' collector' status, and I
suspect in the not-too-distant future
that some poor slob in Japan who
missed out at the beginning will pay
apremium for amint example. It is a
truly great commemorative, a
limited-edition delight on apar with
the various Leica specials and the
1989 Patek Philippe anniversary
watches. And Itell you this without
ashred of doubt: if Ihad the money,
or Icould only ever have one stereo
power amp for the rest of my life, the
MC2000 would still be in my
listening room.
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sets, one for low-level and one for
ollowing my review of Audio
'high'- level
cartridges,
the
Research's latest Reference
changeover effected by an adjacent
Two
line
controller
lever switch. Mains input is via a
[HFNIRR, March], it's both timely
detachable IEC power cord.
and appropriate to cover the
With all-valve circuitry including
matching phono equaliser, a unit
the power supply regulators, this
which incorporates many of the
design isn't quite quiet enough for
technology solutions of the line
the very lowest output moving-coil
controller to aim for reference
cartridges. The high gain setting
grade performance.
provides 69dB of equalised gain,
Built in a complementary case
and chassis, these two units are a while the low gain setting has
true pair, but Iwouldn't for a 48dB. There is also an available,
factory-set fine adjustment of -6dB
moment stack one on the other,
giving the alternative of 63dB and
and not just for heat- flow
42dB gain if required for your
considerations.
Each
has
cartridge and overall system gain.
audiophile potential and deserves
In particular it has been found
its own stage or platform in awellthat, in use with some higher
crafted sound table/support.
output cartridges, some of the
Undue
proximity
to
other
components will also degrade the
electronic ` digitally'- actuated
volume controls found in many
hum levels in the phono equaliser.
modern pre- amplifiers can be
Called the ' Reference Phono', it
has four front panel lever switches
with corresponding green LEDs.
Is this the perfect phono stage?
These hold no surprises — there's
power on,
standby/operate,
mono/stereo, and mute/operate.
It probably ought to be, at the price
The six gold-plated phono
sockets on the back panel tell a
story, namely ` SE' (single-ended)
by MARTIN COLLOMS
circuitry, with two distinct input

AUDIO

driven too hard (to 3or 4V RMS).
The Reference Phono settings
should, if possible, be adjusted to
deliver a maximum output similar
to a 2V nominal CD sourcé or
perhaps a little less, as judged by
the line controller volume setting.
In practice the high-level input
of the Reference Phono is
configured for moving magnet
cartridges and offers a 47k
ohm/180pf loading (plus arm and
cable) with a typical sensitivity of
0.8 to 3mV ( up to 6mV for the
factory-set lower gain).
The second input is ostensibly
for moving-coil cartridges and has
a quoted sensitivity matching of
0.1mV to 0.3mV. A kit of fixed
resistors is to set your chosen input
impedance for either input in the
range 30, 60, 100, 200 or 800
ohms (others on request to Audio
Research). Inconveniently, these
choices have to be soldered into
position after switching off the
power and removing the covers, je,
adealer install for most customers.
Audio Research agrees that this
may be awkward to arrange, but is
more reliable and provides
superior sound quality to more

RESEARCH

Reterenc

STAGE
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PHONO AMPLIFIERS
easily switched arrangements.
Certainly the signal path is simpler
and this should help.
If required, additional capacitance
may be used, for example to trim
the treble of a moving- magnet
cartridge.

SPECIFICATIONS

YUYINCIONI.A. M.«
WOLIN 9,

arranged for good heat flow. The
primary amplifier is a movingmagnet design with feedback
equalisation. To achieve the gain
and low noise levels for moving-coil
operation,
Audio
Research
commissioned a special matching
transformer from Jensen which is
switched-in via the rear toggle.
An anti-vibration mount is used,
while the transformers are doublescreened in mu-metal cases. Wide
band decoupling characterises the
power
supplies
which
use
audiophile-grade film capacitors.
These are also evident in the main
circuitry.
While not as costly as the
Reference Two, the Phono is
clearly a serious effort priced at
almost £6000.

SOUND QUALITY
Depending on system gain and
your cartridge type ( especially its
output level), there is a choice of
two inputs. Because the high-gain
input includes an additional stage,
good though this can be, the best
possible
results —
if the
background noise is low enough —
will often be attained via the higher
level, lower gain input.
Such was the high standard set
by this unit that the difference
between the two inputs was readily
SUM 2000

MON, OUTPUT

e
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On specifications, Audio Research
claims a fine +/-0.15dB tolerance
of RIAA equalisation from 10Hz
to 60kHz, with - 3dB points better
than 1Hz and 250kHz. Distortion
should be negligible, je, specified
at 0.005% for a0.5V IkHz output.
Input impedance for the m- c
input is quoted at a typical 280
ohms while the output impedance
is a low 200 ohms, of good cable
and load driving ability.
Specified ` IHF weighted' signal
to noise ratios are 75dB for ref
ImV m-m and 65dB ref 0.1mV for
the moving- coil input. These are
good figures for the technology,
indicating skilled use of the many
6922/E88CC
dual
triodes
employed. With eleven 6922s in
the signal path that makes 22
triodes in all. There's afurther pair
in the electronic power supply
which also has a 5AR4 tube
rectifier and atube pass element, a
6L6GC power tetrode.
The circuitry is organised on four
printed circuit boards, vertically
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Rear view of the Audi' ,

observed. One was really good
while the other was simply
excellent.
You could easily go with the low
level input, be completely happy
and never be the wiser. Ifound it to
sit easily in the ranks of the finest
moving-coil equalisers available and
its transparency and definition were
ample
for
the
unequivocal
assessment of pickup cartridges
costing thousands of pounds. It
breathed with the natural tonality of
the best tube electronics. Vocals
were beautifully presented, clearly
separated from the mix, human,
with
natural
sibilance
and
articulation. String tone was also
natural, most obviously lacking the
tough grit and fizz unfortunately
still evident in many solid-state
units. Stage width was very good,
while stage depth was impressive,
recreating spacious sound stages
with afine sense of perspective and
spaciousness.
The sound was firm and
extended
through
the
low
frequencies, again confirming that
while difficult, it's certainly not
impossible to get clean, fast,
powerful bass from the vinyl disc.
In respect of the deep, well
controlled bass from the Reference
Phono there's a particular synergy
with the Reference Two pre-amp
whose own mastery in this area
showed good expression with the
Reference Phono.
With the moving-coil input, the
background noise was low with
higher output cartridges and
remained alittle below disc surface
noise, even with a medium output
Troika from my spares box.
With both the Reference Two
and the Conrad-Johnson ART
controllers working with the
Grasshopper
and
Koetsu
cartridges, there was ample gain,
and I could have requested the
factory 6dB detune or considered
switching to the moving- magnet
input. Idecided on the latter and
was shocked by the difference.

Ji M1,•rence phono stage

It breathed
with the
natural
tonality of
the best tube
electronics.
Vocals were
beautifully
presented,
clearly
separated
from the mix,
human with
natural
sibilance and
articulation.
String tone
was also
natural, most
obviously
lacking the
tough grit
and fizz
unfortunately
still evident in
many solid
state units

While my enthusiasm for the m-c
input couldn't be erased, via m-m,
and with a cartridge loud enough
to drive it well (such as the vdH
GLA IV, at 0.55mV) the sound
was extraordinarily better. But
whether such adifference would be
found in an alternative system with
a different cartridge, Ijust don't
know — but Ithink that it would
be. The Grasshopper actually
didn't suit the m-c input, but the
Koetsu seemed quite happy on
either, in terms of general balance,
save for the obvious quality
difference.
With no apparent loss in quality
apart from a near- inaudible
background hiss heard at high
volume levels, and only present
when the stylus was lifted, all
aspects were advanced. Shouting
'tube purity', the vocal line sparkled
with energy and expression,
coloration was seemingly reduced,
while transparency was substantially
increased.
Images were sharper, clearer,
more clearly differentiated, even
with complex passages, where up
to now the limitations of this
mechanical reproducing mechan
ism were hitherto considered to
be responsible. In the bass the
sound was faster, more exciting
and showed improved dynamics
and slam. It was more open, airy
and extended through the treble,
with greater definition and more
focus, a valid term to describe
image specificity and tonal
precision.
Up to now I'd felt that the best
line controllers were significantly
better than any phono equaliser,
but for the ` moving magnet' input
of the Audio Research Reference
Phono I now felt that its
performance had at last come
very close to its own reference
control unit. The score with my
available cartridges was judged to
reach the 45 level on pure merit,
comparing with the m-c input at a
most worthy 30 to 35 points
31
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PHONO AMPLIFIERS
depending on the cartridge match.

AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE PHONO STAGE

In combination with afine cartridge,
this m-m input brought up old LPs
almost like new, and notwithstanding
the occasional presence of noise or

LAB REPORT
Some interactivity
was noticed for the
moving-coil input

wear, there was rather greater musical
satisfaction for the listener. I for some cartridges.
repeatedly heard renewed qualities of
In particular while
dynamics, of more involving rhythm,
aKoetsu, with an
of inner sense of performance and the
impedance below
expressive playing of great musicians.
5ohms sounded

point has improved
to - 1.7dB; still bad
news for something
like aBenz or a
vdH.
Via the movingmagnet input the

I found that these marvellous
qualities were encoded in these old

natural, a20 ohm

result was textbook
flat, rather better

Grasshopper was

than +1-0.1dB

grooves after all, waiting to be
released by a superior replay system.

duller than

30Hz to 15kHz,
the basic

The Reference Phono could not have
given a clearer demonstration of this
potential.
Ifound it wholly compatible with
the Wilson Six speakers, while the
Krell power amps were more than
sufficiently neutral and transparent
for these qualities to be clearly
expressed.

CONCLUSION
The Reference Phono works well for
lower output, low impedance m-c
cartridges and can be recommended

expected in the
high treble.
Good

equalisation
bandwidth; and in

measurement
evidence for this

fact it ran almost

subjective finding
was seen in the
precision AC
bridge
measurement of
input impedance
for the m-cinput.
The input load is

100kHz overall.
There's no IEC
roll-off below
20Hz so you must
have awell

complex but
approximated to
100 ohms in

from DC to

matched, well
tuned arml
cartridge set-up, as
this equaliser

on this performance alone, while the
straight-in m-m input was simply

parallel with a

presents afull
bandwidth, open
window to the

'out of sight'. I have not heard

rather high implied

source.

anything like this quality from vinyl
disc before, and have to admire the

load capacitance of
about O. 35µF

marvellous balance of purity and
detail, the sumptuous soundstage
and reverberant acoustic, the

combination was a
feature of the step-

expression, the speed, the grip in the
bass and the top class transparency.
If your cartridge will drive the
m-m input, remembering just how
quiet it is, confirmed in my lab test,
then you cannot fail to be delighted
by this accurate and involving ' high
definition' phono equaliser.
It is firmly recommended, either as
a stand-alone unit or as a perfect
complement

to

the

equally

impressive Reference Two line
control.

The listening system
The system and comparison products
for this review included:
Turntable: Linn LP12 Lingo/Naim ARO
Cartridges: Koetsu Rosewood
Signature II, van den Hul Grasshopper
IV GLA and Black Beauty
Electronics: Cyrus aE07/PSX, XTC
PRE/Eq, Krell FPB650m, Conrad Johnson ART and Premier 15, Krell

(350nj). This

Distortion was
low at normal
levels but the unit

Intermodulation
for mixed 19 and
20kHz tones was
satisfactory at
54dB and was
low harmonic
order as the
spectrum
confirmed [Fig 3].
As one would

predominantly
second harmonic,
desirably
monotonic in the
decrement to
higher harmonic
orders [Fig 4].
Input noise was

unweighted and
83.1dBA,
excellent in view of
the high IHF (for
0.5V out) rated

up transformer
and the loading at

over-driven at the
highest frequencies.
For example, it

roughly 1.5mV.
For the m-cinput
the use of a

the secondary
(factory
determined). It
may have some

will sustain up to
32V output at low
and mid
frequencies but for

transformer helped
keep noise levels in
check with the

level dependency in

a 1% distortion
limit it fell to an

Fig 3. Intennodulation distortion for 19kHz
and 20kHz tones. Ignore artefact at 19.5kHz

twelve-fold gain in
sensitivity. True,
the CCIR (1kHz)

admittedly still

noise figure was a

`high' 8volts of

fine - 71.3dB,

frequency responses
for two simulated
cartridge source

output by 20kHz.
Thus the input
overload levels

-74.2d13A
weighted, but was

channel

poorer at -57.3dB

separation,

impedances,

relative to the
nominal 0.5mV
m-cand 5mV

unweighted. There
was some hum
here, presumably

77.3dB mid band,
better than 73.2dB
at 20Hz and an

m-m references are
degraded at high

residual induction
into the

frequencies to
typically 14dB, as

transformers.
DC output

compared with the
more normal 24dB
or so available at

offset was
negligible while the
output was

bass and mid
frequencies.

respectably low in
impedance at 200

namely 20 and 10
ohms, and it's easy
to see how with 20
ohms (the upper
trace) there was
mild loss in the
bass and an easily
heard 2.7dB of
loss by 20kHz,
this beginning as

would nicely

level distortion held

bandwidth

Speakers: Wilson Audio System Six,

compensate for

Other Transparent XL/vdH The First

treble

to better than
0.05% mid band,

frequencies by local

Ultimate, Pagode tables

over bright 10-20

and including

ohm cartridge.
[Fig 1]
With 10 ohms,

some residual noise
almost attained

ein an

the low frequency
range was j121,
while the 20kHz
JUNE 2000

and right channels

-70.5dB

KPS25s, Audio Research Reference
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Fig 2. Frequency response, m- m; left (blue)

kw for movingmagnet - 76.5dB
CCIR (1kHz],

sensitivity of

Ihave printed

At reference

0.1%, -60dB of
distortion for the
20Hz and 20kHz
band extremes.

and 20 ohms

distortion spectrum
showed

Two, Naim CDS II,

31C1310:17-

10 ohms (upper)

ended tube/valve
amplifier, the

early as 8kHz.
Paradoxically, it

Absolute Sounds Ltd,
58 Durham Rd, London,
SW20 ODE.
Tel 0208 971 3909

sources,

hope for asingle-

preferred not to be

respect of the test
result.

Fig I. Frequency response, m-c; two simulated

ohms, the
maintained to low
feedback to the
output capacitors.
Channel balance
was excellent at
+1-0.025dB and
very good results
were obtained for

Fig 4. Distortion spectrum, clearly showing
low-order distortion products
by 20kHz.
Taken overall,

excellent 91.4dB
Test results

afine set of results;
but watch out for
the m-cinput
loading.

Audio Research Ref Phono

20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Distortion (
dB)
At 0.5V output -61.4 -66.7 -58.9
Noise (
dB)
Disc, m-m ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
-76.5
Disc, m-c ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
-71.3
DC output offset L/R ( mV)
<11<1
Input overload (dB)
Disc, m-m ( IHF)
26.2 25.3
13.1
Disc, rrn () HF)
23.8 23.2
15.8
Stereo separation (
dB)
73.2
77.3 91.4
Channel balance 1kHz (dB)
0.22
Output max/optimum
31V/<6V RMS
Output Impedance (
ohms)
200
input data
sensitivity*
loading
Disc m-m
6.01mV
49k ohms/150pF
Disc m-c
0.505mV
100 ohms/350nF
Frequency response (
R)AA, ref 1kHz, dB)
Disc, m-m, 30Hz-15kHz ,
+0.08/-0.09
Dimensions, (
whd)
480x178x394mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
f5998
for m-c response, see text
1
- for 2V output at 1kHz
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n price spread, Audio Note UK
must have the widest range of
products of any hi-fi company in
the world. But first, let's recap
Audio Note's method of naming
within its range of systems. There
are six levels, which correspond to
price and, implicitly, performance.
These are labelled Levels 1to 5 —
plus the new entry-level Zero
Series, on test here.
At the very high-end of the Audio
Note range are the sublimely-priced
Level 5 electronics, which includes
the Ongaku 211 single- ended
monoblocks. These amplifiers, now
UK-built, are priced at £27,500 a
pair; toping even this is the GakuOn amplifier. Two of these are
priced at a mortgage- defying
£49,500. At the other end of the
scale lies the Zero series, built in

the Far East and aiming to
introduce the Audio Note sound to
awider audience by keeping prices
down. A standard Zero set-up
comprises CD transport, DAC,
pre-amplifier and two monoblock
power amplifiers, plus a pair of
Zero series loudspeakers. As a
complete system, this totals £2296
and requires just cables to get up
and running. Keeping the whole
package one-brand, Audio Note
can also supply its recommended
speaker and interconnect cable.
Each unit comes in a uniform
extruded aluminium box, fronted
by amatching thick plate. Standard
of finish is more than respectable
and the overall feel is solid. The
speaker is built into an MDF box
which is covered with avinyl woodeffect wrap. No grille is included

Kar-facing 'horn
mouth' of the AZ- Two

t
‘
,

here, so the paper- coned main
driver and low-mounted tweeter are
always on show.
The starting-point for this system
is the CDT Zero, a compact disc
transport of minimalist design. The
display is bright blue and legible at
a distance, and the appearance
from the front is very clean and
uncluttered. Closer inspection
shows this to be in part due to a
complete absence of buttons and
switches. The CDT Zero's Sony
mechanism is directed by remote
control, although disc eject and
play/pause controls are accessible
through a discreet pair of push
buttons on the rear panel. Also here
is a single RCA phono socket for
S/PDIF digital output. This links to
the DAC Zero converter, another
plain-looking box, inside of which
runs a 24/96- compatible D/A
converter, with a valve output
stage. There is no indication on the
unit to show data- lock nor the
sample frequency of incoming data.
At the heart of the system is the
M Zero pre-amplifier, a line-level
unit with four inputs and a tape
output. On the front panel are four
identically sized knobs, which are
(left to right) volume, balance, tape
and source select. On the rear are
RCA inputs and two pairs of preamp outputs. The pre- amp uses
6111 WA double triodes, the same
valve used in the output stage of the
DAC Zero. Finally, to complete
the electronics of the system, is
a pair of P Zero monoblock
power amplifiers, using two
ECL82 valves each to provide
around 8 watts/channel. This
valve
is
a
combined
triode/pentode, with the pentode
used as the output power device

Midi- sized hi-fi system
and floorstanding
loudspeakers from

e‘ .

AA
P- ZERO

Audio Note UK—
complete with valves

P- ZERO

10111111111Pe
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SYSTEMS

DAC
Zem
converter

leaving the triode
section available as a
phase-splitter or driver.
Speakers are connected by
a single pair of sturdy 4mm
socket/spade terminal binding
posts. No provision is made to
match the amplifier to speakers of
differing impedances.
The AN Zero-Two floorstanding
loudspeaker is billed as a rearloaded quasi-parabolic horn. High
efficiency is one of its virtues, with
sensitivity cited as 93dB/W and a
nominal impedance of 6 ohms. It
stands 900mm tall, and is 250mm
wide and 300nun deep. The foamsurround paper-cone bass unit and
soft- dome tweeter combine to
create an ' easy' sound that intimates
at the high efficiency of the design.
To get best possible ' dynamic
power transfer' as AN describes it,
they are designed for siting as far
into acorner as possible to augment
low bass response — anathema to
most non- horn loaded speaker
designs that aim to be free of
boundary induced reflections.
Positioning like this did increase
midband coloration, masking some
detail and clarity, but it also usefully
increased bass response.

SOUND ISSUES
Taken together, the Zero system
has a dynamic, flowing character
that is set apart from typical solidstate systems at around the same
price. Playing compact discs, the
effect was smooth enough to
provide a warm enveloping sound
that was mostly free of the edge and
graininess that can subtly overlay
the sound from transistorised
amplification. With the AZ-Two
speakers the response is far from
flat-sounding, as the combination
has,
for
example,
speaker
colorations in the bass range and
through the midband; but that is
not abig issue as this system seems
to be aiming to address different
musical issues, such as a dynamic
impact and feedom from dull
sterility. Treble was extended and
H141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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free of undue harshness until
played very loud, and the system's
stereo imaging ability allowed bold
images to be projected forward and
around the speakers.
Lying at the centre of the
system, the M Zero preamplifier proved the most
difficult item to work
with. The problem is
mainly one of gain;
using
the
complete Zero
system, volume from
CD was too high by the
time the volume knob had
reached the 9o'clock position.
By the 10 position, amplifier
clipping was often reached on many
discs, although by this time inroom volume had reached a level
that would be high enough for most
people. Backing the volume down
usually resulted in the left channel
disappearing before a usable level
had been found.
Peter Qvortrup of Audio Note
explained the problem, blaming the
unavailability of affordable quality
potentiometers, and the physics of
the triode valve used. Qvortrup
maintains that the gain of the preamp cannot be reduced without
reducing quality, or seriously
raising price.
He believes it better to live with
the problems this creates than to
live with an inferior sounding
product, and since the M Zero has
been designed with sound quality
as the main consideration, he says,
he was unable to reduce the gain
of the pre- amp without running
the valves outside their linear
range.
In practice, the loss of accurate
volume control made, for example,
night listening (in stereo
at least) impossible: for
the majority of the
reviewing sessions Ifinally
resorted
to
another
control unit, in this case a
Linn Kaim. Then, Icould
appreciate better the
capabilities of the Zero
valve sound. As valvepowered high- efficiency
systems go, it had the
ability to show what has
been termed ` microdynamics', the subtle
breath around music; the
sounds around the notes,
if you will. Then, lifting
the volume again, it also
showed it could rock very
well, and this is where the
Zero system proved most
enjoyable — as a fuss-free
Right: Zero series AZ- Two
loudspeaker

PZen, monobbk:k
amp (
top) and
M Zero pre-amp

music- making package that takes
attention away from the usual hi-fi
considerations of neutrality and
accuracy, and instead diverts
interest to the life in the music.
For this reason it suited pop and
rock, and more passionate
orchestral material.
Overall, Ifound the Zero system
to have some attractive qualities in
terms of music reproduction, but it
may not suit anyone looking for
complete accuracy or ease of use. As
an introduction to ' vacuum- state'
technology for atransistor generation
it deserves listening to.
Prices
CD- Drive transport
£449
DAC-Zero converter
£399
M- Zero pre- amp
£349
P- Zero monoblocks
£600/pr
£499
AZ- Two loudspeakers
Additional units available soon
M- One remote pre- amp
£750
T- Zero tuner
£399
Zero phono stage
£399
SUPPLIER
Atulto Note ( UK) Ltd,
Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate,
125-127 Davigdor Road,
Hove, East Sussex
BN3 ¡ SG
Tel: 01273 22051 I
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ne thing that can't be said
about Musical Fidelity is
that the company rests on
its laurels. No sooner is one piece of
electronics launched, there's
another. Not satisfied with delivering
the Nu-Vista pre- and power amp to
his buying customers, Antony
Michaelson, MF's clarinet-playing
powerhouse of aboss, has launched
the AC3 cR .The appellation may be
a bit of a mouthful, but the CR
suffix stands for choke regulation —
an electronic wizz used in the nowout-of- production Nu- Vista 300
power amp.

CHOKE REGULATION
Firstly, a little explanation about
choke regulation. Most amplifiers
use capacitors to smooth out the
inevitable ripple created by rectifying
the 50Hz AC mains and turning into
DC for the amplifying circuits to
use. Rectification unavoidably
creates 100Hz ripple and also,
inevitably, harmonics ( 150, 200,
250, 300Hz, etc). If these are fed to
the amplifier, they can intermodulate
with the wanted signals being
amplified, creating ahaze of extra,
unwanted, distortion products. The
capacitors act as small stores of
electricity; indeed, they are often

called reservoir capacitors in this
application — which is quite apt
(imagine awater tank) .
However, the rectifier diodes
boost the capacitors in short 100Hz
'chunks', with high pulse- like
charging currents ( when the
amplifier is also connected directly
to the mains transformer via the
rectifier diodes). There are sharp
transitions as the rectifier diodes
turn these high currents on and off.
Hardly the recipe for low noise
generation. In-between charging
pulses, the amplifier effectively runs
off the capacitor's energy store.
Clearly, the notion of the reservoir
capacitor as just a filter is too
simplistic.
But there is a way of doing it
better. One is to add more filter
components to the circuit in the
form of inductance. This, basically,

One thing
that can't be
said about
Musical
Fidelity is that
the company
rests on its
laurels. No
sooner is
one piece of
electronics
launched,
there's
another

is choke regulation — more aptly
called choke filtering. In the days of
valves, choke regulation was
commonplace, and its filtering
benefits were well understood and
appreciated.
However, when
transistors came along, working on
low voltage and high current,
engineers found the job could be
done quite effectively ( and at
substantially reduced cost and
weight) with just a few paralleled
high-value capacitors, sometimes
with
additional
help
from
semiconductor voltage regulators,
which in effect amplify the effect of a
smaller capacitor or duplicate a
stable voltage source electronically
by means of afeedback circuit.
So, choke regulation was with a
few exceptions largely forgotten, a
relic of a long-gone past. Costly
copper and iron had been replaced
by cheaper silicon, or just bigger and
more capacitors, special Schottky
high-speed rectifier diodes, and so
on. Choke regulation is the route
Musical Fidelity chose in the NuVista power amp to achieve
smoother DC power supplies,
reducing ripple and high-frequency
rubbish.
Inductors are purely passive
devices and are generally benign.

Musical Fidelity gets all choked up
with this impressive pre- amplifier
and power arnplifer combination

by
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Their AC impedance increases with
frequency,
thus
having
an
increasingly effective blocking effect
on higher mains harmonics and
radio frequency interference passing
from the mains, or introduced by
diode rectification. Their only
apparent downside, apart from cost,
weight and bulk, is the introduction
of alittle extra DC resistance and —
being inductive — the possibility of
coupling with other magnetic fields
to
collect
unwaned
signal
themselves.
A single inductor on its own
would impede current flow from the
power supply to the speakers, but
additional capacitors are added after
the choke, in what is known as piconfiguration, to reduce the overall
AC impedance as ' seen' by the
output stage.
Having used choke regulation so
effectively in the Nu- Vista 300,
Antony decided to try it out in anew
power and pre-amplifier designed to
match the Nu-Vista's performance.
The result is of course the pair on
test here. Actually, just lifting them
— particularly the pre- amp — is
enough to convince anyone why
choke regulation is not more
common. The weight is ashock! We
all expect power amplifiers to be
fairly heavy, but pre-amps?
The AC3clt pre- amp has two
entirely separate toroidal mains
transformers and two bulky
transformer-like chokes at the rear.
In addition, there are four 6800e
capacitors a side, which is more
typical of apower amplifier. And it's
heavy. At 13kg, a 50 watt amplifier
would weigh as much, indeed it's
almost as heavy as the AC3cR power
amp! (Some might see this as acase
of overkill, but MF claims the
hardware delivers the goods.)
Actually, the pre-amp is a power
amp. Its unity-gain output buffer has
the surprisingly high (for apre-amp)
output of 3 watts in pure class A,
designed to buffer the volume
control, provide low impedance and
high overload margin, to drive
virtually any cable so effectively that
cable quality should have minimal
effect on sound quality.
All the signal gain in this pre-amp
is prior to the volume control, for
optimum signal-to-noise and low
distortion, which is why both the
input and output buffers have a
claimed output of 35V, to ensure
that clipping cannot occur at any
signal level that is likely to ever
occur.
Off- the- shelf
silicon
regulators are available up to only 18
volts, which would be insufficient,
but of course there's no limit for
choke regulation. Benefits of this
configuration — of putting all the
gain before the volume control —
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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are low noise and distortion, plus
high overload margins and this has
only been possible, say Musical
Fidelity, by providing such unusually
high voltage rails. In addition to the
high-level inputs, a switchable
moving-coil/moving-magnet phono
input is provided.
Particular features of both preand power amplifier include wide
bandwidth — up to 100kHz, which
has been engineered specifically to
accept Super Audio Compact Disc
signals in wide-band ' special' mode
without distress. Indeed, the claim is
for not only an extended frequency
response, but also very low
distortion right up to 100kHz.
Clearly this is vital for use with
unfiltered SACD material if
intermodulation
betweeen
supersonic noise products is not to
create audible products in the sub20kHz frequency range.

THE PRE-AMPLIFIER
The pre- amplifier's circuitry is
virtually all housed on a single
double-sided printed circuit board,
in the centre of which is amotorised
ALPs volume control driven
manually via a long shaft from the
front panel and via a motor
controlled from the remote control
handset. The arrangement keeps
signal wires short and, similarly, all
inputs connect directly on to the
PCB. Only the pre-amp's outputs
connect via short lengths of screened
cables — presumably to avoid
unwanted coupling around the PCB
track with other parts of the circuit.
The bits you normally see are good
too. The case is solid, of black-crackle
coated steel, and the front panel is
another case of, perhaps, over-kill: a
lOmm thick slab of brushed
aluminium with neatly milled edges.
It doesn't need to be this thick, but
looks solid and purposeful. And the
gold-plated trim? Frankly people will
either love or hate it. (Ilean to the
view that the quality wins through.)
There's no question about the overall
solidity and quality of the AC3c R,
undisputable at the price of £999.

THE POWER AMPLIFIER
The same must be said of the power
amp ( also £ 999), which is
constructionally almost identical, but
with fewer controls and with less
exterior gold plating. Internally, each
power amplifier channel has no
fewer than six output transistors, and
though the two sides share the same
circuit board there are two entirely
separate toroidal mains transformers
and twin-wound (for both plus and
minus rails) transformer-like E-core
chokes used for power supply
filtering in connection with four
6800e power supply smoothing

So, does the
AC3" pre- and
power
combination
deliver the
goods? You
bet it does.
From the first
bars of any
piece of musk,
it's quite
obvious the
pair are avery
special duo.
Basically,
everything the
company
claims for
them is true:
the sound has
arare sense of
rightness. High
frequencies
are creamy,
smooth and
valve-like:
more valve-like
than many
valve amps

capacitors per channel. The rated
power output of the AC3cl is 120
watts per channel into 8 ohms,
though MF claim samples typically
deliver up to 160 watts each side. I
measured 140 watts just prior to
distortion rise at clipping at lkHz
(see test results).
Achieving low distortion at high
frequencies is relatively easy in apreamp, but it is quite difficult to
combine wide bandwidth and low
distortion in power amplifiers,
without distortion rising at high
frequencies, usually significantly so
well within the audio band and
worsening above it. With highfeedback amplifiers, feedback ratios
are generally reduced as frequency
rises to maintain stability into awide
range of output loads, and this
causes distortion to rise. Musical
Fidelity claims it has achieved low
distortion and superior sound quality
by using intrinsically linear, carefully
laid-out circuits and low levels of
overall feedback.

SOUND QUALITY
So, does the AC3cR pre- and power
combination deliver the goods? You
bet it does. From the first bars of any
piece of music, it's quite obvious the
pair are avery special duo. Basically,
everything the company claims for
them is true: the sound has arare
sense of rightness. High frequencies
are creamy, smooth and valve-like:
more valve-like than many valve amps
(particularly those using pentodes). It
really does sound as though high
frequency distortion is ultra-low.
That transistory ` edge' which can mar
many an otherwise excellent siliconbased power amplifier just isn't there.
Midrange is simply transparent and
all-revealing. Vocals are pure, clean
and articulate. Bass is fluid, tuneful
and well formed.
The MF's arrival co-incided with
my review of the Sony 777ES SACD
player, and the amps positively
revelled in the superior wider
bandwidth, wider-dynamic- range
signal. The extra low-level musical
information and subtler articulation
of SACD were transparently
revealed, with the format's cleaner,
superior treble patently audible.
The AC3cEt pre- and power were
made for SACD. Indeed, results
were so good that Iused them for
most of my SACD
player
auditioning. It didn't really matter
what type of music was played, the
result was the same: an inspirational
listening experience and acomplete
lack of listening fatigue. Orchestral
music had amazingly natural
dynamic ebb and flow and the
acoustic of each venue was
realistically captured. Low-level
detail was reproduced with ease.
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ACOUSTICS
An emotional experience

AMPLIFIERS
Exceptional
naturalness
and lack of
hardness,
particularly
through mid
and treble,
seem to be
ahallmark
of Musical
Fidelity; and
they are
combined
here with
fine musical
resolution.
There's more
than enough
power too, and
reproduction
is never
strained or
false

SUPPLIER
Musical Fidelity
15-16 Olympic
Trading Estate,
Fulton Road,
Wembley,
Middlesex
HA9 OTF.
Tel: 020 8900
2866
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One example of this amplifier's
outstanding articulation was heard
whem playing ' The Conference',
from Nitin Sawhney's Beyond Skin.
The rhythms in this piece are
extremely rapid and complex,
formed entirely by mouth and tabla.
Indeed, it is all rhythm and no
melody. With many amplifiers this is
merely complex, and a little strange
to Western ears; but there are more
layers
of expressiveness —
manipulations of timing and
emphasis — uncovered by this prepower combinaton than are normally
revealed.
Exceptional naturalness and lack
of hardness, particularly through mid
and treble, seem to be ahallmark of
Musical Fidelity; and they are
combined here with fine musical
resolution. There's more than
enough power too, and reproduction
is never strained or false. There are,
for instance, plenty of other tracks on
this same compact disc where bass
was positively subterranean in depth.
If there is an observation (not a
critisism) to be made it's that while
this combo's bass is certainly highly
tuneful, fluid, deep, powerful and
not lacking texture in any way, it
hasn't quite got the taut crispness of,
say, the Bryston 4B ST power
amplifier or the BP25 pre-/power,
but it's merely a different
presentation. Ihesitate to say softer,
as that creates the wrong impression.
Bass power and control are both
there, but are delivered discreetly
without fuss or favour. It's so smooth
and clean it's there and gone almost
before you noticed. It just glides in,
delivers its load and is gone before
you noticed. As well as the MF's
overall fluidity I liked its bass,
probably due to the way it emerges
from a seemingly uncluttered
backdrop.

MUSICAL FIDELITY AC3c R PRE-/ POWER

Fig 1. AC.r" ¿kHz spectrogram at 140W.

Fig 3. ACr Spectrogram at 20Hz, 136W,

Note harmonics are mainly second and third

just prior to clip. The 50Hz component is at -

with alittle fourth: pretty innocuous and

75dB reffull power (-57dB ref. 1W), while
harmonics of 20Hz are down at the

totalling only 0.0067%

-89dB to -95dB level, or 0.0032%. Mains
harmonics are very low and any IMD with
LAB REPORT

Imade only a
limited range of
measurements on
the AC3CR
power amp.
Instead of afull
test, Ifocused on
afew key areas.
My own brief
tests indicated
virtually no rise
in distortion at
high frequencies,
but as my
distortion
analyser does not
extend to
100kHz, I
referred to
Musical
Fidelity's own
measurements on
the pre- and
power; but made
my own
measurements
and graphs of the
power amp (see
test results table).
In my tests,
MF's 120W
CONCLUSION
rating was easily
The design team have simply
exceeded. Power
excelled themseves with the AC3 cR . reached 140W
This pre-/power kept the separate just prior to clip
elements of even the most complex
at 1kHz and
136W at 20Hz
music and loud passages separated
and easily indistiguishable. Musical
at very low
Fidelity claims this is amajor benefit
distortion [Figs I
of choke regulation. Of course
and 3J. Had the
there's no way of knowing if this is
amp been driven
the case, as the chokes are an further into clip,
integral part of the design, but the for the more
lack of background haze makes it
usual I%
seem plausible.
distortion, these
power _figures
MF also makes agreat play on low
distortion and wide bandwidth, and
would have been
I'll buy that too, as it does fit with
alittle higher.
the ultra-clean, smooth sound. All
Spectrograms in
one can say is that the AC3 cl pre- Figs 2and 3tell
and power offer quite exceptional
their own story.
Mains harmonics
sound quality, are superbly built and
excellent value. What more can
were very low,
anyone need?
whether at low or
Mt 2000

the driving signal is down into the noise — in

high power and
both harmonic
distortion and
intermodulation
distortion between
the driving signal
and these
harmonics was
also minuscule.
Some amplifiers
produce aforest
of IMD products
under similar test
conditions. This
ultra-clean result
should promote
uncluttered bass
delivery.
Signal-to-noise
ratios were all
excellent too, on
both my tests and
MF's. My
distortion figures
showed the same
low trends as
MF's. There's
little to add to
these results,
other than to
observe that the
AC3c 8pre- and
power appear to
measure very
well, particularly
regarding
distortion and
intermodulation
with hum and
mains harmonics.
Good figures are
not always much
of aguide to
sound quality,
but in this case,
one does go with
the other — and
the listening
results tended to
support the
manufacturer's
claims and design
aims very well
indeed.

other words around 0.001%!

Fig 2. AC3" Spectrogram at 20Hz at 1W.
Note the virtual absence of IMD between the
20Hz signal and harmonics at 100Hz,
150Hz, 200Hz and 500Hz, etc. The worstcase figure is -81dB, or 0.01%
e

2.000m

p•r DIV

Fig. 4. This oscillogram was provided by
Musical Fidelity and shows measurements
before and after the choke regulation filter for
full power at ¡ kHz into 8ohms. Note (b) the
elimination of the normal charge/discharge
sawtooth from the DC supply to the power
amp (which contains 100Hz and its
harmonics)
Test results

Musical Fidelity AC3" power

Power output
Rated into 8ohms (
maker's spec) 12CW (21c8W.)
One channel, 8ohms(cIBW/W) 21.3/136
20Hz
Distortion (%)
THD. rated power
THD. OdBW ( 1W)

, 0.002
< 0.009

lkHz
0.0067
0.01

Noise (
dB)
Rel full power, exc hum
Rel full power, inc hum
Rel OdBW ( 1W), exc hum
Rel OdBW ( 1W), inc hum

Dimensions, (
wild)

21.5/140
10kHz
0.01
0.01

-125
-100
-114
-70

440x95x400mm

Typical price (
inc VAT)
'where OdBW =2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms

£1000

T

+A may be almost unknown in
the UK, but this German
company produces a broad
range of equipment which roughly
mirrors Meridian's in terms of its
scope; Istopped counting past 60 for
products listed in its exceptionally
lavish brochure. There's a digital
pre-amp, several power amps, multichannel processors, CD players plus
a DVD in the high-end series alone!
In addition to a loudspeaker range
T+A also has quality TVs. Recently
it has gained some public exposure at
shows with its comprehensive and
ambitiously- designed
digital
processing loudspeakers. T+A is
distributed here in the UK by
Richard Hirschmann Electronics
(UK) Ltd.
Sampling the high- end range,
we've chosen the CD1222OR CD
player at £ 1520; remote control
electronics are not fitted inside as
standard. Instead, the IR control kit
is offered as an optional extra for
£220. Different handsets are also
offerered including achrome finish
unit for£205. There are also several
finish options for the player and I
suggest if you're interested, read that
brochure!
First launched in 1997, this
slimline player comes in natural
anodised alloy, the whole reminiscent
of middle- period Tandberg. The
simple uncluttered fascia means most
of the operational controls are
relegated to the handset. The good
display had clear legends which may
be read from adistance, and display
muting and dimming settings are
provided. Mains input is by

Some
manufacturers
would have
us think
that bags of
technology
will guarantee
great sound.
So if what
follows for
the CD122OR
is anything
to go by, it
should sound
marvellous...

operating at 8- times re- sampling.
detachable IEC cable. Digital
T+A tells adetailed and interesting
outputs in phono and optical formats
story about the sound properties of
are present while the audio output is
at fixed level single-ended via golddigital filters, its research work
plated phono sockets.
dating back to 1990 when the
company first used costly, discrete,
While the player is straightforward
16-bit/44.1kHz (no HDCD or high- digital filters designed to be free
from pre- and post-echo ringing, in
rate capability), the interior is about
as high-tech as you can get. The
respect of the impulse or time
response. Continued research led to
designers have clearly worked hard
for the chosen retail price!
the examination of a variety of
approaches to digital filter synthesis.
TECHNOLOGY STORY
Arguing against the conventional
Some manufacturers would have us
FIR (Finite Impulse Response) type
of filter design — giving a flat
think that bags of technology will
guarantee great sound. So if what
response and a desirably steep outof- band filtering but generating
follows for the CD122OR is anything
to go by, it should sound marvellous.
significant pre- and post- echo on
The tech story begins with the low- the time domain response — T+A
jitter crystal oscillator system which
has shown a preference for
polynomial smoothing techniques of
is applied directly to the DACs
where it's most effective. Instead of
IIR ( Infinite Impulse Response)
feeding it back to the transport
filter form. These advanced beyond
decoder where it could pick up noise,
the ' C' spline forms which have
been popular in the US. The Bezier
as is usually the case, that line is
buffered by a phase- lock ' filter'
polynomial, after the 19th Century
which T+A calls ' reverse clock
French mathematician Bezier, is
technology'.
claimed to be superior to spline
The usual one- chip solution of
forms in both time and frequency
digital filter has been discarded in
characteristic.
favour of a powerful DSP with
Despite advocating a Bezier IIR
programmable filter capability, this
digital filter, T+A accepts that
different filters are very possibly
differently liked by different listeners
The TI-A Electroacou.
stik
on different programme, both for
quality and music genre. Wishing to
CD122OR CD player uses hybrid
offer achoice, like the more recently
designed Marantz CD- 7 [June
1999], T+A actually provides five
multibitldelta-sigma conversion and
user-selected choices of digital filter.
The first is called ' standard' and is
offers a choice offive digital filters
the classic FIR type, linear-phase and
with good spurious response
attenuation [ Fig 1]. The second,
by MARTIN COLLOMS
`Filter One' is a ' short' FIR with the
number of coefficients reduced to a
modest 160, thus reducing the
degree of pre- and post- impulse
ringing [Fig 2.]
'Filter Two' is an IIR filter type
[Fig 3] with no pre- echo and a
degree of post-pulse ringing which in
theory falls within the masking range
and therefore shouldn't be audible.
'Filter Three' [Fig 4] is the first of
the Bezier IIR types, which cascades
three
filter
sections
Bezier/IIR/Bezier for an optimal
compromise between frequency
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CD PLAYERS
flatness and time response. Finally
`Filter Four' is pure Bezier, balancing
some loss in upper frequency output
with near perfect time response,
essentially with no pulse ringing at all
[Fig 5].
But the CD122OR technology
story isn't over yet. Recognising that
critics find virtue in both multi-bit
and Bitstream/Delta-Sigma or similar
`low -bit'
digital- to- analogue
converters, T+A has incorporated
both types, not as auser choice as in
the recent Chord DAC, but instead
working in blended combination.
T+A feels that it can combine the
bass attack and solidity of multi-bit
[Burr- Brown 20bit] with a double
DAC dual-differential 1bit converter
providing 20-bit resolution for the
mid and high frequencies. The
outputs of the three DACs per
channel are combined over the
frequency range via an analogue
summing network. Output filtering is
via Burr-Brown OPA2134 ICs for a
thirdorder Bessel design at about
50kHz, followed by LT1028 IC opamp output buffers.
There is barely space left to
discuss the low-vibration mechanics,
the separated power supplies for
analogue and digital, nor the selected
passive components and the multiple
local supply regulators which isolate
critical séctions of the design.
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The listening system included: Naim
CDS II and Marantz CD -7 CD
players and the Krell KPS25s
CD/pre-amp; Audio Synthesis DAX
Decade DAC; ConradJohnson ART
pre-amplifer; Krell FPB650m and
Naim NAP250 power amplifiers,
Wilson System 6speakers Cables by
Transparent [XL] and van den Hul
(First Ultimate, Integration)
Ihad in fact auditioned the player
at some length before reading its
technical story. I thus had the
opportunity to assess all the filter
modes without prejudice, a nice
outcome since afterwards Iwas
intrigued to see how well all that
theory met the practice. Idid identify
the level changes which occurred for
some filter settings and made the
necessary adjustment; please be
warned if making your own A/B tests
on the filters.
The sound was so different
between the filters that as far as Iwas
concerned here were in fact five CD
players, with barely a common
thread between them, the stuff
reviewers' nightmares are made of.

STANDARD FILTER
Frankly Iwas disappointed by this
setting. Somehow exaggerated, larger
than life, loud, forward almost to the
point of hardness yet with ahint of
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dulling in the high treble, this player
sounded too ' complicated', lots of
sounds were happening at once and
yet not melding in a coherent way.
Superficially, there was some highend sound content, a wide image

10 0000 us
ut/dtv

310.000 us

Fig .5b. T+A Filter 4 (Bezier), impulse response)

stage with good focus and a high
resolution of detail. And yet it didn't
grip the ear, dynamics seemed both
noisy and somewhat crushed, the
bass atad lightweight and the tonal
balance almost ' grey' sounding;
41

antiseptic and lacking natural
richness and poise. Timing was well
below par, the pace sounding
downbeat and the sense of rhythm
equally uninvolving considering the
price. The lack of coherence was
almost palpable, and led to amodest
score, on my usual listening- test
scaling, of 14-15.

FILTER 1
Maintained at the same loudness,
this was in my view hugely different.
Almost without hesitation the
listening- test score rose to 17
points, the sense of timing was
much better, now ' above average',
with far superior rendition of space
and of the far dimension in the
sound stage.
Now, the bass sounded clearer,
the ' forwardness' had gone but had
been replaced by a certain sense of
detachment, of excessive distance.
The vocalists had moved from a
position two feet in front of the
speakers to three feet behind! There
was also a feeling of uncertainty,
which Icouldn't quite pin down
subjectively although my notes
propitiously speculate that the
component parts of the player don't
quite work in concert, that in fact it
wasn't asimple design*.

disc was an appropriate match then
this setting could find real favour
with atop score of 20 marks in my
assessment.

FILTER 2

FILTER 4

With nearly 1.5 dB of volume loss
accounted for, Filter 2then got off to
a good start, for the first time
sounding significantly more familiar
in tonal quality and expression on
classic discs, for example Laurie
Anderson and Joni Mitchell.
Sounding smooth yet pleasantly
airy and spacious, this filter sounded
more connected, better integrated,
with awide, deep soundstage, high
resolution of detail, a sweet natural
midrange and well balanced bass and
treble; in fact illustrating high
definition throughout.
While
dynamic expression was not
considered outstanding, the player
now achieved arespectable 19 marks
for sound quality.

Finally we get to Filter 4, which was
subsequently identified as the ' full
Bezier' type.
There was no question that Iliked
this filter too, and Iscored it high at
19 marks, the failure to reach the top
figure mainly due to a mild
thickening of texture, aperceptible
dulling of the higher frequencies.
With continued use you would
probably adjust to this, more or less
as with the Audio Note DAC 5 [Feb
2000]. In other respects it showed
the best timing and most natural
tonal quality, while there was some
indication that the perceived quality
might be more dependent on the
system in which it is used.
Of all the filter sets, Ifound this
one to be the most natural in tone,
dynamic expression, faithful timing
and drive. The bass was pretty good
even if it didn't show the full level of
integrated slam heard in more costly
audiophile designs. Despite the slight
loss of treble, there was also some
'grain' in the upper range,
fortunately outweighed by the
exceptional retrieval of detail in the
treble. Sound staging was also very
good. On this filter, by the way, the
loudness was back up to the normal
setting.
Looking back, it was hard to
believe that all these sound
dimensions could be expressed via
the same set of electronics.

FILTER 3
Retaining the lowered output level of
Filter 2, Ifelt that there was afurther
if smaller improvement to be had
over Filter 2. While on an absolute
scale the mid was a tad ' harder',
more forward, and the accompanying
sibilants were more forcefully
expressed, definition and stage
perspective was felt to be slightly
improved, though with some
additional ' brashness' in the upper
treble, evident on orchestral brass for
example. This could be aurally
wearing on rougher CDs but if the
*Related to the frequency-divided DACs?
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The sound

CONCLUSION

was so
different
between the
filters that as
far as Iwas
concerned
here were
in fact five
CD players,
with barely
a common
thread
between them,
the stuff
reviewer's
nightmares are
made of

It's not possible to come to asimple
conclusion for a such complex
player. Engineering build and finish
were both first rate, and even if you
have to play extra for arather classy
remote handset the quality is
undeniably high for the money.
This T+A packs a lot of
technology into its slim case, with its
low vibration structure, low- jitter
crystal clock, multiple DAC
implementations
and
well
researched, versatile digital filter
options.
In general, the fundamental
performance measured very well in
the lab while there is still alot of fun
to be had exploring all the possible
combinations of performance.
Certainly some of the measured
variations will have possible audible
consequences, ranging from the
obvious level and treble response
differences to the variation in highfrequency distortion.
It's low in noise, low in EMC
products and has both high
resolution and dynamic range.
On sound quality you may choose
from several results, even cherry-pick
filter settings according to your
system, your preference and the
recording. After weighing up all the
pros and cons, the performance is
sufficient
for
a
cautious
recommendation. This fascinating
design is one you should really
explore for yourself. It tells us much
about the in-depth skills of T+A and
Imost certainly look forward to
seeing more designs from this
innovative hi-fi company.
MAY 2000
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In general, the
fundamental
performance
measured very
well in the
lab while there
is still alot
of fun to be
had exploring
all the possible
combinations
of
performance.
Certainly
some of the
measured
variations will
have possible
audible
consequences,
ranging from
the obvious
level and
treble
response
differences
to the
variation in
high-frequency
distortion
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T+A Electroacoustik CD122OR

Fig 2. T+A CD1220R: linearity below -60dB

Fig 3. T+A CD1220R: distortion and
spuriae, IkHz at -70dB (for all filters)

Fig 4. T+A CD1220R: distortion spectrum

Fig 5. T+A CD1220R, Filter I: distortion

Fig 6. T+A CD1220R, Filter 4. distortion

and spuriae, 20kHz tone

spectrum and spuriae, 20kHz tone

and spuriae, IkHz at -70dB

Fig

1. T+A CD1220R:

high-frequency

imermodulation test (19kHz/20kHz, OdB)

LAB REPORT
provided the greatest
variation in performance, Ichecked them
and confirmed the overall characteristics
shown in the introduction. However, the
1.41dB reduced output on Filters 2and 3
isn't shown in the spec.
These filters showed some modest
response ripple and were presumably set to
alower level to avoid any possibility of
peak level clipping. The 'standard' filter
response is typically flat to 20kHz for
most players but in this case the T+A was
-0.91dB at 20kHz, while the overall
response was dead flat, virtually w DC.
Filter 1was essentially flat in response
with the 20kHz point now at - I.2dB.
Quieter by 1.41 dB, Filter 2has about
0.5dB of ripple with slight treble lift and
sharp out-of-band attenuation, with the
20kHz point at -0.6dB.
Filter 3was also 1.41 dB down in level,
but rose by up w 0.8c1B by 14kHz, before
falling w -2.7dB by 20kHz.
Filter 4was devoid of peaking and was
back at full output level, clearly dulled in
the treble, and falling -0.5dB by 10kHz,
-2dB for 16kHz and -4.6dB by 20kHz,
also showing slow `stop band' filtering.
However it's also obvious that asimple
translation of these responses by no means
accounts for the variation in sound
quality heard. Digital filtering isn't trivial
and subtle sound variations arise from
many factors associated with the deep
number crunching involved.
Another factor may involve the effect of
out-of-band ultrasonic signals on the rest
of the amplifier chain, this interaction a
result of the different attenuation slopes
present beyond the working audio range.
Channel balance was excellent, within
0.025dB throughout, as was channel
separation, peaking at 112 dB midband
and still exceeding 110 dB at 20kHz.
Inter-channel phase difference was held
low, less than 0.5° over the whole band.
Dynamic range was high, over 105dB
for psychoacoustic thresholds; even a
simple THD measurement scored afirst
rate -97.5 dB midband, this just
0.0013% of harmonics and noise for a
full-level ¡ kHz input tone. This player
has full 16-bit resolution while on dithered
material it will go still further, typically
Since the filters
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I9-bit. The output level was higher than
average at 2.62V, 2.31dB above the
norm, from avery low output impedance
of 19 ohms, capable of driving any cable
or load.
On the standard filter the full-level
high-frequency intermodulation result was
excellent [Fig 1] at -102.2dB and better
still at - I0dB modulation. Signal-to-noise
ratios were also very good, 109.5dBA;
104.3 dB unweighted (with no trace of
hum components); 101.2 dB for the more
arduous CCIR [IkHz) ARM reading.
There was some mild de-emphasis error,
this measuring -IdB by 5kHz and
-0.71dB at 16kHz.
Track access was fairly quick at 3.3
seconds, while error gap correction was
unexceptional, the Philips CDMI2
transport and decoder failing at I.25mm,
but secure on ¡ mm data gaps. Mechanical
noise was satisfactorily low and radio
emissions were very well controlled, as you
would probably expect for aplayer from
the land of FTZ.
Low-level resolution was also very
good, (despite the small step seen on the
linearity graph, this ameasurement
'glitch') within 0.3dB of target at the
-90dB modulation level. Fair linearity
was clearly evident to below 115dB where
encoded dither noise began to lift w the
measured level [Fig 2].
Fig 3shows the high-frequency band
output of the player for all the different
filters. There's no great difference for a
-70dB ¡ kHz encoded tone input. The rise
above 40kHz was the contribution of the
4th order noise-shaping, while beyond
80kHz the 3rd order 50kHz Bessel filter
in the analogue section took effect.
Noise/distortion rejection was around
-85dB for in-band frequencies but could
degrade on certain of the filters. Take the
wideband spectrum for a20kHz full-level
tone for the full Bezier filter, No 4, [Fig
4). While the sample-rate beat tone at
24. 1kHz was almost at full level, the rest
of the spectrum was comparatively clean.
Now compare with Filter 1, [Fig 5] which
one might have assumed to be innocent.
Now we have ariot of beat products of
almost every order littering the whole
spectrum. No wonder this filter sounded
different w Number 4. Yet it doesn't
explain why Filter Isounded more

Fig 7. T+A CD1220R: high resolution
yittergram', 1kHz tone

'distant' than 'Standard'. Fig 6illustrates
the harmonic spectrum of a - 70dB
dithered low-level tone for Filter 4. Second
harmonic is 30dB down, this particular
result not as good as expected. Generally
the harmonics shown are buried in the
noise _floor for delta-sigma conversion such
as this. Filter settings did not affect this.
On jitter aspects, the high resolution
analysis spectrogram, reading down to
-135dB on afull-level 1kHz tone gave a
very good result. The central line was
notably pure with no noise-modulated
sidebands. The remaining spectral 'lines'
were at quite low level and of no great
importance, including some residual power
related components [Fig 7].
(Unless stated otherwise, the test results
are for the standard filter setting.)
Test results

T+A CD122OR

20kHz
20Hz
-0.018
Channel balance (dB) 0.02 +0.025
74.5
Stereo separation (dB) > 1.15
97.5
Channel phase
0.21
0.47
difference (degrees) <0.11
Distortion (dB):
-95.3
-97.5
THE) at OdB
-98.2
-88.5
THD at -10dB
-30
THD at .70dB
-102.2
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB
-99.5
Interrnod 19/20kHz, -10d8
Frequency response
0 -0.91
Left (dB)
Signal to noise (
dB)
104.3
20Hz 20kHz, unwtd
101.2
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
De-emphasis
5kHz
16kHz
(error In dB) at
lkHz
1./12
-/-0.5
-/-1 -/-0.71
2.62V (+2.31dB)
Output level, OdB
19k ohms
Output impedance
dependent on filter
Spuriae to 100kHz
Track access to track 99)
3.3 secs
lmm gap
[nor correction capability
Error at 90dB L R
+0.3/+0.3
Dimensions ( whd. mm)
440x75x390
£1520
Typical price ( Inc VAT)
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t's now a few years since Ifirst
encountered the Canadian
Bryston brand: Ireviewed the
Bryston 3BNRB power amp and
BP5 pre- amplifier in Oct ' 95.
Besides being built like proverbial
brick outhouses and made to last
(with a20-year guarantee thrown in
free!) they sounded rather well.
Whatever they may have seemed to

With no
commonality
except the
casing, the
ABST is truly
dual-mono,
and so should
be endowed
with very good
stereo imagery

lack in hi-fi fireworks they certainly

Solid, dependable and now
even more powerful than before:
Bryston 'snew 4B-ST power amplifier
and BP20IBP25 pre- amplifier

by DAVID BERRIMAN

made up for with overall control,
definition, analysis and listenability.
For a long time, when other
amplifiers came into the system for
review, I'd find it came as a relief
when the Brystons were wired back
in. However, after awhile, Ibecame
aware that Iwas no longer always so
delighted when they were reconnected. Long-term acoustic
memory is as strange thing — and
with two house moves in between it
is hard to tell whether it was the
amplifier which had changed, my
perception of it, or simply the
radically different room acoustics
with which my system now has to
deal. My home listening room is
now rather brighter and less
forgiving than before, while my
other listening area is noticeably
warmer, and possibly more neutral.
Anyway, when Keith Tong of PMC
told me about the 4BST power
amp (more powerful than the 3B

EPYS TON
POCK

4I

NRB) and BP20/BP25 preamplifier, claimed to outperform
the old models substantially, I
jumped at the chance of reviewing
them. Especially after the ATC
SIA2-150 amp, which wowed me
so effectively [HFN/RR, Sept '99].
As Bryston's philosophy is
influenced by a similar studio/
domestic design ethic, the review
would be all the more interesting.

INSIDE THE BP20
Outwardly, the new pre- and power
amp are very similar to the old
models, finished as they are in the
same anodised, linished black
aluminium. The standards of
construction inside and out are, as
you'd expect, similarly high. The
BP20 pre-amp under review costs
£1200 and is a line- level only
device. The alternative versions,
BP25P and BP25MC (£ 1475 and
£1800 respectively), are both for
lovers of the black round stuff, each
containing an RIAA phono input
stage comprising all discrete
transistors, and offering either m-m
or m-cinput (m-c, with higher gain
switchable from the front panel).
The slim rear panel of the BP-25
is wedged full of sockets. There are
five pairs of RCA ` phono' inputs
(unbalanced), a pair of RCA-type
tape inputs and outputs plus two
pairs of balanced XLR inputs.
Outputs comprise two pairs of
unbalanced RCA phonos and one
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AMPLIFIERS
pair of XLRs (balanced). These
balanced connections are of course
mainly intended for pro- audio
applications, where they give
improved isolation from hum and
interference, particularly over long
runs of cable; but they can also
bring benefits to home hi-fi. Threepin connectors provide remote
on/off control of the pre-amp.
Inside, a single printed circuit
board carries virtually all the
components: motorised ALPS
volume control, wafer switches and
discrete amplification circuitry, plus
power supply rectification and
smoothing. Great care has been
taken with the layout in both preand power amp to minimise the
signal paths and reduce distortion.
This might sound like audiophile
ethos applied to pro audio, but in
reality it's just good design.
The front panel sports rotary
input selector, balance and volume,
with miniature toggle switches for
tape, mono/stereo, mute and
polarity inversion. In addition, the
pre- amp is also supplied with a
chunky solid aluminium cased
infra- red remote, which rather
neatly allows control over just
volume ( via the motorised pot),
muting and phase inversion. Imust
say Iliked this simple unit, which is
really all that's needed. Power
comes via a separate outboard
transformer, which keeps hum away
from low-level circuits, and plugs
into asocket on the rear panel.

4BST POWER AMPLIFIER
Big and chunky like the 3BNRB,
the 4BST wears its heatsinks and
power- output transistors to the
sides and a large central on/off
switch on its front panel. Indeed,
apart from the two grab handles,
that's almost all you'll see here. I
write almost, because just above the
power switch are two multicoloured LEDs. Green indicates
normal operation, yellow shows
clipping is approaching, while red
indicates clipping is present. As the
instructions warn, green and yellow
are OK, but flashing red is not good
news for loudspeakers, which can
easily be damaged by clipped music
signals. At least the user can back
off the volume when this is visible.
Red flashes during power-up and
down are not aproblem.
Around the back, there are two
balanced input sockets which take
both XLRs and professional jack
plugs, plus two RCA (unbalanced)
phono sockets for good measure.
There's a switch to select balanced
or unbalanced input modes, a
ground- lift
switch
and
a
stereo/bridged mode toggle, which
converts the amplifier from a250W
MIR NEWS a021:000 REVIEW
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rated stereo to an 800W- rated
mono amplifier. Inside, the two
electrically-separate power supplies
are mounted in the centre, with the
power amp circuits to each side.
Two large toroidal transformers and
eight ( four per channel) large
smoothing capacitors grace the
power supply section. With no
commonality except the casing, the
4BST is truly dual-mono, and so
should reap the benefits of very
good channel separation.

THE SOUND
As soon as the pre- and power
amplifier arrived, they were
connected together with the
balanced XLR/XLR interconnects
supplied, and powered up. As with
any piece of electronics they took a
while to bed in. My initial
impressions where of just a slight
but definite improvement over the
old pre-/power. As the new pairing
warmed up and bedded in, the
sound really improved quite
noticeably,
becoming
both
smoother and more open. The new
combination rally was substantially
better — obvious even without a

Big aid
chunky like
the 313fitB,
the 4B-ST
wears its
heats Irks and
power-output
transistors
to tie sides
and alarge
central on/off
switch on its
front panel
Indeed, apart
from the two
grab handles,
that's almost
al you'll see
here

direct comparison. My annoyance
with the old pair — acertain grainy
brittleness — was all but banished,
while the bass — which was already
superb in its gut-plumbing depth
and power — now took on even
greater
shape,
texture
and
definition. With the old models, one
could
easily
separate
bass
instruments in the mix, but the new
pair were better still, with the old
bloom replaced by a new strength,
definition and confidence.
During the bedding-in period of
the review pair, the old power and
pre- amp were dispatched for a
thorough check-over and a general
overhaul to original spec, just in
cast anything had changed. On
their return they were auditioned
again. The sound had indeed
improved, sounding smoother and
easier, but were still no match for
the ( admittedly more powerful)
4BST power amp and the BP25
pre. Now that these had run-in,
bedded- in
or
warmed- up
(whichever term you prefer!), the
4BST and BP25 were really singing.
The Bryston power amps do
become nicely warm in use, even
when just ticking over, and don't
fully come on song until they have
been playing music for an hour or
so. To me there is something
comforting about amplifiers which
run warm, a feeling that they are
more likely to stabilise to
satisfactory working bias currents
45

BC Acoustique NIL
The reference speaker
with Parisian style

Pet. speakers
"Vocals and instruments are solidly focused and terrifically expressive, with
pinpoint imaging. And even more amazing they disappear into the vast
soundstage they create. " — iraltat

BC
Acoustique

is distributed in the UK by

The Audiophile Club

AMPLIFIERS
which should minimise distortion at
all output levels. Inever totally trust
power amplifiers which run really
cool until thrashed, as the
semiconductor temperatures will
fluctuate more than those which are
not only permanently warm but are
also turned on for low-level signals.
Compared to the original
amplifiers, even in their refurbished
state, the bass of the new review
pair was more controlled, treble
sweeter and more expressive and
the mid just cleaner and clearer.
The
overall
definition
and
instrumental detail were excellent.
In particular, instruments or vocals
way down in the mix were audible
with absolute clarity, whereas with
many amplifiers these were
obscured or masked. There seemed
to be new layers of resolution across
the whole range, without resorting
to glare. Treble was crisp and
detailed without harshness, but was
not euphonically smoothed. There's
no rose-tinted glossing-over with
the Brystons. If there's an acidic
edge in the recording, then you'll
hear it. It's an overworked cliche,
but the Brystons are musically
expressive; all that reproduced
detail really does reveal how
musicians were playing when the
recording was made. They really
did remind me of the excellent
ATC SA150 integrated.
The Brystons handled all types of
music with equanimity. Playing
'Part of the Process' from
Morcheeba's Big Calm, showed just
how good the BP25 and 4BST are.
Sky Edwards' sultry voice, twanging
lap steel guitar, throbbing synth,
slapping bass drum machine and
deep bass guitar were all handled
superbly: the high-frequency upperharmonic synth sounds on this track
never descended into harsh audible
distortion, as can be the case.
Another example was the
Eurythmics' Missionary Man'.
This fairly exploded across the
room and provided areal sense of a
performance, rather than mere
reproduction. Having heard Annie
and Dave at Wembley the night
before, it was something of a
surprise to hear the home system do
so well! I'm convinced that the
Brystons take most of the credit.
They seem to imbue music with a
rightness and naturalness; and not
just in tonality — it's down to
expressiveness and communication
with almost a sleight-of hand. Just
as you are trying to analyse, to
figure out the sound, you realise
you've been enjoying the music all
along. Enough said? With all their
tracks, the trick was the same: a
giant slab of well-sorted sound;
complete with rough edges, the
14141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Inside the
BP 25

pre -amp

usual distortion heard with electric
music, but never exaggerated.
Classical and jazz were treated
the same way too. Miles Davis's
Porgy and Bess [
Columbia/Legacy
CK 65141, 20-bit re-mastered] was
just one example that shows an old,
slightly bright, recording, and
mesmerising musicianship, done
proud. Icould go on about depth
and stereo image, but the Bryston
had all that. The Brystons'
subjective low-level resolution
almost guaranteed the reproduction
of depth and a sense of genuine
acoustics with classical music in real
halls, in the same way that they
generated an almost visceral
response from good studioproduced music. In the allegro from
Weber's clarinet concerto [Musical
Fidelity], Anthony Michaelson's
clarinet sang out clearly over the
accompanying clearly defined
violin, viola and double bass: and
the 300 year old Testore cello
sounded rich and vibrant.
Sometimes recordings surprise.
Take Lou Reed's landmark,
Transformer. As it dates from 1972,
you wouldn't expect much of
recorded quality, yet this David
Bowie/Mick Ronson production is
full of layers. It's been so carefully
put together and the Brystons show
every bit of it. In 'Walk on the Wild
Side', the bass and drum are mixed
together to emphasize the bass slap,
but you can hear both clearly. Lou's
voice is rock-steady and when 'the
coloured girls sing do, de-do, de-do,
de-do- de-do, do...' the way they
fade from the background to the
fore is just magical.
Perhaps that's why importer
PMC sells so many to recording
studios, film and AV postprocessing suits. Perhaps that's why
music-loving hi-fi buyers and, more
recently, home cinema enthusiasts
are said to be buying Brystons: the
combination of pure musical sound
and awesome, power could be ideal
for music lovers who wish to use
their home cinema systems for
music too. So, there you have the
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PMC
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Monitor Co.),
Unit 72
Haslemeri
Industrial Estate,
Town Road,
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Garden City,
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Tel: 01707
393002

Brystons, but are they Pro Audio or
hi-fi? Ican't make out whether
Bryston is a Pro Audio product
which works on an audiophile level,
or vice versa and why. Perhaps it's
that Bryston designers, freed from
the need to impress hi-fi buyers in
shops simply strive to make
naturally analytical products, but in
the final analysis, does it really
matter? They're certainly not cheap
but sound ( if sound is the right
word for products with so little
sound of their own) excellent and
last for years. Ienjoyed my spell
with the new models, and can only
suggest that you listen to them — if
you want to hear what's really on
your discs.

BRYSTON MIST: SUPPLIER'S SPECIFICATION
Rated power per channel (VV/dBW)
left
294/24.7
Power output
(max to clipping at 2kHz)

250/23.9
right
291/24.64

Total Harmonic Distortion (%/dB) at rated power (250W)
At 20Hz (%/dB)
0.00149/-96
0.00142/-97
At 200Hz (%/dB)
0.00140/-97
0.00129/-97.8
At 2kHz (%/dB)
0.00169/-95.4
0.00352/-89.1
At 20kHz (%/dB)
0.00311/-90.1
0.00352/-89.1
Intennodulation distortion (IMD), smpTE (
60Hz+7kHz 4:1)*
0.00323/-89.8
0.00414/-87.6
Noise, ref rated power/ref 1W (dB)
Unweighted 20Hz-20kHz, XLR - 116/-92
IHF, unbalanced, input shorted - 116/-92
Typical price inc VAT

-114/-90
-114/-90
£1900

Note: this table actually gives the UK importers
measurements on the review same. They show low
distortion with very little rise at high frequencies and
excellent noise figures. Maximum power far exceeds the
manufacturer"; specification, which is rather conservative.
'Test equipment residual 0.001%/-100dB.

The Heil
AVT was
designed by
one Dr Oskar
Heil, physicist
and the
inventor of
the Field
Effect
Transistor.
You wouldn't
make
something
like that up,
would you?
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sit abird or is it aplane? Well,
neither actually. It's a loudspeaker based on the Heil AVT
Air Velocity Transformer, ( aka
AMT, or Air Motion Transformer),
which has been around for several
years, attracting intermittent
interest, but never quite hitting the
big time, perhaps because it sounds
abit eccentric on paper, or because
it doesn't have the backing of aSony
or even a B&W. Pity, because it
gives every indication of living up to
its claims. The Heil AVT/AMT was
designed by one Dr Oskar Heil,
physicist and the inventor ( it says
here) of the Field Effect Transistor.
You wouldn't make something like
that up, would you?
In essence, the Heil AMT is a
tweeter, operating in this application
down to 1.5kHz, and which at first
sight looks like a ribbon unit. The
active part is a pleated polymer
diaphragm to which aluminium
conductor strips are bonded. The
diaphragm, which weighs less than a
gram, is bathed in an intense
magnetic field, and when asignal is
applied to the foil strips, the pleats
contract and expand, squeezing air
out and sucking it in as the pleats
move. The geometry of the unit
provides an approximate five-fold
mechanical advantage over a
conventional diaphragm, and a
correspondingly increased speed of
air movement, which is the basis for
describing it as atransformer. The
benefits are a very uniform drive

forward listening axis, the 160mm
pulp cone mid/bass unit, which is
fitted with an inverted dust cap, is
mounted on the angled top baffle
section, and the forward facing
tweeter is mounted on a bracket in
front of the top section, so that the
acoustic centres of the two units
align in the listening plane. The
baffle angle means listening to this
unit from 45° off axis, which is
acceptable given the relatively nondirectional nature of this kind of
driver, and especially so given its
limited high-frequency coverage.
The numbers are 89dB/watt
sensitivity ( controlled by the
bass/mid driver) for a 4 ohm
minimum impedance, and power
handling is rather generously rated at

•

200 watts. The enclosure measures
230x300x500mm (wdh), and each
speaker weighs 8.7kg. Think in
terms of a solid pedestal stand
coupled to the speaker with tiny
beads of Blutack.
There is no elaborate styling here,
but build quality is good, and the
units are dressed in quality wood
veneers. At the front base of the
speaker are two small diameter
ports, without the usual smoothing
at the entrances to reduce wind
noise, and bi-wire terminals are
fitted. The top section is covered by
a complex open cage that fills out
the missing part of the speaker
baffle, and this is covered in cloth.
The
designer
has
gone
to
considerable lengths to ensure that

across the diaphragm, high acoustic
efficiency, and no need to damp the
diaphragm or motor.
To establish time alignment on a

The Heil AMT Aulos

loudspeaker and Ergo headphones
from Switzerland use an
unusual transducer technology
by ALVIN GOLD

Swiss Air
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Musically,
the Aulos
impresses
with its quiet
competence
and —
horrible word,
so forgive me
— musicality.
What came
over was less
the things it
did; like the
bass, the
treble, the
detail; than
the fluid,
organic way
it presented
them

they
work
acoustically,
but
unsurprisingly, sound quality is just
that little more spacious and open

ERGO AMT HEADPHONES

with the covers removed.

SOUND QUALITY
The Aulos impresses with its quiet
competence and — horrible word, so
forgive me — musicality. What came
over was less the things it did, like
the bass, the treble, the detail, than
the fluid, organic way it presented
them. Bass reproduction worked
because the box and the driver
coexist in akind of natural harmony.
Treble, in particular the mid- treble
which is the root of what is often
described as the ' presence band',
appears to coalesce in the air,
apparently without corporeal
intervention. It's almost spooky.
It must already be clear that the
Aulos is refined beyond its station in
life. It has an open, singing quality
that unsurprisingly works brilliantly
with recorded vocal material, and
again there is that articulation, of
everything happening in step, which
is very different from the slightly
dislocated feel that is a common
experience, in one way or another,
even with quite costly loudspeakers.
The obverse of this coin is that the
Aulos is not as obviously detailed as
some. There is likely to be some
foundation to this beyond the
inherent smoothness and freedom
from audio band resonances, and my
guess is that there is some rolling
away in output towards 20kHz. If so,
the effect is not large because the
Ergo certainly isn't dull tonally, nor
is the harmonic overtone structure of
violins, woodwind and so on
obviously suppressed. The effect is
rather like the kind of observation
often made about the best valve
amps, which is that they reproduce
the music without underlining or
emphasising detail. The Aulos
embodies that kind of holistic
approach to its role and is totally

Prices

Heil AMT Aulos
loudspeakers

without the usual hi-fi gloss or
sheen; the music is all there.
It would be unfair to omit the
point that although the Aulos works
better than Ihad expected with rock

£1499.99

music, its special attributes seem to
chime best with acoustic material,

Ergo AMP
Headphones

which for this listener meant abroad
range of classical material, but also
mush artists like Diana Kra11, whose

£599.99

latest magnum opus, 'When Ilook in
your eyes', passed by in a blur of

SUPPLIER

mindless pleasure and, ah yes,

Audio
Synergy Ltd,
Valley Works,
Station Lane,
Heckmondwike,
W Yorkshire
WF16 ONF
Tel: 01924
406016
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involvement. It is that lack of a
mechanical origin to the sound that
makes it work so well. Alice in
Chains and Tom Waits by contrast
sounded emasculated, although the
warmth and grace of the Aulos still
proved impressive even in this much
raunchier material.
JUNE 2000

THE Ergo looks adead ringer for the Jecklin Float of yore, and the reason is
that it is. But in Ergo colours. The AMT replaces the electrostatic driver from
the top Jecklin Float with the Heil Air Motion Transformer.

The transducers are mounted at each
end of athick, moulded plastic band
whicn holds them away from the ears,
gently supported at an appropriate
distance by foam blocks behind each
ear, and resting on the top of the
head, again with foam padding to
cush:on the load. At 650g, the Ergo
AMT is no lightweight. The earpieces
are open back, and placement on the
head is not critical. The lead consists
of 2.5 metres of fairly heavy ribbon
cable. Thanks to their loose fitting, no
head size adjustment is available or
needed. The design doesn't distort the
outer ear, which is allowed to function
more or less as it would in real life,
Nevertheless, the added space has a
profound effect on music reproduction,
and also on comfort, as air is allowed
to flow freely around the ears.
The AMT needs more drive than is
available from aheadphone socket,
and instead uses aconnection box for
connection to the amplifier speaker
terminals, with asingle socket which
looks rather like avalve base for the
headphones, and arocker switch
which directs the input signal to the
headphones or to apair of speakers
connected at the rear. The latter can
and should be bypassed if you have a
separate power amplifier, or if your
integrated amp has switching for two
sets of speaker terminals,
The headphones are as
extraordinary in their way as the
speakers, and in some ways
perhaps more so. On
more than one
occasion, I
turned off
the speakers I
was
listening to ( not

always the Heil models) and turned up
the headphones only to momentarily
be fooled into thinking that Ihad
made amistake, and that I
was still
listening to the speakers. The big
difference to other headphones is that
the Ergo provides something like a
realistic impression of space and
distance. It would be exaggerating to
say that the sound wasn't in the head
because it wasn't completely true, but
certainly the Ergo gets further away
from this stereoype than any
headphone Ihave heard apart from
the Stax Sigma and, to alesser extent,
the Lambda. In fact imagery appears
to be frequency dependent, with lower
frequencies sounding significantly
more spacious and distant than mid or
high frequencies.
The Ergo has what seems to be a
house sound, being smooth, warm
and open. There was absolutely no
trace of aggression or resonance from
the drive unit. The structure of the
headphone was also above average
in this respect at mid and higher
frequencies, but there was clearly
some coloration from this source in the
upper bass and into the midband, a
broadband effect I
would judge to be
centred on the 200-500Hz region,
and which acolleague later described
as gong- like. The effect was to
introduce strong overhang to an
otherwise extremely likeable and
extremely spacious headphone that
for once doesn't image in the head.
This is the only blot on the
copybook of an otherwise
outstandingly listenable
headphone.
You should check it out.

Wisdom

Having said that, buying hi -iis always a
compromise - the only way to the total truth is to
have the performing artists in your own living
room. Not too easy in most cases. At Sounds Of
Music however, it is our continual aim to
compromise as little as possible as our extensiva
ranges will confirm. What you hear in the showrocm
does not always offer the same performace at home
and that is where our superb one months home
trial system and extensive range really comes into
its own.

Zingali

ProAc

JM Labs

As you can see, this month we have featured a
varied selection of loudspeakers from all over the
world and at all price ranges. We believe that man ),
of these are capable of producing believable'
sounds but this still needs confirming by you in
your own particular environment and on your own
particular hi-fi set up.
We carry one of the largest ranges of specialist
products in the UK, as weL as the loudspeakers
featured this month, all being available on our
special trial exchange system and in the comfort of
your own listening environnent. Our one monthstrial exchange system is just fantastic, where else
can you try arange as extensive and have the
assurance that the results will be, as you want
them to be.

Lumley

Wilson Benesch

Eggleston Works

Audio Physics

We specialise in room tuning advice and matching
and balancing a complete system to your own
particular taste. Our knowledgeable and confident
staff at both our branches are more than qualified
to help you through the '11 -'-fi maze'. If you are
connected, look up our web page for monthly
updates, special offers and second hand bargains.
Our aim at Sounds Of Music is to provide you with
all the best and latest products, all the best news
and technology and the very best sound you can
get for your pound.

ATC

J

Cabasse

Quad

Buying hi-fi from Sounds Of Music could not be
more simple or successful and we assure you that to
the best of our ability there will be 'no
compromise' either.

Where Else Can You Compare All These Products:
Avantgarde, Argento, Aucl)o Synthesis, Advantage, Audio Physics, Audio Refinement, Apollo, AJdion, Audio Note, Audio Research, Audio
Analogue, Audio Quest, Anthem, A.V.I., A.T.C., Acoustic Energy, Atacama, B.C. Acoustic, Base, Balanced Audio Technologies, Beyerdynamic,
Boulder, Bow, Bose, Burmester, Cabasse, Carfrae Horns, Covergent Audio Technology, Chord, Coplard, Cadence, Cabte-Talk, Celestion, Copulare,
Clear Audio, Dunlavy, Echo- Busters, Eggleston- Works, Electrocompanient, Eikos, FM Acoustics, Genesis, Graham, Goertz, Goldring, Gershman,
Grado, Hales, Harbeth, Helios, Hovland, Jamo, JM Labs, Koetsu, Krell, KEF, Klipsch, Lyra, Lumley, Lyra, L.A.T., Lavardin, Musical Technology,
Magnum Dynatab, Micromega, Marantz, MVL, Martin Logan, Mitchell, Musical Fidelity, Neat, Nordost, Opera, Optimum, Ortofon, Orchid,
Parasound, Plinius, Pathos, Project, Passlabs, Pro- ac, Pink Triangle, Primare, QED, Quad, Rockport, Ret, SME, Shure, Sennheiser, Sonic Link,
Soundstyle, Sound Organisation, Sumiko, Straight Wire, Sonic Frontiers, Sonus-Faber, Stands Unique, Target, Trilogy, Teac, Theta, Tannoy,
Totem, Talk Electronics, Thule, Townshend, Transparent, Transfiguration, Triangle, Unison Research, Van Den Hull, Wisdom, Wilson,
Wilson-Benesch, Wadia, XTC, XL0, Ya -namura Churchill, YBA, Zingati.
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Place,

Visit Saccerde od 7ecedec at:

Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN1 1YQ

London SE1

tet: 01892 547003 / 516383
fax: 01892 547004

34 Horselydown Lane,
tel: 0171 357 8882

web: www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

fax: 0171 378 8687
75 yards from To,er Bridge)

AMPLIFIERS

I

n October 1998, Cyrus separated
from the Mission Group and
became
an
independent
company. The Cyrus 7 amplifier is
the first product to benefit from
development under the new regime,
and is intended to be the company's
core product, around which the rest
of the range will develop. It retails at
£700, a point where customers
expect ahigh quality, well-designed
and finished product. The 7 does
not disappoint.
The shape is the customary Cyrus
'long
and
narrow'
casing,
215x75x365mm (whd), and weight
is 4.6kg. The diecast casework has
the ` Batman-esque' looks, common
to the entire product range, which is
hand-finished and then painted in
black. The unusual looks, combined
with the red or green LED displays
(the colour changes according to the
function in use), make for an
attractive but relatively discreetlooking piece of equipment.
Across the lower part of the fascia
are seven buttons to select the
required input. These comprise five
line-level inputs, a tape loop and a
tape playback facility. There is no
on-board phono stage; however,
Cyrus has come to the rescue
of vinyl users with the
aEQ7 phono preamp [
HFNIRR
March/April
'99]
which
plugs into any
spare line-input.
At the top left
are buttons for
Standby, Mute
a
n
d
Headphones. To
the far right is a
large
rotary
volume control
surrounded by a ring of LEDs. At
volume zero the first LED displays
red, with remaining lights green as
the level increases. Using the
comprehensive remote control, the
volume knob can change function to
abalance control. Again, the colour
of the LEDs alters as the sound is
panned from one side to the other.
There is also a very useful option
(accessed using the input selector
buttons in conjunction with the
volume control) whereby the relative
volumes of each input can be
equalised to that of the CD input.
This eliminates that annoying
change in level which can often
occur when switching between
sources.
At the rear are neat rows of goldplated phono plugs for the inputs, as
well as pre-amplifier output sockets.
MC- BUS system sockets are
included to enable several Cyrus
products to be interlinked by phono
N101 NEWS 11, IIECOINI REVIEW
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and asocket labelled PSX-R. This is

Cyrus
Integrated
Auntie

New amplifier from Cyrus Electronics
aims to rise above the crowd with
power, good sound and facilities

by TONY BOLTON
leads, allowing fully integrated
system control from one remote
control handset. At each side there
are two sets of speaker terminals.
These are of the CEapproved style,
and require either unterminated
leads to be inserted, or else minor
surgery to allow regular 4mm
banana plugs to be used [or just rebuild every speaker cable with the
recommended BFA plugs! — Tech
Ed]. Below all of these are the mains
on/off switch, fuse holder, IEC
mains socket, 1
/in headphones jack,
4

SUPPLIER
Stoneh ill,
Huntingdon,
Combs
PE18 6ED
Tel: 01480
451 —

for the optional outboard power
supply unit and will provide the
analogue and signal circuits with a
cleaner and more stable DC feed,
whilst all other functions are
powered from the regular supply,
with its large toroidal transformer
lurking within the casing.
After unpacking and reading the
handbook, the amp was plugged
into, alternately, AR Status S20
bookshelf speakers, and Kelly KT3
floorstaders. Sources included the
Cyrus dAD1.5 CD player, as well as
a TEAC VRDS 10SE. Analogue
sources included Nakamichi DR10
and Yamaha TX 340 tuner.
Interconnects came from van den
Hul, True Colours Industries, and
DNM. Loudspeaker cable was
DNM Reson and Ecosse Reference
Monocrystal MS2.3.

SOUND QUALITY
The sound produced was big. It goes
deep without rumbling, and there
was an absence of grain or harshness
right through to the upper limit.
Imaging was very focused, and it
became very easy to lose oneself in,
for instance, The Orb's floating
Pomme Fritz album [ Island
524013-2]. Music with a
more
regular
rhythm
was
made enjoyable
by a fast and
punchy drum
sound, allied to a
rocking bass line.
Elvis Presley's
'Marie's
the
Name' [
All Time
Greatest
Hits,
RCA PK90100]
played through
the
DRIO
showed this to perfection.
Overall presentation appeared to
be somewhat forward when first
heard; this sensation was later
recognised as being related to the
excellent separation between sounds.
The only negative point Ifound in
general usage was that applause on
live recordings had a slightly clicky
sound.
The claimed 60 watts/channel
caused me to wonder about some
manufacturers' power claims: I
found that the 11 o'clock position
drove the efficient Kelly speakers
to very
neighbour- annoying
volumes in awell furnished 18ft x
16ft room.
In practical terms, this amplifier
was found to be awell thought out,
well built product that offered
flexibility, and enough power to
satisfy most needs.
It sounded good, looked good and
offers good value for money.
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A3 RANGE.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM
FRONT PANEL.

TWENTY-FOUR CARAT GOLD
PLATED FITTINGS.

REMOTE CONTRO-LED.

PHONO STAGE.

POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A3 RANGE: I
NTEGRATED AMPS, PREAMPS, POWER AMPS, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND HOME CINEMA DECODER. FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866.

LOUDSPEAKERS
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Not so small by UK standards,
this 'baby' American speaker
sounds bigger than it looks

by IVOR HUMPHREYS

A

lón is the primary brand
name of New Jersey-based
loudspeaker manufacturer
Acarian Systems, which made its
début at the January 1992 CES in
Las Vegas with its Alón IV design.
The man behind it is Carl
Marchisotto, formerly chief designer
at Dahlquist. There are currently 15
models in the Acarian catalogue: five
open baffle types, two conventionalcabinet designs in a 'wood monitor'
series, three ` minimonitors' of which
the £425 Li'l Rascal is the smallest,
three hi-fi subwoofers and two home
cinema units, the Centris and
Centris Sub.
On this side of the pond we'd call
the Rascal a medium sized
loudspeaker rather than a minimonitor, standing as it does 394rtun

On this side of
the pond we'd
call the Rascal
a medium
sized
loudspeaker
rather than a
mini mon tor

SUPPLIER
Ululate S91liCS,
36 Hurekurne
Road,
London
SE23 221B.
Td: 0208 699
2446

(15.5in) high, but it is certainly
compact. It is a two-way design
intended for two- channel stereo
and/or home cinema applications,
for which purpose it has magnetically
shielded drive units, allowing use
near amonitor or television.
The 165mm bass/midrange driver
is newly developed and claims
sophisticated voice-coil technology
which helps reduce distortion and
assist power handling. It is built into
a substantial moulded plastics
chassis, has a convex rubber roll
surround and a stiff woven fabric
dustcap. The 25mm silk- dome
tweeter is also new and has an
integral flared horn formed by its
faceplate. Both drivers are throughmounted on the baffle, the LF
standing slightly proud on its
rounded bezel, the tweeter set flush
with its faceplate covered in felt,
presumably
to
help
control
diffraction. Reflex loading for the
bass is provided by a gently flared
tubular port which is a friction fit in
the front baffle.
The crossover caters only for a
normal two-wire feed (
ie, it is not biwirable). A simple circuit, it employs
two
air- cored
chokes,
two
polypropylene film capacitors and
three resistors and is point-to-point
wired on ahardboard former. Goldplated input terminals cater
for 4rmn plugs, bare wire
ends or spade terminals.
The screw heads have
flats inviting use of a
spanner, though you'd
need to be careful not to
disturb the pin fixings.
The cabinet is made
of 18mm thick medium
density
fibreboard
(MDF) with all 12 edges
mildly radiused. No
internal bracing is used
but damping is achieved
with a loose block of
fibrous wadding which
runs the height of the

;
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void and is placed
diagonally from one
front edge to its
opposite at the rear.
Finish is normally

black paint or 'solid' cherry, though
other colours are apparently
available. The drive units are
normally hidden by a simple open
MDF frame covered in a stretch
open-weave fabric. I thought the
sound better with it removed,
though the difference is subtle.
A simple impedance check
confirmed the nominal 8 ohms load,
with
the
minimum
value
comfortably above the 6 ohms
claimed. The usual twin impedance
peaks occurred at around 25Hz and
80Hz, with afurther one at just over
2kHz. Sensitivity is specified at
88dB spl for 2.83V at lm and the
frequency range 55Hz-20kHz
(within ± 2.5dB
from
60Hz
upwards).
The Rascal is intended to be
placed at least 12in away from the
rear and 36in from the side walls.
The mid-point between its drivers'
axes should fall at about the ear
height of a seated listener, which
implies stands about 24in high. I
used the neat single-column HS60II
from Target, which Inormally use
with a pair of the genuinely
diminutive AVI NuNeurrons.
This is an eminently listenable
loudspeaker
possessed
of a
surprisingly smooth tonal balance
and quite excellent dynamic
capability. It seems suited to all
kinds programme material, from
solo piano, solo vocal and chamber
music to full orchestral, jazz and
rock.
To be honest I'd not expected to
be so impressed since a knuckle test
on the cabinet led me to anticipate
significant coloration. There is
indeed some emphasis at around
250Hz ( and again, though less, at
380Hz) which adds 'warmth' to the
middle of the piano register, but it is
quite mild and Iwas very pleasantly
surprised
at
the
unaffected
naturalness of solo baritone and
soprano,
and
indeed
of
unaccompanied choir — severe tests
for any loudspeaker.
A key part of the Rascal's success,
Ithink, lies in its crisp dynamic
response: it ' speaks' well across the
audio band and the obviously good
integration of its drivers allows it to
generate a very plausible, sharply
defined sound stage. There's little
tendency to compression either,
even in substantial orchestral
climaxes. And the bass isn't at all
bad - reasonably extended for a
modest box and not in the least
sluggish.
All in all Iconsider this modest
design first rate value for money. It
is easy to drive and would
complement modest ancillaries to
winning effect. But it could happily
sit in fairly elevated company too. It's
not without ' character' but has far
more the manners of a lucky rascal
than those of aknavish rogue.
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LISTEN TO SOMI-1, VALVI-i,S
At the Listening Rooms we won't giveyou across-examination on how deerent bits
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sound - we'd much ratheryou listen to music... while we listen toyou.
From the momentyou enter our shopyou can relax in the knowledge that our success depends onyour satilaction.
We offer two demonstration studios, installation and design service, credit and export facilities and the world's
finest audio and AV equOment. Whetheryou want afunh little mini gstem, or afull-blown wide screen home
cinema extravaganza, we have the knowledge, experience andproducts that will get the best out of your music
and movies.
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THE ORCHID PRECISION AUDIO LOUDSPEAKER - LWO
FEATURING HE LEGENDARY HELL AIR MOTION
TRANSFORMER: A DEFINITIVE HIG-1 END REFERENCE
FOR ABSOLLFTE, NATURAL, SOUND.
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LWC
The world of high fidelity is crowded to Westing with absolutely
ordinary loudspeakers, some costing agreat deal, some possessing stunning woodwork, but using only ordinary components and
ultimately delivering ordinary sound. LWO is something different!
The Heil Air Motion Transformer, able to accelerate air at up
to eight times the velocity of its diaphragm, is probably the best
high frequency driver ever made. We are proud to brmg the AMT
back into England and use it in atime aligned and phase linear
reference loudspeaker capable of extraordinary penetration
into the soul of music. Here are some of LWO's specifications:
•Frequency Response

:38Hz to 20khz, 3dB

•Sensitivity

:90 dB/watt
:8 ohms, 5ohms minimum
:33 x 12 x 14 ( inches)

•Impedance
•Physical dimensions

LWO is an ultimate loudspeaker for £3995.00 To hear it please
call Orchid for the name of your nearest dealer:
LWO is made in England.
TEL/FAX:

01608 684 694
+44 1608 684 694

www.orchid-precision-audio.co.uk
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ounded by one Bent Káre in
Strib, Denmark in 1990, BKS
formalises a life-long passion.
Bent had previously designed a
number of two- and three-way reflex
and transmission line loudspeakers,
and avariety of horns. BKS was set
up to sell high- end designs made
from quality components at
relatively affordable prices, with due
attention to aesthetics, and the
brand is now exported to ten
countries.
Starting with the blindingly
obvious, the Hybrid 107 Mk II
Ribbon Supreme is a two way
biwirable rear- vented design,
featuring a 130mm mineral loaded
polypropylene cone bass driver
which hands over to a proprietary
185rmn bipolar ribbon line tweeter.
The speaker is built into an 18 litre
box, 1070x200x272mm (hwd), and
at 32kg it is backbreakingly heavy,
being made from MDF with
polished granite side cheeks and a
Formica- like black laminate on
other visible surfaces. There's an
open back section behind the
tweeter, concealed by a cloth cover
which matches the removable baffle
cover. Price is £ 1750/pair in Nero
Africa Granite (as reviewed), or Star
Galaxy finish.
The Supreme version tested here
features improved components in
the 2.5kHz first order crossover
compared to the earlier basic model
— apolypropylene capacitor, anoninductive damping resistor for the
tweeter, and a ' super de luxe high
end' capacitor (whatever that may
be) to by-pass the high pass filter.
Sensitivity is a moderate 88dB/W.
On power handling and impedance,
the maker is extremely coy, pointing
to the lack of precision in the
meaning of such terms, but suggests
that the system is effectively an 8
ohm design over the important bass
and mid frequencies, pulled down
to 2-3 ohms in the domain of the
ribbon. This shouldn't be aproblem
in practice as not much power is
involved at such frequencies.
This is a small speaker in alarge
box, as you may appreciate from the
relatively small diameter of the
130mm bass/mid driver and the
shallow average depth from frontto-back. From the side the 107 II
looks like aright-angle triangle, but
the hypotenuse is the back panel
rather than the baffle, which is
perpendicular to the floor. This may
seem an odd decision initially, for
two reasons. First, it means the
centre of mass falls alittle too close
to the front for comfort; not a
problem for a properly- secured
speaker used on spikes or rigid pads
(both supplied), bearing on to a
solid surface, but potentially

Hybri d
From Denmark comes the
BKS Hybrid 107 Mk II Ribbon
Supreme (to give it its full title),
a heavyweight speaker with a
gossamer- light ribbon tweeter
by ALVIN GOLD
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hazardous around small children.
Second, if the drivers had been
mounted on the sloping panel, this
would have allowed a measure of
time- alignment. This has been
passed up, presumably, to avoid
phase cancellations caused by
different path lengths to the ear
from different parts of the ribbon
when this does not face the listener
head-on.
The 107 is a distinctive and
unusual loudspeaker on audition,
and agratifying one too, led by the
qualities of that treble ribbon, which
from examination is extremely light
and delicate, and driven by a
powerful magnet system. It would
not be too strong aclaim to suggest
that this speaker has a unique
combination of qualities: a warm,
attractive bass and lower midband
which makes way for an upper
midband and treble that are ultraprecise, disciplined and neutral. The
sense of easy precision and clarity is
palpable, but is achieved without
any undue emphasis or signs of HF
resonances such as are almost
always apparent at some level with
moving-coil tweeters. This is very
much a property of good quality,
ultra- lightweight ribbons, which
from experience by the way does not
include most of the compact ribbon
drop- in
replacements
for
conventional domes. The 107 II
held up well off- axis too, with an
airy quality perhaps helped by the
ribbon's bipole dispersion pattern.
More important than the specific
observations is the 107's ability to
communicate musical ideals,
colours and textures, and most of all
the inside story — the wealth of
foreground
and
background
information, and the way they
interact to make a rich and
compelling musical experience.
Switching to other loudspeakers at
various points in the test invariably
led to a feeling that the sound had
become slightly defocused, slightly
coarser in texture and slightly more
underlined, less natural if you like.
All small differences, but they
added up. The Hybrid 107 gave
every indication of being easy to
drive by compact quality amplifiers
like the YBA Intégré a DT and
Primare A30.1 or better, and while
it may not appeal to heavy-duty
rock users, there are few other
obvious restrictions.
This is a distinctive, original and
thoroughly enjoyable model with
near-high-end pretensions at awell
under high-end price.
1
1
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SUPPLIER
R1* Services,
118 Mendip Heights,
Didcot, Oxfordshire 0X11 7TG.
Tel: 01235 810455
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PASS LABS '
The king of Class A amplification'.

The only speaker in the world
combining concentric three-way
units capable of covering treble,
midrange and low midrange.
Astoundingly realistic sound
reproduction. At between
90 - 94.5 dB, the humblist of
amplifiers will drive these units.

Transfiguration

I I ZINGALI
'The Omniray Horn,
pi us

lifelike sound

SWEDEN

ADVANTAGE

reproduction'.
irresistable'.

"...remarkably sharp and
focused. It excels at the
reproduction of very fine levels
of dynamic inflection, subtle
shifts of tone, colour and attack
that form the life-blood of
expressiveness." - Jaines Hughes
Hi -Fi News Et Record Review

Argento Audio
A musically neutral, visually
stunning range of copper or
silver interconnect and speaker
cable, that out perform
their price.

THE UK
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MUSICAL FIDELITY
'When music matters most'.

AGENCIES

Clearaudio
Beautifully designed turntables
that harmoniously combine
mechanical perfection,
individuality and sonic accuracy

Distributors of:
Argento Audio Cable, Cabasse, Clearaudio,
C.A.T. - Convergent Audio Technology, Graham,
Thule, Transfiguration

IMPORT A DISTRIBUTION

Unit 8, Enterprise Park, Slyfield Industrial Estate,
Guildford, Surrey GUI 1RB
Tel: (01252) 702705
email: info@audioreference.co.uk

ADVANTAGE,
HALES, HOVLAND,
APOLLO, ARGENTO, JAMO, LUMLEY,
ATACAMA,
MIT, MVL,
AUDIO ANALOGUE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
AUDIO QUEST,
MUSICAL
AUDIO VECTOR,
TECHNOLOGY,
AVI, BALANCED
NAD, NEAT, OPERA,
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, ORCHID, ORTOFON,
CAT, CHORD,
PASS LABS,
COPULARE, CREEK, PROCEED,
EGGLESTION WORKS, PROJECT,

PROMENADE,
PURESONIC, SME,
SOUNDSTYLE,
SUPRA,
WILSON BENESCH,
TARGET AUDIO,
TEAC, UNISION
RESEARCH,
WISDOM,
ZINGALI.
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The Old Coach House,
off South Street,
Ashby de la Zouch,
Leicestershire LE65 IAN

TELEPHONE 01530 414128
Mobile 0976 571875

CABLES

W

inter mornings, what
images do they conjure in
the mind. A low sun
peering out of aclear crisp blue sky,
the glitter of frost-covered trees and
plants, and the futile grinding of
reluctant car starter motors. [
TB has
clearly been in hibernation, or lives in
the arctic zone: it's May for most of us!
Mus Ed.] Frustration here is usually
attributable to poor electrical contact
both to the battery and the earth.
Five minutes with some emery cloth
usually restores normality.
Hi-fi equipment can suffer similar
maladies, and afew moments spent
cleaning connections often reaps
rewards out of proportion to the
effort involved — the logic being that
the better the power- supply, the
better the sound. There are several
companies now producing mains
power
leads
as
aftermarket
accessories, each claiming to improve
performance. For this review we
rounded up four examples, ranging
in cost from £ 35 to £ 125 and
plugged them into just about
anything that had an IEC socket on
the back. To keep life simple I'll start
with the cheapest and work up.

DNM
First, the DNM mains lead. This is
of solid- core construction, using
high-purity copper wrapped in white
PVC insulation. The lead is joined
to an MK plug with silver solder,
and the fuse connectors are silverplated. It looks like astiff kettle lead.
There the resemblance ends.
The sonic changes from a Creek
A52SE power amplifier after the
DNM lead was inserted were
obvious. The bass region was left
pretty much alone, but the mid-

range and treble opened up quite
considerably. There was little
difference in perceived brightness,
more a cleaned up, better defined
sound. In general this was beneficial,
although accompanying violins in
the Perlman recording of Bruch's
Violin Concerto 1 [ HMV EL27
0105 1, LP nia] had arather brittle
edge to them. Overall performance,
especially for the price, was good.

KIMBER POWERKORD &
TRUE COLOURS
The next two cables were the
Kimber Powerkord, retailing at £75
for a three-foot lead, and the True
Colours lead at £79.99 for asimilar
length. This closeness in price is
shared to some extent in both
performance and looks. Both use a
woven construction to reduce RF
interference; the Kimber uses 'hyper
pure' PTFE-sheathed copper,
whereas the True Colours uses a
silver-plated copper alloy, with a
total of four cores for the live and
neutral conductors, again with
PTFE as the insulation. The earth
lead is copper with a PVC
insulation. Both use MK plugs, the
Kimber one coated in Deoxit, whilst
the other boasts silver-plated fuse
holders, voltage spike protection and
a poly- silicon voltage transient
suppresser. Sonically they are close
as well, having a noticeable effect
right across the frequency range.
The bass had a more solid and
deeper feel; it also seemed

SUPPLIER
Virtual Reality
Audio Systems,
PO Box 383,
Breutuewd,
Essex
CM14 4GB
Tel.: 01277
227 355
Kimber
Russ Andrews
Accessaries Ltd,
Edge Bank
House,
Skelmargh,
Kendal,
Cumtela
LA8 4
2AS
Ter 04539
832 247
Sonic Link
Audioisits
Dement Business
Centre,
Clark Street,
Derby
DEI 2BU
Tal: 04332
674929

Mains leads that
promise to improve the

standard IEC cables?
Here's a look at four...
by TONY BOLTON
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SONIC LINK S-GOLD
The most expensive was the Sonic
Link S-Gold Hardlink at £ 125. The
standard S-Gold retails for £70, but
this one boasts aSupergrip plug with
polished rhodium-plated pins. The
conductors are 19 x 0.3mm plated
copper, coated in ultra low loss
rubber. The outer rubber sheath is in
an eye-catching yellow. Sonically this
lead shared a lot of characteristics
with the cheaper DNM lead. It
sharpened up bass response, but most
of
its
effect
was
again
in the mid and upper registers, and
definition improved, thus
having a beneficial
effect on imaging.
Timing had a
metronomic
quality
to
it. Vocals were
giving
the
appearance of more
projection in the mix, but this is
probably aside effect of the general
improvement in definition noted earlier.

CONCLUSION

sound available with

Lea

to start and stop quicker, with this
precision being carried right across
the audible spectrum. There was a
definite sensation of greater depth in
the soundstage area, and when
playing
Leftfield's
Leftism
[Columbia/Hard Hands HAND
LP20] rhythms were found to have
far more drive than when using
conventional mains leads. The
imaging was particularly impressive,
with panned sounds appearing out of
nowhere, and gliding across the
room, sometimes seemingly past the
speakers, in an effortless manner.
The main difference between
these leads was at the extreme top
end, where the True Colours had a
slightly ' creamier' sound to it. This
is not necessarily a bad thing and
could be ahelp in taming the treble
excesses of some CD based systems.

Supplied

All of the cables on test had a
beneficial effect on the sound being
reproduced, when compared to the
standard mains cable (even my Moth
record cleaning machine seemed to
run quieter and more effectively with
any of these leads in place!). CD
players, in particular seem to sound
smoother, and the music has
more ' go' to it. They
seem to fall into two
camps sonically, the
DNM and Sonic Link
being of particular benefit
in systems which are adequately
served in the bass department but
need the upper registers sorting out.
The Kimber and True Colours
examples created an altogether
weightier sound, which may be
welcomed in some circumstances. +
57

Upsampling?

Balanced
Audio Technology
Since its launching in april 1999
the Sphinx Project 32 CD player has
received worldwide the best reviews
regarding its price/quality relation.
The Sphinx Project 32 CD player
had upsampling to 24 bit/96khz
right from the start.

•
VS 50 SE PRE AMPLIFIER

A44fi

Please read on the Internet under
www.sphinxIab.n1
the "Technical White Papers".
Here you will find everything regarding
the technical construction and possibilities
of all the Sphinx products.
Some conclusions from reviews about the
Sphinx Project 32 CD player:
Brazil: Clube do Audio january 2000:
"Sphinx Project 32:
CD player of the year 1999"

11 Hong Kong: Hifi Review january 2000:
"Sphinx Project 32: 1999
•
Award for the best CD player"
Suono december 1999:
"Coup de Foudre Award 1999"

VIC 60 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

The Perfect Balance

rance: Prestige Audio Video december
1999:
"Best CD player in its priceclass"
Germany: Image Hifi july 1999:
"Sets new standards in its priceclass"
Germany: Stereo may 1999:
"The Project 32 is clearly
on top of its priceclass"
Retail and product information
you'll find at: www.sphinxIab.n1
or Phone + 31 35 6020302
or Fax + 31 35 6022806

•Advantage •
•Balanced Audio Technology •
•Copulare • Echo Busters • Eggleston Works •
•Hovland • Kharma • Lumley • Meadowlark •
•Passlabs • Wisdom •

Distributors of fine music products
Zentek Music Ltd
Lizanne House, Mount Sion, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN1 1YQ
tel: 01892 539595 fax: 01892 616517

brief encounters
Aiwa nmin-inci 00
III1P3 player
THE first player from this source, the
£129.99 Aiwa MM-VX100 comes with
32MB of fixed flash memory, and
accepts removable SmartMedia cards
(the type used in digital cameras) in
8MB, I6MB or 32MB capacities.
The player has abuilt-in microphone,
which is still an unusual feature. In the
box you'll find apair of in- ear phones of
better than average quality and, uniquely
Ithink, adetachable in- lead remote
control with through connections for the
earphones. A parallel lead is supplied for
downloading MP3 files from aPC. This
type of connection offers low download
speeds, and is also awkward to configure.
Any printer must be disconnected, and
the port set to ECP bi-directional mode,
which means getting your hands dirty
with the BIOS [
Basic Input/Output
System, program logic used by MS-DOS
PCs — Tech Ed]. Roll on USB, whose
on-the-fly setup is much more
appropriate for this type of application,
as well as being alot quicker.
The Aiwa is designed for use with
Windows 95/98 only; Windows
NT/2000 and Mac systems are not
supported. The bundled software
includes acopy of RealJukebox Basic, a
freeware ripper that only supports bit-

number of ' skins': dressed up software
players. The MM-VX100 itself can
operate at 16 to 256kb/s with fixed bitrates, or 96 to 192kb/s variable bitrates, which can offer excellent sound
quality without unduly compromising
play times. At 128kb/s/44.1 FBR (the
default), playing time from the Flash
memory is about 30 minutes, which
doubles with the highest capacity
SmartMedia card on board. With
speech, recording times of up to
two hours are possible on the
Flash memory, and these
files can be uploaded to
the computer, and
played by any `. wav'
player.

pretty good at 128kHz or 192kHz

The Aiwa is built
into an aluminium housing measuring
63x86x22mm (wdh) — smaller than a

(the highest tried), in part thanks to the
quality of the supplied headphones,
though there is barely enough power on

deck of cards — and although it weighs
only 72g (excluding battery), it is
extremely solid. The main play functions
and volume control are alittle stiff and

tap to avoid distortion in noisy
environments when the volume is raised.

fiddly, which can hardly be to prevent
inadvertent operation as a 'hold' key is
provided. The display is clear and
informative enough, though not backlit.
As an MP3 portable virgin, I

rates up to 94kb/s, so an upgrade will

approached this model with more than
the usual interest, and was pleasantly

almost certainly be required, and a

surprised to find that the player sounded

Good as it is, the intrinsic limitations of
this kind of personal make the use of
data-rates higher than 128kb/s of
questionable value as they limit playing
time. Pricing seems very fair, but you
have to weigh the benefits against only
being able to order online.

Alvin Gold

• The MM-VX100 is only available
through the web: httplIwww.aiwa.co.uk.

Richmond revisited?
CASTLE ACOUSTICS has been making

loudspeakers since 1975. Its first speaker
was called the Richmond — the same name
bequeathed to this new bookshelf speaker.
Electroacoustic design is based on the
classic two-way principle, with the bass driver
reflex- ported through afront facing tube.
Crossover design has been kept simple, in
part thanks to the bass driver specifications,
which allows natural mechanical roll-off at
higher frequencies, with a2nd-order filter for
the tweeter. A single pair of 4mm posts is the
connection method, reducing the cost and
complexity of afull bi-wired crossover.
It is acompact design measuring
170x330x190mm (whd), using a110mm
mid/bass unit and 19mm soft-dome treble
unit. The main driver is conspicuously different
to anything available 25 years ago — it uses
owoven carbon-Fibre cone and four- layer
voice-coil wound with copper-coated
aluminium. Castle is proud of this voice-coil,
which it thinks is the secret to coaxing good
efficiency ( 88.5dB overall quoted) and power
handling, while keeping distortion low.
In use, the Castle Richmond showed itself to
be amost capable loudspeaker. In terms of
tonal balance, it kept alight and lean sound
that was free of bass honks or booms, allied
to arelatively clean well- blended treble.
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Mounted on Target R2 stands and set
several feet into the room, they were
capable of areasonable bass extension;
Castle has voiced the speaker such that
while it's not going to put subwoofer makers
out of business, it still offers abalanced and
natural in-room balance. As Iprefer aclean
if light bass, I
found the free-space position
worked very well. When driven from amore
modest amplifier than the Chord 1200C,
low-Frequency impact was less well-founded
and some rear wall reinforcement was
beneficial.
Jazz and rock music suited this
loudspeaker; Miles Davis's 'So What'
[Absolute Analogue/Columbia 62066]
sounded fresh and open with just ahint of
paperiness overlaying the whole. 'Slow
Yourself Down' From Camel's Camel [
MCA,
MUPS 473] rocked on at aspritely pace, and
even when played at high volumes the
Richmond still held it together beautifully. No
gross cabinet resonances or cone break-up
intruded to interfere with the track's upbeat
percussion- led rock pace.
Classical material, and also some
contemporary music, helped show up a
'papery' quality to the overall sound. This had
the effect of colouring the sound of crash
cymbals and close-miked vocals, and

exaggerating reedy
qualities in wind instruments. For
the price of £249.90, and packaged into such
an elegantly wood finished cabinet, this minor
criticism should be seen as just that — minor!
The Castle Richmond is available in arange
of real wood finishes. We had abirch sample
but it is also available in cherry, mahogany,
natural or antique oak, and walnut. An extra
£50 buys you the more luxurious yew and
rosewood finishes.
Andrew Harrison
• Castle Acoustics, 01756 795333
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9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire All lEU

01727 855577
FAX: 01727 S58 727
We stock fine equipment from:\ I * AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * BRYSTON * BOW
BKS * CABLE TALK * CASTLE
CHARIO * COPLAND * DENON
DIAPASION* EAR * ENTECH * GENESIS
GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH
IIARMAN-KARDON * IXOS * JBL * KLIPSCH
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Small is beautiful!

The stiffer astructure the less it will flex and vibrate. The more massive the less it will vibrate. Therefore to be structurally inert,
with agiven weight of metal, aturntable should be as compact as possible. The extreme opposite, ie the same weight of metal
spread over alarge enough area, would be aluminium foil. These simple facts of physics should be borne in mind if you aim to
hear your records rather than your turntable!
Details and reviews on request from:
SME LIMITED •

STEYNING

SUSSEX • BN44 3GY •
www.sme.ltd.uk •

ENGLAND •

ir.4.

(
0)1903 814371

e- maul - sales@sme-ltd demon co uk

(0)1903 814269

Meridian sets new entry level
for digital active speakers
MERIDIAN'S new DSP33 Digital Active Loudspeaker, derived from the M33,
accepts two digital inputs from sources up to 96kHz/24-bit capability, including
MHR (Meridian High Resolution) streams from Meridian processors and DVD
players.
The DSP33 makes extensive use of fourand six-layer PCBs and surface mount
components, for onboard digital signal
processing (DSP), utilising the new 100
MLF'S Motorola DSP, the 56364. Key
features of its DSP are aFIFO memory
buffer, designed to give ' the lowest possible

cast and extruded aluminium sealed DSP33
speaker enclosure, power two 5in cast
chassis, carbon-coned bass/mid drivers, and
a1
in aluminium dome tweeter respectively.
An RS232 port allows computer setup of the
DSP33, software updates and use of external
control systems. A front centre channel

jitter from any source', alinear phase
crossover for maximum driver integration
impossible using analogue techniques, tweeter
delay 'for perfect driver alignment', 48-bit
resolution volume control, minimal

version, the Meridian DSP33C, is sold
singly. Meridian has also developed the new
558 multi-channel amplifier for hi-fi and
home cinema use. Rated at 200W x5ch into
8ohms, it uses twin 1.2kVA toroids and 50

equalisation, transparent tone controls and
absolute phase control/phase-corrected
balance control. Onboard 85W bass and 65W
treble amplifiers, housed within the precision

pairs of 15A output devices, each handmatched. Switchable for balanced and singleended sources, the 558 amounts to five
monoblock DC-coupled amplifiers in a

Ms 'economy' Tripole
A SECOND, smaller and more economical Tripole surround channel loudspeaker
from Miller & Kreisel Sound, Surround- 55, operates as if it were two speakers. In
addition to its Phase- Focused crossover feed to a5.25in woofer and Iin soft dome
tweeter, said to operate as anear point-source direct radiator, it has asecond 3in
paper cone mid-tweeter dipole speaker. The idea is to give ` even illumination of
sound throughout the listening room, enveloping listeners while providing
directional information for good imaging, regardless of where listeners are in the
room. The Surround- 55 uses the same tweeter as M&K's reference THX speakers,
its proprietary Phase Focused crossover technology computer designed to give ` an
extremely coherent response over awide and controlled listening window
(including the vertical plane)'. M&K points out how critical this is when surround
speakers are located above listeners' heads. Further details from Miller & Kreisel
Corporation, + 1310 204 2854.

Yamaha goes
8.1 channel
"FoP-ART hi-fi amplifier
technology helps the new DSPAX1 Matrix 6.1 channel
amplifier spearhead Yamaha's
latest home theatre lineup.
Rated at 110W x6ch, it also
outputs 35W to each of two
extra front effects loudspeakers.
The idea is to take maximum
advantage of the 54 sound field
programmes accessed by onscreen menu designed to suit a
huge range of audio programme
sources.
The DSP-AX1 features Dolby Digital
and dts decoders, Pro-Logic decoder,
Component Video In/Out and RS232 port.
It is supplied with alearning remote
control.
Retail price is £2000 (black finish) or
£2100 (gold finish). Three new Yamaha
AV receivers include the RX-V396RDS, a
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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single, rack mountable chassis. Its ultra low
impedance, error corrected output stages
may be switched to two-channel mode
developing arated 500W x2ch into 8ohms
Prices are £2475 per pair for the DSP33
loudspeaker, £ 1355 for asingle DSP33C
loudspeaker, and £3395 for the 558
multichannel amplifier.
Further details from Meridian Audio Lid,
01480 52144.

Boston plug`niplay
theatre
FORGET fancy home theatre control
electronics — that's the message from
Boston Acoustics, whose new DigitalTheatre
7000 connects two digital (one optical, one
coaxial) and two analogue ( stereo RCA
jacks) sources. It is supplied with auniversal
remote control for source selection and
operation of the 5.1 discrete channels of
surround sound. The simple plug-and- play
system features apowered subwoofer
containing a200mm bass driver, three
matched front channel speakers, each with
89mm midrange and 19mm dome tweeter,
and two Furrange rear channel speakers.
Wall brackets are provided for the five main
loudspeakers. DigitalTheatre 7000 retails
for less than £ 1000, minus the four sources.
Further details from Portfolio Marketing,
01489 79551 9

matchlng centre

60W x5ch Dolby Digital model priced at
£250. The S-Video-compatible RXV596RDS receiver, featuring Dolby
Digital/dts, rated at 70W x5ch, retails for
£400.
Further details on this product are available
from Yamaha Electronics (UK) Ltd, 01923
233166.

DESIGNED zo help create ' seamless
audiophile home cinema', NHT has
matched its new AudioCentre-2 (AC2)
centre channel loudspeaker to existing
Model 2.9 and 3.3 front channel stereo
pairs. Close proximity of the 1in aluminium
dome tweeter, twin 6.5in lower mid, and
4.5in upper mid drivers is intended to
minimise comb filtering effects which can
degrade midrange integrity.
Rated frequency response is 48Hz —
26kHz, impedance 6ohms and sensitivity
87dB. Sold individually, AndioCentre-2
(AC2) retails for £525.
Further details available from Recoton,
01367 252 605.
61

EXPENSIVE TUNER??

RI1ERSI
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THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham
Middlesex. TW1 2EB
Tel: +44(0)208 892 7613 Fax: +44(0)208 892 7749
soundadvice@riversidehifi.co.uk
GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F to B 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200-mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers by appointment only
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAVA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL IMTHIN 48 HOURS, Oft SUPPLY EX STOCK.

Authorised dealers for
Audio Research
Bang & Olufsen
Bose
Boston
Castle
Copland
Denon
Kef
Krell
Martin Logan
Michell
Monitor Audio
Musical Fidelity
Nad
Pioneer
Project
QED
REL
Sony
Teac
Theta
Vidikron
Wilson

)emonstrat: —
this
mnne
Copland CSA28
CDA 266
Sonus Faber Signum

Leading experts in
Multi- room, home cinema
design and installation
Spacious and relaxed
demonstration rooms
tip Export orders welcome

YOU'RE CONTEMPLATING FULL RANGE MONITORS
SHE'S CONTEMPLATING DIVORCE
BUILDING BEAUTIFUL SOUND INTO BEAUTIFUL ROOMS.
FOR A FREE COLOUR
BROCHURE PHONE
01844 278845 OR VISIT OUR
WEBSITE AT
WWW.WALLSOFSOUND.CO.UK

REFERENCE SYSTEMS ( 20Hz
f3,000 — f10,000 /
5

-

20KHz )

PR INCLUSIVE

CHANNEL SURROUND

WALLS OF SOUND LT I
THE BRIDLEPAT
LITTLE MILTO
OXON OX44 7P

Dolby Headphone debut
DOLBY Headphone technology,
portraying 5.1 channel surround sound
via standard two-channel headphones,
made its commercial world debut this
February when the new Hitachi Prius
DECK 610N desktop computer went on
sale in Japan.
Built into the Prius computer is MGI's
Pure Diva software DVD player which
enables Dolby Digital decoding and Dolby
Headphone processing, the idea being to
deliver cinema-quality surround sound to
listeners via standard two channel
headphones. (One of the other features of
MGI's Pure Diva software is its PVR
functionality which enables TV viewers to
pause alive show while watching it and
resume from the point where they left it.)
From 1st March passengers on Qantas
Airlines have also been listening to

STEREO
surround-sound movies via normal in-flight
headsets, through the use of Dolby
Headphone technology installed in its fleet
of Boeing 747-400 aircraft. 'The new
surround sound system is part of the overall
progressive introduction of cutting-edge inflight product', says Qantas General
Manager In-flight Services, Paul Miller,
who adds, Tor passengers, it will be just
like going to the movies.' Part of the plan
behind these two novel, yet unrelated
applications of Dolby Headphone

KEF Cresta centre
A NEW centre front
loudspeaker from KEF
extends the Cresta line-up
creating acomplete set of
timbre-matched surround
sound home cinema
speakers.
Sharing the same soft-edged cabinet
and leather-look baffle found in the rest
of the range, the Cresta Centre features
two 100 mm bass/mid drivers either
side of the 25mm silk dome tweeter
already used by KEF in the Cresta 1, 2
and 3models.
The low profile design has aspecified
response of 60Hz-20kHz +/-3dB at 15

technology is to help speed up the
transition from two channel to
multichannel audio. Roger Dressler,
Director of Technology Strategy for Dolby
Laboratories says: 'The demand for
multichannel audio continues to grow at a
rapid pace and, as aresult, multichannel
surround sound is no longer the exclusive
province of move theatres... As Dolby
Digital has become the standard for 5.1
channel audio in movies, television and
music videos playing in home theaters,
consumers can now expect the same highquality sound from computers and other
consumer products with Dolby Headphone
technology.'
Dolby Headphone technology was codeveloped by Dolby with the Australian
firm Lake Technology.
Dolby Laboratories Ltd, 01793 842100.

Multi-Oscar winning
films with dts sound

degrees off axis. The rear-ported,
biwirable Cresta Centre is an 8ohm
design with 90dB (for 2.83V at 1m)
sensitivity rating. Cresta Centre retails
for £ 100 each. Further details from
KEF Audio (UK) Ltd, 01622 672261.

AMERICAN BEAUTY and The Cider House
Rules (
which won Michael Caine an Oscar
Best Supporting Actor) both feature DTS
sound tracks. DTS sound is also heard in
The Hurricane with Denzel Washington,
Sigourney Weaver sci-fi blockbuster
Galaxy Quest, and Magnolia, From Boogie
Nights director Paul Thomas, as do the
soon-to-be- released Mission: Impossible 2
and High Fidelity, the movie of the Nick
Hornby novel. European DVD releases
featuring DTS sound tracks should finally
start making an appearance later this year.
DTS, 01189 349199.

'Unbeatable' in DVD high
street price war
COMPETITION is hotting up on DVD
player pricing with the news that
Unbeatable.co.uk, the UK online electronics
retailer is to sell the Mico DVD-A980 multiregion DVD player for less than £ 180,
undercutting high street stores by £70.
The handset-reprograrnmable Mico
DVD-A980 features full AV connections
(including SCART), is compatible with
recordable CD (CD-R), and has abuilt-in
MP3 decoder. Key technical innovations
include its DVS/Hitachi dual pickup heads,
switch-mode power supply, and C-Cube
ZIVA 3.0 MPEG decoder, in addition to its
built-in Dolby Digital decoder and DTS
digital output. The MP3 decoder enables
the DVD-A980 to play back up to 12 hours
of music recorded from one CD-R, the
compilation made on aPC via Internet
downloads or ripped CD tracks saved to
CD-R via aCD-writer. 'By dealing direct
with the manufacturers, we've taken
HI-F1 NEWS 8‘ RECORD REVIEW
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another step towards our goal of
fundamentally re-engineering the price
chain, to provide consistently better value
for our customers,' comments Clive Swan,
Chairman of Unbeatable.co.uk.
Unbeatable.co.uk is backed by the Capital
Sound & Vision Group, which was
established in 1976, ahigh street retail
chain with two stores in Crawley, two in
Horsham, one in Norwich and one in

Home cinema sales boom

Leicester. Mico, based in Hong Kong and
China, employs 800 staff, including 38
R&D engineers. Its DongGuang
manufacturing facility uses the latest
surface-mount electronic construction
techniques. Mico has developed particular
expertise in the deployment of MPEG
technology, used in new consumer formats
such as DVD and MP3. For details from
www.unbeatable.co.uk, or call 01293 459400.

AMERICA'S Consumer Electronics Association (CEA), which sponsors the Las Vegas
Consumer Electronics Show, says that the US home theatre market has expanded by
nearly 81 billion from 1998 to 1999, with fourth quarter sales totalling more than $3
billion last year.

TRUTH LINK DISCOVERED IN ENGLAND
WELI CONNECTED AND LIVING WITH CARY!
The Cary Audio Philosophy continues with arange of amazing
single-ended triode amplifiers, which will take your breath away and give
you goose bumps. Unequalled performance in the single-ended domain,
from the 5watts 2A3 monoblock to the 100 watts double decker, with
prices from around £2000. And we have 4ranges of speakers to
match
A Revolutionary Concept need not cost the earth:
RULY TRANSPARENT, ACCURATE. DYNAMIC & HOLISTIC

HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY
SINGLE CRYSTAL COPPER CABLES

TOS

TRUE DIMENSIONAL SOUND
RESTORES STUDIO SOUND STAGE

"l'e

11111NPY

ARCICI

AIR HEAD
ISOLATION STANDS

LIQUID CABLES

& SPEAKERS

SOTA
TICE
SOLILOQUY
EARMAX
TURNTABLES
& RECORD CLEANERS

805 Monoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor

The Audiophile Club
PO Box 6477
London N13 4AY
Tel: 020 8882 2822 Fax 020 8372 3772
e-mail: sales@audiophileclub.co.uk
www.audiophileclub.co.uk

POWER BLOCKS

SPEAKERS: A SINGLE-ENDED
INSPIRATION FROM CARY

including adesign for the Cary 5W 2A3

HEADPHONE AMPS

monoblock; will match amps of 2 to 20W.

The IRIQ Intelligent Remote
by Madrigal and Microsoft.
For universal remote controls, higher
intelligence should mean higher performance.
With !RIO, the intelligence of the remote is
used to organise and simplify its operation.
Control virtually any infrared device you own,
audio, video, lighting, curtains etc. with RIO.

manufactured in the uk by hne only from natural
granites and solid hardwoods
tel/fax 01777 708673
loudspeaker isolation
plinths' 120
dedicated designs
loudspeaker stands
130 dedicated
Cableway designs
amplifier plinthss
equipment racks up to
1200mm wide
new nonpareil'
loudspeakers

•The programmable, backlit touchscreen
shows only the buttons you need, and
you can name them what you like.
•Macros can be used to send asequence of
commands by touching one button.
•Choose from thousands of preprogrammed
IR codes or teach IR commands for new
components through the learning port.
•The innovative new selector wheel
make ' RIO the ultimate surfing tool,
rolling the wheel changes channels,
selects menu commands, scrolls
through text and more.
IRIQ combines aPC- programmable
touch- screen with basic hard buttons
and an innovative selector wheel.
Together, these controls help you simplify
the operation of even the most complex
audio and video systems.
For further details please contact Path Premier

www. hne . co. uk
info@hne.co.uk.

Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier@path.co.uk
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a flood of sub-£ 180
DVD players, it's getting
arder to deal with the Law
of Diminishing Returns. Now
here's a Nakamichi DVD player
selling for more than three times
that of the current entry-level
players at £ 599. Does it stand a
chance?
You don't have to be atweak, an
engineer or a reviewer to recognise
some immediate benefits, however
much the DVD-10S looks like most
other DVD players from £ 160£1600. The generic styling
inherited from CD has affected
every
player
below
the
Theta/Proceed level, where a high
retail price allows the manufacturer
to indulge in styling fillips. For the
rest, ablack or champagne box with
aslot for the tray, awindow for the
display and the basic keys are as
much apart of the form as saying a
car has awheel at each corner. But
Nakamichi does have ahouse style,
one of refinement and subtlety, and
its black boxes nearly always look
classier than anyone else's. And
even an old fart such as Ican detect
ahint of the Nak of yore.
Naturally, the DVD-10S is
loaded with features, adding to the
basics found on the cheapo
machines such niceties as DTS
decoding, two levels of zoom,
display dimming, a rotary jog
control on the machine itself, a
headphone socket with separate
volume control and the clearest,
most comprehensive on- screen
menus I've ever seen. The remote is
loaded, and you'll have hours of fun
with the variable speed playback.
SCART ( RGB via this output), Svideo and two co-axials deal with

CRACKED CODE OF THE MONTH

h
fter
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this is 2000, and discontent with Regional Coding is spreading beyond seasoned travellers, hardcore cinephiles and journalists such as myself who live to moan, the DVD-10S is able to play discs
from other regions... For servicing purposes only. Naturally, the arcane code you need to tap in via
the remote is one you'd never in amillion years discove by accident. With no disc in the player and
As

the player switched off, hold down the dimmer key and reverse skip and switch on. The display will
then show '- - - -'. Wait Five seconds, and tap in the correct four-digit number (which has to come
From Nakamichi). It will then show the region as '01', '02' etc. Tap in the region you want, press
enter, and switch off. When you switch back on, it will be set up for the region you entered. By the
way, for the Wharfedale you have to tap in afour-digit number with the drawer open.

video, while audio outputs include
analogue, digital co- ax and
TosLink, and six direct outputs (Lfront/R-front/Centre/L-rear/RRear/Sub) for 5.1
surround
processors which require it. And
sound is aserious part of this player,
as it's a dual-laser device with CD
playback optimised for the format.
It's worth considering this aspect
if, in your move to DVD, you're
planning on replacing a CD player
with aDVD player for all silver-disc
needs. While the budget DVD
decks sound good enough with CD,
players like the Nakamichi are more
in keeping with what audiophiles
expect of CD, and this has been —
since the dawn of DVD — a key
issue for owners who use their
DVD players as much for music as
for visuals. The DVD-10S just

SUPPLIER
BBG, Unit 3
Barran Way,
Tudor Road,
Harrow,
Middlesex
HA3 SQS.
Tel 020 8863
9117

Nakamichi's upgraded DVD-10S
player is packed with features. And of
course it plays discs from all regions...
by KEN KESSLER

happens to be a sweet-sounding
CD player, with an extended,
clean, sibilance- free top end,
transparency almost on a par with
the £ 800 Musical Fidelity X-RAY
and the sort of openness and detail
which seem to be missing with
single-laser devices.
For visuals, this machine takes
some beating. Iused S-Video most
of the time because of the way my
system is set up via the Lexicon
MC- 1, but you must experiment.
With one monitor, the S-video was
preferred, but with another the
SCART was the way to go for both
detail and blacker blacks. It's here
(along with superior CD playback)
that those who care enough will
find out why there's a place for
DVD players costing more than
£199. Particularly impressive are
the pink and red hues, especially in
skin tones, overall contrast and —
if, as Ido, you watch alot of black
and white films, like the recent and
sublime special edition of The Big
Sleep — grey scales. Oh, and the
DVD-10S is especially good at
resolving fast movement, like the
flights in The Rocketeer.
But Istill don't know who killed
Nice Guy Eddie.

ô5
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&W has decided to attack the
very top end of US subwoofer
territory. While its last big one
was the 12in 800 ASW [
HFNIRR,
Jan ' 96], the knowledge gained
during the development of the
Nautilus series led to a still larger
driver capable of huge power
handling. Expressly designed for the
flagship three-way Nautilus 801, this
same 15in (380nun) driver has been
put in an appropriately up- sized
subwoofer enclosure, with an
uprated power amp. The latter is
distinguished by a massive ' power
bulge' projecting from the back, a
canister containing the generouslyrated toroidal transformer.
The large gas-flowed reflex port is
directed at the floor and has that
distinctive textured surface trumpet
aperture, dimpled to minimise
turbulence and keep port noise low.
The heavy well-braced enclosure is
supported on surprisingly flimsy
plastic feet, threaded via brass inserts
to take spiked floor couplers.
The bass driver has an amazingly
stiff cone, truly pistonic in the
working range, a Kevlar/paper pulp
composite, resin-bonded and baked.
One of the largest magnet systems in
the business drives a 100mm
diameter long-throw voice coil, while
the frame is a rigid diecasting. It
boasts a huge 450W continuous
power rating, which Iknow from
experience with the Nautilus 801 to
be arealistic figure for this powerful
woofer. Specified for +/- 3dB
response limits, the frequency range
is wide, given as 17Hz to 140Hz
overall. The crossover roll-out rate is
4th order, the line- level input
impedance is set at 22k ohms, and
there's a 180-degree phase-reversal
switch to blend sub to the main

system. Where these facilities are
appropriate, the line- level output
provides a fixed low-pass filter
specified at 80Hz with 3rd-order
slope for the satellites' power
amplifiers, and if the passive
connection (speakers 'out' terminal)
is used, there is a series capacitor
feed of average quality, nominally
first-order, aslow 6dB/octave roll-off
around 80Hz — but only if your
speaker happens to be apure 8ohm
load in this frequency range, which
is not likely. As is usual, a bit of
experimentation with the variable
crossover setting will not go amiss.
Checking the weight, Inow know
why Icouldn't pick it up; it weighs
75kg, or 165 lbs! Except for trained
weightlifters, it's on the limit even
for two persons in view of the
awkward shape. (There is also a
slightly smaller model, the ASW
3000, which has a non- Nautilus
350nun bass driver and 300W power
amp.)
These subwoofer designs have soft
limiting circuits to obviate amplifier
clipping at peak level and to protect
the drivers. Driving high-level home
cinema, this gives extra headroom
without unduly compromising the
system performance. Top of the line,
it is priced at £ 1999, which looks to
be good value as big subwoofers go.

Percussive
bass effects
were stunning,
walls falling,
earthquakes,
you name it,
were high
impact and
added good
measure to the
entertainment
value of the
test DVDs

sub after all, and that if the volume
setting was not over-cooked then a
satisfying increase in solidity and
extension could be achieved, making
the Wilson sound even grander.
When this entire system was
driven flat out, an additional benefit
emerged; an increase in subjective
headroom, bass depth and clarity as
this powerful sub helped fill in the
shortfall in the main system at its
low-frequency dynamic limit.
Iswear that the bass from the sub
was actually better than the Nautilus
801, theoretically possible for such a
fantastic woofer when direct-coupled
to apower amplifier this way. The
bass from this B&W was quick and
clean, articulate and punchy, with
magnificent slam and a tremendous

CV
C..w".•

SOUND QUALITY
When well-sited, the Wilson System
6loudspeaker has serious bass down
to 30Hz, so Idid not expect that this
sub would make much contribution;
and yet the B&W ASW 4000 made a
serious attempt to improve matters
when correctly phased and set to its
lowest crossover point. With the
right placement and phasing, Ifelt
that it was possible to blend in the

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,
Using the massive 15M Nautilus
bass unit, B&W's ASW 4000
subwoofer is potentially
afearsome beast

by MARTIN COLLOMS

the big

OHO
JUNE 2000
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sense of foundation. It sounded very
linear, utterly in control.
I also deleted the Puppy to see
how the ASW 4000 would partner
the WATT 6, whose output tapers
below about 100Hz. Set to around
70 to 90Hz, the B&W sub
performed admirably, largely

B&W ASW4000
LAB REPORT

With aheroic
385mm long throw
driver, a
substantial power

the 5-15% range
for distortion, so in
practice it sounded
At 96dB it was
working harder,

generous gas flared
port, you might

middle ground subs
are beginning to

extension, down to 18Hz from the

expect hefty bass

Wilson limit of 30Hz or so. Iwill not
specifically
recommend
this
combination except where necessity

output. In the
primary band

give up at this
point. At 70Hz the

with still better low- frequency

dictates, since the complete Wilson

30Hz to 60Hz, for
asatisfactory

System 6 has aspecifically designed

subjective threshold

blend of lower and upper ranges
which is fast, clean and well
extended and cannot be equalled by

limit for distortion,
and with anoted
absence of
untoward noises,

asub/WATT-only set up.
In a home cinema system the

the ASW 4000

and in fact many

sized room. Percussive bass effects
were stunning; walls falling,

free field,
amounting to
mightily serious in-

third to 6.5%. It
could deliver
103dB max at

room sound
pressure levels

25Hz and 98dB
maximum at 20

approaching
112dB, depending

Hz before obvious
overload wok place.

also highlighted the good control
and tune playing ability of this all-

on exact placement

For the 106dB

purpose genuinely
subwoofer.

and room size. This
was ahigh

test, distortion
limiting set in below
45Hz as
anticipated, but by

CONCLUSION
It

lacks

balanced

inputs,

and

facilities for connection to bridged or

maximum sound
level, well up to the
standards of the
best competition.

floating output amplifiers. These
would be an advantage for several
high-end systems and so reduces its

Distortion was
analysed over

overall

'\.

n.0

10.0

-25.0

----'-77

.0.0

100.0

Fig 1. B&W ASW 4000: frequency

response (see text)

low 0.7%.
Distortion remained
fairly low to 20Hz,
while second had
risen to 6% and

high-fidelity

....—.

objectionable third
harmonic was held
at acommendably

cracked out about
104-105dB SPL,

measure to the entertainment value
of the DVDs. DVD music tracks

15.0

second harmonic
had risen to 2% but
the more

B&W subwoofer proved to be
effortless, working in a medium-

earthquakes, you name it, were all
high impact and added good

7

very clean.

amplifier and the
system tuned by a

recreating the character of the full
WATT-Puppy system and doing so

—

20.0

50Hz it gave a
creditable 1% of

Fig 2.

B&WASW 4000: frequency response with crosover at

`80He, `150Hz', and `40Hz' settings (see text)

roll-off, at fourth

was probably closer

while roll-off rate at

order slope, 24dB
loctave; this
achieved in

w 70Hz. '40Hz'
was the lowest

high frequencies
was reduced w
6dB/octave. The -

conjunction with
the good upper

available setting,
and by direct
measurement

range behaviour of
the bass unit. Very
little stray sound

extended to -6dB
for 55Hz, higher
than Iwould like

will appear in the

when adding a
'deep' sub to a

was seen to be
tuned to alow
22Hz with useful
Q value and an

20Hz to 70Hz for

second and 3.5%
third. As before
distortion was a

low midrange to
upset the main
system. Its position

6dB point was now
measured at approx
350Hz. This is w
match pre-filtering
in the input signals.
The port output

free-field sound

little higher at

shouldn't be given

wide-range system.
The true bass
pass-band didn't

grounds.

levels of 86, 96 and

70Hz but then

away in the

change in level with

output free from

As with most subs, the best sound
is either with direct feed from a

106dB. For a

listening room, and

the various settings,

subwoofer, a86dB

continued to
improve at still

this was confirmed

spurious, helping to
minimise coloration

home cinema ' 0.1' signal or from

free-field SPL

high-level (speaker level) connection

reading is actually
quite loud, and the

higher frequencies.
Audible chuffing

on audition.
On full range'

which certainly
helped the system

was well controlled
from the flared
port.

the nominal setting
for -6dB crossover
point measured

Despite some
known
measurement error,

180Hz, almost
sufficient for
satellites with the

newfield frequency
response at full

most limited bass
responses. Set to an

bandwidth hekl to

`80Hz' crossover,
the measured 6dB

value on compatibility

to a grounded power amplifier.
Filtering at low- or high-level is not
achieved to any degree of versatility
for the line signal, nor the power
channel to the stereo/satellite
speakers.
Instead,
as
REL

ASW was more
than happy over
the tested range,
with better than

set-up. With many
subs, the 'volume'
actually changes
with crossover
frequency.
Set to 'decode'

recommends, it is best to leave the
satellites full- range, fed a clean,

I% (-40dB) of
second and third
harmonic distortion

unadulterated power signal. With
the ASW 4000 the lowest setting of

down to 40Hz,
together with some

avery good

the crossover filter may not be low

expected increase

measured +I-2dB

enough for full-range speakers, so

below 40Hz, is, to
2.7% second, 4%

from 18Hz to
¡30Hz, and +I-

of third and fourth,
scanned down to a

3dB from 17Hz w

cut off (considering

6dB at 20Hz

the response shape
and room gain) is

rather than I7Hz

low 20Hz output.

160Hz, agood
bandwidth with a

For 25Hz, near

flat, deeply

likely to be nearer
w 90Hz and is

consult your dealer for system
compatible. Nevertheless I got
undeniably good results with the
full-range Wilson System 6.
Aside from these matters, this new
subwoofer performed admirably in
practice, attaining the kind of
kicking low-frequency whack only
rarely encountered at live rock

port resonance,
second harmonie
was good at 0.6%,
third to 1%. At

events with a top-flight PA. The
value is generally very good while the
inner strength of that Nautilus bass
driver is unmistakable in the sound.

these low
frequencies audible
subjective thresholds
for low-order

B&W is clearly on aroll!

harmonics are in
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extended range.
With room gain
allowed, the
practical extension
may be even better

roll-off point was
near 130Hz,
though the actual

thus not so far from
the calibration.

than this.
Checking out the

Set to `60Hz'
the practical -6dB
point for crossover
was measured at

crossover settings,
•
note the clean stable

80Hz; and under
room conditions

bandwidth, eg, for
the pre-filtered
channel in amultichannel system, the
response shape was
slightly altered.
Extreme bass was
slightly curtailed, -

Test results

from this source.
Good heat
sinking ensured the
amplifier panel
didn't run too hot
under heavy
driving.
SUPPLIER
B&W
Loudspeakers Ltd,
Marlborough
Road,
Churchill
Industrial Estate,
Lancing,
West Sussex.
Tel 01903
750 750

B&W ASW4000 subwoofer

Dimensions ( hwd. mm)
580x610x600
Amplification
self-powered
Recommended placement
near wall'
Frequency response
within 3dB ( 2m)
17Hz-160kliz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
1&ir
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
15/181Ir
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
approx 91d13,'W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
104dBA
Typical price (
inc VAT)
f.2000
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Absurd claims for 'CD quality'
abound in the world of
data- reduced audio. In the•
second part of this exclusive
investigation, various codecs
are assessed subjectively
in unsighted listening tests
by KEITH HOWARD

M

ore than any other audio
technology, lossy compression systems defy
meaningful assessment using
conventional objective measurement. Since they aim to exploit the
characteristics of the human
auditory system, it is only by
reference to the ear/brain's complex
behaviour that the consequences of
distortions can be meaningfully
assessed.
Although there exist software
applications which have been
developed to do this — Opticom's
OPERA (`Your Digital Ear') being
the prime example — there are
theoretical and practical issues
which contra-indicate their use in a
review such as this. As Meridian's
Bob Stuart pointed out in an
HFNIRR article published when
lossy compression technology was
still young', an inescapable circular
argument is involved in their use.
The software relies on applying an
accurate model of how the human
ear works. So too do the lossy
compression algorithms themselves.
As the knowledge gained developing
the latter has often been used to
create the former, the two can all
too easily combine into a selffulfilling prophesy.
OPERA, for instance, was codeveloped at Germany's Fraunhofer
Institute, which is also a key player
in MPEG Layer- 3 and AAC, and
Opticom itself is aspin-off company
from the same institute. It would be
very odd, then, if OPERA did not
rate these two codecs highly. And
were it to score (say) Dolby Digital
less well, what would that mean?
That Fraunhofer better understands
auditory perception than Dolby, or
vice-versa?
Because
such
questions are impossible to
resolve with certainty, for a
truly independent assessment
of lossy codecs such software
'solutions' are best avoided.
That OPERA also costs a

five-figure sum to buy (though you
do get aworkstation thrown in) is, I
admit, another factor.
Listening tests are both acheaper
and a potentially more reliable
option, particularly if those taking
part are unaware to which codec
they are listening. This was the
approach adopted here, though not
in the form of individual or group
testing in the potentially oppressive
atmosphere of a meticulouslycontrolled blind test. (We propose
to conduct a second listening test,
which will be along these lines, in
future.) Rather, the test material was
burnt to CD-R and distributed to
the various listeners — all familiar
names to HFNIRR readers — so
that the choice of system hardware
and listening methodology was left
to the individual. Most equipment
reviews for the magazine are
conducted in the same way.
This sounds straightforward
enough but in practice it was quite
an undertaking. Where they were
supported, each of the eight codecs
was tested at three output data rates:
128, 192 and 256kb/s. A total of 13
test tracks were used (see panel for
details), running for a total time of
just over 16m 20s. In the event —
allowing for the fact that not all the
codecs support all three data rates,
and including the 560/576kb/s
showdown between DTS and Dolby
Digital — this involved the test
programme being encoded/decoded
17 times (that's 221 tracks in total)
and then burnt to no fewer than
seven CD-Rs per listener. Four sets
of discs were produced, each
accompanied by background notes
and a full set of disc content
information. Each disc was recorded
using the same blank media (Maxell
CD- R 74XL) on the same CD
writer ( Hewlett-Packard 7200
series) at lx write speed. All told,
the encode/decode processing and
disc burning took many days to
complete.
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In the disc notes the codecs were
assigned code letters A-H to ensure
that their identities remained
unknown. These code letters were
retained throughout the test material
so that the listeners could crossreference each codec's performance
across the range of test tracks and
data rates. To emphasise the fact
that the review team did not know
which codec they were listening to,
these same code letters have been
retained in the listening notes which
follow. An adjacent panel marries
the code letters to the participating
codecs so that you can identify.
them.
For each test track at each data
rate the first presentation was the
16-bit/44.1kHz original, which acted
as a benchmark. Encoded/decoded
equivalents for each of the codecs
represented at that data rate
followed, in alphabetical order of
their code letters. The opening
seven tracks of the first 128kb/s CD,
for example, were identified simply
as Frère Jacques original, Frère
Jacques codec A, Frère Jacques
codec B, Frère Jacques codec C,
Frère Jacques codec D, Frère
Jacques codec E, Frère Jacques
codec F.
Here's what each member of the
listening team made of the test
material:

I
Eiettings

It, 1,.,

ePAC encoding with
Audio Library v2.0

For each
test track at
each data
rate the first
presentation
was the
16-bit/44.1kHz
original, which
acted as
abenchmark.
Encoded/
decoded
equivalents
for each of
the codecs
represented
at that data
rate followed,
in alphabetical
order of their
code letters

than the original. Codec B added
rattly distortion on the triangle track
and could sound slightly raucous
but did relatively well on most of the
music tracks. Codec A added a
double bounce and distortion to the
transient pulse of the Frère Jacques
track. It managed to sound livelier
than B and C on many of the
individual instrument tracks and
better than C on some of the more
complex music tracks. So, A and B
vied for first place but their ranking
depended on programme. Overall B
was probably just in the lead for its
superior vocal expression.
Codec C sounded a bit tunnellike, tended to dull acoustics and
added a sandpaper- like distortion
and double-fade decay. Bass with
codec C could also become leaden,
but overall it did not fall that far
behind codecs A and B.
Codec F seemed marginally more
realistic than E, having a bit more
vitality, but could sound fuzzy.
Codec E added a warbly distortion
to Frère Jacques and was still dull,
hollow, fuzzy and hard. On this

same track codec F exhibited a
peculiar double hit to the transient
but that didn't stop it sounding OK
on some music, bringing out
acoustics quite well on some tracks.
Codec D was the worst of the
group with aseriously bad effect on
ambience, sounding hollow, tunnellike, dead and fuzzy with sandpaper
like distortion on castanets and
dulled gloved-hand effect on
plucked strings.
At 192kb/s, codecs B and C did
the best of the group. Codec B was
marginally the better on music,
vocals and speech, providing more
expressive vocals and more realistic
ambience and reverb, etc. It did best
on male speech but sounded the
weakest on the triangle. Codec C
was close behind and did best on the
triangle track. Bass of codec C was a
bit slower and heavier than B and
overall it was alittle boxy and nasal
(slightly harder vocals) but at least
reasonably expressive, open and
interesting. Codec A had aproblem
highlighted on Frère Jacques — it
created a cough-like distortion just

i
Media Audio - Vivaldi

DAVID BERRIMAN
Differences between codecs were
greater at 128kb/s than at higher bitrates: the sound degradation of all
the codecs was very obvious. Early
on the question arose: how do you
compare and rank six ugly sounds?
Each codec made different compromises and was not consistent in
handling different types of music, so
results varied from track to track.
Codecs A and B were the best
(least bad) of this group. Even so, all
sounded hollow, deader and duller
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after the initial transient. It was also
a bit muffled and husky on male
speech and boxy/hollow on music.
Codec D was undoubtedly the worst
again. It sounded hard, coloured,
recessed and compressed as if
interest had been striped away,
leaving aflat digital simulacrum.
Though lacking the grosser
distortions of lower bit- rates, at
256kb/s the differences were still
quite audible. Indeed, auditioning
was easier here because some of the
largest anomalies were eliminated.
Codecs
B
and
C
were
undoubtedly among the best again,
sounding more expressive musically
in the Barber piece than A, D and
G, but here codec C was marginally
better than B, which could sound
slow and heavy in the bass and a
little harder on vocals. Codec A was
just behind, with a little hardening
and more audible deadening, but
still reasonably clear and open;

contrast, codec A was boxy, dull,
dead and hard, with distant vocals
and a strange % bushy' sound to
sibilants. Bass was also slow and
laborious.

ALVIN GOLD
For the sake of simplicity, let's start
with the two high data rate
(560/576kb/s) algorithms. Codec A
was broadly satisfactory. It had a
muted quality, sounding variously
smoothed over, sat upon and with a
general simplification of the
harmonic structure of instruments,
but these were generally sins of
omission and there was nothing
nasty or unpleasant. Codec H was
more agile but with losses of high
frequency content, with some
suggestions of sibilance, glassiness
and haziness, which came and went
fairly erratically during the course of
individual tracks according to
programme content. Neither came

441 00H zStereo PCM
Output. C: \Encoder tests\MP3\256kbs\Castanets.wav
256 kBith, 44,100 Hz, Stereo
Nice Quality, Lowest Bitrate
Best Quality for 28.8 Modems
Superior Quality for ISDN

MP3 encoding, with Opticom . mp3 Producer Pro

Codecs D and G were noticeably
poorer and had a destructive
musical effect, suppressing vocal
expressiveness. Both sounded
hollow. Codec G dulled transients,
particularly on speech and piano.
Codec D had a very destructive
effect on natural ambience, with a
very hollow, tunnel- like colour,
accompanied by digital twittering
noises. Even the higher bit rate
could not save codec D, which was
truly horrible.
For 560/576kb/s, this was an easy
choice. Codec H was clearly the
better of the two. It was simply
more natural, ;Mal and vibrant on
every track and always substantially
closer to the original. Vocals were
more articulate and expressive,
reverberation and acoustics clearer,
piano and guitar more natural, etc.
Most people — even critical
listeners — would probably not be
aware they were hearing a
compressed data stream via codec H
without the direct comparison. By
10FI NEWS á RECORD REVIEW
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close to the reference.
The 256kb/s tests covered codecs
A-D and G. Codec A was felt to be
dull and rather hard. Codec B was a
significant improvement, and
despite some inconsistency within
individual tracks, the pattern here
was of a more vital and detailed
sound. Codec C was better still, but
things nose-dived with codec D
whose sound was beset by some
truly horrible and completely
anharmonic spuriae: the Mamba
Percussions recording, which has a
lot of very complex mid/high
frequency content, was particularly
telling. Codec G was simply dull,
compressed and wooden, and beset
by apparently non- music related
artefacts, although not to the extent
of D.
In the 192kHz tests codec A
clearly had problems with transient
leading edges and was sibilant and
wooden, with some of the dullness
noted at 256kb/s, along with a
general loss of drive and energy.

CODEC IDENTITIES
codec A
codec B
codec
codec
codec
codec

C
D

Dolby Digital
MPEG Loyer 2
MPEG Layer 3
TAC

E

ePAC

F

MS Audio
ATRAC
DTS

codec G
codec H

Echoing previous findings, codec B
was an improvement but there were
erratic criticisms of a lack of ` air',
some overhang and loss of
articulation. Sins of omission again.
C was better, sounding lighter and
more colourful, but this time there
were various minor problems: a
rather ' loud' feel and tonal
inconsistencies within individual
tracks, some granularity and an
emphasis on leading edge transients,
although not to the extent of A.
Finally, D echoed its earlier
performance by generating large
quantities of nasty aharmonic
artefacts, and also for sounding
messy and splashy with ' ringing'
resonances.
The 128kb/s tests broadly
followed the established pattern.
Codec A was not particularly
impressive, with arange of problems
including a loss of harmonic
structure, some noise modulation, a
dry tonality and a loss of ' air'.
Codec B was a roller coaster, with
inconsistent dynamic behaviour, flat
imagery and some jangly high
frequency content, although it was
far from disastrous. Codec C was
consistently one of the tidiest, with
scattered criticisms but no general
pattern. Codec D sounded like a
higher resolution version of C but
the more open window went hand in
hand with criticisms of transient
behaviour and of occasional spuriae.
Codec E had similar problems to D
but to agreater extent and without
the benefits: this is asibilant, coarse
and grainy algorithm that does
music no favours. F was a slight
improvement, sounding lively and
detailed, but suffered problems at
the opening of some tracks ( it
seemed to suck the sound away
from the speakers momentarily), a
rattly piano quality and some noise
modulation. Nevertheless the music
remained grippy and sometimes
quite exciting.

ANDREW HARRISON
All the extracts encoded at 128kbis
had a characteristic graininess to
them. This was heard as an edgy
quality
to
instrumentation,
especially in the higher frequencies.
Codec D had a consistently

CODEC
DETAILS
AT it AC
Codec: Sharp
MD-Ft3H
MiniDisc
recorder.
Source: Sharp
Electronics
Price £250.
Dolby Digital
Codec: Soft
Encode TwoChannel v1.0.
Source: Sonic
Foundry Inc,
WWW.
sonicfoundry. corn
Price: £405
(J817 for 5.1
channel version)
from SCV
London, 0207
923 1892,
www.scvlonclon.
co.uk
DTS Coder:
DTS Encoder
v0.0 and
Coherent
Acoustics
Decoder v1.1
Source: DTS
Europe. Price .
not generally
available.
ePAC Codec:
Audio Library
v2.0. Source:
Celestial
Technologies,
www.rAntialteCh.

corn. Price:
freeware
MPEG Layer2Codec:
Media MPEG
Pro v2.00.
Source: QDesign
Corporation,
www.qdesign.
corn. Price
US$299.
MPEG Layer3Codec: mp3
Producer Pro
v2.1. Source:
Opticom,
www.opticom.
Price: US$199.
MS Audio:
Codec
Windows
Media Encoder
v4.0.0.3845.
Source: Microsoft
Corporation,
www.microsoft.
corn. Price:
bundled with
Windows, or as a
free download.
TAC Codec:
TAC
Demonstration
4. Source: K+K
Research,
kk-research.
hypermart.net.
Price: freeware.
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higher noise floor which was heard
as afaint distorted mush behind any
particular instrument or effect. It
seemed as if the noise was just lying
beneath the sound, not quite
masked from audibility. It also
suffered from the `warbly' electronic
quality which often readily identifies
data compressed music. Codec A
had a sharpness that became more
noticeable with percussive sounds
like the castanets. Codec B was
slightly more soft in the treble while
still sounding ' gravelly' on the
Barber extract and generally drier,
sapping some ambience. Codecs C
and E were the most preferred
overall as they didn't suffer from any
one vice too overtly. Codec F was
grainy and dull, losing harmonic
purity on guitar notes.
Some music extracts were more
effective than others at showing loss
of quality. The Frère Jacques piece,
for example, although very simple,
was found good for spotting changes
in timbre, and could show
differences at all data rates up until
560/576kb/s, when audio quality
approached transparency with one
codec.
Moving from 128 to 192kb/s, the
quality was still noticeably below
that of the original PCM. Once
again codec D was the worst
offender, sounding 'plinky' on piano
pieces and having akind of pre-echo
on triangles. At worst it was still
very ' swirly' although not nearly as
bad as at 128kb/s. The other codecs
showed elements of what Iwould
term wispiness; a kind of hollow,
whispery quality. Codec B was the
smoother of the selection while A
was more lispy. On the Barber
extract this was heard as a kind of
hoarseness to the baritone voice
(which incidentally was found to be
excellent for spotting any roughness
across the spectrum).
At 256kb/s some of the codecs
that had sounded poor at 128kb/s
were still suffering from artefacts.
Codec A still had signs of a ` clippy'
edge, showing some spittiness on
male speech, for example. Codecs B
and C were more satisfactory, with
B seemingly lighter in timbre and
losing some ' air' around notes.
Codec C was dry and slightly muted
in the top end, and had some
trouble with the excellent Vivaldi
extract ( Isay excellent because it
was another good indicator of a
codec's ability to preserve overall
integrity). Once again, codec D was
badly upset by the latter. Codec G
was the most interesting because it
didn't suffer unduly from the gritty
grain of some but did have a
softened quality, sounding muffled
on the male voice piece and
somewhat smeared in the treble on
72
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the Schubert piano. Stereo imaging
here was also far from perfect, as
heard on Tuck & Patti, but
otherwise it had adifferent effect to
other codecs: far from transparent
but
relatively
tame
in
its
presentation.
Finally,
the
last
test
at
560/576kb/s showed almost true
transparency for the two codec,
involved. While 'A' still had some
coloration, like occasional 'grit' here
and there, especially noticeable on
purer tones such as those in Frère
Jacques, codec H was found to be
excellent overall. It had some slight
thickening compared to PCM but in
some places it was very hard to spot
the difference. Close listening
showed a tiny increase in the
perceived noise floor below the
sounds/music. Even the Barber
baritone came away virtually
unscathed by codec H's artefacts.
It should be noted that Ifound
some of the PCM files lacking in
high fidelity before compression.
Tracks that seemed ' data reduced'
from the outset included the Latin
Quarter piece, which had a grainy
treble that also encouraged sibilance
from the main vocal, and the
metallic percussion pieces (triangle,
glockenspiel
and
Mamba
Percussions), where amusical
beating effects were distracting
before they had been through any
codec. After compression, these
effects were exaggerated. Also to
note: when near-transparency had
been reached, with codec H, this
was with reference to the Red Book
PCM file. How well would it
preserve integrity if asked to encode
ahigh-resolution PCM file?
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Part of the difficulty in this kind of
testing is that constant repetition
can dull the senses. We react
differently even to a repeat of an
identical sound simply because of its
familiarity. It appears different
because we've heard it before; we
are learning what to expect and it
has lost its surprise. This is certainly
amajor pitfall in assessing high-end
electronics equipment.
Here, though, the problem was
that, although the defects were often
manifest, they were usually
substantially different from one
another and difficult to rank. Which
is the truer taste: too salty or too
sweet?
Thirteen types of musical material
were provided but Ifound the most
JUNE 2000
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telling, by some margin, to be the
triangle and glockenspiel. The first
four notes on the glockenspiel track
— a simple, slowly paced rising G
major arpeggio — were enough to
identify significant flaws in all the
examples, with one exception ( see
the 560/576kb/s test below) and it
was intriguing to hear how
differently the freely resonating
harmonic structure of each note
would develop after the initial
transient.
Few of these sounds approach the
integrity of the benchmark. In the
128kb/s group (six codecs) B was the
most and E and F the least
compromised. With the glock
excerpt codec B was the worst again
but Iwas unable to place the others
in any reasoned order of preference.
Intriguingly, B improved as the note
decayed whereas the others tended
to worsen. Nevertheless it remained
the one by which I was least
convinced.
I settled on three musical
excerpts: the Schubert piano sonata,
the Britten Frank Bridge Variations
(string orchestra) and the Barber
song ( piano and baritone). Here
things like the acoustic surrounding
the performer(s) would flatten or
virtually disappear with all the
codecs but my preference now was
for C, E and F (Schubert), C and D
(Britten), and D and E (Barber) so
it does appear that the results are to
a significant extent source materialdependent.
With the glock tests on the
192kb/s group (four codecs) Ifound
codec A the least and codec D the
most intrusive, but in the listening
favoured codecs B on the Schubert
and Britten and D on the Barber, so
again the success or otherwise of the
processing seems to be programme
and perhaps recording related. At
256kb/s ( five codecs) Ifavoured
codec C on glock, triangle, the
Schubert and the Britten, but was
undecided between C and D in the
Barber. I'm intrigued to learn the
identity of codec C!
The 560/576kb/s codecs should
perhaps have posed the greatest
challenge had there been more
contenders, but with just two I
found it easy to make a choice:
codec H every time, clearly superior
both in terms of its harmonic
integrity and in its ability to preserve
structure and detail in the acoustic.
All of these codecs except H
routinely
modify
ambient
information to the extent that subtle
details such as a hall's sonic
signature are largely jettisoned.
Busier programme material tends
to mask the flaws but sustained
sounds almost always lay them
bare.
HI-F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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CONCLUSION
Although the listening team's
reactions speak for themselves, afew
points are worth highlighting by way
of summary.
First, all the listeners clearly heard
degradations at 256kb/s, which is
twice the data rate for which some
codecs claim sound quality
equivalent to CD. If Barry Fox is
reading this, here is another matter
he might care to bring to the
attention of the Advertising
Standards
Authority,
since
consumers are clearly being misled.
A difficulty all the listeners faced,
and some refer to explicitly in their
comments, is that of having to rank
different types of degradation. All
the codecs distorted the sound in
various ways: in trying to decide
which distortions were more or less
acceptable, individual listeners
inevitably
apply
somewhat
differently ordered priorities.
Despite this there is a great deal of
consistency in the different listeners'
reactions.
For example, codec D (TAC) was
almost
universally
disliked,
presumably because of the poor preecho performance identified in last
month's measurements. Bell Labs'
ePAC ( codec E) garnered some
notably unfavourable comments too,
which it is tempting to correlate with
its poor spectral error and
modulation
performance.
Microsoft's MS Audio ( codec F)
performed rather better than might
have been anticipated but its bizarre
habit of ' ducking' opening transients
remains a glaring flaw. Iasked in
part one whether one of the more
extreme codec strategies — placing
greater emphasis on time domain
than spectral performance or vice
versa — might find favour in the
subjective tests, but the clear
indication is that a more balanced
approach, epitomised by Dolby
Digital and the two MPEG codecs,
works better with a wide range of
input material.
Ialso questioned how closely the
measurements would correlate with
the codecs' subjective rankings. So
far as TAC and ePAC are
concerned there is clearly reason to
think that the measurements
revealed something significant, but
the correlation is not complete. For
evidence,
just
look at the
560/576kb/s results. DTS (codec H)
was consistently preferred to codec
A (Dolby Digital) at these elevated
data rates, but in the measurements
DTS performed significantly less
well in respect of both spectral error
and pre-echo.
Before closing, it is worth reemphasising the point, already
alluded to last month, that the good
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showing of MPEG Layer 3 should
not be taken to mean that all MP3
codecs are of equivalent quality.
Computer magazines in particular
keep referring to MP3 as if it were a
standard set in stone, implying that
all MP3 codecs are of equivalent
performance.
As anybody who has bothered to
spend a few minutes listening to a
cross-section of them will know, this
is patently not the case. In order to
improve their usability, many MP3
codecs trade sound quality for faster
encoding time. The codec used for
these tests — Opticom's mp3
Producer Pro — is acknowledged to
be the best Layer 3 codec available,
having
been
developed
by
Fraunhofer Institute itself. You
should not assume that other MP3
codecs perform as well.

TEST MATERIAL
THE 13 test hacks used to assess each codec at each
data rate were chosen not for their easy listening
qualities or in avain attempt to encompass all musical
forms, but because they were anticipated to represent
testing programme material. Different codecs may
perform well on some types of content but poorly on
others, so it is important to include awide variety.
Six of the test tracks — Frère Jacques, castanets,
triangles, glockenspiel, Schubert ( piano) and male
speech — were culled from the European Broadcasting
Union's SQAM ( Sound Quality Assessment Material)
CD, where most of them are identified as being
particularly suitable for testing bit- rate reduction systems.
The remaining tracks — identified simply as Vivaldi,
Britten, Carter, Barber, Mamba Percussions, Tuck & Patti
and Latin Quarter — were all ' ripped' From commercial
compact discs. Mono/stereo status and track lengths are
listed below. An asterisk indicates the track was edited:
Frère Jacques'
castanets'
triangles'
glockenspiel'
Schubert
male speech'
Vivaldi
Britten
Carter

Barber'

Mamba Percussions'
Tuck & Patti'
Latin Quarter'

mono
stereo
stereo
stereo
stereo
mono
stereo
stereo
stereo
stereo
stereo
stereo
stereo

0:17.0
0:08.5
0:35.0
0.37.0
1:30.0
0:20.0
1.58.0
1:16.8
1:24.0
2:09.6
1:30.7
2:15.4
2:18.2
Total 16:20.2
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On the road to hi-fi nirvana: how an encounter with
a high- end hi-fi system changed things forever

by

I

DAVE

am ahome studio musician who
until recently was missing the
final part of the audio jigsaw:
hi-fi. Ispent most of my youth
learning to play electric guitar and
dancing around my room listening
to ferric cassettes played through
megabass, without much care for
anything but the music. Minute
tinny hearing- aid headphones,
blasting Slayer just as often as The
Smiths or Pink Floyd, alleviated
college train-journey boredom.
The first time Iunderstood that
my enjoyment of music could do
with improving was when Istood
on my headphone lead. My
Walkman was my life support
machine and without it I was
cranky and irritable. So Istole my
dad's and Inearly got murdered for
it. He had these huge Wharfedale
earphones that he listened to JeanMichel Jarre on. They looked like
white ceramic flowerpots clamped
on your head and they sounded
mind-blowing. Iwanted them so
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badly. They had a woofer and a
tweeter in each ear that made my
dad's eyes roll around in his head.
That is the effect Iseek from
music. Ineed to be taken there. Its
no longer a need, it's obsession. I
want shapes and space, depth and
colour. Iwant the ground to shake;
Iwant to feel it whisper in my ear
or shout to me from across a
canyon. I want to witness the
flapping of butterfly's wings to the
explosive birth of astar. But is this
just my overactive imagination, or
can you get this out of hi-fi? Up
until last year Ican honestly say I
had literally no understanding
whether this was possible or
not. Good sound used to mean
loudness buttons and PA
speakers, as Ihad never been
lucky enough to know people
with good systems. Recently,
though, I have been in an
extremely fortunate position
where I have been guided by
friends along the right path to

Wien you're in
agood mood,
th ngs sound
richer and
more vibrant;
you have less
concern for the
flaws and
sperd more
time
discovering the
music and the
equipment's
finer qualities

Pictures show the
author plus
I2-strite guitar
(above); the coveted
Whatfedak
Isodynamic phones
(below); and (below
left) Dave's home
studio, with hard-disk
digital editing suite

building my own modest system
and shown the delights of what is
yet to come. But now I'm over a
barrel because Iwant all this stuff
and Ihave no money! But Iknow.
It's the same with my studio; if you
are going to do it right, you already
know its going to cost you.
My own set-up is aQuad 33/303
combo, a set of Linn Index
speakers, a Connoisseur BD1
turntable, a Sony DTC 750 DAT
(to play my own studio mixes on)
and a Marantz CD42. Ilooked at
the Quad system because someone
told me that it sounded good, but I
bought it primarily because it
looked nice. Ilove it. This system
has taught me to respect the record
and working with a budget has
shown me, firstly, that good audio
quality is vastly superior through a
budget turntable than abudget CD
player. Inow spend most nights
wishing all my CDs would turn into
vinyl! The first thing Inotice is a
tighter, more solid bass sound, abit
like being hit by a boulder rather
than a football. The sound has
more weight and power. It
means business without forced
over- exaggeration. Stereo
imagery is far more captivating
and wide panning gives far
greater expression.
In this early stage there are so
many different parameters when
assessing the competence of
equipment that it leaves me in abit
of amess. The first problem has to
be my own psychology. A bad day
at work can have me moving my
sofa or my speakers about the room
and fiddling with tone controls,
completely unsatisfied with the
sound. Yet over the weekend, I
could listen to a dictaphone
recording of 12-string guitar and sit
grinning from ear to ear. When
you're in a good mood, things
sound richer and more vibrant; you
have less concern for the flaws and
spend more time discovering the
music and the equipment's finer
qualities. My friends noticed this
clouding my judgement, so Iwas
advised to stop psychoanalysing
and take more of a clinical
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approach. Iselected a number of
test tracks — both CD and vinyl,
electronic and acoustic — that I
believe are mixed well and show off
my stereo's capabilities; but Ihave
aproblem with this. The musicians
and the engineers who recorded
them may have the opinion that
they were badly processed,
unknowingly
blowing
my
assessment sideways. Ipicked them
because they were sonically
impressive and Iliked the tunes,
but are they decent examples?
All Iam trying to say is that hi-fi
is at the mercy of musical preproduction, and in certain respects
it seems naive to base assessment
on records alone, which is
unfortunately the only test for the
majority of us.
Sounds become weak and
unimpressive when incorrectly
recorded or mixed. Even identical
pitch notes can show adrastic effect
on amplitude and tone. For
example, if Iplay the same note in
two different fret positions on a
bass guitar, B on the E string (7th
fret) and the same pitch B on the A
string (2nd fret), then process and
record these two notes the same
way and listen to the bass content,
the note sounds rich the first time
and flatter the second. Is the
flatness due to the recording
equipment? No, it is to do with
string length, thickness and tension
— but you may initially think it's
your stereo.

Home studio with
after awhile, abit like a noisy pub
and now Iknow what the passion
instruments and
band. Vinyl, on the other hand,
for hi-fi is. It's all about sitting
(below) the Wilson
does not do this. With a good
grinning and laughing out loud to
Audio MAXX
pressing and a well-mixed tune it
yourself, or lying motionless as the
loudspeaker which
sounds unpredictable, like it could
sound washes through you. The
inspired this article...
actually be alive, or natural. Once
better quality hi-fi, the more
you think you've spotted the edges,
emotional response it gives you. so
it re-opinionates you. The change
the more enjoyment you get. Iwas
in musical scene and stereo utterly astounded by what Icould
dynamics grab your attention again
almost literally see in front of me.
and again.
Like the captivation of agood film,
Vinyl is high- maintenance.
Iwas listening to a hologram. The
You've got te clean the discs and
sound was making a threere- sleeve them before inspecting
dimensional shape that changed
them, dusting them and playing
size and moved towards and away
them. They have to be put back
from me. What Ilearned is that
straight away or they get damaged
good hi-fi is all about stereo
imagery. The more expensive the
and whilst all this is going you have
TESTING YOUR EARS?
to be thinking what to put on next.
equipment, the more you ' see'. It
I think more testing should be
It's all rather laboured. Iam guilty
performed under something like
also allows you to recognise the
of heinous vinyl crimes; Iam sure
inaccuracies of different equipment
laboratory conditions as well. A
we all are.
Roland SH101 analogue mono - formats more effectively. I'm not
CD, meanwhile, is safe in both
attempting to start a vinyl vs CD
synth must be the best piece of
format and sound quality. CD
argument, but CD looks more twounintentionally- designed budget
should be viewed as it is; instant,
dimensional, arepresentation if you
test gear known to man. Its filter
reliable accompaniment not an
like — a flatter image. The
can test frequency response at the
example of sonic excellence,
extremes of stereophonic panning
limits of human hearing. Couple
whereas vinyl is for connoisseurs
and depth lack definition and seem
this up with a decent spectrum
and voyagers, for observing and
analyser and you can then get a cluttered, so it loses your attention
clear picture of what your hi-fi
equipment is responding to, but
TRACK LISTING: DAVE CLAPP'S HI-FI TEST SELECTION
more importantly what your ears
collaboration of sounds so smoothly put together. They
Rodiohead: 'Palo Alto' from Airbag/How Am IDriving
can respond to.
use extremely good reverb units to produce an
[Capitol Records EP C2 7243 858701 25]
My friend Luke has noticed his
unbelievable distance to the sounds they put together.
Check out the extreme compression on the stereo
ears cannot handle sounds if there
Mixed by Yage,who in my view is one of the greatest
guitars that kick in on the chorus. It sounds like the
is too much presence at 41cHz, and
electronic producers ever.
guitar amps are in the room with you.
Dave Clarke: 'No-one's Driving (Chemical Brothers
Blur: 'Bugman' from the album 13 [
Food Records 7243
the Roland proved this. Yet if you
rernie From No-one's Driving [
Deconstruction EP 49912 92]
go back ayear ago when he hadn't
74321
380162]
Good
example
of
mixing
with
distortion.
The
discovered this, his judgement of
Subsonic bass diving at its best. Listen far the bass
frequency ranges that are explored and the frequency
equipment and pre- production
dropoing down on the bridge sections. This is also
separation on panning sounds leaves the track well
would have been inaccurate. So, if
prominent as the track winds down.
balanced and highly dynamic.
there are many different areas
Eden: 'Too Busy Looking Good' From album An Eye for
Autechre: 'c/pach' from Tri repelan
within sound that cloud accurate
an Ear.
[Warp Records warp38]
Imade this Kung fu mayhem with some latheAn example of stereo width and top-end frequency
judgement, shouldn't all available
heavyweight breakbeat.
reference. Not exactly asing-along!
tests be made?
Eden: Wilke Crystal' From the album An Eye
Future of Sound of London: 'My Kingdom EP part 2'
But something this test gear can't
for an Ear.
[7243 893817 26]
do is test how lively sound is.
Imade this as well. Nasty jungle with atwist of
Noticable for its bass depth but Ilike this mainly
Recently Iheard a Chord amplifier
lemon.
because Ihave never heard suck ahectic
through some Harbeth speakers
NM NEWS a112C000 REVIEW
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INE AUDIO SYSTEMS
F
Leading specialists in valve
amplification. Our selected

STATE OF THE ART

THE NEW MARTIN LOGAN PRODIGY HAS ARRIVED'
WE ARE ONE OF THE FEW TO BE DEMONSTRATING THIS
'STATEMENT' SPEAKER

components are designed to
produce atrue image, with
layering and depth. The
tonal presentation is always
natural and unforced, with a
liquidity that can be listened
to at length without fatigue.
Book ademonstration and
hear for yourself.
Pic 1. Audiostatic DCI 4
full range electrostatic

_.-.101011111
SONUS FABER SIGNUM
THE NEW AFFORDABLE MINI-MONITOFI FROM
SONUS FABER USING TECHNOLOGY FROM THE
REFERENCE " ARMATI" AT ONE TENTH THE
COST. THESE ARE STUNNING!

COPLAND CSA515
COPLANDS SWEET AND OPEN SOUND THAT YOU'RE
USED TO FROM YOUR CSA 14/28 HOWEVER THIS
HYBRID HAS 175 WATTS OF POWER. YOU CAN JUST
IMAGINE HOW YOUR LOGANS WILL SOUND'

loudspeakers. Improved
performance over previous
models. Superb bass
response. £ 3250
Pic 2. Muse Model Nine
player. CD,DVD,AAD all in one
box. Best sound we
haveheard under £ 7.5K.
Exceptional performance on
CD,with agolden,sweet tone.
Very holographic and very
detailed. £ 3250
Pic 3. Final 0.3 electrostatic
hybrid loudspeaker.
Genuinely integrated bass
compared to other hybrids,
with asweet treble. Great
value at £ 1495.00

B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES
WE ARE PROUD TO BE AN AUTHORISED DEALER FOR THIS EXCITING NEW RANGE OF SPEAKERS.
THIS RANGE STARTS AT THE DIMINUTIVE HAUT 805 W £ 1400.00 AND FINISHES AS THE FLAG SHIP OF
THIS RANGE AT W £8500.00. THEY PARTNER SPACE AGE TECHNOLOGY WITH ELEGANT STYLING, TO
CREATE A STUNNING NEW RANGE THAT SHOULD BE AUDITIONED.

DENSEN B200 PRE AND
B300 POWER AMP
DENSENS NEW ' BABY' PRE & POWER,
FEATURING CLASS ' A' REMOTE PRE. WHICH IS
AN AND MULTIROOM COMPATIBLE, THE 133170
POWER AMP IS 100W AND DRIVES THE HAUT
805 AND NAUT 804 BEAUTIFULLY.

Affordable Valve Company • Audio
Analogue • Avalon Acoustics

A SELECTION OF SECOND-HAND AND EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
TAG McLAREN SPECIAL OFFER

Barnett & Oswald • Beauhorn
Benz- Micro • Canary Audio
Cardas Audio • Chario • Clearaudio
conrad-johnson • Diapason
EAR/Yoshino • Esopower • Final
finite elemente • GRAAF • Kuzma
Lyra • McCormack • Magnum
Dynalab • Monrio • Muse
Electronics • Musical Technology
Nordost • Nottingham Analogue
Opera • Pathos Acoustics • SME
Shun Mook • Transfiguration
Trigon • Unison Reseach • Viking
Wadia

Home trial schemes available.
All systems installed by us.
Mail order carriage free.
Efficient tax-free export.
Ex—demonstration and used
equipment always available,
please call for further details.

TEL:

020 7380 0866

FAX :020

738z; 5028

stephen@audiocfreeserve.co.uk

E MAIL :

www.audioconsJltants.co.uk

Demonstrations by
appointment only,
Mondays to Saturdays
10:00 to 18:30
Camden Town, London Nwl

DENSEN B400

IT TOOK DENSEN THREE YEARS TO FINISH THE
13400 CD FSAYER, IT WAS WORTH THE WAIT. THE
B400 HAS THE SAME TECHNICAL INNOVATION
AS SEEN IN OTHER DENSEN PRODUCTS, LIKE
THE ' BUS' LINK FOR MULTIROOM USE. IT ALSO
SOUNDS WONDERFUL.
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* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR ' BUY NOW PAY LATER' * 4DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
INCLUDING 2 ' CINEMA ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *
AGENCIES INCLUDE
APOLLO, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIO ANALCGUE, AUDIOQUEST, B&W ( INC 800 NAUTI, BEYER, BOSE,
BOSTON, CASTLE, CELESTION, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, DPA, GRADO, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU,
KRELL, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, NORDOST, ORELLE, ORTOFON,
PROJEKT, QUADRASPIRE, QED, REL, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER, SONJS FABER, SOUND STYLE,
SUMIKO, TARGET, TAG McLAREN, THETA, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VIDIKRON, WILSON
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD

Tel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax. 01923 230798 Email: acoustic-arts.co.uk
From Tuesday to Saturday 10arr-5.30pm ( late on Thursday by appointment)
DURING CHRISTMAS PERIOD, WE WILL CLOSE 1PM DFCFMBER 24TH AND REOPEN 4TH JANUARY
=
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SPECIAL FEATURE
Sat in the ' hot
seat', it was
almost like
hearing an
audio ghost let
loose again
some forty
years on. I
could tell you
where the sax
was to the
inch both in
height and in
width. Istood
in the stereo
image to prove
the positioning
of each player
and Ilaughed
to my friends
in amazement

from a Jackson Pollack. Was I
supposed to be appreciating this
because of cost and reputation?
yes, it's worth it.
Was Ireally feeling anything? No,
If Ihad one hundred thousand
not really. That was exactly what I
pounds, would Ispend it on ahi-fi?
thought and that was what Istuck
'No' is the answer. Would Ilike to
see one? Yes, Iwould, very much. I to.
Then we turned to vinyl played
thought that Krell was a foreign
through a relatively modest ' two
currency until I was shown
grand' turntable, and this is the
otherwise. With amplifiers that
moment
that
changed
my
looked like aspace freighter towing
perceptions forever. We listened to
five-foot high Maxx speakers, an
some simple jazz — sax player,
accompanying Krell CD player was
double bass and drummer,
added to show what it was worth.
uncluttered, uncomplicated and
But Ididn't really care what this
clean. The room came alive. Sat in
stuff was like; Iwas looking at
the ' hot seat', it was almost like
pieces of hi-fi art. In the same
hearing an audio ghost let loose
meagre way Ibought the Quad
again some forty years on. Icould
33/303 set-up, I was visually
tell you where the sax was to the
captivated. The Krell CD player
inch both in height and in width. I
(that is also apre-amp) is aperfect
stood in the stereo image to prove
piece of visual design. With red
the positioning of each player and I
LED displays and background
laughed
to
my
friends
in
button lighting, a smooth black
amazement.
metal casing supports a hinged
Acoustic guitars from various
perspex lid. You screw the CD onto
artists sounded incredible and the
the transport and lower the lid. As
rise of stillness to crescendo from
soon as the CD starts to move, an
classical music was breath taking.
LCD window obscures it and the
This had to be the greatest example
glass you're looking through turns
of audio excellence Ihad heard to
the window into a mirror. Very

learning about music and sound.
There's a ritual involved, but oh

classy gimmick. The speaker cable
(that could almost be three-phase
supply) connects the amps to the
speakers, which look like they are
made of soapstone.

READY TO GO
With all preconceptions swept aside
Iknow I'm ready to go. We have a
`hot seat' to jump in and out of,
records, CDs, cups of tea, fig rolls
and plenty to talk about. Of the
CDs, Ichose Blur's new album 13,
Editor's note:
Dave wrote this artcle
after taking part in
the listening for the
Wilson Audio
MAXX speaker
review [
HFNIRR,
Feb). The rest of the
system included the
the Krell ICFS25s
player/control unit
and FPB650m power
amplifiers, plus
Transparent cables,
while the turntable
used was an SME
Model 10 with a
Goldring Elite lowoutput m-ccartridge
via aMusical
Fidelity X-LP phono
pre-amp. The jazz
record Dave described
was Art Pepper meets
the Rhythm Section
[Comtemporary
Records, reissued by
Dave Clapp 's
e-mail address is
daveg,firetower.fsnet.
co. uk.
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which sounded excellent, though
very ' scratchy' on selected tracks.
Dave Clarke's ` No-one's Driving'
remixed by The Chemical Brothers
(chosen for its subsonic bass
diving) sounded highly accurate but
where was the bass? Then it
occurred to me that this system was
not driving enough. The remote
control demanded tedious accuracy
when trying to change the volume
although its robust construction
certainly made you feel like you
could be in control. Autechre's Tri
Repetae album sounded harsh, bold
and menacing - exactly as it should
be. But Icouldn't find warmth with
supposedly warm tracks. Massive
Attack's ` Angel' from Mezzanine
can speak to your soul, but it
certainly didn't do that. I was
forcing myself to appreciate this
sound. Isn't it supposed to work the
other way round? Was it CD, the
amps, the room, or what? Or was it
me? If this is hi-fi elite equipment,
then it has to be the CD as aformat
(or most definitely me!). This was
like trying to explain what Ifelt
lUNE 2000

Weet
charid
loudspeakers

date. But Istill have my doubts.
The test involved mainly electronic
music on CD and live instruments
on record - not afair balance in my
view,
but
if
hi-fi's
first
commandment is ' thou must
replicate the original', then I'm a
disciple.
This experience has changed the
way I see the music that I can
create and also the way in which I
will hear sound replication forever.
I can see that ' jazz moment'
becoming a reference point that I
will base all heavyweight hi-fi
evaluations upon. Inow understand
that Imust seek more dimension
from my own recorded music,
while being more selective about
the choice of instruments and
stereo effect. The way to record
and where to do it are vitally
important in captivating the
listener, just as much as the
equipment it's received on.
Ican see that a modest but well
planned home system can reap
surprising benefits — since writing
this I have bought a Thorens
TD160B Mk II with a Mayware
unipivot arm, for £ 100, stunning
myself with the results. Ihad never
even heard of it three weeks ago
and now Icould bore anyone all
night, I'm so excited.
In fact it's just like the
relationship between building street
cars and the Grand Prix dream, or
football in the park and aWembley
cup final; its passion and taking
part in all levels. For some reason
you don't own it, it owns you.
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Visit our web site at

www.mdc-hifi.co.uk
"the Musiexi Dzeigi Co Lid,
Tel; 01992 573030,
Fax; 01992 574030
e-mail; mdc.hifi@orgin.net

Oxford Audio Consultants
HI-FI SPECIALISTS

BEAUTY and the BEST_

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

Bow Technologies proudly introduces the Wizard Single Chassis ( Dplayer. Carefully crafted
by hand in Denmark, the Wizard employs only precision engineered mechanical parts and

NOW DEMONSTRATING

components specifically selected for their electrical performance, long term thermal stability

MARTIN LOGAN PRODIGY - afabulous new speaker from this world-class company
KRELL KPS28 CD PLAYER - afantastic new CD player from our favourite
manufacturer priced at £7777
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 6 - amajor advance on what was our benchmark
LOEWE TELEVISIONS - we now stock this premium range incl the top of the
range ACONDA
MARANTZ CD 7CD PLAYER - outrageous value for money
LEXICON MC1 HOME THEATRE PROCESSOR - superb quality
THETA DREADNOUGHT POWER AMP - awesome!!
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world-beating product from
our favourite Italian company
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - just upgraded and now sounding even better
B&W NAUTILUS 804 LOUDSPEAKERS - agenuine bargain at £2500
NAIM AUDIO CDS Mk2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER for the money audition an absolute must!
NAKAMICHI SOUNDSPACE 8 - perfect on the wall
INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
DENON AVC-A1OSE HOME THEATRE AMPLIFIER - aknock-out for £ 1300
LICENSED CREDIT
BROKERS
SHARP LCD MONITORS - 15" AND 20" ON DEM
NEC 4210 GAS PLASMA MONITOR - Just brilliant!!
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £ 1249
ROTEL RDV285 - sets the DVD standard at £600 - multi- region to boot
AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and
unrivalled sound; on dem at last after along wait
GRAAF 13.562 PREAMPLIFIER - agreat sound

and audiophile grade sound quality. For the ultimate in system flexibility, the Wizard
is fated with single ended RCA and balanced XLR analog outputs and three digital outputs.
Its modular mainframe construction lends itself readily to upgrades and ongoing design
improvements The Wizard is asound investment in every sense of the word.

........

CABLES & ACCESSORIES FROM TRANSPARENT NORDOST, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, STANDS UNIQUE, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - the elite - now even better looking and superb value

For farther details ;lease cow Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough lad. Pork, Desborough Park Rood,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG

MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE

Tel: 01494 441736 Fox: 01494 440360 Email: premien@path.co.uk

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14 BLACK
£895
TEAC VRDS25 CD PLAYER EX DEM
f895
KRELL FPB200 POWER AMP
£ 4295
PROAC RESPONSE TWO S BIRDS EYE MAPLE
£895
NAIM CDS MK1 CD PLAYER
£2195
TEAC 8030S CASSETTE DECK GOLD AS NEW
£395
THETA PEARL CD TRANSPORT OUR DEMONSTRATOR £995
NAIM CD3
£695
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK1
£2995
LINN MIMIK Il CD PLAYER
£595
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 5MINT BLACK
£9995
STAX NOVA SIGNATURE SYSTEM NEW
£950
THETA JADE CD TRANSPORT OUR DEMONSTRATOR £ 1950
REVOX B77
P.O.A.
MUSICAL FIDELITY A1001
£ 1495
DAVIS LITEBEAM PROJECTOR
£2295
£395
PROAC STUDIO 100 YEW
RUARK TALISMAN
£395
ROKSAN CASPIAN POWER AMP
f395
GRAAF WFB TWO PREAMP
£950
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 PREAMP
£995
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
£ 1395
KRELL FPB300 POWER AMP
£ 5495
NAIM CDI CD PLAYER
£995
ATC SCA 2PREAMPLIFIER
P.O.A.
B&W SILVER SIGNATURES BOBINGA WOOD
£2495
WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM
f9995
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS 3
£250
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 - our demonstrators £ 1995
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TAX-FREE EXPORT „SERVICE
11/1AIL-OROER AIVAILAIER_E GPM MAI /V V' / 7-EM.S-

Agencies include: Audio Analogue. Audio Research. 88W. Cable Talk, Castle. Copland, Denon, GM Audio
Tables, Goldring, Graaf, Jadis, Jamo. Koetsu, Krell, Lexicon, Loewe, Lyra, Marantz, Martin Logan, Michell,
MRS, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim, NEC Gas Plasma Screens, Nordost Cables, Onkyo, Opera, Ortofon, Pioneer,
Proac, QUAD, REL Subwoofers, Rotel, Sennheiser, SME, Sonance, Sonus Faber, Stands Unique, Stax, Tannoy,
Target, bac, Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables. Unison Research, van den Hul, Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha.

Y

AE
Atacama
Cable Talk
Copland
CYRI8
EP011
Rannen-Itarebn
JBL
ICEF
Kral
Marmot
Mean-Logan
Meriden
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F
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•Service Dept.
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Mission
Monitor Audio
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•Part Exchange
Pickering
•Open 10 30-5:30 6days
Plnk Triangle
Pioneer
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Up to 3yrs.
Project
Quad
Interest Free
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Sonue-Feber
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61500+ for 24 months
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£X00. for 36 months
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Meridian

The very best
in fil-Fi and
Home Cinema...
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SATELLITE RADIO
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here is still something of a
mystery surrounding the
versatile Lemon Volksbox,
which I have praised in recent
contributions. Following news of
trading difficulties at the beginning
of the year, Ihear that models are
still available on the market and that
the company's technical staff was
still answering queries. So one can
only hope that someone will step in
to preserve what Istill regard as a
Best Buy.
Now, some of the questions which
come in with increasing regularity.
First, how many good music stations
are there? Risking the wrath of the
pop fans, Iassume what is meant are
stations that regularly programme
'classical' music. Ican access both
the Astra 1 and Eutelsat Hotbird
complexes, and my last count was
28. They come from a variety of
countries in Europe: Spain, Italy,
France, and Austria; but the
dominant contributor is Germany.
All its main regions have radio
systems of their own, usually with
one station programming classical
music.
Which would I rate highest?
Certainly Bavaria, which has Bayern
4. The programme output
is usually of high quality
and with the most live
concerts. There is also the
fine Bavarian RSO, with
playing to a very high
standard. The transmissions are available on
both ADR as well as the
standard DVB. Not far
behind is DeutschlandRadio Berlin, which takes
not only selected transmissions

regional TV transmission.
Most details are given by the
day. The Web is a good
source and a listing of sites is
available from me (
e-mail
regwilliamson@beeb.net, but
don't all ask at once, please!).
There is also the weekly
magazine Dampf Radio [
Steam
Radio] mentioned in an earlier
article and available by mail
order from Germany. This
covers all the German stations,
one Swiss and one Austrian.
Costly at DM174 for six
months but Ifind it worth it:
that's about £58 at the current
rate of exchange. Payment has to be
either in DM or aEurocheque.
What about the sound quality?
Like any broadcast signal, this is
never wholly consistent, and
depends whether the transmission is
home-grown or has to travel through
the inter- Europe programme
network ( now, of course, fully
digital). It also depends upon the
original source material. Generally
though, the occasions when things
are not quite right are relatively rare.
So, one has to make allowances.
All the German stations have

exceptionally large archives,

All the
German
stations have
exceptionally
large archives,
which they
draw upon
frequently.
Amongst
them are
gems...
but because 3f
age often one
has to accepi
a lower ' fi'

which they draw upon
frequently. Amongst them are
gems, eg,
Celibidache's
broadcast concerts; but often
because of age one has to
accept alower 'fi'. Personally,
Iam more than willing to do
that! The MPEG Layer 2
encoding format is, at its best,
more than adequate for me.
Which brings me to another
question, why do most
stations — mostly in Germany
— fail to fully modulate the
signal? Often it is as much as
6dB below peak. This puzzled
me for a while, till I came to a
possible explanation. In the
perceptual encoding process, 32
comb filters separate out the whole
spectrum before quantization takes
place. Any sound component that,
according to a psychoacoustic
model, is likely to be masked by a
louder sound is not encoded. This is
inherent in the MPEG2 encoding
system. It follows that if the
programme signal is lowered in
overall level before encoding, then
the likelihood of suppression of these
lower level components is reduced.
Subjectively, quality is
improved but at the
expense of a reduced
signal-to-noise ratio. In
practice, this doesn't
matter since it is already

Ccrmattm
ca in

from throughout Germany but
regularly broadcasts both live and
recorded from the Berlin
Philharmonie.
I
rate
Westdeutscher Rundfunk 3
equally
highly,
along
with
Norddeutscher Rundfunk 3. All
these are accessible on DVB as well
as ADR.
The remaining 24, which Ikeep

on alist beside my tuner, are not to
be sniffed at. Whilst many are
virtually wall-to-wall CDs, ideal for
listening over dinner, some, like
France Musique, also regularly
programme live concerts. Most of
these are only accessible on DVB.
All technical details are available in
What Satellite? or the English
version of the
German
magazine Infosat.
Next, how does one
find out what is on? In
the case of
German
radio, by going
on to the teletext
for the associated
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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For music lovers, satellite still offers
an alternative to terrestrial DAB —
the German stations leading the way
by REG WILLIAMSON

very high. You are more
likely to notice this
phenomenon when taping
from your tuner's digital
output. It baffled me for a
while, but some of my

more knowledgeable readers may
have alternative ideas. All
classical music stations do it,
including BBC Radio Three on
the Astra 2A satellite.
Finally, ' If Ihave a system
pointing at Astra 1 and Eutelsat
Hotbird satellite complexes, what do
Ihave to do if Iwant BBC R3? Do I
need aSky Digibox?'. The answer to
the first part is an additional offset
universal LNB, and a competent
rigger can do this. To the second
part, the answer is no. Any tuner can
be programmed to get all the radio
stations, which are not encrypted —
nor are a small number of the TV
stations. If BBC Parliamentary
coverage turns you on, you can get
that. But for everything else, you
need asmart card, which is free:
for the time being. But
sadly, even though one
might have a Common
Access slot, Ido not
know of any Common
Access Module which
will take Videoguard deencryption cards.
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dawnofEIECIMOrliCa UNCUT
SOFT CELL Memorabilia
D.A.F. Kebab Traume
CABARET VOLTAIRE Yashar
DEPECHE MODE Dreaming Of Me
VISAGE Fade To Grey
PROPAGANDA The Nine Lives Of Dr. Mabuse
ULTRAVOX Slow Motion
FAD GADGET Ricky's Hand
TUBE WAY ARMY Down In The Park
B- MOVIE Remembrance Day
GIORGIO MORODER From Here To Eternity
AFLOCK OF SEAGULLS IRan
JOHN FOXX Underpass
ART OF NOISE Beatbox
ASSOCIATES White Car In Germany
YELLO ILove You
SUICIDE Diamonds Furcoats & Champagne
JAPAN Life In Tokyo
"If gou like Teutonic Fechno and krautronica, the
bleep and booster sounds of Warp, the digital
hardcore of 131-1R. and the big beats of The Chemical
Brothers, then gou'll love -The Dawn or Electronica",
collection of proto-sunthpop that tells gou evergthing
gou need to know about the roots of Fodags
electronic dance music". our
15 5
2000
CD available at all good record stores.
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bloc' box

Exploration
into noise
conti nues,
with a
paradox
from hard
science that
supports
the beliefs
of hard-core
vinylphiles
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would show this by progressively
changing slope from OdB/oct to
+3dB/oct, from left to right.
We also saw (April part) that there
are two 'red' or ` 1/f noise types (one
eponymous, the other the 'popcorn'
type) that tilt the opposite way, at
-3dB/octave, or 'up at the bass end'.
Both sorts of 1/f noise are naturally
swamped by white noise until you
either look at a low enough
frequency or amplify the lowest
audio frequencies, or do both. Thus
1/f noise is most likely to make its
appearance in the low-end noise
spectra of disc and tape replay
EQ'ing-preamps. Over any range of
frequencies where the 1/f is equal to
ewere beginning to look
the white (and any pink) noise, the
at the rich information
noise slope resolves, again as
about equipment noises
intuition would suggest, to OdB,
that aspectral plot can offer. Here,
since [(+ 3dB) + (-3dB)] = OdB.
the diverse noise that real equipment
This implies, and will truly amount
makes and otherwise introduces is
to, a resultant pink noise, no less
plotted as level (true rms voltage)
than purposefully made ` real' pink
against frequency.
noise.
Referring to the spectral noise plot
Yet, whereas spectral tests can
in last month's issue, we began to
help identify different sounding
see how the average slope of the
components, Bruce Hofer 2 confirms
noise plot reveals the sort of (natural,
of the limits of scientific 'objectivity',
`stochastic') noise involved. Simply,
by noting that on the contrary, some
the fingerprint of thermal ('Johnson')
sorts of noise can be wholly
and ' Shot' noise (both creating
indistinguishable from others even
'white' noise that is heard as hiss) is
when spectrally graphed (
viz 1/f
the + 3dB octave ` upslope' with
noise and popcorn noise both have
ascending
frequency.
This
information was first published in a a 1/f spectral characteristic), yet
sound massively different.
chapter on audio measurements'.
Likewise, experienced loudspeaker
researchers know that all `pink' noise
KNOWLEDGE IN A SLOPE
generators sound different - even
In last months graph, an average
after they've been re-engineered so
slope of + 3dB/octave persists over
they have remotely matching, correct
most of the audio frequency range.
spectral content... This is areminder
(In this context may help to learn
that reliance on any one method (or
that `+ 6dB/octave' means nothing
sub-method even) to assess anything
more unusual or mysterious than
as complex as audio equipment and
'voltage of noise or whatever doubles
its quality, is very, very dangerous.
each time the frequency doubles', me,
pure 1:1 'ratiometric' proportionality.
STOCHASTIC NOISE SECRETS
It's also helpful to know that
Tools that enable us to highlight
+3dB/oct is also + 10dB per decade,
other noise qualities, include first,
the latter being any tenfold frequency
graphing the noise's PMR, so far as
span, say 11(Hz to 101(Hz).
this is possible (see March BB).
You can use a ruler or with
Second, apair of wideband 'scopes
practice, your eyeball, to check this.
can display `realtime', ' time domain'
It shows that the natural noise
differences; the figure in April BB
contribution of the equipment
shows atypical appearance.
(actually a power amp) will be
Third, probability distribution can
predominantly 'hissy'. We saw earlier
that there were other kinds of be gauged using simple analogue
circuitry3, noting that 'Gaussian' alias
stochastic noise, one being ' pink'
'bell curve' is no more than one,
noise, which is used for equipment
common sort of stochasticism.
testing and has an 'equal energy per
'Texture' is afeature of stochastic
octave' property. If this alone were
background noise that's well known
being produced, the noise plot would
to skilled listeners. Thus, forth,
be horizontal, hence OdB per octave,
assuming consistent measurement
and we would expect the noise to
conditions employing settings that
sound ` roary'. If (hypothetically) the
give high detailing, the AP's spectral
two noise types were mixed 50/50,
noise plots may describe such
the slope would as you'd intuitively
qualities
through
the
plot's
expect, resolve to + 1.5dB/octave per
'graininess'.
For this to be
Hertz. Equally, if the 'pink'
successful, the equipment has to be
dominated at low frequencies and
set up with exactly the right amount,
the 'white' at high, the noise plot
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and sort, of averaging. The trouble
is that such detailed, multidimensioned tests take t
i
m-e, which
partly
explains
how
most
manufacturers and even reviewers
justify cursory testage.
Our look at Stochastic noise ends
with some momentous information
for audio, a lesson that has come
from awholly other area of ' hard'
science, where the 'noise' of
recurring long term events is tested
for cyclicity, for example, global ice
ages. In studying these and other
phenomena, it was realised by aUS
inventor, Frank Moss and others,
that noise - just at the right moment
-could boost small signals. In effect,
'just the right amount' of noise,
reduces noise. Today, this effect is
known as ' Stochastic Resonance'.
Paraphrasing the discoverer's own
words, `..there is a critical level of
(stochastic) noise where the noise
level helps you to hear signals
(sounds) well below this noise level'.
This is something that vinyl
listeners have long known through
experience. By comparison, digital
equipment noise remains unnatural
— if it has any stochastic qualities
at all. In turn, vinyl has shown its
capacity to reveal more signal than
CD, even if it is some 20dB noisier
on paper.
Most apt of all, aToad — of all
creatures — was given a cochlea
implant to successfully demonstrate
how the threshold of hearing could
be greatly enhanced injecting just the
right level and kind of noise...!

POLLUTION EXPOSED
Riding on the Stochastic Noises
we've just looked into are the nonStochastic Noises (` NSN'). These
are mostly obvious (see last month's
graph) as 'spikes', and because there
are usually harmonics, le, spikes
appear at integer frequencies. The
most universal are naturally the AC
mains' magnetic (current-induced)
harmonics, arising firstly at the mains
power line frequency (50/60Hz), and
then at their odd harmonics, viz, 3rd
at 150Hz, 5th at 250Hz, 7th at
350Hz etc, in 50Hz territories.
Another NSN that's distinct in
cause and character is ripple, arising
with poor power supply design and
the more primitive sort of valve
circuitry. It's reliably diagnosed when
a spike appears at twice the mains
frequency of 100Hz in the UK.
When the power supply is the kind
which employs some form of high
frequency switching, this creates
similar, harmonic-based fingerprints,
only the peaks are displaced above
201(Hz, by afactor of up to 50 times.
Ben Duncan
Ben Duncan can be contacted at
BDR-UK@ diaLpipex.com
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TEST RECORD
&II you need to get ebe best out of your
turntable, arm and cartridge
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1

THE

Hi,fi NEWS
TEST RECORD

0

nly abold audiophile wo uld dare t
o
cal himself 'The Cartridge Man',
but Len Gregory has as much right
to the name as any. He's known for keeping
cartridges working well into the Age of CD,
he's apeerless rebuild maven and his
favourite cartridges are Deccas and
Grados... which kinda says it all. So we're
talking terminal cartridge nut, and his
reputation precedes him. All of which kept us
from slamming the phone down when he
suggested that we collaborate on atest LP.
His call was timely. Len wanted apartner
to help prepare, press and market the first
new Test Record in adecade-olus. He had
customers clamouring for them, and we
knew that there was areal demand, judging
by the 'wants lists' sent to the Accessories
Club. Alongside adecent stylus balance
(we're working on it...), acomprehensive test
LP is the most requested audio tool one can
name. So, purely by coincidence, we fell into
each other's company. Now we're proud to
announce what might be the world's final

test LP, the Hi-fi News Test Record Test
Record for amere £ 14.95.
It's adoozie: detailed notes, aset-up
'bible' courtesy of John Crabbe, locked
grooves between tests, pristine virgin vinyl
pressings and — best of all — audible and
visible clues rather than aneed for test gear.
Side One contains nine tracks for L/R
channel identification, phase, channel
balance (- 20dB pink noise L+R), the same
again for left channel only and right channel
only and four different tracks for setting bias,
ncreasing in 2dB steps. All these tests
requ.re are your ears, but the instructions
will guide you through every step.
Side Two features seven tracks which
cover tracking ability, cartridge/arm
resonance and cartridge alignment. Tracking
ability is assessed through three sections, all
using a300Hz signal ( L+R, + 15dB). The
Ihree tracks are positioned as the first,
middle and last tracks so you can gauge
performance across the whole arc of travel.
lOr line of travel, if you're the lucky owner of

ORDER FORM
Iplease

send me
copies of
Iat £ 14.95 each.
Ienclose remittance of £

TEST LP HFN001

'NAME (CAPS)

atangential arm...) The two cartridge/arm
resonance tests consist of test sweeps with
pilot tones, and you'll actually see the arm
misbehaving if there's any horrible mismatch
in your set-up. The cartridge alignment test
allows you to adjust the azimuth for
minimum output, through a300Hz vertical L
Rsignal at +6dB. Lastly, there's atrack to
show residual noise, consisting of
unmodulated grooves. And this one will
prove to be areal party trick if you use an
idler-drive deck and none of your friends are
willing to believe it's aquiet runner...
We can't tell you how pleased we are to
be offering the Last Vinyl Refuge. Forget your
worn copies of HFS75, those test LPs you're
too scared to take out of their sleeves, even
though you know you need to run aset-up
check. Now you can have afresh test record
to ensure that your analogue front end is
working at its best. The good news? We're
going to keep the Hi-fi News Test Record ' in
print' for as long as there's ademand.
Enjoy!

Ienclose Cheque/PO/MO'
wish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex'
My Card number is
Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature

Please send orders to: HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 1YH. Cheques should ne made payable to HFN/RR Accessories

ADDRESS

Club. Delivery subject to availability.

Accessories Club Hotline ( 01234) 741152.
Non UK sales VAT FREE but where applicable

Postcode

subject to additional carriage
charges. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. E&OE.
Please delete as necessary:
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Clearing a
path
through the
Dopplerian
jungle, with
the aid of a
few musical
intervals

R

eference made in a radio
programme to the discovery
that Leonardo da Vinci had
anticipated Christian Johann Doppler
by about 350 years in describing the
'Doppler Effect', sent me scurrying
to my notes on the subject. These
contain various facts and figures,
mixed with details of misunderstandings I've come across over the
years — even confusion between
acoustics and optics arising from the
phenomenon's
parallel
role
concerning the ' red shift' as sources
of light recede at ever-increasing
velocities in an expanding universe.
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Doppler Effect. Plot relating change of puch
w source's velocity as it passes observer, with
speed in mph at top and kmph at bottom,
frequency-reduction ratio on left, and
equivalent musical intervals on right. Sound
speed taken as 770mph (1240kmph).
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thousandth of a second ( 1kHz
The Leonardo episode thus provides
frequency), the speed of sound is
a good excuse for offering a few
such that these would be spaced
words on the topic.
apart by 34.4cms. But if, for
Apart from the primary business
of explaining how a sound of instance, the source then moved at
70mph ( 113kmph), calculation shows
supposedly fixed frequency may have
that each pressure peak would be
its pitch changed by an ambulance
nearer to the one ahead and further
or police car, the Doppler Effect can
from the one behind by 3.14cms,
aid understanding of the relationship
causing forward radiation to have its
between frequency and wavelength,
wavelength reduced by this amount
which
has
important
audio
and that to the rear correspondingly
implications. This, coupled with the
raised. And since shorter or longer
fact that music can be involved in
wavelengths involve successive
assessing the Effect's pitch-shifting
vibration cycles being packed
magnitude (the first test of Doppler's
together at proportionally greater or
hypothesis employed trumpeters and
less density in time, this results in
ateam of musical judges), makes the
frequencies of 1100Hz and 916Hz.
subject ideal for apage which seems
To the sides, however, the frequency
at times to comprise HFNIRR's Dept
will remain at lkHz so it's important
of Interdisciplinary Studies.
to realise that whenever observer and
At a purely empirical level,
sound-source move towards each
practically everyone has come across
other, what one hears has already
the Effect, either when a vehicle
undergone
that
first
upward
carrying adiscretely pitched soundtransformation. It's the overall pitch
generator passes by at close range,
or when travelling at speed oneself span of which one is aware, never
the originating tone, so that a
past afixed sound-source. During its
notional lkHz source travelling at 70
approach the sound will have apitch
mph will: (i) measure 1100Hz during
or pitches which leap instantly down
the musical scale at the moment of its approach; (ii) move undetectably
through its ' true' frequency at the
transition from coming to going. Also
instant of passing; and then (iii) drop
noticeable, but demanding closer
to 916Hz.
attention, is the link between pitchIn this case the ratio between the
reduction
and
250
extremes is 1.2, or in whole-number
speed. The higher
terms 6:5. Musically, this equals a
the
speed,
the
Semitone
pitch interval of aminor-3rd, which
greater the pitch
brings me to that 1845 test involving
change.
Whole tone
agroup of trumpeters, who were put
Assuming at least
in an open railway carriage and
an
elementary
pulled at speed past a team of
awareness of the
Minor 3rd
nature of sound as a musicians with perfect pitch. The
Major 3rd
experiment succeeded, and while it
succession
of
would be a vastly easier exercise
pressures and raretoday
using
electroacoustic
Perfect 4th
factions transmitted
by the air in a technology, what fun it must have
been with all those trumpets blasting
Augmented
wavelike fashion at
4th
away and musicians straining to
aparticular speed, it
make accurate intervallic judgements.
follows that at any
My diagram summarises all this
one vibration-rate or
Perfect 5th
graphically for the benefit of budding
frequency
the
recurrent points of Leonardos, with alimit set at onethird of the speed of sound
maximum
or
Minor 6th
(257mph), as this neatly corresponds
minimum pressure
to apitch change of one octave. This
would normally be
Major 6th
comes about because at that velocity
separated in space
the oncoming and receding waves are
by
a
specific
distance. This, of shifted up and down by respective
ratios of 3:2 (aperfect-5th) and 4:3
course,
is
the
Minor 7th
(perfect-4th), which as every
wavelength,
but
musician knows totals an octave.
when the soundMajor 7th
Assuming 'just' intonation, if the
source itself is on
the move in a basic tone were C at 260, this would
rise to G at 390 during the approach,
continuous
with a fall to G at 195 for the
unidirectional
Octave
recession.
fashion, it will 'catch
400
That involves a rather difficult
up' to some extent
speed for motorists, but do
with what is being radiated ahead
remember that if you ever drive past
and fall behind on deliveries to the
a ringing bell whose pitch falls by
rear.
more than a minor-3rd, you'll be
If,
therefore,
a stationary
exceeding the UK speed limit!
loudspeaker delivered successive
John Crabbe
pressure maxima at intervals of one83
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85 Rautavaara's Piano Concerto, 'Gift of Dreams',
written for Ashkenazy

95

101

XIC
Wasp Star ( Apple Venus Vol.21

101

NEIL YOUNG
Silt, And Cohl

103

THE BARBARIANS
Are You A Boy Or P
OI

103

JEFF BECK
Blow By Blow

96

DEREK BAILEY/STEVE LACY
Outcome

96

ANTHONY BRJUCTON
Small Ensemble Music IWeslyanl 1994

THE BYRDS
Live At The Fillmore
Untitled/Unissued
Byrdmaniax
Farther Along

96

BILL DIXON WITH
TONY OXLEY
Papyrus Volume

103
103
103
103
103

PETULA CLARK
The Sixties EP Collection

96

FURT
Angel

103

The Definitive Percy Como Collection

96

SUSIE IBARRA TRIO
Radiance

103

JAMES
Best Of The Vanguard Years

96

ELLIOTT LEVIN & TYRONE
HILL QUARTET
A Fine Intensity

103

JOHN
ll LENNON
Imagine

96

THE MAT MANERI TRIO
Fifty One Sorrows

103

DON McLEAN
American Pie - The Greatest Hits

DAVID ' FATHEAD'
NEWMAN
Chillin'

103

REED
LOU
Lou Reed

97

103

ROSIE
st
The 0.

97

SAM RIVERS' RIVBEA
ALL-STAR ORCHESTRA
Culmination

103

Midnight lump

JOHN RUSSELL/MAARTEN
ALTENA/TERRY DAY
The Fairly Young Bean

103

TifeE
Th
Let
BID
er X

97

Cry Like A Bail,
Nonstop

97

SCHLIPPENBACH TRIO
Complete Combustion

103
103

97

VARIOUS
Reissue Roundup

CLASSICAL REVIEWS
85 The John Adams Earbox; JC Bach's Endimione;
Chopin's Mazurkas; Massenet's Werther; Suk and
Strauss with the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra
JAZZ/ROCK/POP
96 Classic jazz roundup; Steely Dan's Two Against
Nature is the rock Album in Focus

AUDIOPHILE DISCS
105 reviews by Ken Kessler
FINALE
130 Miles Davis with John Coltrane: the complete
Columbia recordings by Ben Watson

classical

94

KREISLER
String Quartet

91

MAHLER
Symphony 5

91

MASSENET
Werther

85

ADAMS
Collected works

86

JC BACH
Endimione

86

JS BACH
Lutheran Masses Vol.2

87
86

BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 2 & 5 ( arr . Liszt)
Piano Concertos 2 & 5

85

RAUTAVAARA
Piano Concerto 3, Autumn Gardens

87

BENDA
Violin Sonatas

88

RAVEL
Orchestral works

87

CHOPIN
Complete Mazurkas

92

94

WEBERN
Langsamer Satz

94

ZEMUNSKY
String Quartet 1

MOZART
Serenata Notturna, Notturno for 4
Orchestra, Symphony 32 etc

ROSEITI
Clarinet Concertos, 2- Horn Concerto

Mad Sweeney, Music for the Book of
Hells, Sweeney's Vision, Wind Quintet

94

SCHOENBERG
String Quartet in D

88

DEBUSSY
Orchestral works

92

88

DUKELSKY
Zéphyr et Flore, Epitaphe

92

TOPS

103

Dimensions

103

TV SMITH'S EXPLORERS
TI”
IWords Of Fie Great Explorer
TRACTOR

10:
103

And After The

103

SCHUBERT
Hyperion Edition Vol.34

99

103

SCHUMANN
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105
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DEAN PEER
105 Think... It's All Good
SAM PHILLIPS
105 The Indescribable Wow
105

AUtUMN

RAUTAVAARA:
Piano Concerto 3 ' Gift of Dreams'
Autumn Gardens te Rautavaara
and Ashkenazy in conversation
Helsinki PO/Ashkenazy (pno/dir)

WILMA THALEN
Sophisticated Lady

VARIOUS
105 Genuinamente Btasileiro Vol 1
SERA UNA NOCHE
105 Sera Una Noche
105
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Ondine ODE 950-2

CHRIS WHITLEY
Dirt Floor

ggrcleNf

HelfiNki pkiLlicirmomc orcheftrcl
VLadiAskir Af kkeNOZY

67m 45s

Even among Rautavaara's distinguished output, his Third Piano Concerto ( 1996) stands
out as something special. From the suspended quality of the opening bars onwards, the
evocation of amagical, fantastic atmosphere is clear. In this case, the title ' Gift of
Dreams' suggests the interior landscape of the mind; it also refers to asetting of
Baudelaire's Le mort des pauvres that Rautavaara had made in 1978.

review rating's
Sound

quality

and

performance are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In 'rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies ( as stated). An additional 'star'
denotes outstanding quality.

Review

Tuuli/Ondine

Rautavaara with Ashkenazy

Rautavaara's dreams suggest
Impressionist influences not only in
his choice of textual inspiration but
also in his musical language. The
entry of the soloist is simply
stunning; adelicacy and precision
worthy of Takemitsu or Messiaen
rapidly expands into an orientallytinted emotional outburst, at once
growing in both textural complexity
and expressive range. We are told
that this passage arose from adream
of dolphins released into the sea.
Each of the three movements
adopts an arch form, and takes as its
basis afour-note motif which had
originally appeared in the song
referred to above. There is apalpable
organicism about their development
and interrelation; clearly indebted to
Romantic models, the structure and
ideas are presented with adirectness
of utterance that renders them easily
understood even within the complex
rhythmic and harmonic contexts in
which they are placed. It is only with
the last movt that the prevailing
mood of tranquillity is replaced with
something more turbulent and active,
and here the exaltation of motifs
heard earlier has anotable quality of

both compositional and instrumental
virtuosity.
Autumn Gardens (1999) suggests
numerous parallels with the Piano
Concerto, both in its prevailing
moods and in the musical gestures
that are used to express them.
Rautavaara makes the distinction
between his chosen 'English' style of
gardening, in which things are
somewhat allowed to run wild, and
the more controlled approach of the
'French'. As aresult, there is a
feeling throughout of spaciousness
and reflection, which is somewhat
mitigated by the scherzando quality of
the finale.
This stands among the best
Rautavaara discs that Ondine has yet
given us. Ashkenazy (who
commissioned the Piano Concerto)
plays and conducts with immense
sensitivity and commitment, and the
recorded sound is superbly expansive.
There is the added bonus of an
illuminating interview between
composer and performer to close the
disc. Very highly recommended, even
to those who might normally fight
shy of contemporary music.
John Kersey
As:1 •

THE JOHN ADAMS EARBOX
Harmonium' III Shaker Loops II The
Chairman Dances • Grand Pianola
Music MI Fearful Symmetries II
Nixon in China & The Death of
Klinghoffer — excerpts MI The
Wound-Dresser II Christian Zeal
and Activity • Eros Piano II Two
Fanfares for Orchestra II Common
Tones in Simple Time Ill El Dorado
• Hartnonielehre IN Violin Concerto
• Chamber Symphony II Hoodoo
Zephyr — excerpts II Gnarly Buttons
• IWas Looking at the Ceiling and
then ISaw the Sky In Lollapalooza'

III John's Book of Alleged Dances
Slonimsky's Earbox'
soloists/Kronos Quartet/various
orchestras/Adams/de Waart/Nagano

his stands
among the
best
Rautavaara
discs that
Ondine has
yet given us.
Ashkenazy
plays and
conducts
with
immense
sensitivity
and
commitment,
and the
recorded
sound is
superbly
expansive'

The cover photo
of Vladimir
Ashkenazy was
taken by
Withetm Prating
for Decca

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; • mid
price; A budget price; • special price,
see ' Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown i• , with first

UK publication date.

Sound quality : Performance
Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Very Good

Historical source,
eg, 78 rpm

H: H Historical

B:2 Good
C:3 Moderate
D:4 Poor
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Nonesuch 7559 79453 -2
10CDs, 655m 59s ®1985-98, ' new
In prospect, this elegantly-produced
set, albeit well deserved by this most
exciting of living composers, looked
like ahomage to style, with afew
short cuts along the way (and after
all, who would want just Technicolor
excerpts from Nixon in China and
The Death of Klinghoffer when the full,
85

rainbow coloured experience was
already to hand?). In practice, I
found it an almost obsessive object to
have around, and couldn't rest until
I'd revisited, repeated or simply heard
for the first time everything in it.
Adams's unpredictable development
from the already highly-charged
minimalism of the early pieces (and
an even earlier flirtation with Cage)
to the complex polyphony and fluent
change of mood in his most recent
work is in itself acause of wonder,
though we're steered back to
common sense with the essential
reading of Adams's essay: essential
for me, at least, probably because I
agree with everything he says and
couldn't put it half as well, or quite
so generously.
In fact the 180-page booklet, a
labour of love in itself, gives various
voices to all one feels whilst being
battered, airborne, subtly disturbed or
spun into an illusion of childlike
innocence by the music. There's a
neat soundbite from Simon Rattle —
who, incidentally, can't be
represented on the discs here as
colleague, since his stunning Adams
disc is on EMI — when he details the
'immense sadness and depth at the
centre' of Adams's 'best music'. To
Rattle's selection, Iwould add the
piercing post-Schoenberg queasiness
of Harmonielehre's central movement
and the sudden mixture of simplicity
and nightmare in the last movement
of Gnarly Buttons, which is
apparently extended in Adams's
latest large-scale work Naïve and
Sentimental Music.
That will appear shortly on the
Nonesuch label; in the meantime
the set updates us with two other
orchestral works, the 'dancing
behemoth' Lollapalooza [ also
recorded by Tilson Thomas for RCA]
and Slonimsky's Earbox, which starts
off with ahomage to the garish riot
of Stravinsky's Song of the
Nightingale and continues with such
avariety of sonorities and gestures
that something of the Adams
originality seems to get lost in the
compendium. Isense that Nagano's
performances aren't quite as
warmly firm of purpose as the
luminous de Waart recordings of
the early days; but Adams's own
conducting of Harmonium (
de Waart's
was on the ECM label) certainly
confirms it as achoral masterpiece to
set alongside Reich's The Desert
Musk. Other pleasures are too various
to list here; but it has certainly been
the most dazzling confirmation of the
genius that was apparent at the 1987
Edinburgh performances of Nixon in
China, the only time Ihave ever been
conscious of witnessing an operatic
masterpiece close to its premiere.
ENO's forthcoming production will
surely confirm Nixon's status, and
praise be that Nonesuch is still with
us to guide us through the next phase
of greatness.
David Nice
86
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'Adams's
own

JC BACH
Endimione
Jezovsek/Monoyios/Waschinski/Hering/
VokalEnsemble Min/Capella
Coloniensis/Weil
DHM 05472 77525 2 2CDs, 106m 05s

conducting of The 'London' Bach wrote nearly 20
Harmonium stage works, of which only some
certainly overtures and avery few arias are
confirms it available on CD, apart from a
as a choral German-language recording of the
French opera Amadis des Gaules. JC's
masterpiece
skills as acomposer for the stage are
to set
thus largely neglected. And more's
alongside
the pity, as the beauty and vitality of
Reich's The Endimione (
London, 1772) make
Desert Music' immediately clear. Right from the
splendid overture — reasonably
familiar, thanks to its life as aconcert
symphony — there is hardly adull
moment, even in the (mainly brief)
recitatives. The rich instrumental
detail, with numerous characterful
wind solos, captivates the ear time
after time; the vocal writing is
grateful, often strikingly effective —
and taxing too. The work is subtitled
serenata aquattro, and is thus not
grouped with the true operas. It has a
libretto by Metastasio, with stage
action, though the story is hardly
dramatic: Endymion's love for the
hunt turns (through the agency of the
disguised Amor) into love for Diana
rather than for the disappointed
nymph Nike; even she however can
join in the happy closing chorus.

booklet with four-language libretto,
interesting essays, and an interview
with Weil. The whole undertaking is
very worthwhile, giving us the chance
to hear again and again music of
memorable quality.
Peter Branscombe

B:1 0

JS BACH:
Lutheran Masses, Vol.2
Argenta/Chance/Padmore/Harvey/
Purcell Quartet/Instrumentalists
Chandos CHAN 0653

64m 59s

Ihave not heard Vol.1 but am very
impressed by its successor. The works
included are the Masses in F,
BWV233 and G, BWV236, with the
Trio Sonata in C, BWV529, which
Richard Boothby has effectively
arranged from its original organ form
in C as apiece in D for two violins,
cello and organ continuo. Imight
have expected the instrumental piece
to separate the two Mass settings
rather than open the CD. But no
matter, this is adelightful issue, with
the part-writing emerging crisp and
clear both in the sonata and in the
Masses, where one to apart is
favoured: Nancy Argenta, Michael
Chance, Mark Padmore and Peter
Harvey blend well as aquartet, and
sing the solos with infectious delight.
There is much to be said in favour of
this small-scale approach, which
encourages vivid presentation of the
words as well as sensitive shading of
vocal and instrumental lines. The
booklet has auseful essay, full details
of the period instruments, pitch etc;
and Orford Church and St Jude-onthe-Hill, Hampstead, are the
sympathetic venues for the sessions.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 r)

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Concertos 2 & 5 111 Dame
Myra Hess in conversation with
John Amis
Darne Myra Hess (pno)/BBC SO/
Sargent
BBC Legends B8Ct 4028-2
77m 07s mono rec.1957/62

'Review
RECOMMENDATION
Evgeni Kissin's
Sony CD with
the Phdharmonia
under _lames
Levine (SK
62926) offers
Beethoven's Piano
Concertos 2 & 5
in fine modern
recordings

The performance is very fine.
Bruno Weil's enthusiasm for the
score is immediately apparent, and all
four of the singers cope excitingly
with the considerable challenges of
their roles. Vasiljka Jezovsek as Diana
gives particular delight with some
lovely singing, and Ann Monoyios
(Nike) and Jiirg Hering in the titlepart are both extremely good. Jórg
Waschinski as Amor (arole written
for acastrato) copes expertly with
some very difficult vocal writing. The
chorus enjoy their opportunities, and
the playing of the Cappella
Coloniensis is alert and stylish. The
recorded quality, though perfectly
acceptable, is rather backward and
lacking atmosphere. There is auseful

Everyone probably knows that Hess
hated studio recordings, and that
Beethoven's Fifth Concerto was
originally scheduled for her sole
collaboration with Toscanini in 1946.
But she baulked at the rapid tempo
he set for (i) and tactfully suggested
changing to the Third. This recording
is not asubstitute for what we might
have missed. Sargent was no
Toscanini but he was avery talented
musician who could rise to impressive
interpretative heights if he so desired.
He shows no desire to do so here.
Neither does Hess. These are no
more than routine Prom
performances unworthy of the bother
of having to tolerate poor sound (bad
in the Second Concerto, with wow on
the original tape), some sloppy, even
disgraceful, orchestral playing, wrong
notes, amissed entry in 2(iii), etc.
May we hope that this disc
MIE 2000
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constitutes only asingle lapse and is
not aportent of asteep drop in the
standards of aseries that has been
high, often extremely so?

H:3-4 0

Nalen Anthoni

BEETHOVEN:
Symphonies 2 & 5 ( arr. Liszt)
Konstantin Scherbakov (pno)
Naxos 8.550457

68m 08s

Hopefully, this will be the start of a
complete cycle. Liszt remained loyal
to Beethoven's markings in
transcribing his symphonies for solo
piano, but the onus is on performers
to encompass the changing styles and
development to bring vibrancy of

CHOPIN:
The complete Mazurkas
Frédéric Chiu (pno)
Harmonia Mundi 907247.48
2CDs, 152m 08s
Garrick Ohlsson (pno)
Arabesque Z6730-2

2CDs, 140m 45s

Artur Rubinstein revealed amastery
in these Chopin pieces in his 1965/66
RCA recordings (decently recorded,
for once), omitting only six of the
mazurkas which were published
posthumously.
Chiu's set has the two A-minor
pieces from 1840 at the end of CD1,
and re-orders Opp.67 & 68
interspersing seven 'without opus'. Of
these, one in D-major is missing from
Ohlssohn's straight-sequenced, 57track programme. (There are three
date discrepancies between the
Harmonia Mundi and Arabesque
listings for the works published after
Chopin's death.) Chiu's own notes
discuss the nature of the genre and
the specific ways in which Chopin
developed his mazurkas harmonically
and rhythmically; with the Arabesque
set the pieces are set in historic
context with brief descriptions of their
musical character — most listeners
will find this more helpful (Chiu only
uses opus references by way of
illustration to his thesis). Ohlsson's
timings are nearly always shorter, and
this is consistent with his more
objective style; also, he plays on a
restored Mason & Hamlin concert
grand, very different from the
Yamaha on Harmonia Mundi. As in
his Prokofiev series, Chiu's recordings
are very beautifully engineered: it
would be hard not to succumb to
them. The Arabesque CDs have a
closer balance and when pedalled in
forte, textures tend to blur slightly
with this older instrument.
In any case, although they are both
fastidious technicians, these two
pianists approach the Mazurkas
entirely differently: for Ohlsson, often
brilliant, the dance rhythm is
paramount; Chiu, however, suggests a
translation of the dance into
something conceived for the concert

spirit, drama and realism to their
interpretations. Idil Biret in her
pioneering LP edition [EMI, Ma] was
partly successful, but lingering tempi
in places marred the vision, while
Cyprien Katsaris [Teldec] opted for
faster speeds which ultimately tired.
Currently available in box set format
[Hyperion], and admirably prepared
from amusicological standpoint,
Leslie Howard's performances lack
those essential extremes of hushed
mystery or blazing affirmation.
After studying the Beethoven and
Liszt manuscripts, Scherbakov gave a
series of live performances before
committing his thoughts to disc.
At the start of Symphony 2, classical

'After
studying the
Beethoven
and Liszt
manuscripts,
Scherbakov
gave a
series of live
performances before
committing
his thoughts
to disc'

platform
(pictorial images
rendered into
sound, as it
were) — his
performances
have asense of
grandeur of
expression, a
more immediate
musical focus.
But then, Chiu
wilfully sacrifices
pulse, slurring
rhythms, at
worst
Frédéric Chiu
overloading
simple outlines with 'significance'.
The start of track 7 (0p.7:3)
illustrates their differences: for Chiu
the low-register sonorities/textures are
what count; for Ohlsson the
requirement is for clear rhythmic
definition at the lower range of the
keyboard.
In the last statement of the main
theme in the mazurka every piano
student tries, Op.7:1, Chiu introduces
atext variant: he is working from
Paderewski's Edition. Alas, in the
Philips 'Great Pianists' set devoted to
that Polish pianist only three Chopin
mazurkas are heard. But these
transport us into an altogether more
magical sound world. As it happens, I
would rather listen to Chiu than
Ohlsson; but Ido think he is wide of
the mark here.
Perhaps one should wait for the
Rubinstein CDs in the remastered
Edition, promised as separate reissues
later in the year. With real cunning
he teases the ear with artful ruban at
one minute, often with ahard edge to
the forte, then relates awhole
mazurka with utter simplicity and
dynamic restraint. Every phrase
sounds alertly observed and deftly
placed. Sometimes at the ends of
pieces there's arallentando as if to
stall aroar of applause, then he's off,
straight into the next; and the
listener's appetite is newly whetted.
Nothing like that on these new
CDs...
Christopher Breunig
A*:1(3) A(B):2

restraint suddenly gives way to
dazzling turns of phrase; the music
takes on aromantic ardour,
effervesence hardly dampened by
Beethoven's famous ' pregnant
pauses'. The Larghetto is finely poised
— singing phrases all beautifully
weighted, each strand poignant —
whilst the scherzo shows the
performer's adeptness in sforzandi,
'pizzicati', the shaping and dynamic
grading of melodic lines. Flexible
wrist control, fingers in close contact
with the keys pay dividends during
the finale's intricacies.
Symphony 5's wider canvas of
emotions, and new harmonic
blendings after the held-breath
anticipation at the start, is notable for
its compactness, and the way that
high tensions are made to
counterbalance the proud
declamations of the following
movement. Scherbakov's control of
pulse and filagree ornamentations
make this the focal point of the
interpretation. Thereafter, his stately
rendering of the march that starts the
scherzo, both hands declaiming the
surging celli/basses in the trio, the
descent into the abyss and upsurge of
victorious rejoicing leads us to the
magnificent close. Andrew Walton
and Eleanor Thomason, working at
St Martin's Church East Woodhay,
Hampshire, supply the finishing sonic
touches.
Bill Newman

lk*:1* A

BEN DA:
Violin Sonatas, Lee 111:25, 59, 63,
66, 121, 130
Czech Baroque Trio
Studio Matous MK 0052-2

72m 44s

Frantisek Benda, one of afamily of
Czech composers who emigrated to
join Frederick the Great's musical
circus at Potsdam, was an
enormously prolific composer. In his
1984 thematic catalogue, Douglas
Lee lists no fewer than 179 violin
sonatas, 20 of them of doubtful
authenticity, five probably by other
Bendas, and 14 lost. That still leaves
140. (Lee's numbers are quoted but
the first Sonata on the disc is given as
127, not 121 — doubtless the
upstroke of a Continental figure ' 1'
has been misread somewhere.) I've
heard agood number of them and
they have always struck me as being
more players' than listeners' music.
87

The Czech Baroque Trio comprises
Antonin Rous (aviolin of 1770),

'It makes

of Moira. For his role as speaker,
Corcoran keens and declaims the
Martin Jakubicek (amodern copy of
the sounds of words in akind of lunatic
a 1650 harpsichord, and amodern
Sprechgesang, playing up the intense
wind, waves
positive organ), and Jan Skrdlik (middrama of the scene whilst resisting
and
seabirds
19th-century cello). Rous adds his
any urge towards traditional wordto present
own embellishments and plays in
painting. Sweeney's Vision on the
what
is
excellent Baroque style, reserving any
other hand creates asoundscape of
slight vibrato for the heartfelt Adagios. certainly an
the world Sweeney knew. Composed
His skipping bowing in fast movts
effective and
for tape, it makes great use of the
and rhythmic control go along way
evocative
sounds of wind, waves and sea-birds
to dispel the impression Imay have
to present what is certainly an
collage. For
given at the end of my first
effective and evocative collage. For
Corcoran to
paragraph, and the presence of subtle
Corcoran to describe it as afourdescribe it
organ tone in Sonatas 63 and 66
movement symphony seems to me
as a four(replacing harpsichord) also
rather wide of the mark, however,
movement
contributes to variety and enjoyment.
because in its rejection of organic
The Affettuoso of 66 is adeeply-felt
symphony
development it is difficult to perceive
piece, and several of the slow movts
seems to me
an overall context or arelationship
show similar emotion.
rather wide
between its diffuse ideas.
The clear and uncluttered
The other works on the disc are
of the mark,
recording is easy on the ear, though
less striking, although the use of bells
however'
perhaps asonata or two at one go
and percussion in Music for the Book
should be recommended if the best is
of Kells is imaginative. Here and in
to be gained from this disc of first
the Wind Quintet (based on the
recordings.
opening of The Rite of Spring) the
Robert Dearling
A:1 0
overall impression was of an overextension of ideas to an extent that it
CORCORAN:
became difficult to grasp their relative
Mad Sweeney' • Music for the
Book of Kells 2 • Wind Quintet'
Sweeney's Vision 4
great use of

Corcoran (spkr, pno, tape)/iDas Neue
Work NDR EnsemblefiPercussion
Modern Hamburg/1.
2Cichewiece
3Stuttgart Wind Quintet/Freivogel (dir)
Black Box Music BBM 1026

Putting aside one's preconceptions,
however, it is undeniable that
Corcoran's voice is both original and
distinctive, and that his music is born
out of an inner impulse of powerful
creativity that renders it defiantly and
assertively itself.
The two major pieces here are
inspired by the 7th-century king
Sweeney. In Mad Sweeney the text (in
Seamus Heaney's translation)
describes the descent into insanity
that Sweeney underwent at the Battle

A:1-2 0

DEBUSSY a RAVEL:
The Orchestral Masterpieces - La
Mer' U Three Nocturnes' • Ibéria 2
II Prélude a l'après-midi d'un
faunes/Daphnis et Chloe - Suite 2'
III Pavane • Boléros im Mother
Goose (complete ballet)' • La
Valse'
,Boston

SO & Tanglewood Ch/Davis/
SO/Paray/a 4Concertgebouw/
3Foumet/4Haitink/5LSO/Monteux
2Detroit

Philips 462 850-2
2CDs, 156m 55s
rec. 21955/1959-64/,1982®
DEBUSSY:
La Mer III Nocturnes U Ibéria
Czech PO/Foumet
Suprophon SU 3421-2011
70m 05s rec.1963/65 ®
For those not too fastidious about
contrasting recording styles
juxtaposed, or not overfamiliar with
the performances themselves, a
remarkable Philips bargain: there's
nothing here that is unworthy and

surface. What marks his work out,
however, is its generous and open
quality of melodic invention, often

72m 05s

Frank Corcoran's new was new to
me, and Igather that this disc is the
first of his music to appear. His
inspiration and language are rooted in
his native Ireland, but for Corcoran,
his concern is mostly with what he
describes as the ` Irish dream
landscape': acombination of
mythology, early history and the
imagery of his homeland in its more
rugged incarnations.
That Corcoran's musical idiom is
'born out of violence' is self-evident
to the listener. Sharp edges and
screaming dissonances set up a
sound-world whose harmonic
language paradoxically contains both
pre- and post-tonal elements. There
is something deeply elemental about
Corcoran's music; it certainly takes
no prisoners and tends to command
respect rather than affection. At
times, indeed, he abandons
conventional ideas of form or
structure in such away as to leave
the listener searching vainly for
signposts in this thorny new world.

significance within the work.
John Kersey
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Hague
Gennady RoAldestvensky
ideowit Oftiwsw., Ihr

DUKELSKY:
Zéphyr et Floree Epitaphe
Achmadeeva (sop)/Netherlands Theatre
Ch/Residentie Orchestra The Hague/
Rozhdestvensky
Chandos CHAN 9766

55m 23s

Vladimir Dukelsky ( 1903-69) is
probably rather better known as the
composer of such popular favourites
as 'April in Paris', which he wrote
under the pseudonym Vernon Duke.
Having studied at the Kiev
Conservatoire under Glière, he left
Russia in 1920 and eventually settled
in America. In addition to his
considerable oeuvre in jazz idioms, he
continued to write symphonic music,
concertos and opera, and was a
favoured composer of Koussevitsky
and the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Zéphyr et Flore is arelatively early
ballet, dating from 1925, and was
written in response to aDiaghilev
commission. Within its pages can be
seen Dukelsky's essentially eclectic
approach to style, with now and then
suggestions of Prokofiev, Stravinsky
and Debussy making their way to the

producing ideas of great charm, and
its textural transparency, in which
precision of effect and aural variety
are achieved with ease and flair. It
comes as no surprise to learn that
Poulenc admired this work; in many
respects it points the way for the
developments of Les Six. In the
central section we find an attractive
'Divertissements des Muses'
consisting of atheme and five
variations, where the influence of
Prokofiev is mitigated by aEuropean
lightness and grace in the waltz-like
Variation 4. Elsewhere [track 10, 8m
33s], attentive listeners may note a
motif that bears astriking
resemblance to the Classic fM
'jingle!
Epitaphe (1931) sets poems by Osip
Mandelstam, the chief dissident
among Russian poets during the early
Soviet era; it was jointly inspired by
the death of Diaghilev and by the loss
of the Russia of Dukelsky's boyhood.
As such, it presents amuch more
serious and concentrated view of the
composer, suggesting in its dark
harmonies the powerful images of the
Russian winter. This is an effective
and significant work, containing
much that presages the Shostakovich
of Babi Yar some 30 years later.
Performances and recording are
both extremely fine, with many
individual felicities in the
instrumental playing. Chandos is to
be commended for providing full
Russian texts and translations of the
Epitaphe, as well as for making this
music available on disc for the first
time.
John Kersey
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some things are quite superlative —
like the Monteux complete Mother
Goose, done at Wembley Town Hall
in 1964. The one little-known item is
Jean Fournet's L'après-midi, a
remarkable piece of early stereo
engineering from the Amsterdam
Concertgebouw and aversion worth
hearing if only for the artistry of the
principal flute (presumably Hubert
Barwahser). Earlier still is the Detroit
Ibéria, but for an even finer transfer
of this one must turn to the Mercury
alternative: 434 343-2. Sir Colin
Davis's restrained interpretations of
La Mer and the Nocturnes (
beautifully
played) date from his period as
Principal Guest Conductor at Boston;
the sound is alittle muted but finely
detailed in these early digital
productions from Symphony Hall.
Jean Fournet's 'vast array' [
sic] of
recordings of French music ` are to be
found in Supraphon's golden
archives', claims the booklet note, but
this disc (in the company's new
`Archiv' series) offers greater rewards
to those interested in the evolving
character of the Czech Philharmonic
than to those more concerned with
musical interpretation. There's a
certain fascination in the lugubrious
'Nuages' here; and `Jeux de vagues'
might make one sit up. But although
Fournet seems to have been a
meticulous conductor, only fitfully
does the orchestra sound at all
idiomatic in Debussy. The prevailing
stiffness in Ibéria contrasts with
Paray's fast, chrome-plated styling.
But the Philips catalogue has
Monteux in acomplete Images [
442
544-2, 5CDs] that is altogether more
sensitively conducted, and
responsively played by the LSO.
Monteux was the first to record the
triptych, and that 1951 San Francisco
version [in the RCA Edition] raises
the pulse-rate even higher.
Christopher Breunig
A/B:1 *-2
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GODOWSKY:
Java Suite/TANSMAN: Exotique R
Le tour de monde en miniature two excerpts
Esther Buchardio (pno)
ProPiano PPR 224529

60m 38s

At 50m plus, the Java Suite, inspired
by his visits to the island, is among
the largest and most pianistically
challenging of Godowsky's original
compositions. Its twelve movements
(actually 14: one is itself asuite of
three dances) have remained virtually
unknown except for the exquisite
(viii), 'The Gardens of Buitenzorg', a
favourite encore of MarcAndré
Hamelin's. ProPiano are wrong,
however, to indicate that this is the
only movement to have been
previously recorded: Ipossess a
Genesis LP including (i), ' Gamelan',
and the brilliant toccata-like (iv),
'Chattering Monkeys at the Sacred
lake of Wendit', played by Doris
Pines. But that still means the bulk of
11I-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Pierre Monteux rehearsing the London Symphony
OrChestrc - the double- bass player ( left; is Stuart Knussen

the suite is here recorded for the first
time, and very welcome it is too.
Godowsky's is very much a
Westerner's view of the Orient, even
though he includes acouple of authentic Javanese tunes: his
treatment of gamelan textures recalls
Ravel's 'Vallee des cloches', and
pentatonic melodies are swathed in
haze's of Impressionist filigree and
heroic Rachmaninovian fistfuls of
arpeggios. Such echoes abound —
The Ruined Water Castle at
Djokoka' is asort of oriental jeux
d'eau — but there is an individual
and very rich musical intelligence at
work, most notably in ' In the
Kraton', where the gamelan rhythms
are asubdued, distant counterpoint
to the perfumed chromaticism of the
foreground harmony, and the movt
depicting the sea at daybreak by the
Bromo Volcano, an utterance of epic
grandeur. But every movt is precisely
imagined, evocative, colourful,
expansively pianistic, masterfully
judged in texture and register and
sonority.
Only pianists of Hamelin's stamp
would want to essay it as awhole in
the concert-hall, but Godowsky's
grouping of the twelve movts into sets
of three means arecitalist can choose
between four quite manageable
triptychs. Let's hope more of them
do. The Indonesian Esther Budiardjo
is one to be reckoned with, for she
clearly identifies closely with this
legendarily difficult suite and brings
to it amagnificent technique; with
mostly no standards for comparison
one can only say it seems to be avery
good performance indeed, in a
beautifully immediate and spacious
recording. The coupling is interesting
too, given that Alexandre Tansman's
posthumous reputation seems
belatedly on the rise: the three pieces
here are comparatively miniature
conceptions beside Godowsky's, but
Exotique (
subtitled ` Danse Javanaise')
especially gives amore individual take
on gamelan imitations and signals a
leaner, more neoclassical sensibility.
Calum MacDonald
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'Wang is
deft,
exciting,
and his
phrasing
is shaped
with care
and
sensitivity'

G Dance's
Portrait of
Haydn made
in 1794, much
admired by
the composer

HAYDN:
Cello Concerto in C
Cello
Concerto in D
Jian Wang (vIc)/Gulbenkian Orch/Tang
DG 463 180-2

52m 08s

Ihad reservations about the muchpraised Isserlis/Norrington RCA
version because of the measured
nature of some movements —
particularly (i) of the D-major. The
new performances are no faster,
indeed the two slow movts are
considerably slower than either the
Isserlis or the excellent Suzuki/
Kuijken on DHM, but speeds are
deceptive. Wang's readings simply do
not seem slow, there is vigour and
thrusting momentum in both
performances. The D-major takes on
an element of grandeur and does not
seem so discursive as usual. The
C-major has the advantage of an
approach full of pointed rhythm. The
critical test lies in the interpretation
of the finale, and here Wang is
outstanding. Marginally faster than
either of the other performers
mentioned, he plays this delightfully
furious music effortlessly, with great
pace but no sense of haste.
There is amoot suggestion in the
notes that only one cellist would have
been available at Eszterháza and he
would need to have coped with both
the solo and orchestral cello parts. To
me the harmonies are thin enough
already without such ahandicap, and
more to the point than `cellist
availability' would be the harmonic
support of harpsichord — despite
extra Gulbenkian cellists, this
recording could have done with
keyboard continuo.
All in al, Wang is deft, exciting,
and his phrasing is
shaped with care and
sensitivity. The orchestra
is not always ideally
precise, lacking the
soloist's rhythmic
exactness in faster
movements. On the
other hand, the players
provide admirable
warmth of tone in the
slow movts.
Both Suzuki and
Isserlis have the benefit
of Haydn's Sinfonia
Concertante as abonus, but Wang's
stylish performances have great merit
— quantity is not everything.
Antony Hodgson

A:1 0

HAYDN:
Symphonies 104 ' London'
94
'Surprise' R Overture - Acide e
Galatea
Heidelberg SO/Fey
Minder Classic CD 98.340

58m 51s

An extraordinary disc. Amid wild
eccentricity there are moments when
Fey hits on the essence of Haydn's
style in away that escapes many
other musicians. In particular he is
aware that Haydn is full of sharp
89

contrasts: sudden tutti passages or
unexpected switches from piano to
forte are illuminated with panache.
The orchestra uses period
instruments for the brass and
timpani, and this helps enormously in
creating exciting moments. The
`military' nature of the old timpani is
absolutely right for this music, and
they, together with the exciting horns
and trumpets, often create agripping
effect through the powerful finality of
phrase-ends. One or two other
musicians take this view
(Harnoncourt is agood example),
although Fey's slight mannerism of
emphasising the last note by leading
up to it via an unmarked crescendo
seems more 19th- than 18th-century
in conception.
Sonically, this is powerful Haydn of
Is quality, but the subjectivism of the
conductor is adifferent matter.
Recapitulations in sonata moves are
often heralded by enormous slowings
and pauses. In 104(i) Ican accept the
extreme emphasis given to the end of
the development, but in (iv) the
tempo becomes the plaything of
dramatic effect. The basic speed of
this finale is excitingly fast but not
consistent: for example, the repeat is
forced to rush forward in order to
recover the original pace. Before the
recapitulation there is awonderfully
mysterious passage — here there is
something to be said for conductors
taking alittle liberty with tempo.
Hans Rosbaud's beautifully fashioned
relaxation at this point [DG] seemed
to suggest that for amoment in this
final symphony, the composer was
musing nostalgically over the whole of
his past oeuvre. In attempting a
similar effect Fey virtually brings the
music to ahalt.
In 104(ü) there is also much
freedom, and Iadmit that the
romantic phrasing is actually very
musical; but 94(ü) is another matter
— there is anew tempo for nearly
every variation and the closing bars
are ridiculously slow.
Ihave left mentioning the horror of
the minuets until last! That of the
'Surprise' starts at amadly rapid
speed with enormous
emphases on strong
beats and much
instability, the trio
then commences,
after an uncertain
pause, at aludicrously
laboured Adagio. (
The
mind's eye conjures
up acomic scene of
breathless dancers
falling in an untidy
heap when the tempo
collapses.) On its
ferocious return, the minuet is further
ruined by its first repeat being
observed, but not the second. In
94(iii) there could have been some
slight defence for rapidity by pointing
to the Allegro moho marking, but in
104(iii) there is even less excuse for
the crazy speed. This trio is even
90

worse, being near to Largo in tempo
and grinding to ahalt several times.
Subjective conducting is one thing
but to use sheer eccentricity to crush
the spirit of the music is quite
another. How strange that the
textures are so well presented (the
string tone is rather gritty but the
balance is outstandingly good) yet
frequently the tempi are entirely
illogical.

'If we had
not seen the
name of the
composer,
who might
Antony Hodgson
A:2-4 0 it be?
Devout,
IlEINICIIEN:
rapt touches
Concertos, Seibel 214, 224, 228,
suggest now
237 III Ouvertures, $205, 206
a composer
Il Fondamento/Paul Dombrecht (ob)
of the
Vanguard Classics 99721
62m 13$
northern
Those who own the Archiv set
Renaissance,
[437550-2, 2CDs] containing 14
then a
entertaining works by Heinichen (one
moment
of them in two versions) will find the
later we
present disc almost irresistible, for it
might think
duplicates only one of those
ahead to
concertos, S214. Il Fondamento
produces more volume of sound than the motets
does Musica Antigua Kbln on Archiv, of Bruckner'
and Vanguard's recording has more
body and resonance than that offered
by Archiv. As it happens, Ifind both
recordings quite acceptable in their
different ways, for clarity is not
compromised by Vanguard's warmth,
nor instrumental tone by Archiv's
brilliance. Marginally, the Vanguard
is easier to listen to: anatural,
comfortable, full but crystal-clear
sound.
Both groups present the music in
lively form on period instruments.
Paul Dombrecht, the leading oboe or
oboe d'amore in most of Vanguard's
programme, has an attractive rustic
tone, and the Flemish players of Il
Fondamento support him well.
Amongst the large number of period
groups active today they need fear
nothing. Tempi, intonation, spirit and
style are present in abundance and
the sympathetic recording lends
added vibrancy. Above all, the music
is delightful, and all who admire the
VivaldiTelemann style should find
Heinichen to their taste.
Robert Dearling

Richard Bernas:
works by the
American
composer Charles
Ives ( above

A•:1•

ETA HOFFMANN:
Mass in d11 6Canzoni
Soloists, Ch & Orch of the Cappella
Cracoviensis/Bader
Koch Schwann 3-1445-2

47m 54s

All too little of Hoffinann's music is
familiar — and in Britain, alas, the
same is true of his wonderful and
weird novels and stories. The six
four-part canzoni that open this
interesting (but ungenerously brief)
CD immediately create an
atmosphere of mystery. If we had not
seen the name of the composer, who
might it be? Devout, rapt touches
suggest now acomposer of the
northern Renaissance, then amoment
later we might think ahead to the
motets of Bruckner. The D-minor
Mass is also apuzzle: fascinating,
haunting, yet also uneven. The choice
of key is of apiece with Hoffinann's
change of his third Christian name
from Wilhelm to Amadeus: tributes
to Mozart are frequent yet not abit
disturbing. One can briefly wonder
whether the work might be by
Haydn, or by the sadly neglected
Neukomm. There are odd, ironic
touches, as in Hoffrnann's literary
works and artistic sketches; yet there
is also afine momentum and, in the
Kyrie and Benedictus in particular,
passages of real beauty and fervour.
Roland Bader directs his Krakov
forces with ardour and
understandable conviction; and choir
(anonymous), soloists and orchestra
are distinctly good. The unidentified
venue is resonant, the recording
warm and clear. Though it would
have been even more warmly
recommendable if more of the church
works had been included, this is an
issue of outstanding interest.
Peter Branscombe

IVES:
Orchestral Sets
Cowell) U Songs

A-B:1-2 0
Two Pieces lam

Sylvan (bar)/Narucki (sop)/Feinbeig
(pno)/Music Projects London/Bemas
Decca 466 841-2

61m 52s

There are few better insights into
Charles Ives's extraordinary world
than that offered by his songs. These
aphoristic offerings, few more than
two minutes in length, present an
intriguing panorama of his creative
life and concerns.
Ives was apt to return to his songs
in later years and to rework them as
orchestral pieces, sometimes making
considerable changes en route.
Unusually he also took the reverse
approach and reworked existing
instrumental works as songs. The
results testify to his astonishing
resource and imagination, and to the
vivid response that resulted from a
wide range of texts. Included here
are poems, by no means obvious
choices, from Byron, Keats and
Wordsworth, as well as more
contemporary American writers. In
each case, Ives's music evokes with
JUNE 2000
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MASSENET:
Werner
Alagna/Gheorghiu/Hampson/Petibon/
Courtis/Fouchecourt/Fremeau/Tiffin
Children's Ch/LSO/Pappano
EMI CDS 5 56820 2

2CDs, 128m 17s

Vargas/Kasarova/Schaldenbrand/
Kotoski/Chiummo/Genz/Trekel/
Knabenchor Berlin/Deutsches
Symphonie-Orch Berlin/Jurowski
photo: Christophe ChauchatIEMI

RCA 74321 58224 2

2CDs, 130m 31s

The real pleasure of listening to both
these recordings has been coming to
terms with Massenet's extraordinarily
rich and subtle orchestral palette,
often smothered in the opera-house
by impatience with the countless
genre-scenes of the first two acts and
anticipation of the big vocal guns in
the work's second half. It remains,
admittedly, asimple tale, albeit
decked in themes and ideas that
would be worthy of amore epic
subject; and much still depends on
the intensity of lovesick Werther and
lovely Charlotte. The ideal pair here,
curiously enough, howl in anguish to
each other across two very different
sets. It is, after all Aiagna's poet and
Kasarova's Charlotte who make us
believe in the terrible intensity of
their feelings — and it is curious
because Alagna's real-life wife, Angela
Gheorghiu, the Charlotte on the EMI
recording, is responsive to him only
in ageneralised sort of way. Her
problem is not so much the mezzoish timbre of the role, which her

great economy of gesture the
distinctive world of the text. In the
tale of cowpuncher Charlie Rutlage
there is askilful build-up of tension
that takes us from the ambling
opening to aspectacular depiction of
his fatal fall from his horse. Here we
have the opportunity to contrast the
original song, gamely rendered by
Sanford Sylvan, with the later
orchestral version in which the
characteristic Ivesian polyphony is
made still more clear.
Among my other personal
favourites from the disc are the
enigmatic, forward-looking songs
'Mists' and The Rainbow' which
here receive sensual performances
that bring out the connections with
contemporary European views of
tonality. Just as 'The Seer' quotes
Ives's Two Pieces for quarter-tone
piano, the influence of microtones
can also be felt in ' Mists', where a
number of curious aural illusions
destabilise the harmonic context. The
considerable difference between the
sung and instrumental versions of
`The Rainbow' reflects the fact that
the instrumental version began life
first, as awholly independent piece,
before being reworked in vocal guise
some seven years later.
This is probably not adisc to try
to consume at one sitting: its 39
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plushly-upholstered soprano
negotiates rather well, but the
language: French coaching from her
spouse clearly didn't go far enough to
stop, for instance ` je ne suis pas' in
one spot becoming le nuis sis pas'
[CD1, track 27, 2m 22s] — and
more worryingly, one doesn't really
get the feeling that she understands
any of the nuances, though the lunges
of emotion, particularly at the end of
Act 3, are as impressive and straightfrom-the-heart as one expects from
this singer.
As for Alagna, his tones may not
be as fresh and youthful as the more
placid, blander Vargas on the RCA
set, nor quite as achingly plangent as
Carreras on my favourite [Philips]
set, but he does bring refinement to
bear at times, and some surprising
tone-colour (the baritonal hue, as if
from adifferent voice altogether,
when he mentions the fatal pistols in
Act 3). If it weren't for Gheorgiu,
this would be an ideally-cast set, with
the luxury of Hampson as the cipherhusband Albert, and French singers
in the minor roles — all of them
preferable to the international set on
RCA. The orchestral colours matter
so much because both superb
conductors clearly adore them —
though Pappano, really showing his
worth as Royal Opera house
conductor-in-waiting, is far more
tender with the exquisite pianissimi
than big, bold Jurowski, and wins
more exquisite blends from his LSO
woodwind. The EMI recording is

tracks are highly concentrated, and
many listeners will want to
programme their copy so as to
contrast orchestral and vocal versions
of the same piece. The performances
are first-rate: the ensemble presents a
lively and vibrant view of the music;
Richard Bernas conducts with
sensitivity and expertise, and he is
evidently au fait with the
musicological issues surrounding
Ivesian scholarship.
The recording is fine and detailed,
with an attractively natural balance.
Recommended to all with an interest
in this intriguing music, much of
which has not appeared on disc
before.
John Kersey

A-A .:1(1

AWHILE%
Symphony 5
Bavarian RSO/Kubelik
Audite 95.465

71m 34s rec. live 1981

Kubelik's Beethoven cycle for DG
had adifferent orchestra for each
symphony; his Seventh there with the
VP0 was very different from a
version with his own Bavarian RSO
[DG, 1971], and similarly this
Munich broadcast performance is
rather different from the earlier studio
recording — part of the complete
Mahler cycle. Look at the timings:

'As for Alagna,
his tones may
not be as fresh
and youthful
as the more
placid, blander
Vargas on the
RCA set, nor
quite as
achingly
plangent as
Carreras on
Philips, but he
does bring
refinement to
bear at times'
impeccable on all counts; but
Jurowski has the disadvantage of the
orchestral sound recessed to favour
the singers. Kasarova, at least, never
abuses her prerogative. At times she
sounds as adorable and as larmoyante
as that sweetest of Charlottes,
Frederica von Stade (also Philips),
btu she also has the darker tones of
despair at her fingertips when anguish
explodes in Act 3. Aficionados of the
singer will love this; lovers of the
opera may want to add the Pappano
set for its super-refinement to the
Philips recording or the classic
version with Georges Thill.
David Nice
A':1*-2

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(y)

Funeral march
Stürmisch bewegt...
Scherzo
Adagietto
Finale

A/B:1 *- 2 O

1971
11 m 38s
13m 53s
17m 20s
9m 45s
15m 27s

1981
12m dOs
14m 54s
17m 55s
10m 27s
15m.

The radio tapes are more naturally
balanced than the DG, which is overseparated by multi-milting; there is,
however, some distortion on cymbals
and trumpet. As remarked elsewhere,
the penetrating tone of the principal
trumpet is unfortunate.
Clarity of texture is largely
attributable to Kubelik's orchestral
layout: divided violins; basses lined
out rear left of the stage. Don't
interpret the timings as suggesting
sprawl; this is amore extreme, more
individual characterisation than the
DG, where presumably Kubelik was
under more constraint. The opening
sections of both (i) and (ii) are in fact
tidier in the live version. Mahler's
most interesting movt in this work,
(iii) has ahaunting nostalgia and
spectral imagery not matched in the
more solid account on DG, more
heavy in effect. And although the
Adagietto on DG is realised with great
dignity, the exquisite phrasing/
dynamic shadings and poetic qualities
of the string playing give the later
performance the edge.
Idid think at first that the 1971

5
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'Look for
other Audite
and Orfeo
broadcast
transfers for
aspects of
Kubelik's
artistry that
his commercial
recordings
failed to reflect'
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finale had greater energy, and that
there was afalling-off here; but I
suspect the radio engineers have (as
in some other passages) cut back the
levels for safety and this creates a
false subjective effect. Arguably
though, there is too much subtlety,
too much reflection up to the tuba
entry; but then (v) certainly swings
along as joyously as one could expect
to the very end.
Look for other Audite and Orfeo
broadcast transfers for aspects of
Kubelik's artistry that his commercial
recordings failed to reflect.
Christopher Breunig

A(C):P

MOZART:
Serenata notturna K239
Notturno
in D for four Orchestras 1(286
Overture - Lucia Silla I King
Thamos - 4 Interludes I Symphony
32 K318
Six German Dances
LSO/Maag
Decca 466 500-2

be sprung upon the listener. What a
fine musician! Before this disc I
listened to Muti's new Mozart CD
with the VPO [Philips], and it must
be said that the sound on these
vintage Decca recordings really does
have more palpable fidelity to
orchestral timbres. So much for
technical advances...
Christopher Breunig
'Dieter
'<Nicker is
probably
the most
proficient
clarinettist
around.
His handling
of Rosetti's
challenging
solo parts is
pure

80m 48s rec.1959®

joy'

A highly generous recoupling of
recordings from Kingsway and
Walthamstow Halls (from SXL2196,
2135 and sec5056 — a45rpm disc),
the first two three-movt works very

much suited to the stereo medium:
the Serenata for strings and timpani
with four string soloists (double-bass
in lieu of cello), the Notturno for four
string groups each with apair of
horns. Three of these 'orchestras'
serve to provide echo effects, although
in the trio added later to the Menuetto
(iii), Mozart omitted both echoes and
horn parts. It would have been
interesting to have had atechnical
•
note on how the engineers produced
the recessed sound effects — and
what was used for the hurdy-gurdy in
Mozart's Dance The organ-grinder'
K602:3, gently faded away at the end.
Peter Maag's first Mozart LP,
fondly remembered, was of
Symphonies 28 and 29 made with the
Suisse Romande in 1953, at which
time he was Ansermet's assistant
conductor. He brings real vitality to
these pieces, in the German Dances
stopping just this side of brashness;
and even where his tempo is slow (by
Klemperer's standard, that is!), in (ii)
of the Serenata nonurna, the effect is
still lively — as if some surprise is to
92

Peter Maag:
Mozart reissues
with the LSO on
Decca ' Legends'

B:1 0

ROSETTI:
Clarinet Concertos: KI11/55, M.C62
• KI11/57, M.C63
Two- Horn
Concerto K111/52, M.C60
Dieter Klocker (cID/Klaus Wallendorf,
Sarah Willis (hm)/SWR 50/SchrtiterSeebeck
CPO 999621-2

60m 08s

Ibelieve that these three concertos
are recorded here for the first time
(though Ican't think why), afact not
obvious from either front or back of
the box, for no identifications are
given there. One will find them only
buried in Olaf Krone's excellent and
informative booklet note. Helpfully,
he quotes the established Kaul
numbers as well as those in the
recent catalogue by Sterling Murray.
All the music, as is standard with
Rosetti, is first-class: lively, tuneful,
written with perfect technique, and
thoroughly satisfying. Dieter Klücker
is probably the most proficient
clarinettist around (even though one
may have doubts about his
musicological claims, as we have had
cause to mention in these pages). His
handling of Rosetti's challenging solo
parts is pure joy. Even his ambitious
cadenzas bring only aslight frown
concerning their stylistic suitability.
Unusually, the two-horn concerto
(played in F rather than Rosetti's
equally authentic E-major alternative)
begins with aslow introduction,
imparting amisleading gravity to
what proves to be ajolly work.
Wallendorf and Willis, on modern
horns, play their difficult parts with
fluidity and style.
Ifind the recording well-spaced
left-to-right and pleasantly detailed.
However, for continuous listening it
would surely have been better to
place the F-major two-horn concerto
between the two E-flat clarinet works,
to give both tonal and instrumental
variety; and as so often Ifind all
three soloists placed far too
prominently relative to the orchestra
— sometimes one has to listen hard
to hear what the orchestra is doing.
Robert Dearling

B-C:1*

SCHUBERT:
1817-1821, Hyperion Schubert
Edition Vol.34
various singers/London Schubert
Chorale/Layton/Graham Johnson
Hyperion Cal 33034

Graham Johnson

79m 28s

This wonderful series is approaching
completion, and as it does so, the
homogeneity of earlier volumes
inevitably gives way to programmes

that consist of mixed bags of songs
and partsongs that have not been
included in the mainly solo recitals
that form the bulk of the edition.
There are unfamiliar, even quite
unknown, joys here in this generous
compilation from sessions held
through most of the 1990s, by singers
who have given us solo CDs, by
others less familiar, less extensively
involved in the series, and by Stephen
Layton with the London Schubert
Chorale. The one constant
throughout has been Graham
Johnson, with piano accompaniments
of the rarest insight and beauty, and
with notes that for scale, liveliness
and scholarly depth form the finest
analysis we have of the miracles of
Schubert's oeuvre. To 'Prometheus',
finely sung by Simon Keenlyside,
over eight pages of perceptive and
enthusiastic comment are devoted.
There are no fewer than 20 solo
singers employed here. Inevitably,
there are weaker interpretations
among outstandingly successful ones,
yet not asingle track lacks interest, if
not always distinction. Performances I
have particularly enjoyed are Mathias
Goeme's austere, seamless singing of
'Die gefangenen Sáringer', the last of
the Schlegel settings, and two perfect
miniatures raptly, directly rendered by
Christopher Maltman. Lynne
Dawson, Michael Schade and Gerald
Finley make much of the Cantata for
Michael Vogl's birthday, the longest
item in afascinating mixed bag.
There is some variation in recording
detail on this CD, but the standard
never falls below the excellence that
has characterized the Edition from its
inception. Treasures indeed.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 / 2 0

SCHUMANN:
Symphony 3 'Rhenish' • Genoveva
Overture • Overture, Scherzo &
Finale
Philharmonia/ Thielemann
DG 459 680-2

64m 54s

The marking in (iv) of the symphony
is ` Feierlich' meaning 'ceremonial'.
Conductors like Boult and Sawallisch
[EMI] prefer solemn festivity.
Gardiner [Archiv] opts for something
more animated. So does Thielemann;
and he is one of the few who doesn't
allow the brass to submerge the
triplet figurations on violins (here
antiphonally separated) and violas at
the beginning of the movement. Note
too how the tenuto chords on violins,
trombones and horns at the opening
of (ii) add point to the melody with
the right degree of prominence.
Thielemann's ear for balance and
tonal niceties is overt, but the other
factors that contribute to the
conspicuous success of this
performance are harder to define. On
the surface, (i) marked ` Lebhaft' isn't
exactly lively; (iv), similarly marked,
is decidedly stately. And was (iii),
vaguely directed to be played 'not
fast', meant to sound so leisurely?
JUNE 2000
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Looked at this way the
whole edifice would seem
close to collapse. That it
stands with imposing
rectitude is atestimony to a
particular conviction, abig
view conveyed through right
tempo-relationships, mellowsheened playing and sound
that is often smooth and
fulsome but not consistently
so throughout the disc.
Transfer the idea of an
easy-paced scherzo, one that
A

RECOMMENDATION
Rouer 'sChicago

Nalen Anthoni

Christian
Thielemann:
Schumann
with the
Philharmonic]
Orchestra

'Review

/

AlId

works in the symphony, to
the Scherzo of the threemovement piece and
something goes wrong. Thielemann
blunts the rhythm. What should be
Vivo in terms of asnappy momentum
becomes alimp walk-through with a
rather tame Finale (
Allegro but no
qualifying moho vivace) to follow. A
lighter touch in this piece and a
stronger grip on Genoveva would have
been more appropriate. In the end,
the impression is that Thielemann has
chosen one approach for three
different works. But he does pull it
off in anear-exceptional
interpretation of the symphony.

c‘)

•
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SO version of
Strauss 's
Symphonia
Domestica

IS

coupled with the
Bourgeois
Gentilhomme Suite:
RCA 09026
68637 2

Dammit —

SCRIARIN:
Symphony 3 • Poem of Ecstacy
Russian National Orch/Pletnev
DG 459 681-2

66m 44s

Perhaps Iam missing something, but
despite the praise that has been
lavished in some quarters on the

good news

SHOSTAKOVICH:
String Quartets 4, 6 & 8
St Petersburg Quartet

this week!'

Hyperion CDA 67154

nothing but

69m 40s

String Quartets 3, 4 & 11
Sorrel Quartet
Chandos CHAN 9769

78m 47s

These are performances for those
who like their Shostakovich
exaggerated. The Fourth wears its
heart rather too much on its sleeve,
the performers apparently intent upon
wringing as much ' meaning' from the
music as the written score allows, or
more. It is ashowpiece of enhanced
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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playing of Pletnev's Russian National
Orchestra, Ihave been somewhat
underwhelmed by them so far — at
least on disc. Corporate intonation
(woodwind in particular) is at times
decidedly hazy here: eg, the woeful
G-major chord [Om 55s] that sets up
the Symphony's first-movt main
Allegro. The upper strings often lack
weight, and ensemble on occasion
could hardly be described as ` knifeedge'.
All of which would not matter a
bean if Pletnev had generated the
kind of orgiastic bloodcurdling
unleashed in both works by Svetlanov
in his Melodiya recordings. The
microphones are agreat deal kinder
to Pletnev and his orchestra, and
their ' Westernised' brass timbres will,
Isuspect, prove far more congenial to
many listeners than the head-splitting
USSR SO in its prime. Yet Pletnev
(at least to my ears) appears to fall
between two stools in failing to offer
the animal intensity of Svetlanov on
the one hand, and the voluptuous,
hot-house sensuality of Philadelphia/
Muti [EMI] on the other.
Interestingly, Pletnev comes closest to
the expertly crafted and paced
accounts of Boulez [Sony] and
Maazel [ Decca]. As with these two
versions, there is much to admire
here: Pletnev's evident care in not
allowing the music to overheat too
soon, his careful balancing of the
orchestral textures, and atrumpet
sound that is penetrating without
obliterating all around it.
Yet this is music, like it or not,

that is blatantly sexual in an ebb and
flow of ideas that constantly reach a
peak of intensity, only to fall back
exhausted, before building towards
the next overwhelming climax.
Pletnev is heard at his best when the
decibel-rate goes through the roof (he
actually manages to keep the lid on
— just), but sounds rather less
inclined to indulge the achingly
pulsating phrases from which each
peak of excitement is actually
generated.
For those listeners who,
understandably, may not want their
nerves torn to shreds every time they
encounter these all-encompassing
scores, Pletnev has agreat deal going
for him. He balances his orchestra as
well as anyone in this music, and
DG's recording manages to penetrate
Scriabin's occasionally opaque scoring
without becoming overtly analytical.
So: gripping, if not, in the last resort,
earth-shattering accounts of these
often bewildering scores.

dynamics which for me detract from
the personal message that, for
instance, the Fitzwilliam Quartet
realises so ideally. The DSCHinfected Eighth alternately bares its
teeth alittle too ferociously and
weeps alittle too theatrically, leaving
nothing for the listener to imagine.
This is all right, perhaps, for the
newcomer to the work, but the
Borodin Quartet discovers more
genuine music even in this angstridden outpouring of grief and regret.
Quartet 6 finds more restraint in the
players and we may enjoy their very
evident skill without being unduly
sidetracked by 'interpretation'. Of
course, the St Petersburg Quartet
lives and works in Shostakovich
territory (Leningrad that was), so one
must respect their performances
without automatically agreeing with
their views. It was in this city, too,
that the too-insistent recording was
made. One hopes that the rest of the
series will show more restraint for
international ears, and more air in
future recordings.
Having heard Hyperion's disc of
Quartets 4, 6 and 8 immediately
before turning to the Sorrel's, Iwas
struck by the natural, spacious and
more friendly sound of Chandos's
venue, Potton Hall in Suffolk. We are

near to the front row of an intimate
hall, the instruments' tones being
projected with an even clarity. For
my taste the Sorrel Quartet brings the
right degree of feeling to this
intensely personal music, neither
over- nor under-playing it. Everything
seems naturally in place. For
example, 4(iii) unfolds with satisfying
inevitability: it doesn't need, and
doesn't get, special treatment. In 3(i)
the unforced cello punctuations are
particularly pleasing, as is the natural
rubato. Even in the angry 3(iii) there
is light and shade, plus good
instrumental clarity. Quartet 11, a
continuous seven-movt fantasia rather
than aquartet of the accepted format
(Beethoven's late quartets similarly
depart from convention, though I
don't believe this influenced
Shostakovich's design), finds
Shostakovich in his dark, strange and
enigmatic final period. There are
things that the Sorrel Quartet do
which have been done differently —
but not necessarily better — by other
groups: it is for each listener to
decide how he likes this music, but
for me this performance is deeply lifeenhancing. This second volume in the
series is outstanding value musically,
sonically and financially.

Julian Haylock

A:2 0

R STRAUSS:
Symphonia Domestica n Don Juan
Czech PO/Ashkenazy
Ondine ODE 943-2

59m 28s

These recordings were made at the
Rudolfinum in April 1997, some
months before Ashkenazy's first
concerts as Chief Conductor of the
Czech Philharmonic; they offer some
of the finest sound yet from that
difficult venue.
Karajan's BP0 Symphonia

Robert Dearling

B:2-3

A .:1* O
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Christopher Breunig
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sum
A Summer's Tale U Fantastic
Scherzo
Czech PO/Mackerras
Decca 466 443-2

65m 35s

A Summer's Tale U A Winter's Tale
Slovak RSO/Mogrelia
Naxos 8.553703

65m 30s

Suk's inspired genius for orchestral
polyphony is finely demonstrated in
the series of works that span
1905-32. The Asrael Symphony
commemorates the death of his wife
Vladimir
Otylka and her father Dvorak — 'my Ash kenazy and
beloved teacher'. A Summer's Tale, an Sir Charles
episodic work which Mahler praised,
Mackerras: new
and the highly concentrated Ripening,
recordings with
revolve around different stages of
the Czech
man's maturity combined with the
Philharmonic
forces of nature. Three years before
his own demise, Epilogue embraces
Orchestra
universal love. In 40 years, only five
recordings of A Summer Tale
(1907-9) have appeared, but Istill
haven't caught up with any live
performance, let alone had sight of
the full score! Igrew up with Karel
Sejna's pioneer version (now
Supraphon SU 1923-2) — he was the
Czech Philharmonic's ' Second
Conductor' with abrief period as
Artistic Director. This is clearly
integrated and sensitive throughout,
the balance favouring violins/brass but
with poor mid-range/bass response.
94

Libor Pesek's two versions (one with
Fantastic scherzo, aparty piece for
the Czech Philharmonic in a
Czech conductors, is by no means a
transitory stage on Supraphon; the
slender work as its title may suggest.
second with the RLPO on Virgin
Akin to Dvorak's Scherzo capriccioso in
Classics), hark back to student days
many respects, it is even more full of
when he first heard Talich ` live'. Both
harmonic daring. This is for me a
are highly recommended.
'Desert Island' disc.
By comparison, Andrew Mogrelia
Bill Newman
As:1* 0 A:2 A
with the Slovak Radio Symphony
lacks the finesse to cope with Suk's
VIVALDI:
drastic mood/metre changes. A `brave
La Stravaganza Concertos,
try' — perhaps the budget price
Op.4:7-12
factor plus its unusual coupling, the
Andrew Watkinson (vIn)/City of London
early, Smetana-inspired, A Winter's
Sinfonia/Kraemer
Tale, may persuade the unconverted
Naxos 8553324
45m 47s
to investigate.
Sir Charles Mackerras — adisciple
A welcome follow-up to Vol.1,
of both Talich and Ancerl — with the
Concertos 1-6, to which Igave an
Czech Philharmonic now sounding
enthusiastic review [
HFN1RR Dec
superior to other European ' greats',
'99]. Many of the same positive
come up with a ' dream' performance,
qualities are on show here: lively,
magical, sensuous, dramatic in turn,
short-phrased modern-instrument
marvellously controlled during every
playing in near-period style, with a
gear change. In 'Voices of Life and
continuo divided between harpsichord
Consolation' Suk exploits his forces
and archlute (plus string bass of
with great skill and imagination:
course). The continuo players, who
trumpets high up, horns between,
are balanced with care to give the
timpani marking the pulse; an idyllic
right degree of harmonic support, are
central section, solo violin merging
not named. Neither is the second
with harp, horns, trombones — a
violinist who contributes to Concerto
foretaste of the work's final section.
11. On the whole, Andrew Watkinson
'Noon' interweaves alanguorous folkcopes well with everything Vivaldi
like melody against pianissimi upper
throws at him, adding the occasional
strings with low bass chords. Softdecoration, and if he seems less than
toned trumpets and horns enter,
happy in Concerto 8(iii) it may be
menacing minor-key interchanges
because of insufficient rehearsal time.
leading to high flute/muted
The forward recording has excellent
trombones at the close.
ambience, and at this price one
Suk was often moved by
cannot complain about the relatively
entertainers he met on his travels.
meagre playing time. Those who
The Intermezzo, ` Blind musicians',
bought Vol.' [8.553323] will
was originally intended as an extra
certainly need to complete the set
movt to the earlier Fairy Tale; pairs of
with this disc.
cor anglais and harps thread their sad
Robert Deeding
A:2 A
lament. ' In the power of phantoms' is
pure theatre, putting even Berlioz,
IFIALINSKY:
Dukas, Mussorgsky and Lyadov in
String Quartet 1/WEBERN:
the shade. Incandescent, swirling
Langsamer Satz/SCHOENBERG:
violin configurations and warning
String Quartet in I)
motifs in winds set the scene, with
Brodsky Quartet
wild, leaping cadences (reminiscent of
Vanguard Classics 99208
65m 07s
Macbeth's witches) for asolo
trumpet-call straight out of hell. Suk's
KORNOOLD:
deviations have atonal characteristics:
String Quartet 2/KREISLER: String
listen to the instrumental buildup
Quartet
over repeated string figures.
Brodsky Quartet
The central climax [8m 30s to 9m
Vanguard Classics 99209
52m 56s
20s] demonstrates the superb quality
of Decca's engineering — the
There is asticker attached to the
incomparable James Lock, again. At
jewel-case of each of these two discs
the fadeaway you hear every pp note
proclaiming `Warning — This CD
on bass clarinet. The composer uses
contains tunes!'. For those for whom
an identical pallete of instrumental
the Second Viennese School and their
colourings for his glorious finale
acolytes conjure up images of atonal
'Night'. Mahler's Ninth Symphony
and serial complexity, it will come as
and the unfinished Tenth are obvious
arelief to find that all the music here
points for comparison. Ascending
is cast in Late Romantic style, and in
violins [just 35s in; 8m at full
the case of the Schoenberg and
strength] provide key-change links for
Webern works, represents those
every fresh surge of richly-harmonised
composers by early pieces that
string melody. In effect, this main
predate their harmonic experiments.
subject becomes Suk's reaffirmation
Imust confess to having a
of faith in mankind. Subsidiary
penchant for this particular brand of
material leads to other resemblances,
fin-de-siècle extravagance; whilst others
eg, 6m 20s-6m 36s where the
might find the mixture of lush
delicacy of scoring suggests Bax. The
chromaticism, Romantic angst and
work reaches astate of calm
Viennese charm rather over-the-top,
acceptance during the final coda.
its power to engage and gratify
ARE 2000
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Domestica, an overseparated 1973
EMI production by Michel Glotz,
was recorded in the unhelpful Salle
Wagram acoustic; Simon Gibson has
improved upon the sound of the LP
in a 1996 digital remastering. This
version has moments of fme detail
but one wonders about Karajan's
'Ashkenazy
commitment to the piece. Such
and this fine
doubts could hardly apply to Reiner's
orchestra
account with the Chicago SO, which
create a
sounds tremendous; this is indeed a
warm
formidable competitor to Ashkenazy's
tapestry of
at midprice [RCA ' Living Stereo',
sound and
1956]. If Karajan leaves one in little
doubt of the banality of Strauss's
one can
programme, separating out the
savour the
episodes, Ashkenazy and this fine
Syrnphonia,
orchestra create awarm tapestry of
possibly, as
sound and one can savour the work,
the obverse
possibly, as the obverse of Ein
of Ein
Heldenleben — it does contain some
Heldenleben'
gorgeous material. (Perhaps
unexpectedly, given Reiner's
reputation, the Chicago Symphonia
outlasts the Czech one by 1m 40s.)
Equally enjoyable is the filler. The
Cech Philharmonic plays with both
refinement and panache: they respond
to Ashkenazy's urgency with a
confident sweep sounding as if they
relished the challenges. Again, the
sound is beautifully balanced; none of
the solos stands out unnaturally.
Ashkenazy himself is quite vocal in
places, eg, in the big passage for the
horns, from 10m 13s this merely adds
to afeeling of true, spontaneous
music-making.

Classical Reviews
remains unbowed. Here is music
where immaculate craft meets the
essentially civilised values of
entertainment, aural variety and
narrative. There may be little in these
works by way of profound message or
weighty drama, but the music has the
capacity to beguile the ear and delight
the intellect in amanner both
seductive and satisfying.
It must also be said in favour of
these discs that the performances by
the Brodsky Quartet are as good as
any Ihave heard of this music. They
have the measure of its light and
shade, and can make it smile by
means of well-judged articulation.
Moreover, they sound as if they are
thoroughly enjoying themselves,
throwing themselves into the spirit of
things with wit and gusto as, say, in
the waltz-finale of Korngold's Second
Quartet (surely one of the most
inspired of his creations) whilst not
neglecting the quieter moments of
reflection and reminiscence.
The first disc presents the rather
Brahmsian Zemlinsky, whose First
Quartet is perhaps rather more reliant
upon traditional concepts of form and
structure than the other works here.
Certainly, however, it does not justify
Alma Mahler's comment (quoted in
the booklet) that 'his skill has
outgrown his imagination'. His
influence can clearly be seen in his
pupil Schoenberg's youthful Quartet,
where the finale also recalls Dvorák's
'American' models.
It is the second disc that Ifound
more compelling, with the inter-war
quartets of Korngold and Kreisler
proving excellent partners. It is the
Kreisler that is least well-known;
unjustly so on account of its melodic
charm, wit and assured style. And
isn't that aquote from Verklârte
Nacht at 5m 55s into the finale?
An unqualified success, aided by a
fine recording that places the
musicians in anatural acoustic. With
any luck the Brodskys will be
persuaded to continue their
exploration in this field — might one
hope for the three Dohnányi quartets?
John Kersey
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EVELYN ROTHIMELL
HAYDN: Oboe Concerto in C/
MARCELL° ( arr. Rothwell): Oboe
Concerto in c/CORELLI ( arr.
Barbirolli): Concerto for Oboe &
Stringe/CPE BACH: Sonata in g2/
LOEILLET ( arr. Rothwell): Sonata in
Ca/HANDEL ( arr. Rothwell): Air &
Rondo 3/NICHOLAS: Melody 3/
TELEMANN Sonata in E-flat 2/HEAD:
Siciliana 2
Evelyn Rothwell (ob)/Hallé Orch/INPO/
Bartfirolli/2Valda Avehng (hpd)/2Dennis
Nesbitt (via da gamba)/3Wilfrid Parry
(pnol
Dutton CDSJB 1016
78m 18s rec.1951-73 3mono, new

Georges Cziffra
(below) is well
represented on
the APR label;
his memoirs
Cannons and
Flowers is
also published
by APR

Working from assorted sources,
Michael Duttton has remastered for
CD with remarkable consistency.
There is warrnth, depth and decent
range everywhere — the 1951 monos
are amazingly lifelike and no less
spacious than the remainder.
The Haydn Oboe Concerto sounds
bold, full-blooded and splendidly
balanced. This is in excellent
Mercury early-stereo sound (engineers
Bob Fine and Bob Auger — issued
on Pye, 1957). Isuspect ahigh-level
tape recording, but the balance is so
transparent that there is no hint of
oppressiveness. The more modern
recordings are notable for the warmth
of the strings, and the only raised
eyebrow is at the amazing faintness of
the harpsichord in the delightful
Marcello.
There is no convincing
documentary proof to link the Haydn
attribution to that composer, but
fortunately no-one has suggested a
viable alternative. With the possible
exception of the start of (hi), which
suddenly sounds like Mozart, the
music is for all the world like the
Haydn of the 1780s and 1790s. I
never tire of this fine work, which
many enthusiasts will know from
Supraphon's Frantisek Hanták/Harry
Newstone 1963 recording. Ifind both
performances delightful.
This showcase for Evelyn Rothwell
finds her tone as sweet in 1951 as in
1973. There is naturalness about her
phrasing and an elegant roundness to
her tone. Her lightness of touch
reminds me of the great Léon
Goossens, and the pleasure of hearing
her soar so expressively above the
various accompaniments remains

throughout the disc. The Loeillet,
Handel and Nicholas are
accompanied by piano ( 1951 mono
and previously unissued) but Iwas so
captivated by the skilful playing that
inauthenticity of 18th-century style
did not cross my mind.
Evelyn Rothwell's artistry is
remarkable. She works tirelessly to
keep Sir John's art in the minds of
today's music lovers and deserves this
excellent tribute (the second disc to
feature her). Iam sure too, that she
will be delighted with these fine
examples of musical rapport with her
conductor husband.
The recordings sound so well that I
do not need to use our ' H' grading.
Antony Hodgson

B/1

PIANO E FORTE
Sergio Fiorentino/Ronald Smith/Valerie
Tryon/Cor de Groot/Solomonl/Benno
Moiseiwitschl/Leopld Godowskyl/
Vladimir Horowitzl/Georges Cziffra,
APR 2000
66m 50s rec.1924-99 part live, Imono
The latest APR catalogue is included
with Piano eforte: acompilation
reflecting the catholicity, dedication
and occasional idiosyncracies of this
small but important recording
company. Iuse the word
'compilation' rather than ' sampler' as
none of the tracks here is otherwise
on CD, and there are no plans for
future releases — for example,
featuring Sergio Fiorentino, Ronald
Smith or Valerie Tryon — to
duplicate them. (2000 will bring
Scarlatti from Tryon, Beethoven from
Smith, and more reissues and final
studio recordings in APR's Fiorentino
Edition.) Highlights of this CD are
Solomon's impeccable realisations of
Scarlatti and Daquin; Ciziffra's whiteheat 1954 Hungaroton recording of
his own transcription of the ` Flight of
the Bumblebee'; and three live
Horowitz items from a 1942 Carnegie
Hall programme, including his
infamous Carmen Variations and
Schubert's Marche Militaire
(Tausig/Horowitz). At one end of the
time-scale there are four unpublished
Chopin 78rpm recordings — the
Barcarolle (
Moiseiwitsch/EMI 1939),
Berceuse, First Polonaise and two
Etudes (
Godowsky/Brunswick 1924)
— and at the other, 1998/9
recordings of Liszt's La leggierezza
(Tryon) and Alkan's study Op.31:13
(Smith). Transfers of the historic
items are to APR's expected high
technical standard, and if Iam
baffled as to why Bryan Crimp has
favoured Fiorentino in Mendelssohn's
`Bee's Wedding' (sketchy) and Smith
in Mozart's Rondo alla Turca (
rather
ordinary), other tracks more than
make up! It's good to see attention is
to be given to the Dutch pianist Cor
de Groot: aRavel recital to come,
here Radio Hilversum tapes of a
Dohnanyi Rhapsody.
Christopher Breunig
A/H:1 *- 1(3)/H

BILL DIXON WITH TONY
OXLEY
PAPYRUS VOLUME 1
SOUL NOTE 121308

artwork:
Bill Dixon
with
Tony
Oxley

DEREK BAILEY/STEVE LACY
OUTCOME
POTLATCH P299
'Lacy
throws
atonal
abstraction,
¡azz licks
and Donald
Duck
sarcasm
at Bailey,
who
responds
with notes
and timbres
that keep
opening the
door on
alternative
passageways'

60m 14s

Guitarist Derek Bailey first met
soprano saxophonist Steve Lacy in
1968, at the Free jazz Workshop in
Hamburg. Having worked with Cecil
Taylor, Gil Evans and Thelonious
Monk, Lacy was keen to explore the
European Free scene, and in the
'70s there were many memorable
encounters. Thereafter, Lacy has
prefered to develop his own semicomposed music, but he has the
highest respect for Bailey, and it
shows in this hilarious dialogue
recorded in Paris in 1983. Lacy
throws atonal abstraction, jazz licks
and Donald Duck sarcasm at Bailey,
who responds with notes and
timbres that keep opening the door
on alternative passageways. The pair
encourage abrittleness and
aggression in each other: the music
is tight and almost toe-tapping.
Once you have accustomed yourself
to adialogue without cushions, it's
mightily energising. A:1 0
ANTHONY BRAXTON
SMALL ENSEMBLE MUSIC
(WESLEYAN) 1994
SPLASC

CDH801.2

57m 14s

A strong release from the composer
and multi-instrumentalist. There are
two compositions: one for sax,
trombone and piano, and a21m
piece for sextet, with Ted
Reichman's fetching accordian and
Kevin Norton's boldly-thwacking
drums. There are two free
improvisations: atrio with Brandon
Evans (bass-clarinet, oboe, shenai)
and André Vida (baritone sax), and
aduo with percussionist Eric
Rosenthal. Everything has the
timbrai brightness and sinuous grace
of Braxton's best releases, with
flurries and climaxes rushing on the
ear from unexpected places. This is
full-on modernism, where atonality
keeps instrumental timbres separate
and the playing is rhythmically
nuanced and alert. Recorded in
concert at Wesleyan University, the
presence of tunings-up and applause
seems unnecessary. A:1 0
96
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Trumpeter Bill Dixon favours a
stark approach, emphasizing breath
and space. According to the credits,
he is responsible for ` linear
configurations', while drummer
Tony Oxley supplies 'background
sound ambience'. When tinkling
major chords on piano or implying a
trumpet blues, Dixon evokes the
chill, ritualistic aura of Black
Mountain School happenings. Once
Oxley gets going — astonishing taps,
scrapes and rattles that seem to
create the space they resound in —
things heat up. A:1 0
FURT
ANGEL
JDK PRODUCTIONS JDK 04

70m 21s

There's avast range of independent
electronica on offer, but Fun are
special. Although they're using
samples, the gestures and responses
are measured by the playing body
rather than bar-line or stop-clock.
It's because of this improvisatory
quality that Fun belong on ajazz
page. Their samples are twined with
fluidity and spontaneity, indicating an
orchestral approach to noise.
Although the CD is divided into
15 tracks, the CD is conceived
symphonically. Abrupt pips,
scrunches and blurts amidst
cavernous echo suggest hi-tech
equipment malfunctioning in a
decaying warehouse, but the sounds
have afinesse and variety that
intrigue. The players exploit the
illusory spaces of their samples,
developing akind of sonic cubism.
Fun are aduo: Paul Obermayer
and Richard Barrett. The latter is a
celebrated radical composer (ally of
such as Michael Finnissy and James
Dillon), but Fun omit the
intellectual paraphernalia used by
academics to justify their music,
presenting it instead in aslim black
digipak. Ihear Ilhan Mimoroglu,
Konrad Boeluner and Money-era
Frank Zappa in their skronk tribute
to Luigi Nono. Towards the end,
they tear avocal sample to shreds,
suggesting the dotty dementia of
Manchester's idiot savant Dogbiz. A
touch more scorn and ridicule, and
Furt might burst through their art
suit to fetch that uncooked truth.
Gnashing good fun. A:1 0
SUSIE IBARRA TRIO
RADIANCE
HOPSCOTCH RECORDS HOP2

50m 14s

An encounter between Susie Ibarra
(Wilber Morris's One World
Ensemble, David Ware Quartet) and
violinist Charles Burnham (Blood
Ulmer's Odyssey, String Trio of
New York) promises great things.
Burnham, for one, cannot play an

uninteresting note. Unfortunately
Ibarra's concept (apart from a
Hendrix tune, Ibarra takes all
compositional credits) has pianist
Cooper-Moore's doubling on harp
and diddly-bo: exotic sonorities and
trite rhythms add up to New Age
whimsy, abrake on the trio's
improvising potential. Disappointing.
A:1/2 0
ELLIOTT LEVIN a TYRONE
HILL QUARTET
A FINE INTENSITY
CIMP # 200

66m 49s

CIMP's no-fix-in-the-mix, purist
recording method doesn't please
everyone: some prefer the glittering
multitrack productions of the
Songlines label. It all depends what
you listen for. Bands who use finicky
charts (like Joe Fonda's Quintet), do
come out rather grey, but when the
soloing is forthright and the
drummer absolutely confident about
the rhythmic space — as is Ed
Watkins here — the results sparkle.
Saxophonist Elliott Levin spent a
decade with Harold Melvin & the
Bluenotes, and has asoulman's
expressive phrasing (he also
contributes azesty poem to the
booklet). ExRa trombonist Tyrone
Hill plays as richly here as he did on
Out of the Box [
CIMP # 154], with
some humorous quotes (Ispotted
'Deck the Halls with Boughs of
Holly' and ' Close Encounters').
Howard Cooper is sonorous and
swinging on bass, his pulse regular
but placed with appealing
idiosyncrasy. Watkins's drumming
had Cecil Taylor telling Levin he'd
'found his Sunny Murray', and
though everything is more relaxed
than aCecil/Sunny blow-out — with
township lilts ('Nicole's Dance') and
march-band funk (` Relativity') —
Cecil is right: this quartet is
happening rhythmically. CIMP's
recording method makes the music
rely on ensemble cooperation rather
than sonic prettiness: an excellent
way of sorting out the jazz from the
chaff. A:le 0
THE MAT MANERI TRIO
FIFTY-ONE SORROWS
LEO CDLR 278

52m 37s

Recorded by Mat Maned in 1997,
this trio set finally sees the light of
day on the Leo label. Maneri's
baritone violin benefits from familiar
accompanists (Ed Schuller on bass
and Randy Peterson on drums),
turning in adefinitive statement of
the new twist on jazz achieved by his
father Joe. Everything is played with
such conviction the ear rapidly
attunes to the microtones, and one
looks forward to each scalding
climax. A set of originals plus
Omette Coleman's 1995 'Tone
Dialling'. The curse of brainy jazz is
`chamber' insouciance (see current
US faves Dave Douglas, Un Caine
JUNE 2000
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and Don Byron); in contrast,
Maned keeps it trenchant and
expressive, each beat packing a
visceral jolt. In other words, this trio
swings, baby. A:1 0
DAVID ' FATHEAD' NEWMAN
CHILLIN'

photo: Highnote Records

HIGH NOTE FICD7036

48m 56s

Saxophonist David ' Fathead'
Newman was afeatured soloist with
the Ray Charles Orchestra. In the
early 1970s he mined agritty vein of
soul jazz on the Atlantic label. Here
he's with a sophisticated ensemble of
younger musicians, comprising Steve
Novosel on bass, Winard Harper on
drums and John Hicks on piano,
with Bryan Carrott supplying guitarlike vibraphone. Production is by
Rudy Van Gelder, the music
polyrhythmic and pretty. Duke's
'Take The Coltrane' is the tough,
analytic tenor feature; on ' Return
To Paradise' Newman's carnival
soprano sounds like across between
Grover Washington and Lol Coxhi11;
while ' The Whole Tzimmes'
(yiddish for ` the full monty') is

BREAKTHROUGH [32 Jazz 32148, 43m
38s] from 1972 is credited to Hank
Mobley (tenor) and Cedar Walton
(piano), but it's indelibly marked by
Charles Davis's snorting baritone sax.
Billy Higgins (drums) and Sam Jones
(bass) kick up astorm, though there's
aworrying sense that the musicians
are trying too hard to keep up with
New Thing excess. Maybe someone
should have told them that what they
do most naturally is what we most
like to hear. A:1 0
The 32 Jazz series is curated by
Joel Dorn, the flamboyant DJ (catchphrase: ' Enjoy the music and I'll talk
to you later') who was staff producer
at Atlantic for the golden years of the
late 1960s and early ' 70s. He has a
taste for the low-down end of jazz,
which explains the presence of singer
Oscar Brown Jnr's Movin' On [32
Jazz 32129, 33m 37s]. À Dime Away
From aHotdog' is classic ScottHeron-type street funk, but younger
listeners will wince at the sexist
attitudes. Drummer Bernard Purdie
ensures arock-solid groove. A:1 0
It's understandable why fans of the
mighty tenor sax of Johnny Griffin
should welcome Catharsis!
[Storyville STCD8306, 69m],
especially since fellow-exile Kenny
Drew is on piano, but it must be
conceded that this club date recorded
in Copenhagen in 1989 is pretty
humdrum. A local rhythm section
(busy and splashy and keen on long
solos) doesn't help. Griffin is enough
of apro to pull out all the stops on
the penultimate number — Billy
Strayhom's gorgeous 'Isfahan' — and
his balladry is ear-stopping, but
Drew's still on autoride. The quartet
finish with aperky rendition of
NM NEWS & RECORD RESEW
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seriously funky. On ' Caravan' and
'Red Top', Newman's son Cadino
supplies Billy Eckstine-type vocals,
confident enough with the band's
clever rhythms to sound assertive
and characterful. A warm,
serviceable album by one of the true
reed-blowers. A:1 C
SAM RIVERS' RIVBEA
ALL-STAR ORCHESTRA
CULMINATION
BMG 74321 68311 2

59m 35s

Saxophonist Sam Rivets leads a 16piece big band of New York's finest
in awell-rehearsed and expensivelyrecorded production, but, as so
often when everyone is on best
behaviour, the results are
anonymous and predictable. The
compressed and balanced mix leaves
no room for the instruments to
breathe or interact. The music
comes over like some computer
realisation of the score rather than a
genuine performance. Stylistically,
Rivers has swapped his ' avant'
mantle for M-Base fusion. The
relentless, jigsaw metres and big-

Monk's
`Rhythm-ANing', but it
fails to save
the evening.
A:1/2 0
Fans of
Free
Improvisation
can now
become as
nostalgic as
the late Philip Larkin with his
beloved Hot Fives and Hot Sevens.
Perhaps because the territory has
become overrun with trendy post-rock
noiseniks, reissues of ' 70s improv on
percussionist Andrea Centazzo's Ictus
label now sound classic: poised,
crystalline, dramatic. His USA
Concerts East [Robi Droll Records
RDC 5044/12980 5044, 49m 46s]
were improvisations recorded on a
tour of America in 1978 (now
released with extra tracks). Polly
Bradfield and LaDonna Smith
(violins), Eugene Chadbourne and
Davey Williams (guitars), John Zorn
and Jack Wright (alto), Tom Cora
(cello) and Toshinori Kondo
(trumpet) unleash asuccession of
cartoonish bonks and boings on
which Centazzo proves his
considerable percussive powers.
Sound is surprisingly sharp. Though
Centazzo grabs all the publishing
(often asore point with freeimprovised records), he does say he'll
donate some of the proceeds to the
victims of the Bosnian War (in a
sleeve-note regretting the rubble that
is Bosnia today, Centazza doesn't
comment on the from-air ' solution'
perpetrated by his colleagues' national
airforce). A:1 0

Dallas
saxophonist
David Newman
won recognition
in the 1950s,
when working
with Ray Charles

Oscar
Brown Jr:
rernastered
1972
recordings

name blowers (Steve Coleman, Greg
Osby, Chico Freeman etc) are all
present and correct, but the sound
of surprise is missing. On the title
track, the leader's gurgling soprano
has some character, but as they
rush through his charts no-one
in the ensemble has time to
respond. The solos are simply
gaps in the brassy business —
celebrity cameos — with no
effect on the whole. Rivers's
music keeps announcing itself,
but never develops and no-one
is allowed to settle into a
groove. Though it's tough to
point it out — everyone owes
Rivers for his heroic ' loft'
promotions in the ' 70s — this
seems to have everything going
for it except musicality.
A- B:1-2 0
JOHN RUSSELL/MAARTEN
ALTENA/TERRY DAY
THE FAIRLY YOUNG BEAN
EMANEM 4036

76m 49s

This was recorded on 24 March
1981 for the about-to-fold CAW
label (owner Anthony Wood went
on to found The Wire magazine).
John Russell studied guitar with
Derek Bailey, but is his own man.
Eschewing intervallic leaps and
dialogic discord, Russell cultivates
an ensemble flow. He sets up
repeated figures that suggest spaces
for his accompanists, then contrasts
them with squeaks and chimes.
Maarten Altena is busy on cello and
bass, his line humorous, yet clean
and abstract. In the right
circumstances, Terry Day from Mal
Dean's Amazing Band can drum
with delicacy and logic. A homely
feel replaces the strenuous
apocalypse of the improv pioneers:
the Incredible String Band play
Tony Oxley. The 26 titles are
alphabetically-named according to a
code only those conversant with
London demotic will crack. A
manifesto for the virtues of Free
Improvisation, and a delightful
listen. A:1 o
SCHLIPPENBACH TRIO
COMPLETE COMBUSTION
FMP CD106

75m 20s

After some unsatisfying releases
[see HFNIRR May 2000], pianist
Alex Schlippenbach and saxophonist
Evan Parker are in scintillating form
here with drummer Paul Lovens.
Recorded in Berlin on 10 and 11
April 1998, sheer velocity confers
coherence. The pressure exerted on
Parker is nothing less than aturbocharged swing, with Schlippenbach's
speedy, impatient pianism — derived
from a formidable knowledge of
harmony — piling on the tension.
Though European improvisors talk
about escaping the ' straitjacket' of
jazz, here jazzoid emotional attack
provides focus. A:1 0
97

The Hi- Fi Show

And here's to the next time...
The Hi -Fi Show 2000 will be held at the Novotel,
London West, on 21st- 24th September, 2000.
All enquiries to the Show's organiser,
Janet Belton, ¡PC Magazines,
Link House Exhibitions,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA
Telephone + 44 (0) 208-774 0847
Fax + 44 (0) 208-781 1158
e-mail janet beltonglhm.co.uk
The Hi -Fi Show: London's
international home
entertainment show.
The Hi -Fi Show 2000 will mark
the event's 18th successful year.
The Hi -Fi Show is sponsored
by Hi -Fi News & Record Review
magazine, the leadng audio
and music journal.
Known and respected all over
the world, Hi -Fi News was
founded in 1956.
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STEELY DAN
TWO AGAINST NATURE
Giant 74321 62190 2

51m 33s

It's all about meeting old friends really. Nothing's changed. Who
would want it to? So, once again it's hello to those laid-back
harmonies and kooky tunes that twist every-which-wa> yet
somehow remain catchy. The keyboard sound is as distinctive as
ever, the horns provide a jazz edge but don't really intrude, while
Walter Becker's instrumental imput is wonderfully fluid viÀithout
suggesting that he might become aguitar hero. Then here are
those lyrics, tricky os an Agatha plot, suggesting everything but
adding up to nothing you can put your finger on.. Singles? Well,
'Cousin Dupree', which bops but gently, sounds afronit-ounner, a
better bet than the funky bebop of Gaslighting Aabie, and its
assertion that said Abbie is ' agame', ' aluscious inventbn for
three.' Wonder- world. A land inhabited by Mess.-sBecker and
Fagen. And, bless their myriad obscure references, they still do it
rather well. Irepeat - the music hasn't changed. Neiher has the
rating.
A:1* •

Fred Deliar

Sure, it's been amillion years since their last studio I?, but, hey,
it's as if they never went on vacation. Then agaitn, the vocal

BAKA BEYOND

SOGO
Hannibal HNCD 1450

50m 1.3s

World Music is aterm that many
find offputting, representing odd
rhythms and singers who perform in
languages unknown outside their
native countries. Hard to live with —
or so some would have it. But
there's no degree of difficulty in
listening to Baka Beyond, agroup
containing musicians from six
countries. Their Celtic-African
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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coupling of Becker and Fagen is about as distinctive as Dolly and
Porter or Martin and Lewis, so this couldn't even be mistaken for
one of their solo ventures. Some would argue that Two Against
Nature is therefore as guilty of retro sinning cs, say, Oasis is of
sheer unoriginality, but the formila still works. A hip, jazzy vibe,
cryptic lyrics - but there's nothing to indicate any growth. Which
tells you something truly scary: these guys wee such fully- formed
geniuses nearly 30 years ago that they don't need to evolve.
Welcome to 1978.
A/A*:1/1'

Ken Kessler

So my problem must be that Iwas never very partial to 1978 in
the first place. For me, the peak years of Steely Dan ran from ' 73
to ' 76, when they were cal recognisably a rock band, and their
astonishing self-control and slickness were tempered with asharp
edge of cyncism rather than with the jaded lednargy ard
impenetrable irony that inhabits every track al Two Against
Nature. Most of this albun sounds like it was played by
computers programmed to compose mid- temp) jazz ard,
whenever the intro to atrack like 'Cousin Dupree' thre)tens to
make things alittle more interesting, the song that follows wimps
out and plays safe, with Becker and Fagen whining resignedly for
about five minutes like lounge lizards. Sorry, Dut this is dreary.
A:2

Johnny Black

sounds fall easily about the ears, as
their guitarist-leader heads his
disparate array through such joys as
'Street Dance', alightly percussive
piece that provides one-time
Malicone fiddler Paddy Le Mercier
plenty of room to move. It is Le
Mercier, nudging gypsy jazz, folk and
rock, who impresses most, though
the vocals by Su Hart and Eleanor
Church possess acertain beauty,
providing an ever-present melody
line against the infectious rhythms.
Fred Deliar
A:1 •

CINDY BULLENS
SOMEWHERE BETWEEN HEAVEN
AND EARTH
Artemis ART1012

50m 37s

If yóu didn't already know, the
participation on this album of such
names as Bryan Adams, Lucinda
Williams, Bonnie Raitt, Beth Nielsen
Chapman, Rodney Crowell and
Benmont Tench tells you that Cindy
does her trading around the
muscular end of country rock. What
it doesn't tell you is that her

'Cindy does
her tradi•Ig
around the
muscular end
of country
rock'
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daughter, Jessie, died on 23 March
1996, just weeks after her eleventh
birthday, and that's what this
powerfully affecting album's all
about. In the wrong hands, this
could have been an excuse for
wallowing in self-pity, but Bullens
channels her grief into songs anyone
can identify with, rich in lyrical
insight and big of tune. Those
who've suffered asimilar loss will
take comfort, and those who haven't
might begin to get an inkling that
there's no loss like the death of a
loved one. The fact that it ends with
an optimistic affirmation that
everything she's been through will,
ultimately, make her ' Better Than
I've Ever Been' says much about the
will to carry on. Buy this album now
because, even if you don't need it
now, one day you will.
Johnny Black

A: 1 * •

PETER GREEN & THE NIGEL
WATSON SPLINTER GROUP
HOT FOOT POWDER
Artisan/Snapper SMACD828

Country Stuff
JIMMY DALE GILMORE's One Endless Night
[Windcharger/Rounder Records CD3173]
finds the nasal Texan - quiet on the album
front for four years - paying homage to
friends and heroes, while again returning to
Butch Hancozk's catalogue. The roster of
writers reads like a Who's Who of modern
country poets, with Townes Van Zandt, Walter
Hyatt, John Hiatt and Jesse Winchester all
represemed. JDG sounds like sawdust,
spitoons and sagebrush; you won't believe
what he does to ' Mack The Knife'. A:1/1* •
New Grange's eponymous debut [
Compass
Records/RMG 742802] features a half- dozen
country masters with CVs including Elvin
Bishop Group, Alison Krauss, Peter Gabriel
and the Boston Pops, so you anticipate either
eclecticism or too- slick professionalism. What
you get instead is acoustic - mainly bluegrass
- pickin' and grinnin' worthy of purist- period
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band or Chris Hillman with
the electricity is switched off. A:1 •

Mike Ness, neither acoustic purist nor lone
outlaw, approaches cowntry the way the
Cramps deDlt with rockabilly. His
wild'n'woolly Under The Influence [
Time
Bomb/RCA 70930 43536 2] leans more
toward the rocking, despite the selection
consisting mainly of Opry-grade classics.
Country with a quiff. A:1 •
Ken Kessler

42m 53s

What is going on? British Blues'
Former No 1Recluse is at it again,
his — what? his fourth album in
three years! — Hot Foot Powder is
also his second volume of Robert
Johnson material, and there's no
reason why it shouldn't repeat the
first volume's acquisition of aWC
Handy Award. It lopes, it slithers, it
reinterprets Johnson's seminal rural
blues without losing ashred of the
legend's sexy, sleazy delivery. And

set made up entirely of standards.
Its a slight disappointment if you're
expecting something rousing and
mildly salacious, but she's offered us
her take on classics before, and
always handles them with dignity
and reverence. This batch includes
'Tenderly', ' You Go To My Head',
'At Last' and nine others, serving as
Etta's tribute to Sarah Vaughn,
Dinah Washington, Carmen
MacRae, and — of course — Billie
Holiday. Very classy, but almost too
mellow.

Janis Ian:
having a go
at the FBI

Ken Kessler

Green's status is such that he's
attracted one of the hottest guest
rosters since John Lee Hooker's
comeback: Buddy Guy, Joe Louis
Walker, Dr John, Otis Rush, Hubert
Sumlin and Robert Johnson protégé
Honeyboy Edwards (see
'Audiophile' page). A supersession?
You'd better believe it.
Ken Kessler

A: 1I' •

JANIS IAN
GOD AND THE FBI
Windham Hill 01934

Child', banned. It was about interracial love, and the teenage Ms Ian
was booed by crowds chanting
'nigger lover' at her shows. Her next
hit, ' At Seventeen', remains
probably the greatest song ever
written about the agony of nonconformity, and even now she's
prepared to have ago at one of the
most powerful secret service
organisations in the world, the FBI,
which has been watching her and
her left-wing family for as long as
she can remember. With all that on
her side, it seems almost superfluous
to note that she's also one of the
Peter Green
most intelligent lyric writers on the
supersession with
planet, and is possessed of one of
a hot guest
the most beautiful voices ever
recorded. The eleven songs on this
roster.
album are heart-rending, witty,
insightful, sharp and affecting. If you
Etta James
can stand having your prejudices
(right): classy, turned inside out by a middle-aged
almost too lady, this is the one for you.
A:1 •
mellow on Heart Johnny Black
Of A Woman

46m 08s

ETTA JAMES
HEART OF A WOMAN
Private Music 01005 82180 2 66m 42s

From the day she entered pop
music, Janis Ian has stirred it up. In
1966, at the tender age of fourteen,
she found her first single, ' Society's
100

It was only a matter of time before
Etta — one of R&B's longestsurviving legends — returned with a

A/B:2 •

THE KING
RETURN TO SPLENDOR
EMI 525 9862

58m 38s

Two years after the amazing
Gravelands, The King is back with
another spot-on recreation of famous

rock tracks as they'd sound if Elvis
had covered them. But, as before,
this is so close to sounding like a
Dread Zeppelin CD that the joke
element has been replaced by aneed
for The King to show whether or
not his premise works: are these
Presleyan renditions believable? For
starters, he should not have covered
ARE 191111
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`Whole Lotta Love' if he wanted to
avoid the Dread word: it's one of
their high points. On the plus side,
The King sounds more like Elvis
than does Tortelvis, some of the
material is ( Sex Pistols' Pretty
Vacant' aside) what Presley would
have covered had his drugs of choice
also included psilocybin and peyote,
and the mix of blues, rock and
schmaltz sums up EP's eclectic
tastes. Yet another amazing 'what
if, but Icould have done without
`King Of The Road'.
Ken Kessler
A/B: 1 •

Who Murdered Love' is adelight to
hear in aband that's been around as
long as XTC and, all in all, this is
everything that the Steely Dan
comeback isn't. If we'd had it
sooner, it'd be this month's featured
album.
Johnny Black
A:1' •
NEIL YOUNG
SILVER AND GOLD
Reprise 93624 7305 2

DAVE MATTHEWS BAND
LISTENER SUPPORTED
RCA 78636 78982

2CDs, 138m 05s

'Eighteen songs... over two hours of
music!' claims the sticker on this
double-CD live set. Hmmm. The
first track features virtually nothing
but six minutes of applause as the
band takes the stage. All of which
was probably fine on the TV show
from which this set comes, but as an
aural experience, it's hardly a
winner. And nothing really takes off
until halfway through CD1 — lots
of growling vocals by Matthews
aligned to instrumental sounds that
head nowhere. Thankfully, it gets
better.
Thing' actually kicks,
violinist Boyd Tinsley providing a
dextrous solo, Matthews weighing in
with astratospheric vocal plus an
abundance of Leroi Moore's forceful
sax. Disc two is more to the point as
the band hit the funk button on
'Too Much' and cruise via ' Long
Black Veil' and apowerful but dark
`Don't Drink The Water' to the
final, energetic 'All Along The
Watchtower', one of DMB's longterm audience pleasers. Even so,
despite joyous whoops and hollers
out front, Listener Supported is not
the Matthews band at its most
creative.
Fred DeIlar
A:2/3 •
RHONDA VINCENT
BACK HOME AGAIN
Rounder 0460

35m 50s

If you're waiting around for the next
Alison Krause album, then this
release — unbelievably Vincent's
17th album in 30 years of recording
— should fill aspot. The bluegrass
harmonies are superfine, the playing
as good as its gets despite, Jerry
Douglas apart, alack of stellar
names. The songs stem from good
homes — Rhonda quotes such
sources as Buck White, Lonzo and
Oscar, Carl Jackson and the
Osborne Brothers, while anyone who
attempts to out-Parton Dolly on
'Jolene' has to be either crazy or a
considerable talent. 'Ilove this
album and Ilove this girl' claims
Dolly herself on the insert note.
Which tells you everything you need
to know.
Fred Dellar
A:1
/11-F1 NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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XTC
WASP STAR ( APPLE VENUS
VOLUME 2)
Cooking Vinyl COOKCD194P

Rhona Vincent:
superfine blue
51m 01s

XTC returned from seven years in
the twilight zone last year with the
experimental but delightful Apple
Venus Volume 1, and Volume 2is
designed to explore the more
rock/pop side of the band, which it
does with admirable verve and a
vibrant sense that mainmen
Partridge and Moulding are
thoroughly enjoying themselves. ' In
Another Life', for example, is an
affectionately whimsical splash
through the shallow puddle of
romantic cliché set to ajaunty
rhythm overlaid with rich brass
sounds. McCartney-ish touches
abound in ` My Brown Guitar' but
XTC, thankfully, awaken memories
of when McCartney still had an
edge to his work. The chunky attack
and lyrical bite of 'I'm The Man

grass harmonies;
playing as good
as it gets

Live Stuff
IF ANY LIVIE C&W set deserves reissuing, to
has to be the milestone album, Johnny Cash
At Folsom Prison [
Columbia 495244 2 e.
Remastered and expanded as part of the
classy ' American Milestones' series, this 32 year- old set still invigorates. The Small Faces'
The BBC Sessions [
Strange Fruit SFRSCD 087
•Jis more evidence of their mod/pop
greatness, the 1965-68 recordings revealing
yet more df Led Zep, uh, ' borrowing' from
others.
Also from ' he Beeb is pioneering grunge
band Muclioney's Here Comes The Sickness
[Strange Fruit SFRSCD090 •], with 21 tracks
from 1988-95. Essential continues the
legitimate release of classic bootlegs with the
terrific MC5 ive collection, Motor City Is
Burning [
ESMCD799 II], as incendiary as the
title suggests. The ever- prolific Hawkwind is
represented by two CDs .1years apart,
Glastonbury 90 [
Voiceprint HAWKVP1CD
and Complete 79 [
HAWKVP4CD •], the
latter 2CD set offering a complete gig; Mo
Mowlam's preferred puff is recommended.
Steel Pulse's Legacy [
Wise Man Doctrine
WMDCD5 31 collects prime live reggae from
gigs during 1996-9, while Venom's Official

39m 16s

Ihave to admit, given Young's
lacklustre performances on his most
recent albums, Iwasn't expecting
much from this one. And not much
is exactly what Igot. The opening
`Good To See You' almost achieves
the level of trite complacency his old
CSNY bandrnate Graham Nash has
always specialised in. The parade of
hokey clichés in the title-track serves
to confirm that Young is going all
homespun on us, and, while there's
rather more charm to the
sentimental 'Daddy Went Walkin',
by the time we hit the
autobiographical ' Buffalo Springfield
Again' the urge to poke fingers
down throat is fast becoming
irresistible. What Young's
presumably trying to achieve — an
underplayed collection of simple,
unassuming songs — is admirable,
but he misses by acountry mile.
Even the presence of Emmylou
Harris, Duck Dunn, Spooner
Oldham and Jim Keltner can't
rescue Young from sounding like a
man with nothing left to say. On the
plus side, he's still better than Elton
John.
Johnny Black
A:2 •

THE DILLARDS
Il long time ago

THE FIRST TIME LIVE!
Bootleg [
Magnum CDTB110 *1
from the
Hammersmith Odeon contains three tracks
with ' Hell' in the title. Cheery, eh" For blues
fans, the magnificent Pinetop Perkins' Liv,
At ' 851 [
Shanachie 9022 5] finds the
octogenarian ivory-tinkler in superb form at
Tierney's Tavern in New Jersey in 1998.
This month's surprise delight? The bluegrass
champions, the Dillards, A Long Time Ago The First Time Lives [
Varèse Sarabande 302
066 057 2 6], their first- ever gig, back in
'62. If you're a Byrds, Burritos or Gene Clark
fan, miss it at your peril
Ken Kessler
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Rock/pop Reissues
DON McLEAN
AMERICAN PIE THE GREATEST HITS

JOHN LENNON
IMAGINE
EMI 524 8352

39m 29s

EMI 525 8472

Shock, horror! Yoko actually
remixed this Holy Grail. That's
right: it's not just remastered,
so the diehards will predictably - despise it. Which
is o pity: it sounds sensational.
Probably his best post- Beatles
work, even though events make
it seem greater than it really
is/was. 'Jealous Guy', 'Gimme
Some Truth': it veers from
warm-and-fuzzy to fist- in-theair, but 'How Do You Sleep'
really rankles, for it shows

Untitled features an entire
bonus disc. Simply the wellspring from which countryflavoured rock emerged, and
essential listening before you
dabble in alt.country.
A-8:1 A-8:1/1* A:1/2
A:2 D

THE BARBARIANS
ARE YOU A BOY OR ARE YOU
A GIRL
Sundazed 5C6153

Lennon to be as capable of
sheer assholeness as, say,
Sinatra. That aside, a deserved
position on most all- timegreats- lists. A-A*:1/1*

36m 37s

Virtually unknown over here,
but revolutionary-for-its-time
mid- 1960s Boston act retort to
the British. The snotty title
track presaged punk, while
`Moulty' — asong about their
one-handed, hook-bearing
drummer — redefines
schmaltz. A prime example of
all that would late fill Nuggets.
A:1/2 0

PETULA CLARK
THE SIXT ES EP COLLECTION
Sequel NXTCD338 10CD EPs mono

OK, so it's apackaging
exercise, but this collectable set
— like the Kinks and Small
Faces packs — contains all of
the EPs in card miniatures of
JEFF BECK
the original sleeves, giving you
BLOW BY BLOW
40 hits over 10 discs. Mono to
44m 32s
Epic 469012 2
boot, so it's strictly for the
Arguably his best album from a hardeore; otherwise, stick to
Sequel's marvellous two-ontechnical standpoint, George
one CDs A:1
Martin's production still
sounds current, while the
PERRY COMO
guitar playing dazzles 25 years
THE DEFINITIVE PERRY MO
on. If you have the dearer gold
COLLECTION
CD versions or amint LP, you
needn't bother with this Nice
Camden 74321 727112
Price offering; if you own
2CDs, 144m 27s
neither, then shame on you.
In the wake of Girls To Watch
A:1* '
Music By and the resultant
Andy Williams's 'best of, two
THE BYRDS
CDs worth of Como's hits
LIVE AT THE FILLMORE
period, post-big band.
Columbia/Legacy 495080 2
Covering 1952-72 through 49
51m 42s
songs, it even features abrace
of Beatles tunes. Makes Val
UNTITLED/UNISSUED
Doonicao sound like Axl Rose.
Columbia/Legacy 495077 2
A•:1-1
2CDs, 120m 50s

corroN

Thank Madonna's smash hit of
the title track for this reissue of
the 1991 collection, but don't
let that put you off: McLean
has anice, folksy, oozingly
sincere delivery and he did do
the original. Twenty tracks and
more hits than you remember.
A/8:1 0
LOU REID
LOU REED
RCA 74321 727122

Sundozed $C6159

FARTHER ALONG

Screaming blues, including the
whole of the blues harpist's Cut
You Loose album from 1968,
bonus tracks from Chicago: The
Blues Today, plus an unreleased
track. Rocking boogie,
ferocious harmonica, fully
remastered — hard to believe
it's 30+ years old. A:1-1' 0

Sundered SC6160

HI-Fl NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

Ma 2000

34m 39s

THE BOX TOPS
THE LETTER

Vanguard'Ace JCD79536-2
56m 33s

Finishing the amazing reissue
program of the entire Byrds
canon, each disc remastered
and bearing bonus tracks. This
quartet also includes a
previously unissued live set
from the Fillmore in 1969, and

Ozit OZITCD 00019
68m 45s

Chicago blues from 1968, led
by the sort of rolling piano
which recalls the pre-WWII
variety. But with aband
including Willie Dixon, Walter
Horton, Johnny Shines and
Clifton James, this disc must
be regarded as asupersession
starring alesser-known but
highly-regarded blues master.
A:1 / 1•

Columbia/Legacy 495079 2
46m 51s

73m 28s

60m 18s

Career-spanning sets in case
you weren't satisfied by the
two-on-one from See For
Miles afew years back.
Grandiose, ultra-British
psychedelic/prog-rock from a
lifetime ago, reminiscent of
Black Sabbath, early Tull and
the like.
A-8:2 A-B:1/2 0
TAMMY WYNETTE
STAND BY YOUR MAN
Epic 495248 2

33m 05s

Welcomed reissue with the
best-sounding version yet of
the title hit. Even with two
previously unreleased bonus
tracks it barely cracks the halfhour, making this atypical
country offering — short
attention spans or what? Part
of Epic's American Milestones
series and one of the greatest
country albums of all time.
A:1 E

45m 41s

THE ZOMBIES
THE SINGLES COLLECTION As & Be 1964-1969

45m 15s

Big Beat CDW1KD 200

CRY LIKE A BABY

NONSTOP
49m 51s

DIMENSIONS
Sundozed 5C6161

TRACTOR
BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER
THE DANDELION YEARS

WORST ENEMIES

SUNNYLAND SLIM
MIDNIGHT JUMP
8G0 BGOCD 460

70m lOs

Solo work from the Adverts'
main man. characteristically
early 1980s/New Romantics
synth-driven pop indistinguishable from others in the genre,
like Spandau Ballet Meets
Dead Or Alive. Loads of bonus
material, including five live
tracks. A/As:2 0

Ozit OZITCD 0024

Another mystery solved/gap
filled by Ace, this time the
golden oldie `Angel Baby' from
'61. Tear-jerkin' teen anguish,
including the artist's work for
the original label and ten
unreleased tracks. Wash it
down with amalt. B/C:2

Sundazed SC6158

Columbia/Legacy 495078 2
40m 62s

38m 42s

ROSIE 81 THE
ORIGINALS
THE BEST OF
Ace CIKHD 738

TV SMITH'S EXPLORERS
THE LAST WORDS OF THE
GREAT EXPLORER
Ozit OZITCD 0043

Undeniably (and probably
justifiably) overshadowed by
Transformer and Berlin, Reed's
eponymous debut from 1972 is
actually abetter indication of
what he could do than the
overrated swill issued by the
Velvet Underground. The
trademark Reed-isms were all
here, but still in need of focus.
A lost treasure. A:1 E

JAMES
BEST OF THE VANGUARD
YEARS

BYRDMANIAX

72m 18s

follow-ups, all augmented with
bonus tracks. Not enough to
convince you? Then think of
this: these are the first sightings
of indie/critics god Alex
Chilton, pre-Big Star.
Memphis rock, with doses of
blue-eyed soul, pop and
psychedelia.
A:1* A:1 A-8:1/2
A:1/2 0

48m 11s

You all know `The Letter' via
Joe Cocker, but here's arare
opportunity to hear the album
it came from, plus the three

71m 22s

Not really necessary if you own
the box set, but this 28-tracker
answers acollector's dream: it
features both sides of their 14
singles, consecutively and in
the original mono mixes. Still
some of the most sophisticated
pop ever, pre-dating Steely
Dan. A/8:1
Ken Kessler
103
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Audiophile Reviews
DAVID JOHANSEN AND
THE HARRY SMITHS
DAVID JOHANSEN AND THE
HARRY SMITHS

DAvil)

J0F+,iFISEN

It*

Chesky JD196
50m 28s
recorded in 24/96
If you wish that Beefheart had
stayed in his Safe As Milk
period, indulging in his leftfield view of the blues, then
weep no more: Johansen has
moved on from his retro bebop
shtick to an earthier groove
reminiscent of the Captain's
debut, crossed with some Taj
Mahal. What a shocker! There
you are, expecting more of the
gee- 1- wish- 1- was- a- Cotton- Club regular; instead, Johansen
takes you to a back porch so
rickety that you won't believe
you're listening to an ex- New

THE BEE GEES
ONE NIGHT ONLY
Image/DTS ID5682ERDVD
110m 34s
DTS-encoded DVD video 4:3
Their only US gig in 1997, at
the MGM Grand in 'Vegas,
and they managed to play
nearly every hit (alas, no 'You
Win Again'). Clearly adored by
the audience, they were superb,
with harmonies intact, and
deserve the acclaim. You can
always skip the bit with Celine
Dion. As: 1 • 0
KIM BRACKEN
ACOUSTIC CHRISTMAS
CueGee Records
no cat. no. (www.cuegee.com)
37m 47s
DiAural mastering
Ordinarily, we wouldn't review
aChristmas album in June, but
this CES souvenir deserves
coverage because it's the first
CD to be mixed using DiAural
speakers. Alas, we can tell
nothing from this because we
don't know what it would be
like if it had been mastered on
normal speakers. That aside,
it's awarm'n'fuzzy set full of
audiophile-grade acoustic fare,
with asurprisingly hot version
of ` Please Come Home For
Christmas'. As:1-2 0
THE CORYELLS
THE CORYELLS
Chesky 10192
61m 55s

recorded in 96/24

Yup — the legendary guitarist
Larry Coryell with his brood,
strumming and picking through
afamily affair that nods to
jazz, Latin, rock and blues.
The sound is breathtaking, the
playing sensational — and you
just ain't gonna believe their
unplugged version of the
1041 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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AND

II*

JONI MITCHELL
PAINTING WITH WORDS AND
MUSIC

IffiRR11 WITRS

York Doll. Don't let the
opening trio of low-key ballads
fool you: this is music to shtup
to, to eat ribs to, music to
scare the pants off of...
audiophiles. A great disc? The
best original album I've ever
heard from an audiophile
label. A.:1•

Muddy Waters-by-way-of-the
Allmans 'Trouble No More'.
A-A:1•
SHERYL CROW
ROCK1N' THE GLOBE LIVE
Image/DU ID8818ARDVD
83m 16s
DTS-encodect DVD video 4:3
A revealing concert showing
Crow's ' seasoned pro'
command of the stage, despite
superstar status going back
only six years. Every major
number played with style —
the crowd, naturally, loving
'All IWar= Do' — but the
overall effect may be too laid
back for some. A-A6:1
DAVE'S TRUE STORY
UNAUTHORIZED
Chesky 10189
51m 09s

purist recording

Allegedly, the group didn't
want this released, thinking it
was only to demo standards.
Norm Chesky said, ' 13******t
— we paid for it and it's
coming out'. Good thing, too,
because it's aclassy facsimile
of what would have been
supper club music 50 years
ago, minus any Manhattan
Transfer kitsch. Easily up to
their Chesky debut.
A-A•:1-1•
DAVID HONEYBOY
EDWARDS
SHAKE 'EM ON MOWN
Acoustic Sounds AP02010
34m 37s
96/24 DVD video, widescreen
This down-home session
featuring guitarist Edwards
plus Madison Slim on harp
and Jimmy D. Lane on afew
tracks yanks rural blues into
the 21st century: its video

MC MOO

content and interviews make it
as much an historical
document as it is amusical
experience. An unexpected
delight, the normal CD box
giving you no clues to its
visuals. A •: 1 - 1 • 0

Image/DTS ID5860ERDVD
98m 30s
DTS-encoded DVD video 4:3
She still mesmerises, still oozes
class, still makes an audience
seem like family. Lovely
touches to this gig-in-the-round
include an appearance by an
award-bearing Graham Nash
and awarm version of 'Why
Do Fools Fall In Love'.
Wonderful, right down to the
non-airbrushed-out fag she's
holding on the cover.
A•:1-1*
ROY ORBISON
BLACK & WHITE NIGHT
Image/DTS ID88260BDVD
64m 29s
DTS-encoded DVD video 4:3
As he should be remembered:
in monochrome, in aconcert
surrounded by friends and
devotees. All the hits,
performed with asupergroup
including Bonnie Rain, Elvis
Costello, k. d. lang, Jackson
Browne, Tom Waits and others
— but now it's too poignant to
bear. A•d•
DEAN PEER
THINK... IT'S ALL GOOD
Turtle Records 599008
58m 38s 192kHz/24 bit recording
This one's so ' audiophile' that
it's almost retro, recalling all of
those crossover jazz albums
with the bassist as the star, and
making you think ' Clarke'Wasserman'-' Clarke''Wasserman'. Still, it's
immensely listenable, while
giving your system awork-out;
the sonics will blow you away.
As:1/2 0
SAM PHILLIPS
THE INDESCRIBABLE WOW
Classic DAD1009
34m 37s

24/96 DVD

Who'd believe that such
gorgeous, glossy power pop
would ever get the audiophile
treatment? This T-Bone
Burnett-produced masterpiece
from 1988 put Phillips on the
map, and deservedly so: she
does as much for the genre as
Lauper and Harry, with only a
100th of the acclaim. It's 1962
all over again. As:l•

WILMA THALEN
SOPHISTICATED LADY
Turtle Records 699111
49m 56s 192kHz/24-bit recording
Piano and violin, recorded with
such anatural sound that this
one could become ademo disc
for the high-bit era, should it
arrive on DVD. Imagine
Grappelli not swinging through
abunch of standards, and you
get the drift: lovely playing but
devoid of energy, almost
exhibiting the restraint which
marred audiophile discs of
yore. But the sound... A•:2
VARIOUS
GENUINAMENTE BRASILEIRO
VOL 1
Audiophile Records/May Marketing
AR7701
49m 43s
purist recording
Superbly recorded, easy-todigest Latin fare, as beloved of
most other labels of ahi-fi
bent. Recorded in Brazil's
Teatro Alfa with equipment
made by dCS, Mark Levinson,
Stax, Jeff Rowland and Snider.
Warm, all-encompassing and
realistic. A•:1-1*
SERA UNA NOCHE
SERA UNA NOCHE
MA Recordings M052A
70m 46s
single-point, 96kHz recording
What's this? An M-A recording
which doesn't require the
listener to be apractitioner of
some outré religion or a
Macedonian swineherd? Yup
— this contains beautifullyrecorded tango music,
performed entirely on acoustic
instruments: ' Electronics are
not welcome' [sic]. It's so
gorgeous, that it will — under
the right circumstances —
transport you momentarily to
South America. Pinochet
could've used it afew months
ago. [
Ken: he's probably dancin'
to it right now - Mus Ed.]
A•:1* 0
CHRIS WHITLEY
DIRT FLOOR
Classic DAD1010
27m 21s

24/96 DVD

OK, so it's short, but this is
quality, not quantity: folk/blues
straight out of the John
Hammond school of purism.
Originally released as a
'normal' disc in ' 98, it warrants
the Classic treatment because
its sparseness benefits from the
utter background silence and
transient attack of the DVD
format. You'll wish it were
longer. As:l•
Ken Kessler
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EXCWSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdtunper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash
£25.00 III
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil stepup transformer £70.00 E
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber E /steel E mounting
£ 10.50 O
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage units;
satin black MDF. All 465irun wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345nun, hid)
£70.00
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, hid)
£44.00 D
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£99.00 E
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, h/d) £99.00 E
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 El
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs
£12.00
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £ 12.00
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing £ 13.00
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00
per 100 £ 19.00 E per 500 £90.00
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3nun .
£ 13.000
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£ 15.00 0

VARIOUS

DH ceramic cones: set of three isolation
cones, Large £45.00 0
jumbo £65.00 0
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £8.00 0
large(three) £ 12.00
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £29.00 0
Big Feet 63min dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £60.00
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 10.00 11
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: (
four) £8.00
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £12.00
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.00 0
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 CI
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can
£14.00 E
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 CI
Metal clad Mains Distribution Block:
(UK or European)
Four-way £70.00 0
Six-way £85.00 E
Ten-way £95.00
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 10
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50
Ready-built unit £95.00

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £199.00
Readybuilt £370.00
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £15.00 0
five litres £35.00
Ringmat: 3mrn XLR 'Universal' £50.00 0
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x 12in,
per 50 £
20.000 per 100 £38.00
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in, sealable
per 50 £5.00 0
per 100 £9.00
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00 0
Zerostat 3: pistol neutralises static charges
£30.00
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift (black)
£40.00 E
(chrome) £70.00
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multiinput phono pre-amp kit £299.00
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
Xseries RIAA unit
£ 130.00
106
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HOTLINE NUMBER:
-I

NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads
£ 100
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme £20.00 El
Digital Stylus Force Gauge: accurate to
within 0.02gm
£ 185.00 El

CD CARE AND PROTECTION

CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £6.50
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 El
slim double
pack of 5 £6.500 Sin, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 I:
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit
£15.00
Densen DeMagic: de-mag CD
£10.00
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD:
subjective test CD £13.00
XLO Reference: phase/balance tests and
system demagnetising CD
£25.00
Ringmat Statmat Mil': improved CD
overlay for better sound
£20.00 E
Musical Fidelity X-series: X-10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage £120.00 E
X-CAN valve headphone amp £ 130.00

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek valves:
300B triode £90.00
6N7GT £6.00 E
KT88 (new) £35.00 E
6550WE £25.000
EL34WXT £ 12.000
6L6WXT (new) £ 12.000
EF86 £12.00
5881 (KT66) £8.00 0
EL84M £12.00
EL84 £6.00
ECC81/12AT7 (Yugo)
£6.00
ECC82/12AU7 (Yugo)
£6.00 CI
ECC83/12AX7WA/7025
£6.00
ECC88/6DJ8WA/6922
£ 10.000
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £9.00 E
pre-amp tubes £7.00
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F Olsen.
The classic title (h-bk)
£40.00
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan (h-bk)
£40.00
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 17.00 E
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by Vance
Dickason. (s-bk)
£25.00 0
Complete Guide To High End Audio
Bob Harley (s-bk)
£25.00 0
(signed h-bk) £45.00 E
Home Theatre For Everyone
by Bob Harley (s-bk)
£18.00
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set 111 each £ 17.000
Audio Glossary JGordon Holt
£10.00 E
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 0
Power Amp Projects Domestic and In-Car
Designs. Audio Amateur
£20.00
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 0
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk) £25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert J
Reich (s-bk)
DOM
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 0
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £32.00 0 (h-bk) £50.00 0
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 0
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £40.00
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £18.00
Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk)
£30.00
Electronic Classics: Collecting,
Restoration and Repair, Andrew
Enunerson
£20.00 0
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+) £ 125.00
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
DOM 0

+44 (0) 1
234 741 1
52
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 0
Modern Recording Techniques by Huber
& Runstein (s-bk)
£22.50 0
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker Projects
No 1 19 designs (s-bk)
£7.00
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 E
The Williamson Ampeer DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk)
£5.00
Radio Designers Handbook, '
Classic
Edition', F Langford-Smith £35.00 0
The LP is Back! Audio Amateur
compilation of 35 articles £8.00 El
Audio Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) 25.000
£
The Art of Linear Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 E
The Life and Times of AD Blumlein by
Russell Burns (hard-back) £60.00
The Life and Works of Alan Dower
Blumlein by Robert Charles Alexander
(hard-back)
£30.00

CATALOGUES
Accessories Club
full review catalogue E
Book, technical CD and software
catalogue E Audiophile LPs/CDs

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

Ftadex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
Standard gauge, £5.00 per metre
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre 0
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 O
Extension kit: two 24in sections
£40.00 D
Smooth Cooler fan controller kit: PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes £50.00 DI ready built £75.00
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£218.00
Built unit
£295.00
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00 C
Built unit
£399.00 E
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Nominal Mains/Mains 500VA £315.00. D
1000VA £450.00. D
Adjustable Output Volts
500VA £400.00. O
1000VA £530.00. O
International Step-up/Down
500VA £365.00. D
1000VA £500.00. O
International Adjustable Output
500VA £445.00. O
1000VA £580.00.
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 0 per two-pair £110.00 El
Earth Henry: RF earth choke.
Built £50.00 0
Self build kit £38.00 El
RCD installed type
£65.00 E
RCD 2x 13A socket type £55.00
Audio Quality Mains Supply booklet
£20.00 D

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR

• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6way £ 198.00
2-way £99.00
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur
£99.00
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)

** *

THIS MONTH'S *
FEATURED ITEM - - -

Hi-Fi Newsrack
Standard set, black E or walnut D £365.00
Base unit,
black O or walnut D £ 150.00
Upper unit,
black 0 or walnut D £120.00
JUNE 2000
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READER SERVICES

Newsrack
- latest addition!

COServiate

THROUGH countless

aeons, mankind has toiled
in search of the impossible,
the equipment rack that
fulfils all the requirements
of the listening room
without appearing to have
been cobbled together
from agricultural scrap in
the nether reaches of some
antediluvian blacksmith's
shed, arack that pleases
the eyes as well as the
ears!
Cometh the Hi Fi
Newsrack! In appearance
aseries of inter-spiked
coffee tables; in practice
an extremely stable audio
equipment support system
-available either as a
standard set of three
modules, or as individual
units for larger, more
varied arrangements. Each unit has
an overall plan size of 610x460mm,
with an equipment mounting area of
555x403mm. The base unit stands
410mm high allowing for amaximum
equipment height of 350mm. The
upper units are each 200mm high,
for amaximum component height of
150mm. Overall height of the
standard three- module rack is
810mm.
The units are constructed from
timber: black ash or walnut. The
sturdy, solid hardwood legs are fitted
with adjustable brass spikes below and

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+44 ( 011234 741152 for details and prices. Tile CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each
• MID PRICE: £7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each
• SPECIAL PRICE : as listed below

brass cups above. A 'knock down'
system allows simple and fast assembly
utilising sturdy M6 fixings.
The standard set of three units is
offered at £365.00. The base unit is
available separately at £ 150.00, the
upper units at £ 120.00 each. All
prices include VAT and shipping to UK
addresses ( please contact the
Accessories Club for non-UK
quotation). The Hi Fi Newsrack is
covered by our 14-day complete
satisfaction agreement, as are all
goods offered by the HFN/RR
Accessories Club.

ACCESSORIES CLUB St CD SERVICE

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical -John Adams collection £69.95
Jazz - Derek Bailey, Bill Dixon, John Russell,
Schlippenbach Trio £ 12.75; Furt, Susie Ibarra £ 14.45;
Reissue Roundup - Breakthrough, Movin' On £9.99
Rock/pop - Cindy Bullens £15.45;
The King, Neil Young £ 12.75;
Dave Matthews Band £15.75
Live Stuff - The BBC Sessions £9.99;
Here Comes The Sickness, Complete
79, Official Bootleg £ 12.75
Rock reissues - The Barbarians,
The Box Tops £9.99; The Byrds £7.99,
2CD £ 11.99; Petula Clark £ 28.25;
Don McClean, John Lennon £12.95
Audiophile - lmage/DTS DVDs £20;
all others £ 15.00 except: David Honeyboy Edwards,
Sam Philips, Chris Whitley £25.00
Finale - Miles Davis & John Coltrane £67.45

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch•
Card Number '
delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order by post: send completed order form ( tear-out sheets or
photocopy) to: HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200,
Bedford MK40 1YH, United Kingdom; or fax: +44 (0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone: +44 (0) 1234 741152; and by
e-mail: hi-finewsaccessoriesciub@britishaudio.co.uk
Accessories Club web site address: www.britishaudio.co.uk

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales: export sales are very welcome. Where appicable they will be
VAT (Sales Tax) Free, but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.
Please contact for quotat on. Delivery subject to availabil ty. E & 0E.
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LONDON

tfree O'Brien Hi-Fi

)

Est. 1988
•AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
•NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • GED • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON

AUDIO ANALOGUE.

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
COPELAND

0% Instant Finance Available

Wrtiten details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5mino walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mino Waterloo • 5mins from A31Raynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 mino M25 Juno 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat
Fax: (0181) 946 0331
E-mail: obrienhi-fi@iname.com

Tel: ( 0181) 946 1528

GREATER LONDON

KRELL

SOUTH EAST LONDON

i
d
l
n
e

Front End Problems?

,

then contact:
04511 DESIGN, AUDIO ANALOGUE, kW,
OWESEN, CABLE TALK CHORD CO COSMIC, CREEK,
,HARMAN KARDON Kif,MARANTZ, MISSION,
,NAD ONKYO, OPERA ORELLE, ORIGIN UVE,
,ROKSAN, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER,
SOUNDSTYLE STANDS UNIQUE, STRAIGHTWIRE,
TAG MCLAREN, TARGET, TEAC, THORENS, VAN DEN HUL.

"The Cartridge Man ,"

ORANGES
& LEMONS

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Decca-

eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re- tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

0181-688 6565

Anal0
-g Audio
(HiFi Specialists)
849 High 'toad, Iorulon N12
Tel. 0181445 1267'

SALE NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, \ ND ‘tAnNIL
Sto kist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufac turers.
Please phone (or details.

studio

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

Juicy fruit from London's

freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

1

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/ VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, LINN, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
NAKAMICHI, REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD,
RUARK, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE,
YAMAHA
Our sixth succulent year

0171-924 2040

www.orangesandlemonshifi.com

61/ 63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

AUDIOJOY Co.

Nov On Dem. As a complete system:-

4j)

New Michell Delphini Phono Stage, Alectos and Orca.
P3 P7 Harbeth Speakers.
Clearaudio, Graham Tonearm, Transfiguration Cartridge.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS

EPOS

KEF

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA

BONUS

NOW

Trichord Research Transport/Dac.
For an audition telephone 0181 363 4963
Enfield, North London

FABER YAMAHA

BADA BONDED DEALER

SUFFOLK

IFAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW, , If
Ii -I . 1'1
ss ,
Ax On 624 •
ate

NORFOLK

audio physic
chord

densen

School Road, Bracon Ash

harbeth
lyra

Near Norwich, Norfolk

WANTED

Tel: (
0)508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
108

company

The Old School

TANNOY LOUDSPEAKERS
Also vintage Hi Fi

The Emporium
Contact Nick @
28 St

Nicholas Street, Diss, Norfolk IP22 3LB

Tel/Fax: 01379

650744
E-mail: emporium@dircon.co.uk

michell
nordOSt
nva
royd
sumiko
sugden
totem

SI.
hi-fi

nais

for grown-ups

o 1473 622866
fax 01473 631588

trichord

email
w w w

enq@signals.uk.com
signals.uk.cbm

and more

martle

am heath Ipswich IP5 3UA
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Hearing is Believing

Amuse
Slaw

Min
_

Castle
Mertettam
classe

I
Ia/

Raga

re iim
drf,11, 1 III

Marant z
&PCPs
inazzi/

30 years of Excellence

Academy Sound

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: ( 01) 2889449/2888477
Open:

QUAD 33 Upgrade

Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

Rear Panel Conversion with Gold Phono
Sockets

CHESHIRE
Also Rebuilds for QUAD II Fisher
Lowther etc.

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

Unir 3Bosleake. Pool, Cornwall. TP.15 3YG Telephone 01209 716236
Office Hours learn - 6:30pm

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA1 3NU

GREATER MANGUM»

Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

'SIMPLY THE

BEST'

NAMES IN

HI-FI

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
TOI • Mission • Copland •

erfeet "d

*le

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Chantry Audio

tw e .
„

Oe"see"2‘

CI- '
AA

34°4e '

AUDIO COUNSEL

inc.

Home

New Shop Now Open at 19F High Street, Omaha
Tel: 01662 259966
Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

PLEASE MENTION
HI FI NEWS WHEN
REPLYING TO
THESE ADVERTS
111-61 NEWS 4RECORD REVIEW
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OLDHAM

CH LADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

ORI>H<VS AVD10

Cinema

Sonars Fober, km° lino Concert Series), Epos, Myryod, Creek, CRD.L.,
S.M.E., Rd, Rote!, Denon, Rose, Harman Barden, OT.Prodects.
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE

-AVID. Clearaudio, Michell, Nottingham Analogue,
Roksan, SME, Pl, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Non Analogue, VP!, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring. Koetsu
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rote'. Maranta, Harman Kardon, Helios, Tnchord,
Roksan. Audiomeca, Musical Fidelity, Copeland, Krell, YBA, Meracus.
TAC
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Maranta, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LED, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell, Gryphon.
Arcam, Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graaf,
Audio Research, Anon.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio, JBL. Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonos Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Living Voice, Klipsch, Mission, Ellas.
HOME CINEMA - Ratel, Harman Kardon, Krell, Denon, Yamaha, Roksan,
Maranta, Davis Sony. Mission, JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Flatline, Yamamura, Frameworks, Partington.
Base. Precious Metals. ICI, Nordost, LAT, Optimum, Custom Design,
Stands Unique, Leider
7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE. DUNGANNON
8170 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Ftdemon.co.uk
Web Site. ht1p://www.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

AUDIO COUNSEL

14 Stockport Road,

A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms

TURNTABLES

to you? • ars

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

Krell, Theta, Copelond, Meridian, Audio Research, Auden, Pink L,
UM, 64W speaker, inc Nerilus 800 Series, Wilson Aude, Marlin tcgon,

NORTHERN IRELAND

I

12-14 Shaw Road,
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must,

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc ... etc ... etc

New

Now

Pink Triangle Literal CD player current spec .(Ex Dem)...£2,600....£1,950
Audio Research LS9 pre amp ;
remote)

Audion Premier pre valve ( inc phono)

(Ex Dern)...£1,995....£1,595
(
Ex Dem)...C1,500....C95

Jamo Concert 8speakers (mint condition) .
Epos E522 speakers

£1,400....£895

L

ftecetciia
estal ea
s Or: Acoustic Precision • Acoustic Signature • Audio Analogue
Audemem • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • 8À1 • Boulder • liunnester
(clime • Canary Audio • (
orad Johnson • Croft • Dali • Deis Projectors • Denon
Dioposon • DPA • EAR • Electrocomponœt • Fault • . Sotsu Plasm Screens
Golden lube • Groff • Hormon-Cardon • H,lios • Horning • Infinity • .18L • Klipsch
Living Pone • Lowther Voigt • Lyra • Magnum • Musical Fdelity • MAD • Oracle
Ortoton • Pathos Acoustics • Philips Projectors • Pink Triangle • Pioneer • Raid
Rum • Stoic • Surnim • tau Audio • Tex • (echoes • Thule Odio • Townshend Aude
Triangle • indeed ReSKIrà • totem • UMW Rnearth • WIK • API • 01
..Yomamura (hwnhill and Men
li re. delerry/mtallatton • 7'orf evhange peddle

Call for liar of parr excluinge bowline
Derroursostionmemn Saint 15rreakunInlItedélemocankeeiduroaçoe•
5mins frorr 127 of rho Mè

Ex Dent) ...£1,350....£995

Choro, Syntor 100 tower speakers
Audio Research LS7 valve pre amp

£400 £299

(
5/H) £1,750 ..C875

B&W Matrix 805 speakers lug condition) ..(S/H)

£1,150....£550

..

itift. All Ex Dem aerns ore as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full monufratures guarantee! Offering aminium of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon the product.

01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

}

SOUTH COAST

cw *** us., - Moil Order Available tritt**********

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE NARKING

16-1 8A Eldon Street, Toxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (01777) 8.70372 Facsimile ( 01777) 870437

Choose from thr
finest

I /\ I ),,P

•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA
•TV & VIDEO

SURREY
Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
• }LOYD • SHAHINIAN • TFAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n iueiityY
indecently good hi-fi

9High Scree', Hampton Wok, Kangran upon
Thum... Surrey ICTI IDA, Tel: 081443
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00prn Sat 10am - 6pm

•MULTI-ROOM

e
EASTBOURNE GREEN sr 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS

109
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PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

4le te\4...A41 14\41..ta,,e4,%e

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST'

Celebrating a Decade of Sound

W ould

l WIWI> ads lee or to arrange
our demonstration of some ol
the \\ odd's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY
on LEEDS ( 011.3) 252 8850 (
evening calls welcome). Generous
part exchange allowance always available. Agencies include ATC
•HI • Bryston, • Castle • Charlo • Chord • Harbeth • HNE •
Kimber Kahle • Marantz • Primare Systems • Spendor • Sumo
•rem •The Professional Monitor Co • Wadia and many more.
I01

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET

e

HULL

TEL: 01482 587397

•

e

Ç

I-19

1.01.1811C 01/..11013

AVI
THE HI-FI

1

.5

TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
10arn-tipm TueFri, 10am-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

BADA 8CEDIA

11..1061..3

oe

Wat()ia

2
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5

6

5
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WEST SUSSEX

-f4e

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Classe.
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora , Harbeth, Myryad, DRA.,
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,
XTC 8many Others.

Musical Fidelity, TAG McLaren, Electrocompaniet, ProAc, Ruark, Castle. TEM. Unison
Research, T & A, Impulse Horns, Monitor Audio, Harbeth, Alchemist, Michell Turntables,
Nottingham Analogue Studios, Blueprint. Audio Analogue, Exposure, Living Voice, Denser].
Celestion (ASenes only). Opera, Audio Physic. Trichord Research, Nordost, Stands Unique,
Stax Electrostatics, Ortolon, Goldhng, Yamaha AV Proceed Digital Cinema Demonstrations.
Listening Room Demonstrations. Home Trial. Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee, Access, Visa. Finance available.

PIRCDJECTS

0 113

Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528850 0
EMail: info(à ,audioreflections.co.uk

STUDIOS

you like to hear more')

powelded;

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

PREMIER AUDIO

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruar, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation.
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

WEST MIDLANDS
Nann...Meridian...Arcam...Tag Maclaren...
152a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloxwieh, Walsall,

Teae...Mission...Stands Ilnique..
and

much, much nuire.

—

QUALITY

01922 493499

Ri- fi f

idlonds
" 3Hi -Fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre

0121 321 2445

In House Service Department Mail order available
kiterest Free Credit quack('

and NOW AT Ill The Parade, Sutton Coldlield. Birmingham

(On Selected Items. subject to 20% deposit. IMeten deert0s on request)

Mill SIC
HI-FI

NI A‘7" "r

le Ft S

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel,
Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha and Wharfedale.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

HI-FI

CEDIA

(I0

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL,
WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 STD

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL:0121 354 2311, FAX:0121 354 1933

EDGBASTON,

9MARKET STREET.

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

WALES

SLATE AUDIO

Quarry House
Windsor Road
Adamsdown

Take away vibration & unwanted frequency out of your
system/speakers with natural slate bases & isolation platforms.

CF24 2FY

To give better clarity & tighter bass cut to any size/holes for

Tel: 07769 658274

spikes ect. Olive green also in stock.
ALSO SPECIALISTS IN:

Cardiff

(24 hour)
Fax: 02920 470616

•Slate/marble speaker cabinets • Turntable bases/cases
•Speaker/Hifi stands. Made to any design.
Nationwide delivery. Send £1 .00 for samples.
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Due to demand prices are now
lower. Stock sizes from £60.

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL: 020 8686 2599
EXT 318
Me* 2000
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Ultimate Sonics
DISTRIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-FI

HOTLINE 07956 805 572.
For literature call: 0207 431 9133 (London)

The Best Mains solution for Audiophiles

Why bandage the problem with p

Beau orn®
...the sense ofbeing there

oners instead of the solution

of generating clean power.
The power plant takes the AC from your wall socket converts it to DC then
back to AC with a resulting pure mains power and your system sounding
like a major upgrade.
P300 WITH 4 OUTLETS £ 1200
P600 WITH 8 OUTLETS £2200

Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com
E-mail: info(dultimate-sonics.com

p,pay

Tel: 020 7431 9133 / 0956 805 572
Fax: 020 8699 4232

AVANTGARDE NOW IN THE
NORTH-WEST

the

Virtuosos

fully horn loaded speakers
Replay is proud to represent the
stunning Avantgarde loudspeakers in
the North of England
We now have the Uno on permanent
demonstratior and the other models can be
made available by arrangement.
We are also agents for Acoustic Energy,
ART, Audiomeca, Audio Physic.
Audio Analogue, AVI. Creek. Crimson,
DNM. Graaf. Helios, Heybrook, LFD.
Meracus, Michell, Monitor Audio,
Musical Fidelity, NAD, Opera, Pathos.
Pink Trianole. Resolution Audio, Royd,
Ruark. Samuel Johnson Audio. Sonneteer,
Sugden, Teac, Totem, Triangle,
Unison Research and more.
Please phone or email us for a full price list

REPLAY AUDIO
64 FLIXTON ROAD
URMSTON
MANCHESTER
M41 5AB
tel: 0161 202 9922
HI-Fl NEWS aRECOftD REVIEW

Junction 9 or 10 from the M60
Manchester Ring Road, five
minutes from The Trafford
Centre.
Closed Mondays
Home tria possible on most products.
Visa. Mastercard, Switch, Delta.
JUNE 2000

the ultimate in listening
pleasure: they sound so real,
it's positively sexy
learn more, contact us now:
Thomas Transducers
Son gimes, Fourteen Acre Lane, Three Oaks,
Hastings, TN35 4NB. United Kingdom
Tel: 01424 813888 Fax: 01424 812755
eMail: infon@beauhorn.com
website: wwwbeauhom.com

b

reader sales and wants
finish £750, Tel: London 07932 661671 (day), 0181

Rotel CD 971 HDCD player £250, RB97 I
Mk2£150, RB98 Ipair £220 each, B&W 601 S2
speakers, cherry £ 140, Audio Analogue Puccini
pre-amp, black £350, Kenwood DM 5090 MiniDisc

518 2261
[G0267]
Linn LP12, Ittok, Karma £800, Naim CDI £ 1000,

£120, all boxed. Te1.0181660 8147 [G0327]
EAR 859 integrated amplifier, 13W pure single-

Arcam Alpha 7 CD £250, Monitor Audio MA202

ended, three months old £ 1090 (£2000 new),
Audiovalve MR2 pre-amp, glass lid £790 (£2350
new) ono, Tel: 0171 450 3889. [G0330]
Martin Logan Quest £2200, Meridian 602

FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Epos ES22 speakers, brand new, boxed, rosewood

Speakers £ 150, QED A270 amp £40, XTC CD-T 1
LE £ 1000, Tel 01664 822161 (eve), 01509 222580
(day)

[G0268]

OreIle DA 18 converter ( MC 37 mks), good condition £250 (500), Nakamichi Cassette Deck 1,
mint, boxed, little used £375 (700), 4-tier Mana Ref
table £500 ( 700), Tel: Worthing 01903 261931
[G0269]
SME IV Naim 42 Snaps 110 £250,

Naim IBL

speakers £250, Musical Fidelity T1 (analogue display) £ 150, Technics SPL-220 CD player £95, Tel:
01202 532995
[G0274]
Audio Physic Virgo, Stereophile Class A, £ 1600
(£3300), Transparent Balanced Musiclink Ultra
4.5m £850, (£2300 DPA main filter with Sonic Link
cable £80, Seismic Sink £90, Tel: 0131 225 9002 or
s.hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk [G0281]
ATC 10 SCM in rosewood still in manufacturers
packaging awaiting buyer to open, cost £ 1250 will
accept £750. Tel: 01642 762838. [G0291]
Sonus Faber Concertino speakers £550, Musical
Fidelity A100 amplifier £500, TEAC T1 transport
£300, Audio Alchemy V3.0 + power supply £400,
Target Beta 5 shelf stand £90, all boxed and mint
condition, Tel: 01784 437966 [G0294]
NBS Signature AC power cables 3 x 6ft lengths
£200 each, 1x 15ft £450, IEC termination USA
factory-made, pristine condition superb sonics, Tel:
01253 789010
[G02481
Meridian 200 Transport £200, Meridian 563 DAC
£300, Meridian 263 DAC £ 150, call Mike 01453
546062 eve
[G0253]
Cyrus 31 WC amp £350, Yamaha KX580 SE £ 110,
Sony 55ES power amp £ 150, Mission 751 + stands
£175, Denon DM7 system 6weeks old £250, Sony
920E CD £ 130, Sennheiser 535 £55, Rotel CD 865
£50, Tel: 0121 246 0486
[G0262]
Cyrus aCA7 pre-amp, latest model, stunning performance, built-in phones amp, balanced and SE
outputs, remote commander operates all Cyrus
gear, new, under warranty, boxed with manual £535
(£800), Tel: 016974 76398. [G0304]
Wilson 5.1 Desert Tope, Nov 98, No 66434 cost
£18,000, awesome £ 11,000, Jadis 200 power amps,
Oct 89 latest protection circuits, new £ 15,000, magnificent bargain £5,500, Concordant Exquisite pre
(cherry) cost £2000 14/01/98, £750, Tel: 01902
786818

[G0309]

Soundlab A3, full-range electrostatic speakers,
medium oak, crates available (£ 12,000 new) £4,250
or best offer, Tel: 0121 449 3803

[G0313]

Harbeth HL Ill Monitor speaker (pair) in excellent
condition, with stands, Tel: 01732 843375[G0315]
Spendor BC1s with new bass units £ 160, Quad
306 power amp, both with manuals £ 195, both
excellent condition, Tel: 0181 989 0653 [G0320]
Conrad-Johnson MV55 power and PV 10 preamps £ 1500, Audio Research D24all power amp
£1000, also Chord CEL 301 speakers, yew finish,
cost £3,500, bargain at £ 1400, all boxed as new,
Tel: 01572 723198
[G0321]
Meridian 207 CD player/pre-amp, bought new by
myself in 1990, little used and in excellent condition, also phono input m-c board fitted, complete
with original packaging and Meridian 209 remote
control £350, phone 01653 697268 anytime.
[G0323]
Monitor Audio Studio 20 SE celebration speakers,
special tweeter, piano black, boxed, unused (£2500)
£1395, Tel: 01872 262398
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[G0324]

Transport £595, 601 pre-amp DAC £795, 605
monoblocks £895, DPA PDM1 MkII DCA £ 175,
Roksan Xerxes, Artemiz, Blue Point Special cartridge £695, px considered Tel. 01450 860676
[G0332]
Impluse H6 Horn speakers, very good condition
£525, Musical Fidelity A100, 50wpc class A amp
with power supply mount £525, Pioneer A400 amp,
mint £75, Tel: 0181 330 4341
[G0333]
Audio Synthesis DAX 2 SE, DAC immaculate
with original packing, recently inspected by AS and
sold with full 12 months manufacturer's warranty,
£975 ono, Tel: Mark 01787 882038 (day) 371539
(eve)
[G0338]
Meridian 518 digital processor, immaculate with
original packaging, sold with top Marantz universal
learning remote control, connect CD/amp directly,
£495ovno, Tel: Mark 01787 882038 (day) 371539
(eve)
[G0339]
Musical Fidelity Elektra E200 pre-amp, E300
amplifier, E500 FM tuner £600, CD player, individual and master remote controls, as new, original
boxes and manuals £900, Tel: 01253 884152
[G0340]
Kimber cable silver KCTG 1m pair (WBT 108)
£200, KCAG 1.5m pair (WBT 108) £270, Tel: 0181
567 3957
[G0343]
Radford STA 25 Mk III amp, SC22 pre-amp, FMT
1 tuner, £865 the set, Revox F36 valve tape
recorder £ 185, American Fisher 800C 17 valve
AM/FM receiver £675, Jamo Concert 8 speakers
£785, Celestion 33 speakers £80, lm Nordost Blue
Heaven interconnect £75, 2m bi-wire speaker cable
£185, Tel: (01202) 767873. [G0347]
Mark Levinson 332 power amp. 200W class A.
dual mono block, fully balanced, award winning
power and refinement, immaculate, boxed, full
documentation, £4,800 (originally £6,500) Tel:
0171 706 8838
[GOAB]
Mark Levinson ML 333 power amp. 300W class
A, dual mono block, fully balanced, award winning
power and refinement. Immaculate, boxed full documentation, £6000 (originally £9,500) Tel: 0171
706 8838
[ GOAB]
Apogee Stage speakers £695 (£2998), anthracite
finish, boxed, original owner since 1990, B&W
DM 603 Mk Ispeakers £295 (£500) black finish,
boxed, new 1997, Tel; 0208 295 2715 ( Bromley
Kent)
[G0417]
Exposure XXV R/C intergrated amp, two years
old, careful use therefore excellent condition, selling due to upgrade £625 ono, Tel: 01892 750449
day or evening.
[G0402]
Bryston 7.B st monoblock pair, with BP 25 preamp £3000, PMC Ab 1.5s rosewood £ 1000, Denon
790 pro cassette £350, Sony PCM 500 DAT
recorder £400, HAB CDR 800 £400, Tel: 0831
809346
[G0404]
Audio Synthesis Transcend Decade transport, 9
mths old, cost new £3295, asking £2000, Audio
Synthesis DAX Decade, balanced output version,
cost new £3490, asking £2000, Tel: 01296 437314
[G0403]
Audio Alchemy DAC DDEV +PSU 3, also DTIV
20 jitter buster and PSU 3 and XLO 4.1 cable,
£600 the lot, boxed, call Mark anytime on 0181 772
0868
[G0406]
Mission 754, 3-way, 105" tall in rosewood, beautifully transparent, well ported vase, mint condition,
new £ 1500, £800 ono, Tel: 01903 268508 [G0406]

Target HS 24" speaker stands, like new, London
area £ 115, Grado RA- 1reference headphone amplifier, mint condition, less than one year old £ 130,
please call 0201 7838 6628
[G407]
Croft Series 3on monoblocks 45w per channel,
fully upgraded using premium parts, fantastic open
sounds, excellent condition £800, Tel: 01384
271571
[G0408]
Wadia 22 CD transport 4digital outputs AES/EBU
BNC Toslink ATT glass optical extremely low jitter boxed and in mint condition £980 Tel. 01626
352682
[G0409]
Musical Fidelity A1000 £750, Meridian 563 (20bit) £375, Sony STSA3ES £ 150, Sony CDPX55ES £200, Nakamichi CR2 £ 175, S/Style X053
FWE shelf rack £ 150, Dynaudio and 70 £700, Tel:
01276 685793/07872 4777782 [G0410]
Linn Lingo light use £425, vdH The First 0.5m
pair £60, Tel: 01785 258758 [G0411]
Mordaunt-Short
Performance 860 reference
speakers, 5 star reviews, excellent condition £995,
Tel: 01869 878249
[G0412]
ProAc RES2 walnut, excellent condition £800,
Earrnax on headphone amp mint £ 150, Grado
HP1000, mint £ 150, Tel: +4122 731 0731 [G0413]
Audio Research SP9.II £ 1000 ono, Felius Orion 2,
£260, Michell Is° with Hera £300 ono, Audion
Intro pre valve phono £300, System Type EH silver
wired with stands £900, Tel: 0956 3010651(30414]
Quad ESL 63s, excellent condition, boxed with
manuals, brown can demonstrate, ( 3500) £ 1150,
REL Strata II subwoofer, excellent condition,
black, boxed with manuals (5500 £270, Sound
Style FNE tier equipment support grey/glass, stunning, as new bargain ( 3000 £ 130, Tel: Nick 0147
3273810
[g0415]
Conrad-Johnson PU12 pre-amp, line and phono
£12950 (£2600), Audio Research PH3 phonostage
£750 (£ 1,500) both 18 months old mint and boxed,
Tel: 0181 325 2585.
[ G0416]
Chord SPM800 power amp, boxed, in mint condition £ 1050 ono, Tel: 01403 891120 [G0417]
Linn LP12, Ittok arm, 90 LPs £295, Tel: 01788
332999
[G0418]
Audio Research phono 1, black, mint boxed £850
ono, ( 1695), Nakamichi CAS deck 1 £375 ono (
700), Mana reference 4 £500 ono (700), Tel: 01903
261931 (Worthing)
[G419]
Muse power amp model 160, 160 wpc stereo, as
new £ 1350, Hales speakers concept two large floorstanding speaker, mahogany £ 1500, Tel: 0121 449
3803.
1(30420]
Monitor Audio Studio 60 speakers, flagship in the
studio range, absolutely fantastic, sound all
metal/ceramic drivers, immaculate condition as
new , cost £6000 new accept £2800 call (07989)
864555
[G0421]
Tandberg TCD 330 tape deck plus Tandberg TR
2075 MKII tuner amp plus two studio monitor, all
in teak wood finish, good working order, includes
literature, ask for Rick £400, Tel: 01453 542870.
[G04022]
Linn LP12 Vahalla turntable Ittok, LVII just serviced, boxed excellent condition £650, Acoustic
Energy AEls speakers £ 175, Tel: 0171 281 5214
[G0423]
Hi Fi house clearout, DNM 3C Primus preamp, as
new under warranty £ 1500, (2300), Muse model
300 monoblock power amps, 300wpc, silver, as
new under warranty £ 1750 (4200), ProAc
Response 3, oak vdH rewired, excellent £ 1500
(3600), ProAc Response 2S cherry, mint with RS2
stands £ 1200 (2600). Copland CSA 28 amp, mint
£850 (£ 1400), Infinity Modulus speakers, piano
black with stands, vgc, £275 ( 1000), all with
original boxes, Tel: Adil 020 8673 3850 or 020
7919 8559
[G04024]
Dynaco 70 valve amp and pre, Martin Logan
Aerius
electrostatic
speakers £ 1250,
Electrocompaniet EX1.2 amp £425, Michaelson
Audio Audedins valve amp £550, Tel: 01626
774246
JUNE 2000

[G0425]
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reader sales and wants
Cat SL! pre-amplifier £ 1650 ono, Roksan
Xerxes/Artemiz 3.5 £750, Artaxerxes phono amplifier £ 120, Apollo three-tiered stands £85, Cardas
Golden Hexlink 5feet bi-wire £550, Siltech cables,
Tel: 07977 567878
[G04029]
Micromega Stage 2 CD player, new laser fitted,
boxed etc £ 190, Cambridge Audio Dacmagic2
DAC £89, Kenwood KAV3700 Dolby surround
amplifier £85, NAD 5540 CD player £65, Tel:
01484 846253.
[G0426]
Nakamichi 700 ZXL cassette deck, auto-calibrate,
Dolby B&C,
the ultimate record playback
machine', mint condition £650, Syrinx PU3
pick-up arm, mint condition £ 150, Tel: 0176777
677634.
[G4027]
Mana Acoustics 4- tier amplifier stand with,
Soundstage good condition, idbrunt@lineone.net or
Tel: 01738 444719
[G0428]
Art Audio valve amp, very nice ex cond £600,
Cardas interconnects 3x10 metre £85 each, 1.5
metre £ 125, 5 metre £42, all exc. condition ES()
mains conditioner, excellent condition £ 125, Tel:
0171 435 0178
[G04301
Wharfedale Option active speakers, four 150
watt Quad power amplifiers, 10 speaker units in
each box, 2 subwoofer £200 ono, Tel: 01527
459274
[G0431]
Musical Fidelity A370-2 over 170 wpc of superb
class A sound, will drive any speaker with ease, rare
beast in lovely condition, bargain at £950 ovno, Tel:
01705 340007
[G0432]
Linn Axis, Akito arm, AT 0C9 £400, Exposure
dual reconditioned phono pre-amp £400, Halfer
DH 100 pre-amp £ 195, Tel: 0181 851 9621, SE
London
[G0433]
Classic Thorens TD150, SME 3012 on HW teak
plinth,
acrylic
cover,
owned from new,
Shure/Goldring cartridges, offers, also Pioneer CTF
500 cassette deck, trusty workhorse, offers, space
family force sale, Tel: 01372 741013 [G0434]
Kinergetics Bass system SW800 (Stereophile class
twin A), twin bass units, active crossover, 300 watt
monoblock amplification, all in excellent condition
-unique opportunity! - £ 1495 ono, buyer collects,
Tel: 01492 580201
[G0435]
Aiwa XA 007 Excelia cassette machine in excellent
condition £ 100, Tel: Jeremy on 0181 810 1260
[G0436]
Copland CD288 award-winning compact disc
player later spec £950 ono, Tel: 01858 464771
[G0437]
Transparent Music Link ultra 1.5m pair, singleended interconnect £350 (£785), Tara Labs Pandora
1.5m pair balanced interconnect £ 100 (£285), Tel:
01482 563833
[G0438]
Krell KAV 300 CD, immaculate condition, protection plastic still on remote, boxed £2400, Tel:
01924 290749
[G0439]
RMS Revelation series Il loudspeakers by Les
Wolstenholme, Avondale Audio, 3-way external
crossover, cable included new £2095, can deliver
£650, Philips DCC 730 £40, Mission DAD 5 CD
£85, Tel: 01803 883452
[G0441]
Exposure 21 remote preamp, current model, 2yrs
mint as new condition, boxed, full demo given
£550 ono (£ 1050 new), Tel: 0131 538 9073
[G0443]
Wilson Benesch WB turntable ACT2 arm ,Tripitch
carbon-fibre stand (3600) £ 1500, DPA PDM1 MKII
DAC (600) £ 130, Leak TL12+ (pair) require some
work £ 1700, Tel: 0181 672 4319 [G0444]
Musical Fidelity A2 amplifier £275, Musical
Fidelity A2 CD £275, Audio CD £550, Rotel
RQ970BX phono stage £60, KEF RDM2 speakers
£350, all perfect condition wanted, Musical Fidelity
E624 CD Tel: Andrew 07967 646089 [G0445]
Castle Harlech speakers, mahogany, good condition, boxed £475 ono, Opituim 200 five tier hi-fi
stand, mint condition £ 185 ono, Tel: 0797 036128
day 01827 288444 will deliver. [G0446]
Quad 303s, pair, £85 each, Quad 33 with additional input card £90, all with original boxes and manuals, all in excellent condition, will sell separately,
Tel: 07771 973955
[(
10447 )
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SME 3009 Series 11 pick-up arm with ADC Series
3cartridge £50, Sharp DX150 CD player £40, Tel:
01373 832226
[G0449]
Mark Levinson 23.5 power amp, as new condition
only £3000 (list £7700), Accuphase P102 power
amp, mint condition £2000 (list £4500), Meridian
206B CD player £325, and Quad ELS 63 loudspeakers and stands £ 1,700, all items are boxed,
also available Audioquest Quartz and Indigo
cables, Tel: 01484 680902 for information.
[G0450]
Audiolab 8000P power amplifier and Audiolab
8000c control amplifier Tel. 07881 613235
[G0451]
Nakamichi CR7E cassette deck, very little use, one
small mark, boxed £875, Tel: 01291 620845
[G0452]
Monitor Audio MA180s reference gold speakers,
beautiful teak finish, excellent condition £600 ono,
Tel: 01702 349448
[G4053]
Audio Tech 250w studio monitors, pair, boxed as
new awesome sound, £ 1000 ono, Tel: Steve 07931
510379
[G0455]
SME Series IV toneann with extras, mint boxed
£600, Tel: 020 7226 7481
[G0456]
Chord 1200B, mint 3yrs warranty £2000, Harbeth
HL Compact plus Target stands, boxed £700,
Nordost Blue Heaven bi-amp 2metres £ 160, Sound
Ore 5-shelf rack £90, Tel: 020 7226 7481 [G0457]
NAD S300 silverline integrated amp, boxed,
unused, half price £950, Tel: 0181 287 9878 or
07967 304537
[G0458]
Audio Note OTO SE valve integrated amp, with
phono stage, excellent condition £650, Musical
Fidelity X- 10D X-Tone and XPSU, £60 each or
£150 the lot, Tel: 01407 765294 [G460]
Musical Fidelity F16 F252 pre/power amps, with
vdH balanced leads, all mint boxed and manuals
and under warranty £2200, Tel: 01772 263021 day0151 724 5634
[G0461]
Audiolab 8000 DAC £350, (£900), Arcam Delta
Transport and black box 50 DAC £550 (£ 1280),
Castle Howard S2 oak £750 ono, Nordost Flatline
gold bi-wired 2x2m £35, Tel: 01202 381413[G0462]
Philips 960 CD player, top of range, was £700 in
perfect order £ 150, Tel: 01228 532987 [G0465]
Mission 753 speakers rosewood, good condition,
boxed £250, Tel: 01322 663533 [G0466]
Nagra 4 S, mint with various accessories, offers
over £2000, Tascam 22-4 4-track reel-to-reel, vgc
offers over £250, delivery in London, Wanted: Art
Audio Concerto amp, Fax: 00-32-2-734 67 95
Belguim or Email: alex.kouprianoff@euronet.be
[G0463]

Tony Hancock Society will pay £50 (each) for
reel-to-reel tapes of lost Hancocks Half Hour shows
broadcast between
1954/1956, contact 96
Meadvale Road, London W5 INR, Tel: 01208 998
8599
[G4067]
ElectroBuidics Sonolith 2.2xi loudspeakers,
Linear phase, first-order crossovers, polymer concrete cabinets TE D Jordan drive units, stain black
finish, awesome, new £600, reluctant sale, offers
please, Tel: 01952 406572
[G0328]
Audiolab 8000 C and P £575, Meridian 200 and
203 £425, all unmarked and boxed, Tel: 01306
886606 days, 01293 772052 eves.
Naim CD3 £450, Naim 72 (m-m board) £400,
Naim Hi Cap £400, Naim 180 £500, Harbeth HL3OES including stands £450, REL Storm Subwoofer
£350, Tel: 0411 731 325 day or 0171 228 0925
eves.
Woodblocks £50 each, Red Rollers £20 each,
Onair support system Airpod Ils £40 each, Solid
glass support platform ( 18mm) £60 each,
Audionote AN'y digital 0.75 mtr (RCA's) pair £50,
Audionote ANs interconnect 1 mtr RCAs £60,
Siltech digital 1me x2 ( 1with gold BNCs, 1with
WBT RCAs), CAD Anacreon: Silurian: Czar (ask
for prices) email barig@sbx.com or Tel: 0035202
1285621.
Trio LO1A Intergrated amplifier 160 RMS per
channel. Separate massive original power supply(19.5 kg), tight dynamic, musical stunning high
current delivery. £250 0208 8827278 [GOHP]
Michell Gyro black and brass. Acrylic/vinyl platter. Breuer 8ATOC7 jaw dropping dynamics highly detailed yet smooth . excellent condition full
demonstration possible £900, Tel, 0208 882 7278
[GOHP2]
Aragon 4004 amplifier by Mondial, designed by
Krell's Dan D'Agostino and given arave review by
Ken Kessler,. 200w into 80hms will drive inefficient speaker with ease maintaining a sweet and
unfatiguing sound best offer, Tel 0141 945 1993
[GOPW]
WANTED
Wanted any well used Dynavector cartridge, cash
waiting or exchange various Shure Obtuituim models, Tel: 01772 432263 [G0448]
Wanted
Decca
Deccola
system, Tannoy
Canterbury, York speakers, Garrad 301, Quad 11-22,
Tannoy black silver red speaker units, Ortofon arms
cartridges, E-mail: Bkoo52hotmail.com or Tel: 020
8337 8146 or 0780 847 3820. [G0459]

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra
PRIVATE AD ORDER FORM
Privets ads only
New section trade only

PLEASE TICK

Rates: £8.00 etc se before

Rates: £20 per 30-word Insertion. 2months £35;
3months £45. Additional words 50p each

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Mohr telephone or product reference numbers count as one word leg Pioneer 4400 - two words)

Please publah the above advertisement for _insertions under the heading:
FOR SALE

L WANTED

Chequelpostal ordm enclosed for

Name
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Bar number required , yes ; Ina
(pounds sterling) made payable to Link. House Magasines ph
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'
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or photocopy) end

send to: Classified Advertising. HTFT News &
Record Review, Link Ilteuw. Dingwall Avenue.
Croydon CR9 2TA
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• An Outstanding
Selection of Carefully

USED HI-FI
All Fully Guaranteed!
AR_
The Trading Station specialises in
superior quality, previously used hi-fi.
As part of aleading group of retailers
(established more than twenty-five years)
our lists can also include display and
ex-demonstration items, as well as used
equipment bought in or part-exchanged.
VISITORS WELCOME
All of the products listed here can be
auditioned in our showrooms (subject to
availability - please phone to check).
FULLY GUARANTEED
All products are fully

inspected and

tested before being offered for sale and
acomprehensive three months warranty
(with an option to extend) is included.
NEXT- DAY DELIVERY
As

Mail- Order specialists, consignments

are always carefully packed and fully
insured. Next day delivery is guaranteed
on all purchases made by credit card.
Our couriers can also collect any
'trade-ins' or items you wish to sell.
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
We also stock ahuge range of new
hi-fi and AV equipment, against which
we can be especially generous with our
P/X allowances. Please call for details.
GOOD AS NEW!
If your unwanted

hi- Ii is in

excellent

condition, aclassic or collectable, we'll
ensure you get the best market price;
by cash purchase, part-exchange for new
or used equipment, or commission sale.
So...avoid all the hassle - call us now!
11OURS OF BUSINESS
Tuesday - Saturday
10.00am - 5.30pm
Closed Mondays.

DON'T MISS A BARGAIN - PHONE

01733 555514

TURNTABLES - TONEARMS
Air Tangent -I
BAir Bearing Tonearm
S.:NA
AR EBI01/table £NA
AR P77 MM Cartridge £NA
Ariston RD40 - SME 3009 MK 2i £NA
Audio Technica AT 005 MC Cart £NA
Dunlop System Deck 3, Basic LVX - K5 £NA

LBYL)
£148
£48
£325
£78
£379
Dynavetor DV505 (Arm)
£NA £558
Grace G707 Mk 2Tone Arm
£NA £ 139
Linn LP12 + Basic Plus (Sounds Great) £ 1600 £399
Linn LP12 + Lingo + Ittock £3200 £ 1648
Linn LP12 ( Rosewood,Cut for Linn Arm) £NA £398
Luxman PD 300 1/Table Choice of Two from £350
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace + Ann£NA £ 1398
Nottingham Analogue Space Deck + Arm £NA £998
Oracle Alexandra ( Piano Black) £NA £499
Oracle Delphi II/Linn Ittock II
£NA £ 1299
Pink Triangle LlYr + Roksan Tabriz + £ 1500 £499
Pink Triangle PT2 (SMEcut) £NA £299
Pink Triangle Tarantella + Rega RB300 £NA £698
Rego Planar 21/Table RB300 £NA £ 189
Revolver With Linn Basic - NAG MP11 £NA £ 199
Revox B795 1/Table £NA £499
Roksan Radius + Tabriz £800 £449
Roksan Xerves + Tabriz (Walnut) £NA £600
Roksan Xerves (Black) Choice Of Three from £499
Roksan Xerzes (Rosewood) Alphason
SME Series 3Tone Arm
£NA £ 140
Sumiko BP
£2400 £999
Technics SL150 + SME 3009 £NA £228
Thorens TD125 + SME3012 + SME Plynth£NA £428
Thorens TD316 Mk2 1/Table (Black) £NA £ 169
Thorens,Garrard and other Classic Turntables Changing
Weekly Please Call!
Wilson Benesch Act 2Arm ( Ex- Demo) £NA £798

CD PLAYERS - TRANSPORTS - DACS
Arcam Delta Black Box 3DAC
£449 £99
Audio Alchemy ACD2 CD Player (Ex-Dem)£499 £389
Audio Alchemy DAC in abox £250 £ 159
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£649 £449
Audio Alchemy Power Station 2
£NA £ 109
Audio Alchemy VI + PSU
£NA £298
Audio Alchemy V3 DAC + PSU
£900 £549
Audio Lab 8000 CD
£1000 £648
Audio Mecca Kreaturea + Elixir
£NA £P0A
Audio Synthesis DAX (DAC)
£NA £548
Audio Synthesis DAX - 2 ( DAC)
£NA £ 1298
AVI 2000 CD
£950 £648
Cambridge Audio CD 2CD Player
£NA £ 149
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic 1DAC
£NA £95
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic 2DAC
£NA £ 108
Conrad Johnson DF2 (CD Player)
£2000 £ 1398
DPA Bigger Bit 2DAC 7
£800 £429
DPA Little Bit 3DAC
£NA £298
DPA KM Series 2DAC
£NA £438
Kenwood DP9010 CD Transport
£500 £269
LFD Minstral CD Player
£650 £350
Linn Karik CD
£1850 £ 1098
Linn Mimick CD Player £880 £599
Marantz CD 17 KI SIG (CD Player) £NA £848
Marantz CD 63 (Clock 2) CD
£340 £ 198
Marantz CD 94 CD Player £NA £498
Mark Levinson 360s DAC (Months Old) £NA £4998
Marston Audio Research Silhoette
DAC ( Ex- Demo)
£NA £428
Meridian 200 Transport £999 £399
Meridian 203 DAC
£NA £258
Meridian 206 CD Player £999 £398
Meridian 207 CD/ Pre
£ 1200 £548
Meridian 208 Tricord 3CD
£ 1300 £898
Meridian 263 DAC
£650 £248
Meridian 500 Trans
£ 1325 £870
Meridian 518 DAC
£NA £698
Meridian 563 DAC
£NA £498
Meridian 563 DAC 18 Bit
£899 £449
Meridian 566 20 Bit DAC
£980 £599
Micromega DAC 1 (DAC)
£NA £320
Micromega DAC 2
£NA £499
Micromega Drive 3Transport £NA £529

Micromega Stage 2CD Player £700
£399
Micromega Stage 5CD Player ( Ex-dem) £750
£549
Monarchy DIP ( De-gitterer) £NA
£198
Musical Fidelity Electra E624/24 Bit £500
£299
Musical Fidelity X - DAC New hdcd
£300 £ 199
Nairn CD 3.5
£NA £898
NVA Emotive Statement CD Player
£NA £900
Pink Triangle DaCapo DAC
£1500 £548
Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC
£800 £399
Pioneer PDS 505 Precision CD Player
£549 £299
Primare D320 CD Player
£NA £438
Proceed DAP ( DAC)
£NA £ 1198
Proceed PD2 / PT2 (DAC + Trans)
£NA £2498
PS Audio Lambda CD Drive (Trans)
£NA £ 1098
PS Audio Ultralink (DAC)
£NA £998
QED Digit Reference DAC (Chrome)
£450 £ 199
Quad 66 CD Player
£NA £458
Radford WS2 CD Player
£NA £698
Radford WS1 CD Player
£NA £489
Revox B225 CD Player
£1100 £459
Sugden SDT-1 CD Player
£NA £798
Teac TI (Trans)
£NA £389
Teac VRDS 10 CD Player
£770 £459
Technics SHZ 1000 + SHX 1000 Transport£5000£2500
Theta Data Basic II + 0.5 Siltech (Trans) £2497 £ 1698
Theta TLC ( Line Conditioner) £NA £ 148
Trichord Pulsar DAC 20 Bit, Blue Marble £ 1450 £789

AMPUFIERS - SOUD STATE
Accuphase 200 Pre Amp
£NA £698
Accuphase 266 Power Amp
£NA £858
Aragon 24k Pre Amp
£ 1600 £799
Audiolab 8000 5Int Amp
£649 £548
Audiolab 80006 (Grey Top) lnt Amp £NA £278
Audiolab 80006 lnt Amp
£NA £378
Audiolab 80001X (Amp)
£NA £348
Audio Research BL1 - SE to Bal ( Ex-dern) £799 £549
AVI 2000 MP Pre Amp
£ 1100 £679
Chord 1400B Mono's ( Inc Ampstand
+Trager)
£ 11730£7448
Chord CPA 2800 Pre Amp
£NA £ 1398
Chord SPM 1200 BPower Amp (Mint) £3790 £2799
Counterpoint Solid One Power Amp £NA £690
Cyrus AV Master Dolby Prologic Processor £699 £299
Cyrus 1Int Amp
£275 £ 159
Cyrus 2Int Amp
£350 £ 179
Cyrus Power Amp
£499 £319
Cyrus Pre-Amp
£650 £399
Cyrus PSX-R Power Supply Unit
£329 £219
Cyrus Staight Line Int Amp
£399 £249
Denon AVP lA Processor
£2500 £ 1499
DNM Pre 2-PA1 Pre- Power £2800 £ 1099
DPA Renaissance Int Amp (Ex-demo) £599 £399
Electrocompaniet Two Channel Power Amp£NA £398
Fisher 440 Solid State Reciever ( 1960's Classic) £159
Galactron MK 2121
£NA
£848
Hafler DH101 Pre Amp
£NA
£149
Harmon Kardon AVP1A Processor £2000 £459
Harmon Kardon AVP1A Pre
£NA
£248
Harmon Kardon Citation 17 Pre Amp
£NA £ 199
Harmon Kardon PA 2200 Power Amp £NA £ 198
Ion Obelisk ( Int Amp)
£NA £ 197
Krell KAV 2506 Power Amp
£3498 £2649
Krell (MA 100 MK2 (Mono pevels)
£5999 £2798
LFD Line Stage LS1 Pre Amp
£NA £498
Linn Kairn ( Pre)
£1700 £ 1098
Linn Klout ( Power)
£NA £ 1348
Linn Wakonda Pre Amp
£ 1200 £579
Fisher 440 Solid State Reciever ( 1960's Classic) £ 159
Galactron MK 2121
£NA £848
Holler DH101 Pre Amp
£NA £ 149
Harmon Kardon AVP1A Processor £2000 £459
Harmon Kardon AVP1A Pre
£NA £248
Harmon Kardon Citation 17 Pre Amp £NA £ 199
Harmon Kardon PA 2200 Power Amp £NA £ 198
Ion Obelisk ( Int Amp)
£NA £ 197
Krell KAV 250a Power Amp
£3498 £2649
Krell KMA 100 MK2 (Mono pevels) £5999 £2798
LFD Line Stage 131 Pre Amp
£NA £498
Linn Kairn ( Pre)
£ 1700 £ 1098
Linn Klout (Power)
£NA £ 1348

Linn Wakonda Pre Amp

£ 1200 £579

Lumley Megavox ( Pre)

£t•:1A £ 1198

Marantz PM66 KI Sig ( Int Amp)

£400 £248

Lumley Reference ST70 ( Power) £NA
Manley VTL Tandard Pre Amp
£NA

Mark Levinson 23.5 Power Amp
Mark Levinson 26 Pre + 25mc +

£NA £3698

Michealson Odysseus 40w Int Amp

Magnum MP250-MF125 Pre Power £750 £349

266 Phono PSU

£NA £3898
£348

Meridian 201 Pre-Amp
£760 £329
Meridian 502 Pre ( Inc Phono Stage) £ 1385 £999
Meridian 562 V-2 ( Inc Phono)
£ 1478 £ 1000
Meridian 565 V.7.1
£2850 £ 1498
Michell Argo + Hera Pre Amp
Micromega Tempo 2Amp

£NA £598
£900 £499

Moth 30 ( Pre + Power)
Muse 175 Mono Powers

£NA £ 148
£3700 £ 1899

Pro-Ac Response 4 (Maple) ( Ex-dem) £ 13000£7499
Quad ESL57
£NA £P0A

Musical Fidelity X-Al Int Amp
£485 £328
Musical Fidelity X-A50 Mono Powers £500 £348

Quad E5163, Just Serviced £500! £3500 £ 1850
Rel Stadium Sub-Woofer ( Black) £NA £698

Papworth TVA50 Int Amp ( Ex-dem) £NA £ 1948

Rel Storm Sub-Woofer ( Black) £NA £498
Rogers 1533 + Sub- Units (Black) £600 £299
Rogers LS4A Speakers (Teak) £400 £ 199

Unison Research Feather 1 ( Pre)

£800 £558

TUNERS
Audiolab 80001
Braun 301 Tuner

Musical
Musical
Musical
Musical

Cyrus Tuner
Harmon Kardon TU 9400
Harmon Kardon TU 950 Tuner
Leak Troughline + De Paravocini

E100 Int Amp
£700 £399
F19 Power Amp (Mint) £4000 £2399
F25 ( Pre)
£NA £ 1500
MVX Pre + PSU
£2200 £839

£ 1150 £699
£NA

SJS Electroacoustics Arcadia Pre £ 1000 £750
Sonic Frontiers Anthem Int Amp £2000 £ 1398
Sonic Frontiers Assemblage ST40 Power £NA £698
Trilogy 902 Pre Amp (Chrome) £2000 £ 1399

Muse Model 300 Monos ( 300 WPC Bal Solid State Superb) £4400 £2199
Musical Fidelity 3a Pre Amp
£379 £229
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity

£800 £529
£NA £99
£NA £ 178
£NA £ 128
£250 £ 149

NAD 208 THX Power Amp - ( Ex-dem) £ 1100 £799
Naim 32 Pre Amp
£NA £ 199
Naim 32.5 Pre Amp
£NA £229

valve decoder

£NA £289

Luxman T210L Classic Tuner
Micromega Tuner

£NA £ 159

Naim Flatcap PSU

Quad 661
Quad FM3 Tuner

Naim
Naim
Naim
Naim

NAC
NAC
NAC
NAIT

£NA

42 Pre
72 Pre Amp
92 Pre Amp
2Int Amp

£NA
£750
£499
£NA

Naim NAP 140 Power Amp
£NA
Nakamichi IA3 Int Amp
£300
NVA A60 Power Amp As New
£495
NVA A80 Mono Blocks New ( Pair) £ 1460
NVA TIS Int Amp
£NA

£298
£200
£489
£299
£298
£398
£ 129
£329
£959
£800

£550 £398
£NA £345
£Please call

Quad FM4 Tuner ( Beige)
Revox B2605 Tuner ( Black)
Revox B760
Revox H6
Sansui TU710 Tuner ( Black)
Trio KT 9x1
Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner
Yamaha T80 Tuner

NVA TSS Second State Stereo Power £3700 £ 1799
Nyteck CPA 602 Power Amp
£NA £ 120
Nyteck CT? 102 Pre/Tuner £NA £ 120

£NA
£1100
£NA
£NA

£238
£699
£598
£948

£NA
£NA
£NA
£NA

£ 149
£ 128
£430
£ 159

Acoustic Energy AEI 20 ( Rosewood) £NA £348
Acoustic Precision Eikos RFI Mini Monitors£800 £599

Parasound 2200 Power Amp
£NA £ 1248
Pass Labs Aleph 3Power Amp vgc. £2200 £ 1499

Apogee Centaur Minor ( Ribbon Hybrid) £NA £798
Apogee Stage Rosewood Trim £4700 £ 1999
£NA £ 1298
ATC SCM-20T ( Rosewood)

Quad 33 Pre Amps
Quad 34 Pre Amps
Quad 66 Pre Amp
Quad 77 lnt Amp

from £69
From £ 159
£NA
£NA

£498
£348

Quad 303 Power Amp

£NA

£ 120

Quad 306 Power Amp

£NA

£229

Quad 405 Power Amp

£NA

£220

Rappaport Pre 2Pre Amp
Revox B250s (Amp)

£NA
£NA

£395
£798

Sonographe SC1 Pre Amp ( By Conrad Johnson) £399
Stemfoort SF 60 lnt Amp
£NA £368
Tesserac Monitor Pre Amp
£ 1500 £798
Thorens TTA 2000 Power Amp ( Ex-dem) £599 £499
Townsend Elite 600 cll Pre Amp £NA £230
Trio Lo7c II Pre Amp
£NA £ 198
Yamaha DSPE492 Av Processor £250 £ 169

AMPLIFIERS - VALVE
Audio Innovations Series 700 Int Amp £ 1100 £599
Audio Research LS5 Mk 1Pre Amp
Audio Research LS3 Pre Amp
Audio Research LS7 Pre Amp

£5995 £2999
£NA £P0A
£NA £ 1098

AVI Newtron (Cherry)
B&W DM 601 ( Black)
B&W P4 (Cherry)
Castle Avon Speakers ( Ex-dem)
Castle Chester Speakers (Mahogany)

£NA
£NA
£NA
£729

£328
£ 148
£448
£549

£750 £479

£NA
Celestion 3000 Ribbon Hybrid
Celestion 7000
£NA
Celestion CS7, 12" Bass
£NA
Epos ES14 (Walnut)
£700

£ 118
£ 1599
£430
£ 139

£ 1199 £698

£2200 £ 1299
EAR 802 Pre Amp
EAR 859 Power Amp
£ 1599 £899
Edison Technology HFAI 2Power Amp £NA £229

Tannoy D50 (Black)
Tannoy D300 (Walnut)

£NA
£NA

£328
£748

Tannoy Devon Speakers
Tannoy R2 (Cherry)

£NA
£NA

£329
£258

TDL RTL 3 ( Black)
£400 £ 199
Thiel CS 1.5 ( Black)
£2700 £ 1699
Triangle Graphite ( Black)£ 800 £499
Wilson Audio System 5.1
(Graphite Finish)
£ 18000£11999
Wilson Audio Witt Mkl Ex Demo £8888 £6499
Yamaha NS1000M ( Black) Ref Monitors £NA £898

Aiwa AF 850 Cassette Deck 3Head £250 £ 129
Denon DRM 650's Cassette Deck £NA
Nakamichi 582 (Cass)
£NA

£ 129
£368

Nakamichi 700zxe (Cass) £ 1200 £698
Nakamichi BXI Cassette Deck £NA £249
Nakamichi CR2E (Cass)
£499 £200
Nakamichi Dragon (Cass) £NA £ 1098
Nagra EL Portable Mono Reel to Reel £4000 £ 1399
Pioneer CT8305 Cassette Deck, Dolby S £550 £329
Pioneer 05830 (Cass)
£369 £ 198
£798

Revox D36 Reel to Reel
£NA £348
Revox G36 Valve Reel to Reel £NA £399
Revox PR99 Pro Tape Machine £NA £899
Rotel RD955 Cassette Deck
£300 £99
Sony Pro Walkman D6c (Cass) £330 £ 168
Tanberg 3034 Silver Cassette Deck £NA £ 189
Tanberg TCD 320 AV Cassette Deck £NA
Tascam 22-4 4Track Reel to Reel £NA

£ 149
£398

IMF Domestic Monitor Speakers £NA £399
Jamo Concert II (Maple)
£2250 £ 1598

Teac CX65OR Cassette Deck
£300 £ 129
Uher 4400 Report Monitor, Portable £NA £799

JBL Control 5

Yamaha 0( 580 Cassette Deck (Used Once)£250 £ 149

Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef

£NA

Model 100 ( Centre) £NA
Model 105 (Walnut) £NA
Model 200c Reference Centre VGC £699
Q30
£350

£ 198
£ 198
£338
£500
£248

Linaeum LFX, Ribbon Mini Monitors £600 £399
Linn Isobarik
£Please Call
Linn Kan (Teak)
£NA £295

£699
£425

Spendor SP 2/2
£800 £498
Spendor SP 2/2 (Walnut) £NA £498
Spica TC50 + Sub
£NA £898

Revox A77 Reel to Reel ( 2Available) £Please Call

Audion Savemight 2x 300b SET Mono Pwrs£NA £ 1198
Audion Sterling SET Power Amps ( Pair) £NA £598

£NA
£NA

Sonus Faber Minuetto £NA £648
Soundlab Dynastat Hybrid Panels £3750 £2349
Soundlab Quantum Electrostatic Hybrid £2250 £ 1448

Revox A700 3Speed ( Reel to Reel) £NA

Kef Reference 101 - UniQ
£600 £249
Leak 3090 (One ribbon tweeter out) £NA £350

Croft Series 3OIL Power Amp
Croft Series 5Power Amp

Snell J3 High Efficiency Monitors £770 £449
Snell Type E2
£NA £698
Sonus Faber Concertino (6Month Old) £599 £478
Sonus Faber Electra Amator (Walnut) £NA £ 1598

£299

Audio Research SP9 Pre Amp
£ 1700 £878
Audio Research SP14 ( Pre Valve Phono) £NA £ 1398

Conrad Johnson PVI 1Pre Amp £NA £ 1099
Counterpoint SA12 ( Hybrid Power) £NA £900
Croft Epoch Pre Amp
£NA £499
Croft Micro 5Pre Amp
£NA £240

Shahinian Super Elf
£790 £499
Shahinian Obalisk
£NA £ 1198

£748
£ 169
£388

Epos ES30 ( Rosewood) ( Ex-dem) £2550 £ 1699
Gale GS 301
£NA
Gamma Acoustics Epoch Ref 5 (Cherry) £3000
Harbeth HLP3
£699
Heybrook HB200 (Teak)
£NA
Heybrook Sextets (Yew)

Rogers Studio 1Teak v.g.c £620 £369
Royal Eden ( Black)
£NA £ 148

CASSETTE - TAPE RECORDERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

£350 £238
£500 £298

Onix CA 30m Int Amp
OreIle SPI 50 Power

Opera Callus Gold (Mahogany) £NA £868
Opera Platea (Cherry) ( Ex-dem) £800 £639
Pro-Ac Response 3.5 (Walnut) ( Ex-dem) £4250 £2699

£898

Musical Fidelity F22 Pre

Meridian 101 Pre + 105 Mono Blocks £NA

£998
£290

Linn Nexus (Grey)
£450 £249
Magna Planar MG 0.6 ( B(ack) £NA £898
Magna Planar SMGA (Oatmeal / Teak) £900 £449
Martin Logan Arius
£NA £P0A
Meridian DSP 5000 ( Rosewood) £4125 £2200
Meridian MI 0
CNA £998
Mission 752
£580 £348
Mission 753F ( Black)
£NA £498

Elector MFJ Pre Amp
£NA £299
Gamma Aeon 20w SE-Triode Mono's £4999 £2299
Golden Tube SEP1 Pre
£ 1100 £698

Morel Bass Master 602 Inc Stands £ 1600 £748

Golden Tube Audio, SEP1 Pre + 2x SE40£NA £ 1998
Lumley Megavox 75 Valve Mono's £NA £ 1179

Naim SBL Various,
£From £699
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex-dem) £ 1399

Musical Fidelity Ref 2Mini Monitors £NA £ 149
Naim Credo Cherry finish v.g.c £ 1250 £749

.
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TRADING STATION
35 - 42 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH

PEI 1LZ

www.audiotrader.co.uk

01733 555514
fax 01733 315079

CeeKore n Custom Transformer

Now available from:
,SIEIIMIIII.
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Audio Alchemy DDE1.0V D/A Converter

399

149

Audio Alchemy DDE1.1V D/A Converte ,

399

179

Audio Alchemy Power Station 2

250

99

CD Players 8. DAC'S
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www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

MAX
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Audio Note M1 Phono Preamplffier

750

599

Audio Note M2 Line Preamplifier

999

750

2890

1299

1395

750

Preamplifiers

Deva 600 CD Player

699

349

Audio Research LS2 Hybrid Preamplifiei
Conrad Johnson PV10A Phono Preamplifier

Deva DAC

495

199

DPA Enlightenment New Style

DPA Enlightenment CD Player

995

695

799

599

Gate Audio Line Valve Preamplifier

1699

650

Nagra PLP BatteryNalve Preamplifier

6995

5385

DPA Enlightenment SX 64 DAC

850

499

Mark Levinson No39 CD Player

4999

3950

Meridian 203 DAC

499

119

Micromega Stage3

999

495

Monrio Bit Match Transport

950

650

Loudspeakers

Monrio 1882 DAC

950

599

Acoustic Energy Aegis 2 Beech

299

199

Nakamichi DV10 DVD DTS/5.1

799

599

Audio Note AN-E/L Rosewood LoLdspeakers

1680

950

Primare D20 24/96 CD Player

695

575

Audio Note AN-J/SP Light Oak Loudspeakers

1230

750

Quad 67 CD Player

950

549

Audio Note AN-K/SP Light Ash Loudspeakers

1070

629

Celestion SL600 Loudspeakers

675

275

Impulse Maya Loudspeakers

695

399
999

Amplifiers
Audion Sterling Power amplifier
Audion Sterling Integrated Line

599

Rotel RC850 Preamplifier
Unison Research Mystery One Valve Preamplifier

199

69

1795

1399

349

Impulse Lali Cherry

1895

Opera Callas Gold Mahogany

1050

599

749

499

799

449

Beard M1000 125W Monoblock 6550 Triode

6500

2250

Bartolomeo Transparenza ST140 Stereo Power amplifier

1499

699

1299

995

Conrad Johnson MV55 Power Amplifier

1995

1199

Snell JMK2 Loudspeakers Black / Huygens Stands

900

349

Graff 50/50 Push Pull Power amplifier ( New & Boxed)

2100

1795

Totem Arrow Cherry

950

699

Plinius 5150 Remote Integrated Phono ( New & Boxed)

1900

1299

Radford STA 35 Valve Power Amplifier

ProAc Studio 100 Cherry
Ruark Solus Yew Monitors ( New & Boxed)

1000

499

Tuners 8, Tape Decks

Roksan Caspian Integrated ( New & Boxed)

795

595

JBL ESC 200 Surround Package

299

149

Quad 33/303 Amplifiers ( New caps fitted)

NIA

250

Meridian 565 DTS/AC3 7. 1 Processor

2850

1499

Revox B77 fi Track 38 - 78 MK1 Reel to reel

1600

549

599

449

Unison Research Pentode 35 Valve Integrated (4xEL34)

1500

995

Unison Research Smart 845 Monos

3500

1799

Roksan Caspian Tune, AM/FM

call John Roberts Tel / Fax: 01562 822236
181 Franche Rd • Kidderminster • VVorcs • DY11 5AD
e-mail

sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

Mobile 0421 605966
Ito

Midland Audio X- change

JUNE 2000

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

The Tabu CDP Icompact disc player marks the introduction of the very first Gryphon
source component, arethinking of integrated single-chassis CD transport/DAC design
to complement both the performance and the appearance of the highly praised
Callisto amplifiers. In addition to decoding for HDCD CD's, the CDP Iincludes true
differential 24- bit, 96kHz digital-to-analogue converters and a -evolutionary
upsampling circuit.

equipment by
AUDIO NOTE, DOS, GRYPHON, SUGDEN, LAVARDIN, BORDER PATROL,
CANARY AUDIO, NAGRA, LED, AVID, LYRA, ACCUPHASE
loudspeakers by
AUDIO PHYSIC, LIVING VOICE, TOTEM, ART,
AVANTGARDE ACOUSTIC, HARBETH

Scotland's leader in High Performance Audio Systems and Installation.

KEVIN GALLOWAY audio
telephone 01563 574185 fax 01563 573207 email kevingalloway@btinternet.com
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SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND
FOREMOST DEALER
•Established 1979 (formerly The Music Room)
•Four dem rooms in dedicated premises

REVS
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ULTIMA SERIES
Revel Salon, gloss finish £12,995

Revel Studio, gloss finish

.1kiedraii...
Increasing people from the south are joining a
brain drain to our showroom. A part-time enthusiastic colleague is needed, so send your c.v.
and bring efficiency to our business and better
service to our customers. Loudspeakers? They
create the most neglected opportunity to
reproduce palpable soundfields yet many people are unaware of the potential. Twenty years
industry experience has taught me to demand
serious performance in the £6 - £ 12k price
band, and close approaches at £2 - £5k. We
strongly recommend Zingall as the world's
leading exponent of horn, combining modern
and traditional techniques. Now, hear their
Studio Monitors, exclusively in the UK. Could be
what you always dreamed about, and the
price of the 95-115 is incredible. My customers
all guessed figures well over £ 10k and I
just
smiled. At this point we regard the ProAc Future
2as easily the finest exponent of ribbon techniques, in a couple of words it is about integrity,
purity, naturalness which words cannot capture
the first few seconds of hearing them. In
dynamic loudspeakers, we respect Revel as the
finest exponent, doubtless due to massive
research and resources ... but also the vision
and experience of a design dream team. The
Revel range now stretches from the Salon and
Studio speakers through the Performa F-30 and
Auaio Salon is proud to announce the amazing
Performa M-20 at only £ 1,595 plus £200 for
optional pedestal. A new standard has been
established for the size and price. Finally, who
said that a prophet is not honoured in his own
village? The loudspeakers from Acoustic
Reproduction Technology Ltd including the latest ST-one combine stunning power with
finesse; architectural elegance with backbreaking massive weight ... they use slate and other
dense materials so the cabinet does not sound
like a wardrobe. From £ 1,995 per pair, you had
better look north ... their perfect partners are
Sugden MasterClass, as heard at the London
and Edinburgh 1-1iFi Shows.
Equipment by:
AUDIO NOTE • BOW • MARK LEVINSON • LFD LYRA •
MICHELL • PASS LABS • SME • STAX
SUGDEN • SUMIKO
Loudspeakers by:
A- R-T • Pro- Ac • REVEL • TOTEM • ZINGALI
•Zingali Studio Monitors

£ 8,995

PERFORMA SERIES (new!)

No 37 CD Transport

£3995

No 39 CD Player

£4995

No 360 241192 DAC

£4395

No 383 Integrated Amp

£5495

No 334 125wpc Amp

£5495

F-30 floorstander

2,895

M-20 loudspeaker

1,575

A- R-T
ST-One

£1,995

ART-One

£3,995

ART-Two

£5,995

ZINGALI

WITHIN REACH
No 335 250wpc

£7495

No 336 350wpc

£8995

No 360S 24/192 DAC

£6895

No 380S PreAmp

£6495

Overture . 1S/ WBT

£2,040

Overture .2S/ WBT

£2,550

Overture .3S/ WBT

£3,195

Overture .4S/ WBT

£4,550

Studio Monitor 95-112-2

£4,750

Studio Monitor 95-115-2

£6,450

WITHOUT EQUAL
No 31.5 CD Transport

£9295

No 30.6 24/192 DAC

£16495

No 32 PreAmp

£14495

No 33H 2x150 watts

£19395

No 332 x300 watts

£29995

WNW

1111

5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow G12 9HA
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk
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Many items new this month, or check our
price reductions, from Britain's premium
quality " second user" columns.
WAS
Audio Research LS- 7

STATUS

699

s/h

Audio Research VT- 60 £2,645 £ 1,099

s/h

Conrad-johnson Premier 7C
Final example of this
classic Tube phono
s/h

£11000 £4,500

pre-amp

Conrad -johnson Premier 14
21/
2 years old, mint

£4,500 £2,495

s/h

Exposure 16 Pre- amp

£2,700 £ 1,300

s/h

Includes model 9 psu,
separate For line and phono purity
Mark Levinson 331 Power Amplifier
100 WPC, perfect, boxed, reduced
£4,995 £2,500

s/h

Meridian 508.24 CD Player
Mint sample,
as new price reduced
£2,195 £ 1250

this month

s/h

Theta Data Basic CD
Transport

£1.990 £ 890

Theta Pro Geny DAC

£1,099 £ 549

s/h

Siltech/W8T silver HF6
£ 149

digital link

free!

The Toff Pre- amp
Pro quality, bal & s/e
Box, manual, etc

£1,395 £ 695

s/h

Zingali have introduced premium WBT
terminals and wider spacing On all
Overture and Studio Monitor loudspeakers from April 2000
This presents a
unique opportunity.
First come first served for 25%

off our

carefully run-in dem stock. This includes
the utterly sensational Model 95-115
featuring 15" horn and 15" woofer, worth
£10, 000 (was only £6,400 now £4,800).
One each: Overture . 1S (was £2,040 now
£1500), . 2S (was £2,550, now £ 1900),
.3S (was £3.195 now £2400), . 4S (was
£4,550 now £3400).
All prices include pedestals and VAT.
Full guarantee. Full delivery of music.
Exquisite hand-crafted solid wood.
They are like high quality Impulse
speakers with finesse but no colouration.

,Iji eá,

SECURE MAIL ORDER AND ONLINE
• UK overnight • Worldwide 2-4 days
• AmEx, Switch, M/C and Visa honoured by
• Effective

NOW

£ 1,598 £

40

phone, fax or secure e-commerce
cables and accessories, tested in various systems

CABLES DIRECT

Now we've signed up with America's Stratos Transparent Series 2
JPS Labs. We heard the rest, we got the Stereo Interconnects 0.5 / 1Am:
£99/125
best!! Similar no-nonsense pricing in RCA or XLR fully bal
£35
USA, we are not a middleman distribu- Additional metre per pair
£39/59
tor. We sell at US domestic prices + VAT Digital RCA or XLR
(plus a surcharge for UK mains plugs on Potros Blue 0.5/1 0m
their budget AC cord).
With RCA plugs only
£40/48
£52/58
PB + semibal or bal
AUDIOSOURCE
£62/68
PB+ST. RCA or XLR
Product of extended research into Additional metre per pair
£25
Conductivity and Contamination. Our
top Interconnects are OFC (not platJPS-LABS
ed) microscopic-strands ( 130 per
wire), bi-wire with separate OFC earth Stereo Interconnects 0.5 / 1.0m:
drain even on single-ended (RCA) Single- ended, RCA to RCA:
stereo interconnects; industry lowest R.
The Ultra Conductor £69/ 89
C. and H values; low leakage semiThe SuperConductor+ £ 179/219
conductor. Low crosstalk by mylar foil
SuperConductor-2 WBT
£499
and geometry. Twinned tin/silver solder
for combined density and adhesion. Fully-balanced, XLR to XLR:
£179
Custom 3-1 (time, temp, and twinned The UltraConductor 1m
£449
solder for audio tranparency). Custom The Superconductor+
£899
phono plugs machined from solid and SuperConductor-2
levered centre pin, pincer earth grip,
direct gold plating; interior pre-flux
KONTAK
cleaned, exterior contacts enhanced.
CONTAMINATION: triple passive screen- Contact Cleaner
£15
ing achieves the industry's highest
value of 85% against EMI and RFI, flat
MADRIGAL
ribbon OFC earth braiding drained to
source, in single-ended (RCA) cables;
£319
CZ Gel RCA or Bol 0.5m
custom phono plug reflects interfer£419
CZ Gel RCA or Bal 1.0m
ence; fluxing and cleaning minimises DIGITAL ( 1m, one piece):
diode effect. Two further custom " C"
£295
MDC-2 Fatboy RCA
points: anti-Corrosion coating
sta£295
MDC-1 Balanced XLR
bilises HF skin effect, prolongs performance! And Cable Conditioning
memory-aligns copper crystals for optiMIT
mum burn-in. Full spec and a selection
from our users comments available by STEREO INTERCONNECTS 1m:
£89
MITerminator 3Interconnect
post, e-mail, and maybe one day on
£129
MITerminator 2Interconnect
our website
£249
MIT ProLine Balanced lm
JPS-LABS
£299
MI-330 Series Two
MI-330 ProUne Balanced
£495
Direct from the USA at domestic prices,
MH-330+ Series Three
£499
we have been appointed exclusive UK
£699
MI-330 SHOTGUN
direct dealer, bypassing the concept
£849
of national distributor in the age of the
MI-330 SHOTGUN Balanced
global market. Concentrating efforts DIGITAL (1m, one piece):
on technology rather than marketing,
MITerminator 3 (RCA)
£ 99
JPS-Labs
have
a unique
alloy
MIT Digital Reference (RCA)£320
combined with materials and techMIT ProLine D.R. (XLR) £695
niques honed over ten years the characteristic sound is to breathe life into
FAVOURED AC CORDS
your system. On receipt of the dem
stock library we dropped a JPS " loom"
Audio Note Zero 2m
£25
(AC cord, interconnect and speaker
BCD (Italy) shielded 1m
£95
cable) into a known system, and the
1.5m, 2.0 m
£ 135/ £ 175
goose bumps and emotional swelling
CAD (Wales) Candour lm/ 2m £ 19/24
instantly banished our commercial
£46/62
fears. Much life was indeed breathed Conqueror 1m/ 2m
£ 119
into the system. Of all AC cords tested, JPS-Labs (USA) GPA UK 2m
Analog UK 2m
£249
the JPS-Labs came out tops; we like the
Digital (UK) 2m
£249
company so much, we couldn't buy it
Power Lead UK 2m
£349
but became their UK distributor. There
Kaptovator (UK) 2m
£999
is literally nothing to touch their dedicated AC cords for analog, digital and LFD (England) Hi-amp 1.25m £80
PC-OCC amp cord 1.25m £85
power (amps) devices.
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Tel: 0141 357 5700

Cd

Fax 0141 339 9762

Web: www.audiosource.co.uk

THE

AUDIO NOTE

In 1996 AudioSource advertised their Legendary Stereo Interconnects
high- end interconnects direct from (silver lits not plated!) 0.5m/ 1.0m:
factory. You can still "Try an £800 cable AN-Swith AN phonos
£89/139
in your system for 14 days ... and keep AN-V with AN phonos
£ 129/199
it for £ 125!" Designer cables suffer from AN-Vx solid silver plugs £309/499
high research costs, and you pay for AN-Vz solid silver plugs £799/1099
the prestige packaging, printing, magazine reviews, freebies, dealer profit
and VAT on top.
AUDIOSOURCE

TOWNSHEND AUDIO
SEISMIC SINK
STAND
"This is the first shelving to do
it right, the first one worthy of
high end

audio. Suddenly, all

other shelving units are obsolete." So said J. Peter
Moncreiff in IAR in 1998 (full
review available on request).
Audio Salon is proud, yet
again, to announce a leading edge product: of simplified assembly and half the
price, we will happily send
details and prices of the AN
Seismic Sink stands, available
in four widths, and 2, 3, 4, or
5shelves; price is typically
£699.
It is now an established fact
that isolating components
on anything other than air is
wrong. Now it can be done
in an extremely impressive
and affordable stand.
Please contact us for details
of the Townshend ranges
including heavy duty and
regular isolation platforms for
individual components, loudspeaker platforms, and the
Modular Seismic Sinks. All
these products are used in
our dem rooms.

Cables + AC Cords by:
AUDIO NOTE • BCD • CAD • JPS Labs • MADRIGAL • MIT
Isolation Stands by:
BCD • Copulare • RMS Stands Unique • TOWNSHEND
Room Treatment by:
ECHO BUSTERS

More new models from ART.
A new centre channel the STv for home theatre ideally
used with two pairs of our STone floorstanders gives
outstanding results. Also new is the ST50 an
extremely elegant design employing the
same massive construction
techniques and careful
engineering as other models to
achieve performance to
match their good looks. So
if excellent sound quality
and appearance are

visitors attending
the recent Bristol
Show and the Dream Hi Fi
Show Edinburgh for their

important to you then
15 DUKES ROAD TROON
SCOTLAND KAIO 6QR
Tel -+ 44 1292 319416
Fax -+ 44 I
292 319417
infoeloudspeaker-art.com

thanks to

drop us aline or check
out our website to find
out the who why where

very favourable comments
on the sound quality
produced.

and what.

oudspeaker-art.com

The UK's fastest growing loudspeaker kit
and drive unit supplier with aspecialist

WE ARE THE

UAD

loudspeaker up-grade/repair service.
UK distributor for Vitiator' Loudspeakers
With over 30 years experience in the development
of loudspeaker drive units Visaton offer a
comprehensive range loudspeaker kits for the
homebuilder.
Loudspeaker kits are available with or without
MDF flat-pack cabinet kits that have all cut-outs
pre-routed.
There are basic starter kits (requiring no soldering)
and more advanced kits that do require some
soldering and advanced woodworking skills.
From 2-way stand-mount speakers to high-end
3/4/5-way speaker systems. Visaton loudspeakers
offer the best price/performance ratio available in
the UK.

Imudspeaker Upgrades

111111111014
Please call for your
FREE Loudspeaker
Information pack and
price list

Bring your speakers up to Y2K specs and breath
new life into your treasured boxes with improved
detail, smoother vocals, better transience and
generally amore musical feel to the reproduction
We specialise in fitting....
•
•
•
•

Upgrade or replacement drive units
Upgraded crossover capacitors (metal foil)
Upgraded internal wire (OFC cable)
Upgraded input terminals (gold binding posts)

Estimates are provided free of charge and without
obligation. All repairs are fully tested.

Telephone: 02380-703221/Fax Line: 02380-778221
South Coast Speakers Ltd, 58 Wilton Road, Southampton, Hampshire. England, S015 5SZ
www.southcoastspeakers.co.uk / e-mail: southcoasteteasynet.co.uk
120

SPECIALIST

SPARES & REPAIRS
Fixed prices for
O Restoration of ESL 57 and ESL 63
O Replacement of Bass-and Treble panels
O Delivery there and back within the EC
Quad Musilcwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172

e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

dei-stand
upports
A TRUE THOROUGHBRED
Marble shelves
Real wood veneered
sub-shelving
Solid aluminium legs varying
"Fotally modular
Fully decoupled sections
isolation increasing level by lev

Prices start from
Distributed by BLUE SOLUTIONS
For more information call
Tel: 07977 483 691
Fax: 07970 720 399
JUNE 2000

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

I MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS)
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VVith Euro 2000 and
the Oiympics this summer,

there's never been abetter
time to transform your
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is the biggest
and best in Audio Visual entertainment.

entertainment!

all around
the h125

71-tn Afitrcirni Imnefec
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We're offering up to . nnis e‘ev
ex-demo and
display models plus amazing new offers.
Visit your nearest Musical Images
branch now for unbeatable choice,
top names and prices you
won't believe.

This is just atiny selection of the
huge range of fantastic offers
at every branch:

Covent Garzlen Branch
Beckenharr Branch

COà/ENT GARDEN

Was

BECKENHAM

NOW

HARMAN KARDON
TC1000 remote control

£2250 £ 1700

JAMO
CONCERT SURROUND , peaker

£500 £350

KEF
MODEL 2 Rosetta speakers

£2150 £ 1400

LOEWE
CALIDA 21 grey television

£1200 £ 500

£1500 £750

COVENT GARDEN BRANéa

ll

18 Monmouth St -eet, Covent Garden,
Lor.don WC2H 9H
Tel 0207 497 1346

EDGWARE

WAS

DVD3000 DVD player

PHILIPS

HARMAN KARDON

VR806 cool green video £350 £275

1C1000 remote control

PIONEER

PHILIPS

SDT50W1 50" television £3200 £2500

VR676 cool green video

SHARP

PHILIPS

XVZW60 projector £4000 £ 3200

VR969 S-VHS video

SONY

YAMAHA
£400 £ 300

DVDS795 DVD player

£300 £200

DVD3000 DVD player

£ 700 £500

CONCERT 11 speakers £2250 £ 1700
XVZ1E projector

£ 3520 £2700

SONY
£800 £ 500

SLVE820 video

£400 £ 250

YAMAHA
£53D £400

RXV595ARDS AV recever ()TS £4001

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

NOW

SHARP
£400 £ 200

VPLW400QM projector £4500 £3000
ENHAM BRAN:H

WAS

JAMO

YAMAHA

126 ugh Street, Beckenham,
Kent 3R3 1ED

IIDUNSLOW
DEMON

£700 £ 500

SONY

el: 0208 663 3777

NOW

ENON

ST70 707ANIC television £460 £375

SLVE933 video

MICO MEGA
DVD player

NOW

GRUNDI3
£300 £2C0

JAMO
CONCERT 11 speakers

WAS

DSPA595 AV amplifier £350 £225
YAMAHA

£280

RXV795ARDS AV recever DTS £600 £ 420

EDGWARE BRANCH

HOUNSLOW BRANCH

173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 71X

45 High Street, Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 1RH

Tel: 0208 952 5535

Tel: 0208 569 5802

tSale ends 31st May 2000 * No: valid with any other promotions or offers.

E&OE.

HICAM

Lintone Audio

WAS

NOW

1400

850

AVI S2000 PRE AMP BOXED

950

550

BOSE AM5 SPEAKERS/WHITE/BOXED

500

325

CONTROL NEW

529

375

ERGO MODEL 2HEADPHONES (JECKLIN FLOAT)

180

80

150

80

1500

495

AVI S2000 MONOBLOCKS/BOXED

EAR 834P MM/MC PHONO STAGENOLUME

HENLEY DESIGNS HMC 50 MM/MC
PHONO STAGE
KEF 104/2 REFERENCE LOUDSPEAKERS
WALNUT FINISH
KEF 055 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK

499

275

KRELL 3001 INT AMP BOXED/MINT

2400

1800

LFD MCI PHONO STAGE INC PSU

930

375

LINN LP12NAHALLKITTOCKAFROMOSIA

N/A

395

MARK LEVINSON 23.5 ( 200 WATT) POWER AMP

7400

3195

MARK LEVINSON 28 PRE AMP/BOXED

3500

1295

MERIDIAN 200/203 TRANSPORT/DAC

1300

495

MERIDIAN 541/REMOTE CONTROL

1100

450

MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS

2000

1195

MICHELL ARGO/HERA

950

525

MONRIO AST INT AMP/BOXED

425

300

MUSICAL FIDELITY A1000 CLASS A
INT AMP/PSU MINT

1500

895

MUSIC FIDELITY XACT BOXED

200

120

NAD C340 INT AMP 5MONTHS OLD

270

150

NAIM 180 POWER AMP BOXED

SOI ECTED OSLO E,01.11411.51 .051) 501.0101 efELL5
AC. Energs AE52111.9udspc.,1,rs ( ex-dem) ....£699.95
Arcam Dolts II
oPro- Amplifier ( new) ... E299.95
Arcam Xeta One 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp (es dom) _.£449.95
Arcam Alpha 5CD Player
( used). £200.00
Arcam Alpha 5Tuner
( en dom) -. 1(49.95
Arcam Alpha 8CD Player
used). C295.00
Arcam Alpha 9Amplifier
( used). £ 340.00
Audiolab LX Amplifier
( new). f349.95
Audiolab 8000CDM/8000 DAC CD Player ( used) . 11200.00
Audiolab 8000Q Pre Amplifier ( used) - 1750.00
Audiolab 8000M Mono Power Amplifiers ( used). f995.00
B&W PM4 Loudspeakers ( es-dem) -£ 399.95
Burmester 785 Pre- Amplifier
used). E350.00
Cyrus 31 Amplifier
( en-dem)...1499.95
Cyrus NV Master Dolby Pre- Amplifier
les-dem) _ 1550.00
Cyrus 31 Amplifier
( used) _ 1390.00
Cyrus PSX-R Power Supply
used). £ 240.00
Cyrus Straight Line Amplifier ( used) _ 1240.00
Dahlquist DOI 0Loudspeakers ( used) ._ 1595.00
Den ,,en Beat 100 Amplifier inc MM Module ( used) -. 1450.00
I
5...ri POA-6600 Mono Power Amplifiers
used). 8800.00
LIMO Concert Centre Speaker
(es-dem)...1299.95
Jamo Concert 8Loudspeakers ( es-dem). f895.00
Linn Intek Amplifier
( used( ....f250.00
Linn LP12/Alcito/KlydeNalhalla ( new) .£ 1300.00
Linn LP12/Akito/Trak Turntable
( used) ... 1450.00
Marantz MA500 Power Amplifiers ( used) _ 0350.00
Mus Fid The PreAmplifie
used). £ 140.00
Mus Fid 3A Pre-Amplifier
( used). 0150.00
Mus Fid E100 Amplifier
( used). f320.013
Mus Fid E60 CD Player
( used) -. 1200.00
Mus Fid A3 Amplifier
( used) .- 0595.00
Mus Fid Studio T Power Amplifier ( used) - 1495.00
Mus Fid MVT Pre Amplifier
( used). 0295.00
Meridian 206 CD Player
used). f400.00
Meridian 601 Pre Amplifier
( used) .... 1995.00
Meridian 565 Digital Surround Processor ( used) .£ 1600.00
Naim 32/110 Pre Power Amplifier
used). 0425.00
Naim 92/90 Pre Power Amplifier
used). £650.00
Naim NAP180 Power Amplifier ( used). f795.00
Naim Snaps Power Supply
( used) £95.00
Naltamichi CR? Cassette Deck
( used) ... 1995.00
Pioneer C73 Reference Pm- Amplifier
used). f300.00
Rega Planar 3T/Table/Super Bias Cart
( used). f220.00
Spendor SP2/3 Loudspeakers/Stands ( used) ... 1400.00
Technics SLP2000 Cl) Player
( ward) .... 1,495.00
Trichord Pulsar One DAC Convertor ( ex Join, £ 799.00
STOCKISTS OF NAIM, MERIDIAN, TAG MCLAREN, CYRUS. kRIll . 81 ARK,
OPERA, RIJARK, MARANTZ. MICHELLE, CASTLE, TEAC. KEE ARCAM £ 11. ETC.
Visit our ueb site at http://ww..lintone.conk
e-mail on. Lintone.audinef sirgin.net

7-Lockwood Audio

1090

750

N/A

75

NAIM 42 PRE AMP SERVICED NAIM JAN 2000

N/A

75

NAIM 72 PRE AMP MM BOARDS BOXED

750

395

495

295

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

550

Callehs welcome k‘ appointment

NAIM CD3 CD PLAYER BOXED

1080

NAIM CDS/PSU BOXED MINT

THE
AUTHORISED TANNIX SPECIALIST
SPARES AND REPAIRS

1995

NAIM HICAP NEW STYLE BOXED

780

NAIM 42.5 PRE AMP

N'A

95

NAKAMICHI BXI50E TAPE DECK

N/A

195

10 years of Design Excellence

7-11 Park 1.ane, Catehead, Tr ne & Shear NEO 3JW.
"PI 0191 477 4167
Vas 9191 477 2771

NAIM 32 PRE AMP

NAIM 92 PRE AMP

The "Worlds Finest Cabgs

495
IF-1-1

Unit 8. 724 Field End Road,
Ruislip, Middlesex HA4 OOP.
Tel: 02_0 8864 8008
Fax.. 0/0 8864 3064 =..)

PRECIOUS METALS SS202
1METRE PR INTERCONNECT

290

175

PROAC TABLETTE 50 LIGHT OAK/BOXED

600

375

QUAD 306 POWER AMP BOXED

N/A

225

SEQUENCE 200 CENTRE SPEAKER

100

50

SONETEER CAMPION INT AMP BOXED/MINT

550

295

SONICLINK BLUE NICKEL 1METRE PR NEW

150

90

SONICLINK MAROON 1METRE PR NEW

125

75

85

60

900

525

CHERRY FINISH

595

295

SUGDEN SIGNITURE 41 PRE AMP

740

425

1550

925

500

275

SONICLINK VIOLET 1METRE PR NEW
SONNETEER ALABASTER INT AMP

ULTRAMILIENT

-

/

Made in
the USA

SPENDOR 2/2 LOUDSPEAKERS

SUGDEN SYMETRA CLASS AMONOBLOCKS
THETA TLC/GOLIATH PSU ( LINEAR CONDITINER)
VARIOUS SONICLINKPRECIOUS METALS
SPEAKER/INTERCONNECTS

ENVIRONMENT

Vibration control is essential for optimum performance of audio
electronics. The ( so) oat Isolation Platform is designed to eliminate
vlbration allowing your system to perform without compromise.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT CRYSTAL CLOUD.

Open Mon- Sun 10am - 8pm

HOLLY HOUSE, ALEXANDER LANE. BREY000, ESSEX. PAIS 114.

TEL. 01277 260020
FAX. 01277 260736
www.GRYsTAtcLouo.DEmON.c0.0K

VISA Switch - Mastercard
For further details

TO ADVERTISE

Phone/Fax: 01844 260182

IN THIS SECTION

Mobile: 0973 233380
E-mail: HICAM1@FREENETNAME.CO.UK
Website: HICAM.CO.UK
122

PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WA LS H
TEL: 020 8686 2599
EXT 318

• eb

JPS Balanced Superconductor 2
1999 Stereophile recommended component
We manufacture very high quality:
INTERCONNECTS: RCA, BALANCED, DIGITAL
SPEAKER CABLES: SINGLE. BI-WIRED. IN-WALL
HOME THEATER CABLING: AUDIO CABLES,
'S , COMPOSITE, AND COMPONENT VIDEO,
VIDEO AC CORDS FOR DIGITAL VIDEO GEAR.
VERY SPECIAL AC POWER CORDS,
OUTLET STRIPS. AND IN-WALL AC WIRING
Sold exclusively in the UK by:

AUDIO SALON
Tel: 0141 357 5700

See our dealer ad near the back

AIWVV.JPSLABS.COM
JUNE 2000

HI-F1 NFWS & RECORD REVIEW

arnics

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

SALE
Krell HPS 204 CD Player. excellent
£4,995
Muse model EigN CD transport & Model Two sorely sro cinc,
nee machine and does DOD as well
£3295
Musical Fidelity 03 CD player 24 et. month old
f595
Sony COP X3000 ES CD player. interesting player
with 4digital Idlers,
good sluff- £350
Mark Levinson 3805 preamp RIO & balanced £3,995
Ai/denote M3 preamp wah phono
£
2,795
Pioneer OLD 2850 CD CDV Laser disc player
£250
Cyrus 7integrated amp & PS/1R supply, month old
£795.
Gryphon DA4100 Class Apower amp, the Ng one,
this nasuperb beast
f4,995
Cello Audio Sole preamp with P201CD P10114C
O200.0 P301 moduels 0master supply recent model
f8.995
Cello Aude Palette recent model
£7,995
Cello Performance 2amplifiers 4chassis mono power amps
mmply superb recent models
£9,995
Celo Stradivari master speakers in Piano black.
stunning recent models
£12,995
Add* Physics Virgo 2speakers birds eye maple £1,995
MIT MI-1-750 COT plus shotgun terminator speakers.
cables 3metre. par
superb £ 1,500
BOW CD mise speakers 8. stands cherrywood £395
Ensemble reference silver speakers 6Profunto subwooters.
Piano Nadi. Extremely transparent walls 8. Nimes £2,995

LIST
SM £9,900
SM £6.500
SM . £800

Established specialists in Hi -Fi cables and

more from your equipment. Much

more,

SM £27,500
SM 35,000
£
SM . £3,399
SM . f4.030
SM... 07C0
SM . £7,000

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HEATS
CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION
ALL MAJOR CREDIT

01438 714038
10.00am- 7.00pm MON -VAT 10 00am - 100pm SUN
NOTE, ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS'

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OF'
Pre-owned equipment available with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.bifIstereo.com

Main

dealer for Mark levinson Reference products

A RARE OPPORTUNITY
CELLO DA CONVERTER £2995.
MARK LEVINSON 30.6 DAC 24/96 plus ( HDCD) £11995.

SM £ 12,000
SM £23,000
SM £29,000

HEATHERDALE
AUDIO LTD

accessories, we can show you how to get

SM... £ 500
SA-I . £6.500
SM . £4,650
SM... £699
SM . £ 1,028

Micromega 2-1 CD Transport
£995 Sill £2,500
Jacks JDI CD Transport
£4,995 SM £9,950
Nairn CD3 CD Player
£695 SM Elmo
Naar F0101 Tuner & Snaps Supply
£695 SM tiow
Magnum DynaLab Tuner FT101A
£495 SM.. . 0850
Maranta 0082 Digital Compact Cassette £295 S4-1. £600
Lyra Clavo De Capo Cartridge
£495 SM. £995
Krell SOP 64% Reference DAC. who sad digital technology
moves quid,. still shows up canent competition
£1,995 Sel . £9,900
Meridian 566 213 Elit DAC Aesbu etc, balanced £595 SM . f1,195
Teas P500 CD Transport
£395 SM... £700
Pornare T20 FM RIDS Tuner
£395 SM . £6C0
Class Aude 096 Mk2. balanced & phono min/roc
£ 1,795 SM £3,817
Audio Research SP9 Mk2 Preamp. silver
£ 1,095 SM £ 1,996
Meridian 541 Sound Processor Preamp
£595 SM . 01,150
Mardian 555 Power Amps
£495 SM. £750
Meridian 205 Mono Power Amps
f695 SM 01,100
Axle Silver Knee Valve Mono Amps
£ 1295 sni en.noo
Classe Aude CA200 Power Amp. bal. Nadi
£ 1,795 sni .
r2.900
Sonos Faber Concerto Grand Pianos speakers, arc stands
slabs. Piano Bled,
£ 1,295 SM £2,099
Gryphon Phono Head Amp. gold. 2supplies .... Excellerft.
SM 01.500
Day Sequera FM tuner The Sequerra Best £4.500 SM £ 10,000
Burmester 846 LIne Preamp gold.3 balanced
£795 SRI £ 1,800
Cello Palette MN multiple input versant. master supply
the ultimate fine Pre Amp
£9,995 SM £29,500
Lyra Parnasuss Cartridge
£695 SM £ 1,695
Menchan 508 20 Nt CD Player
f1,195 SM £ 1,995
Aude Research D250 Stereo Valve Amp, recent revalue,
avery rare sought alter classrc
£2,798 SM 06,950
Krell OSA 80 Power Amp
f1,495 SM £3,498
UN Silver Signature Speakers 8. Stands.
stunning looks & sound to match, Bobinga wood £2,995 SM £5,503
Aude Mecca hAephxsto CD Transport Trichord AT&T £ 1295 SM £2,500
Waea WT 3200 CD Transport
£999 SM £ 1,995
Reses B226 Signature CD Player. variable output
£495 SM £ 1,150
Maranta CDA 94 DAC, variable output and balanced
£395 SM.. £900
Albs DAP 2Box Reference DAC
Superb.
SM £3,500
Michel ISO Hera Phono Stage
f395 SM.. MOO
Man Levinson 5026 fully balanced Pre Amp
Superb £2,795 SM 05.450
Mark Levinson No26S fully balanced Pre Amp .
Brillant £3,500 SM £7250
Mark Leenson 5023 Balanced Dual Mono Power Amp £2,995 SM £5,500
Mark Levinson No20 5Reference Class AMono Amps
superb and rare oppomunity legends barged,
£ 1,995 SM £ 12,500
Krell CRC HR Pre Amp BIC Bal etc
£3,995 SM . £6,949
Osad 77 Integrated Amp. 2months old
£395 SM... £700
STOP PRESS JUST IN STAR BUY
Audionote Ongaku, the one and only, yes another one
can you befieve it 2years old. Willow
£ 19,995 0/14 £59.500
Cello Serafin Actos Speakers finished in Piano Black
superb speakers 128DB
£4,995 SM £ 12,500
there Lurne Jl MIL2 Turntable with SL5 Arm
£ 1,495 SM . £3.969
£1.995 SM . £5,800
Audio Research SP Il Mk2 Silver Preamp
Aude Research 0140 Valve Mono Amps Balanced £3,995.SM . £8,960
Audio Research BL1 Bal Converter
£495 ..SM.., £888
Burmester 828 Mk2 Mono Power Amps, superb,
these units are 200 wpc .4very rare
£
2,995 S/11 . £9,200
Wdson Watt 3Puppy 2with tails Opaws.
Piano Black, very sought after, be quick
Superb £6,000 SM £ 13,700
Merorneca 3tCD TransP0 0
Reduced.... f795 SM £ 15,000
Aude Research V70 Valve Amp
Reduced .. £1,495 SM . £4,403
Alan 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced.. £995 SM . f3.850
Silverado Speakers Piano Back & Stands
Reduced.... £995 SM . £2,350
Reno, H6 ROS losen. Piano Back
Reduced.... f495.SM . £ 1,000
Cello 81DAC 20 bit & supply. stunning
Reduced .. £ 1,995 SM . £6,000
Monitor Audio Stud* 50 Speakers. Cherrywood Reduced .. £ 1,995 SM . £5,000
Electro Companet Limited Annwersary Signature Power Amp.... £1295 SM £3000
Oracle Dee', Mk2 Turntable Nissen Arm,
gust sereced and includes mod squad supply
£695 . SM. £200C•
Musical FeleIrly the Preamp 2A
£ 150 SM... £300
Ando Research Classe 150 Valve Mono Power Amps
choice of 2pairs evadable & loop serviced £4995 SM . £ 12000
Arcarn Black Box 50 DAC
£ 150 SM. £450
Cyrus Power Amp, balanced with PSXR
3complete units available. 3months old
£660.SM. £1130
Cello Duet 350 Power Amps, choice of 2available and
are also Mono Bridgeable
Brilliant £4995 SM £ 10,200
Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Clupset. black £895 Sill £1600
Meridian 200 203 Trans/DAC Tricord.
Reduced . £695 SM 01660
Mendan 208 CD Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote Reduced . £695 S41 01665
Goldmund Urine 3Power Amp
Stumung £1995 SM £5150
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2availatie £495 SM £995
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp • Supply
£450 SM £885
Seta Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Granite
£ 1395 SM £4400
Cambridge CD1 CD Player
£395 SM 01503
Arcam Black Box 5DAC
£200 SM.. £450
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
f295 SM £600
Acouslat II Electrostate Panel Speakers. Black £ 350 SM £ 1095
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Looking for better sound
from your Hi Fi? We can help!

For full information of our extensive
range, including Hi Fi and Home
Cinema cables, CD and contact
cleaners, and equipment supports...
contact us for our FREE catalogue
quoting ref: ABHNO600.

Lifetime
Guarantee

30 Day
Home Trial

Free

FREEPHONE 0800 373467
Russ Andrews Accessories

Ltd.,
FREEPOST NWW881A, Kendal, LAB 9ZA
Tel: +44(011539 825500
www.russandrewscom
E-mail: productserussandrews çorn

Delivery
Freephone
Ordering

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute :sounds qualnied engineers ,i
an now nip.ur
modify or re-align any hish -end equipment. lte r
.
an
undertake relmild. with J
elected audiophile grad,
component. and ,: an al.ri otter a%Aye
matching, ,...Jr‘ we. I- \ peel only the be,a.
Absolute Sounds
Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-879 7962

atv

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.

seas
*ECLIPSE

S Solen Inductors
ek;----,-SNSkaaning
Loudspeakers

IWNAUDIO

BEFLIE23
ACOUSTIC PANELS

Mud.,

PRE AMPS
NAIN NAC 102 with display power supply
£850
AUDIO RESEARCH PHONO 1phono stage MM&MC £895
AUDIO RESEARCH SP 14 Pre-amp. (with phono stage) boxed £1495
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 Black Pre-amplifier
£995
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC43 balanced Pre-amp with remote £795
EXPOSURE 17 Pre-amp
£495
EXPOSURE 21 Pm-amp NEW with remote
£890
PASSLABS Aleph PPm-amp
f2799
GRAAF WFB TWO Pre-amp
£1195
CELLO Encore Anniversary pre-amp
£4,495
AMPLIFIERS

•Service 8( Repairs
•Valve 8( transistor
amplifiers
• Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICES
radios
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921 . Valves tested

M ADISOUND

SPEAKERS
PRICE
TEL Studio 1speakers with stands (Black Ash)
£495
Linn Isolearila With stands
£895
ATC Towers 7's
£795
AUDIONOTE ARE/SE (Rosewood) F. Veneer
£3995
DITTON 15's Speakers
£195
KEF 101/2 Speakers
£475
MAGNAPLANAR 1.5's
£995
MIRAGE M- I
si Piano black
£2995
MISSION 782 Loud Speakers (Stand mount model) £250
MONITOR AUDIO Subwoofer Rosewood
£195
SOLSTICE MD speakers with stands
£495
TANNOY 15'' Dual concentric speakers in superb oak cabinets £2995
Selection of Thiel ex demo. Speakers. All with 10 year guarantee.. £phone

furls

-59')

Ratline cable

riEmN LEAP
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC.
ekr
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283

MADISON. WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608.831.3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail. info@madisound.com
Web Page hltp/www.madisound.com

MARK LEVINSON 33 Monoblocks
£19,995
MARK LEVINSON 332 200 wpc power amplifier
£3995
MARK LEVINSON filL29 Power amplifier
£1695
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks
£3395
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo amplifier
£495
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power amplifier NEW
£720
LUXMAN M2000 Power amplifier
£495
ROTEL RTC 850 tuner/pre-amp
ADCOM GFA 5300 Power amp
£295
NAIN NAP 180 Power amp
£750
CELLO performance 2amps
£9,995

ess

CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
PROCEED PCD 3CD player
£1595
AUDIO RESEARCH CDT1 CD transport £1295
ARCAM 170.3 Transport with Areas black box 5DAC
£475
DAC'S
MARK LEVINSON 30.6 Reference DAC (HDCD-24/96khz) £11995
MARK LEVINSON 30.5 Reference DAC (HDCD)
£6750
CELLO REFERENCE DAC
£2995
LED DAC 3
£1595
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
£195
SONIC FRONTIERS SFDI DAC
£1195
VAC DAC Valve DAC
£895
MISCELLANEOUS
NAIN Hi-Cap psu
£395
NAIM Snaps psu
£250
NAKAMICHI Cassette deck 1 (3head recorder) Mint condition £395
NAKAMICHI RO 505 3head auto reverse cassette deck
£695
MOBILE FIDELITY Pines of Rome UHOR Sealed Box
£200
RE VOX PR99 Mk2 tape deck trolley mounted
£1495
SONIC FRONTIERS Jitta Bug
£495
VANDEN HUL CSI22 Hybrid speaker cable 2.5 meter sets
£50/set
TEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
£595
HENLEY HMC 50 MC phono stage
£75
STA)( LANDA NOVA Electrostatic headphones and energizer £795
DCS PURCELL
£2,950
DCS ELGAR
£4,950
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
SME series IV Tone Arm
£695
AUDIO TECHNICA 0C9 MC Cartridge NEW/BOXED £275
CEC Turntable 8PSU
£
495
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
ROKSAN XERXES The mechanic pick-up arm Linn moka cartridge £795
ROKSAN XERXES Tumtable
£395
VPI TNT Turntable
£3495
ROKSAN XERXES with Tabnz tonearm ( boxed) £650
ROKSAN turntable with SME IV tonearm
£995
ORT OFON MC 7500 Full guarantee (new)
£1495
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE

(*subject to status)

PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN ADDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL ANO ABSOLUTE SOUNDS.
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WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD - VISA
DINERS CLUB

AMERICAN EXPRESS

VISA

Tel: 01903 872288 or Evenings 0860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email address; heatherdale@hifi.stereo.com

CLIO LITE FROM AUDIOMATICA
Do you design your own loudspeakers

or

PAUL HYNES DESIGN

amplifiers, or would like to

hut are put off by the high cost of test equipment? Then we have
just the thing for you.

SERIES 1 valve vinyl preamplifier (VV1) and valve MC

(lit, lite is based on the Clio Electro- Acoustic
Sleasuretnent System h) Audiomatica. Sont

head amplifier (VH1) as reviewed in April HiFi News

of the full laboratory serum's forcirons
have been omitted, but what's left is still a

I•

stunning suite of PC hosed sittual lee
instruinents at aknock-down pece.
measures (resiliency response, inc. 1/3 octave,

ground, selected high quality components,

..ltage/dB level. impedance, 2nd and 3rd harrnonic
distonion and Thiele/Small parameters. There% even

phase coherent amplifier stages and passive

a2channel oscilloscope and an
inductance/capacitance meter'. It includes amic,

RIAA equalisation6

preamp and phantom powenng in the price and can be
upgraded to full Clio later.

VV1 £

And the best beam Lite costs just £386 inc. VAT and carriage in the UK. With one Clio Lite microphone the
price is C455 our. VAT and UK carrage.
For fustian information on Clio Lite plus ademo disc and det.ls
C

Ultra low noise power supply system with remote
power transformers, individual stage star

Clio Lite uses MLS. Sine and pink noise and

I5, VH1 £560, home demonstrations

by arrangement

t iiher loudspeaker design softellOC

ISs'.«)nd speaker kits, contact

DBS Audio, P()
P.
O.Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk 1P28 6RD
Phone 01284 811891
Fax 01284 811791 E-Mail 1/BSaudioe A

llinu may download demo software and information 6'0111 Andionsatica's webete at

PHD power supply voltage regulators

WWV,Tri

•

Proprietary ultra low noise, high speed
voltage regulators for upgrading existing
equipment or for DIY use. From £ 69.

DBS AUDIO SELF-BUILD LOUDSPEAKERS
Looking tbr

,
61perior

sound from your hi-fi and not afraid of abit of woodwork?

Call us for further information on products,

If the answer's yes, you could save f.f..f.s. and enjoy your music morsby making apair of our self-build loudspeakers las featured in

system advice, custom work and

News and Record Review and designed by David Berriman).

free catalogue

DBS7 and DBS8 and DBS8-S, are designed to the highest standards
with novel technologies, high-quality drive units, crossover
components and cables of the type found in the most expensise and
competent commercial models.

Paul Hynes Design Ltd

So why wait? Just ring, fax or E- Mail us ( including your postal
address) for further information. Overseas customers welcome.

Keld Cottage,
Askham, Penrith

VISA/ACCESS accepted.

STOP PRESS

Cumbria, CA10 2PG

Hear these remarkable loudspeakers (by prior
arrangement) at our new Bury Hi Fi Listening Room.

Phone/fax 01931 712822

DBS Audio, P.O. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
284 811891

IP28 6RD
Fax 01284 811791
E- Mail DBSaudio@AOL.COM

.S7 compares cell oith speakers at ( 1.61
mid this
10would
he around their
69normal
DB
retail price ( also as adobe hand•built to order at £999 per poet.

Synergistic Research Cables
YOUR CABLE FOR LIFE
(The one you have been waiting for,

Email paulhynesafreezone.co.uk

Y

Web site www.paulhynesdesign.co.uk

For detailed
information please
check our web site.

Ultimate Sonics
DISTRIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-Fl

Fax: 0208 6994232.
FORSELL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

luçek
4:

E-mail: info@ultimate-sonics.com.
Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com
Call for details, nearest dealer and
Price List (
U.S.FtRP)
HOTLINE 07956 805 572.

-880
1240111

For literature call: 0207 431 9133 (London)

ALON
CIRCE
The Circe is the new

"One of the best sounding speaker cables 1have heard" This
Interconnect is "wideband" ultradynamic, colourful, detailed, lots
of air in a huge soundstage, deepest bass, beaucoup de midrange
resolution and texture, highs as sweet as your equipment can dish
out -JS (Stereophile Vol. 22. no 4)

design from Mon to
provide state of the

FOlSELL FOUR

art sound quality in a
floor standing 3-Way

The world's best Transport and DAC

configuration.

combination for only £ 10,000.00

This is capable of

The Z Systems RDP1 (Digital pre-amp)
.(A product for every digital fan)

resolving musical
nuance even at the
extreme low frequency
endof the audible

•

n n

spectrum.

c,
:0c,•

The overall effect is a
very large sound stage

,,,,)

with natural
dynamics.
Stereophile November 99-

Not only would you hear the orchestration
but the instruments will no longer be crowded.
These processors sound so good you won't

2nd runner up for
loudspeaker of the year.
Moon (Class A amps it CD player)

believe your ears.You can also tame

Hear this sweet sounding equipment before you

troublesome room acoustics, correct speaker
anomalies and many more.

spend any money. And you will wonder why the
prices are so low.
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THE NATURAL
SOUNDING
LOUDSPEAKER
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AUDIO M ATTERS
New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

o181

255 0572 / 0973 436135
1.151

The Wortcis Finest Cablè N
s
10 years of Design Excellence
One of the latest generation of the
American high performance
superconductors, JPS-Labs are

>i*

noted for fair pricing rather than
extravagant hype. Now available
in the UK ... at US domestic prices!
Unique alloy and semi- conductors
breathe life into your music without
any harsh or processed signature.
Their context sensitive AC power
cords are positively the best

Plus Of) Dern

Alchemist. Anthem, Audlomeca Auction Valve Amps

Bow Technologies. Cadence Splo, Chorlo. D.P.A.. Goertz Cables.
Monarchy, Ortolan, Pink Triangle. Project T- r, Sonic Frontiers. Triangle
Spks.. Trilogy Valve Amps. Van Go Hul.

mains.

-

STEREO INTERCONNECTS
Single- ended, RCA to RCA:

£499

Fully- balanced, XLR to X'LR:
Price for 1.0m pair
IlltraConductor

£179

e uperconductor+

£449

SuperConductor-2

£899

CPOWER CORDS

T . 1 ND REP Ilk SPECIALIST
.sUSSI"lll'lR 10-NT0RAT1ON
sc. * sr 161 Rs,

l sl, Ims ,

£179/219

SuperConductor-2 WBT

PRY . 1MSNF IllQ1 IPNIF

EORSAIL

Audionote 10 Cartridge.
,ermon [ the ty.t v.Ith ilpng lead,. so. 1,111, use
Audio Research SPAR. ARC", nest piste° pre-amp es er
Audio Research !Will, re1rreme phony pre-amp. excellent...Mum
Audio Research 1)79C. ARC', all one Classre pouccamp. aIff ecome sound
Fidel, Research Mere, ms IL.up arm. as ness Ws box
F1400, Research FR 7F, nu,., mg cod cartndge. my. 8, boned
lATE 11001
sOOR monoblocl amphfiers. 20 boom use only
Lut £3355
Orlofon SPI Claw, GM. Al lam, use
Lot £500
Nakamkhl 7COITraTmeer samene deck Ln
memo,
QUAD II's, 22 & FNII oil in good condmon. GEC KT66's and manuals
Joliette S.1202A Al oat: Integnard amplifier
Um £650
Technic, 2054' mk_I
Lwinder. new & sealed In us box
Yammers Churchill Millennium 6000 Interconnects IOm stereo Mewl Last £ 95
annmonem laiurchIll Millennium 6000 misname.. I5m steam Mewl Liu £ 1025
%anemone Churchill Millennium 6000 speaker cable ro,, octet, I
new) 00 01465

£503
£1500
LI500
£5500
£500

Enos

0350
£150
£550
I400
£250
£
L500
600
Unto

Our agencies Include:- Audio Analogue, Avantgarde Acoustic, Croft, Diapason.
GATE, GRAAF, Leak 'Brougham Tuners, Matisse, Chief«,
Plathe Verdier lbrntables.SME. STAR•DAC,TRON. TIED Opera.

PA (UK) 2m

£119

Analog (UK) 2m

£249

Digital (UK) 2m

Unlson Research and Vamamura ChordlilL
VISA

Tel: 01895 833099 Fax, 01895 832594
Check our «clasher
e-mail glaudIoetescanet httm/Amen.gtaudio.com

4:0

9

Power Lead (UK) 211
Kaptovator (UK) 2m

MT SERI

£69/89

The SuperConductor+

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED -

GT AUDIO

Priced 0.5m/1.0m
The Ultra Conductor

49
•

£999

SPEAKER CABLES
Ultra Condheor 6/8ft £ 130/145
BiWire options 6/8ft £230/255
SuperConductor+ 6/8ft £649/749
Bi Wire options 6/8ft £749/859
SuperConductor-2 £ 1399/1699
"Awesome dynamics coupled with superb
levels of tiny signal retrieval and Inow have
Claudio Arrau ... in my living room ..."
Mr J.C., Ayr, January 2000, re the

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
Careless

tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

SuperConductor 6foot single speaker cable.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

AudioSource
UK Direct Dealer
5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland,
Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland, U.K.
Tel: 0141 357 5700
Fax: 0141 339 9762
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk
Telephone Mail Order by
VISA, M/C, AmEx etc
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COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
'r
ti
B
E
S

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661
Visit our website at: -)
htrp://www.fatwyre.coas
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com
)

THE

CABLE

compnnv

P.O Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT, SOLD

SPECIALIST

PART EXCHANGE
URGENTLY

SALE

Alchemist Forsetti pre power
£2398 .
P.O.A.
Alchemist Oaken Anniversary Mk II
£599 .
P.O.A.
Anthem CD ptayer (5star What Hi-FB(ex/c0 £1699 .£ 1150
Audio Alchemy Dnve 3rV3 DAC + 3PSU . £ 1649
£759
Audeo Research D2e Mk II
£3500 . . S1195
Audion Block Shadows 845 valve monoblocks
Audion SiNernight 3038 monoblocks
£2250 .... P.O.A.
Audiolab 8000 CDM + 8000 DAC
£2303 . £ 1050
Charro Academy 1solid walnut (*lc)
£ 1299
£800
Charlo Academy 2solid walnut (ex/c1
)
£ 1649 ... £ 1100
Ear 859 Power Amp
£ 1599
£750
Krell Kay 3001
£2495 .... P.O.A.
Krell KSA 250 pya
£6700 £2559
Krell KSA 80 pwr amp
£3498
£ 1495
Krell KSL pre amp balance
£2298 £995
Krell MD 10 CD Turntable
£7990
£ 1995
Krell Studio DAC
£4450
£ 1295
Krell KAV-S Prologic, AC3, DTS. THX PRE
£ 13500 ....£5500
Meridian 207 CD uPRE
£350
Monitor Audio 703 PMC
£800
£400
Pass Aleph LFP PRE
£380) ... £2195
Pass Aleph 2100watt Class A Power Amp
£5200 ... £4200
Proac Response 4spks
£ 12000 ....£3995
Spendor SP7/I speakers
£ 1995
£650
Tannoy D701) Speakers rosewood
£2500 . £ 1250
Theta Pearl Transport + Progeny DAC
£2448 . £ 1250
Quad 66 pre + remote
£850
£450
Wilson Watts System 6Piano Clack
£18450 . .£ 14450
A NEW RANGE OF VIENNA Acousncs SPKS. NO ON OEM
ALSO PERREAUX EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE ONLY FROM AUDIO MATTERS.

treatment and place to purify the

QUALITY USED

BESTUSED
EQUIPMENT

REQUIRED

117

LINN, NAIM
MERIDIAN, QUAD
CASH WAITING

ne midlands best used tquipment bpecianst
Quality Used Equipment Bought, Sold, Part Ex
Visa/Delta/Mastercard/Switch
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 till 8.00

Tel/Fax 0121 747 4246
email tony@centralaudio.co.uk
5 minutes Jen 9 M42

CURRENT INVENTORY
RAP NOW
Apogee Stage ( Mint/boxed)
4700
Alchemist Nexus CD
600
Alchemist Kraken Mk11 power
550
Alphason Alcaeus power supply
n/a
ATC SCM 20 ( black)
1600
ATC SCM 20 tower SL (Walnut)
2400
Audiostatic DC1
2800
Audionote P2SE
1500
Audionote ANJ/L + stands oak ( 4mths old) 1300
Audio Research D115 Mk11
2500
Audio Research SP8 Mk11
2000
AVI S200 MI Integrated
1000
Bose 901 Series VI
1650
Boston VR960 with active subs
850
Boston VRS Dipole surrounds
300
Boston VR12 centre
300
Concordant Quad 11
n/a
Cable Talk reference 2
150
Cardas Ouadlink IM
200
Epos ES 22 Cherry
1350
Exposure XX Integrated
800
Exposure CD
1000
Gamma Gemini 12W SE Class AIntegrated
700
Leak ST 20 rebuild £400 Kimber Caps etc
n/a
Linn LP12 Ekos Cirkus Lingo Lyra Lydian
4000
Linn Axis Akito K5
n/a
Linn LP 12 Ittok Pink Link at 0C9
n/a
Madrigal Learning Remote Control
300
Mana Reference table
350
Mana 3Tier
450
Mark Levinson No 39 CD
5000
Meridian 541plus Phono
1180
Meridian 500 Transport
1350
Meridian 518 Processer
1000
Meridian 563 ( Upgraded to 24 bit)
1380
Meridian 600 transport
(Meridian service 7/99)
1800
Meridian 563 DAC
900
Michell Alecto Monos
2000
Micromega Stage 4
500
Monarchy M18 DAC ( New sealed box)
800
Naim CD 3.5 ( 5months old)
1080
Naim Snaps
n/a
Naim 42
n/a
Naim 140
n/a
Naim CD3
1080
Nairn CDI
2000
Naim Nait 1
n/a
Naim SBL Walnut ( 6months old ex demo)
2395
Nairn 42.5
280
Only Soap power supply
n/a
Pass Aleph Ppreamp
3900
Proac Tab 2000 Sig + stands ( 4months old) 1250
Proac Tablete 11
550
Quad ESL 63 black boxed ( Quad service 3/99)3500
Revox G36
n/a
Rotel RB 985 THX 5Channel
625
Roksan Tabriz
350
Something solid 5tier
360
Sony SDP-EP9ES AC3 Decoder
600
Tag McLaren PA10 pre
850
Tag McLaren T20 Tuner ( new sealed box)
1100
Transparent Music Wave 2/4 ft
280
Wireworld Equinox 2/3mtr
n/a

995
295
295
95
850
1695
1595
795
795
1195
850
650
795
550
195
195
450
75
125
695
250
650
250
295
1695
295
695
195
250
295
3795
495
695
695
695
595
395
1295
295
450
795
75
50
350
550
995
150
1695
95
95
3295
895
295
1495
295
425
95
150
195
595
695
195
195

CABLES- HALF PRICE SALE
XL0 • CARDAS. WIREWORLD • VANDENHUL
•DPA • CABLETALK + MANY MORE POA

www.centralaudio co uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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Previously Chensheditems,& something
e
new from
Clearance
Items

Description

ChoiceOriginal
PriceRetail Pnce

McCormack DAC
Cambridge Dac Magic
Audio Alchemy DOS 2
Exposure VActive xOver (3Way)
EAD 7000 Transport
Magnum P200 pre amp
Gale 401
Alchemist Kraken
•Reduced this month

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

39580 £
75.00
0
395.00
C
295.00
0
795.00
0
795.00 £
15800
£
195.00'
C

99500
15080
90000
995 00
2495 00
1895.00
580 00

This Month
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Audio Note Ongaku ( new)
Tube Tech Synergy 1
Quad 306
Exposure IX Power Supply
Krell ( SA 80
Jadis JA500
Restek Monoblocks Exponent ( 12w)
NAG 401M
Naim Nap 135
Rega planer 9, cheery finish

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

p.o.a.
2995.00
275.00
795.00
1795.00
6995.00
6495.03
5495.00
1995.00
1795.00

£45000.00
£ 3099.03
£ 400.00
£ 1500.00
£ 3800.00
£2100800
£12000.03
£
13000.00
£ 3500.00
£ 1195.00

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Exposure VII
Mark Levinson No 26 S. Phono
Electrocomapaniet EC4.5 (New)
Nairn Nac 52

£
£
£
£

295.00
2795.00
895.00
349500

£
£
£
£

£
£
£
£
£
£

1795.00
795.03
1200.00
995.00
1995.00
2995.00

£
£
£
£

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AE2 Sig. Piano Black
Acoustic Energy AEI P/Blk . stand
Quad ESL 63
OLN Sigo stands
Shahinian Obelisk
Apogee Mini Grand

stands

600.00
5400.00
119800
5500.03

2995.00
1500.00
320093
1800.00
2800.00
£ 8500.00

CO Players
& DA C S
Meridian 206 Delta Sigma
Wadia 830
Krell (AV 250 C.D.
Krell (AO 300 C.D.
Pink Triangle Da Capo 24 bd battery psu
Pink Triangle Ordinal 1307
Teac P500
Musical Fidelity 0- ACT
YEA Integre
Oracle CD2000 Transport
Musical Fidelity 83 CD
Micromega Duo 3.1
Audio Alchemy DOE 1
Wadia 860 ( 24/96)
Mark Levinson No 39
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Mare Levinson 30.5/31
Krell ( PS 25s
Quad 77 CD Player (Ouadlink)
Meridian 203 dac
Arcam Alpha plus
Meridian 563 dac 20 bit
Meridian 565
Helios Model 1
Helios Model 3
Musical Fidelity X- Ray (X-Dem)
Musical Fidelity X-100 (X- Dom)

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

495.00
2495.00
1895.00
2495.00
1795.00
595.00
395.00
95.00
On dem
P.O.&
X-Dern
£ 995.00
95.80
£ 6500.00
£ 4250.00
4995.00
£11,500.00
£13,995.80
£ 495.00
£ 225.00
£ 195.00
£ 495.00
£ 1495.00
£ 895.00
£ 495.00
£ 699.00
£ 89.00

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Thorens 10280 mk IV
£
LP12/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv Cirkus
£
Nain Nat 02 Tuner
£
Audiolab 80007 Tuner
£

185.00
2250.03
850.00
550.00

/00000
0 300000
259900
4290 00
3600.00
900.00
600.00
130.00
1095.00
729500
85000
2000.00
£200.90
£
7500.00
5000.00
C 8000.00
£24,000.00
£19,995.03
£ 703.00
£ 500.00
£ 500.00
C 950.013
£ 2500.00
£ 1300.00
£ 700.00
£ 799.00
C 119.00

£
C
£
£

240.00
4000.03
1165.00
800.00

Linn (louts
Musical Fidelity 83 Integrated
Restek Integrated
Quad 77 Integrated
Acuphase E203 Integrated
Jadis JA30 Monoblocks (latest)
Cary 572SE Monoblocks
Audio Note Reim (as new)
Graff 50/50
Graff GM 200
Plinius SA 100
Cello Perforrnance 2Monoblocks (4chassis)
KAS 2Monoblock
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell ( SA 250
505
Exposure XII psu
Musical Fidelity F19
Audion
Musical Silver
Fidelity
Knights
SAS 100(X
- dem)
Quad 405
Counterpoint SA12
VIL 125
Exposure Super VIII
Exposure VIII

£ 1495.00
X- Dom
£ 795.00
£ 450.00
£ 795.00
£ 3795.00
£
dem
£ 9995.00
£ 1650.00
£ 4950.00
£ 2850.00
£ 999500
£ 9995.00
£ 6995.00
£ 2650.00
£ 4995.00
£ 1995.00
£ 3250.00
£ 450.00
£ 8995.00
£ 2750.00
£ 1995.00
£ 495.00
£ 2250.00
£ 1295.00
£ 699.00
£ 225.00
£ 795.00
£ 1495.00
£ 550.03
£ 450.00

£
C
£
£
£

2000 00
850.00
1100.03
930.00
1695.00
51W.00
£ 2350.00
£16,503.00
£ 2150.00
£ 7900.00
£ 3450.03
£20,000.00
£18,000.00
£21,1X0.00
C 3400.00
£10 coo 03
i000,00
£ 4790.03
£ 900.00
£12,000.00
67C0.00
3Ma00
£ 4000 00
£ 3000 00
£ 799.00
£
£
£
£

1400.00
350080
800.00
700.00

Pre
Amplifiers
Audio Research SP9
Audio Research LS3
Naim Nac 72
Audio Research LS9
Graff GM 13.5
Cello Audio Suite master supply
Cello Audio Palette master supply
Jeff Rowland Consumate .i. Phono ( 3box)
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
CA.T. SU Ultimate
CAT SL1 Sig mk Ill
Musical Fidelity X- P100
Meridian 562 V
Exposure XI pre XII pou

£ 795.00
£ 1195.00
£ 475.00
£ 1995.00
£ 1850.00
£10,995.00
£ 9995.00
£ 3995.00
£ 650.00
£10,995.00
X-DEM
£ 2995.00
£ 699.00
£ 695.00
£ 795.00

£ 2000.00
£ 1845.60
767.£0
£ 2500.03
£ 3750.00
£28,030.00
£25,000.00
£ 8000.00
1095.00
£ 7,oca..o00e
5750
£ 6900.00
799.03
£ 995.00
£ 1503.00

Quality
Speakers
Audio Physic Tempo II
Naim Credo
Proac Tablette 2000
Sonus Faber Minima Amators Iron Wood Stands
Audio Physics Spark
Meridian DSP5000 Rosewood
Wilson Grand Slam ink II
JM Lab Grande Utopia
Mission 753 Rosewood base
Monitor Audio Studio 50 SE Piano Black
Proac Resp 1SC •Stands
Audio Physics Virgo
Linn lsobariks
Martin Logan Aerius
Sound Lab A3
Cello Stradivaii Grand Master
(Rosewood and Piano Black)
Audio Static DC1. ( Audi Silver)
Wilson Audio MAX
Apogee Stage
Wilson System V.1 ( Black)
Rogers LS3/ 5A Black (NEW)
Rogers AB1 Sub (NEW)
Rogers LS55 (New)
Alon Adriana (New)
Alon VmklIl
Mendian M 2500 Sub
Jamo SW3105 active sub
Grolle Swings
Dynalab 2.8 Ref (New)
Audio Physics LIBRA

£
£
£
C

Special
695.00
450.00
1295.00
X-Dem
£ 2750.00
£35,030.00
C On Dom
£ 495.00
£ 2500.00
£ 895.00
£ On dem
£ 595.00
£ 1295.00
£ 4995.00

£ 2499.00
1175.00
£ 600.00
1980.00
£ 1749.00
£ 3600.00
£80,000.00
£On Den
£ 900.00
£ 4080.00
£ 1500.00
£ 3400.00

£22,000.00
£ 2750.00
£24.995.00
£ 995.00
£10,500.00
575.00
£ 39500
£ 330.00
£ Special
£ Special
£ 1095.00
£ 495.00
£ 795.00
£ 695.03
0- OEM

£60800.00
£ 4250.00
33,000.00
£ 3000.00
£18,000.00
£ 798.00
£ 598.00
£ 430.00
£18000.013
£ 5500.00
£ 1600.00
£ 800.00
£ 1200.00
C 1200.00
£ 5000.00

£ 2288.00
£12,000.00

°Ice

STOCKI*; OF:
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
Alon
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physics
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DUI
Dynavector
Egglaston Works
Graham
Helios
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Oracle analogue
and digital

Meracus Intrare
Audio Research Classic 150 M/blocks
EAR 861 Power amp
Linn L(100
Audio Research
Adcom GF565
Rogers E40A (new)

8060

Ctice
HI IF'
-

£
£
£
£
£
£
£

X- Dom £ 995.00
5500 00 £ 12,000.00
1595.00 £ 3M0.00
450.00 £ 603.00
1295.00 £ 2645.00
1295.00 £ 2200.00
1495.00 £ 1848.00

& Analogue
Musical Fidelity XLP
£
99.00
Goldmund Ref Turntable
£ 8995.03
Air Tangent 28 Arm
£ 1995.03
Oracle Mk VTurntable
£
P.O.A.
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing, platter, clamp £ 495.00
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegeddon/ Prefix/ Hi Cap/ 17 DII £ 2500.00
Linn LPI2/ LVIII Lingo Cirkus K9
£ 1095.00
Linn Klyde
£ 375.00

el 0181
fax 0181

392

1994

£ 129.00
£30000.00
5000.00
£ 4199.00
£ 950.00
£ 4080.00
£ 2000.00
£ 500.00

new and used equipment
1E) Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
1E) Generous part exchange
1E) Show room/dem room
1E) Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
ilD All credit cards inc. Amex

pMail

order

10 Export service
1E) Finance arranged subject to status
10 Widest range available
ID

Unbiased advice

10 Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic

dreams.

Quality

hifi@msn.com

hi-fi

is

not just about

it's about aspiring to

the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and

being given the freedom to choose and

upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi -fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-mall choice

DVD Players no
itr
-i
available from
Sony, Panasonic,
Pioneer and many
more.

-RE) In-depth experience on high end

expensive brandnames,

Power
Amplifiers

P.M.C.
Plinius
Rockport
Shahinian
SME
Tara Labs
Target
Teac
To tem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VP'
Wilson Benesch

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition- guaranteed

QUALITY

STYLE

Loudspeaker specialists for over 30 years.
Our range of loudspeakers is constantly changing and
increasing to give our customers the choice they deserve.
However should you still yearn for something more exotic
or unique, then we are happy to offer our design service to
assist in your quest.
All our loudspeakers are on demonstration and you are
welcome to visit at any time, no appointments
necessary.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue giving details of our full range

of Loudspeakers and accessories.
1
Why not check out our website:
.
wwwwilmslow-audio.co.uk

LOW AUDIO LIMITED
11
1 rfli

td
Sl
treet,
e firoughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 44 01455 286603

Fax: 44 01455 286605

E-mail: info @ wilmslow-audio.co.uk Website: www.wilmslow-audio.coal
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE2 BLACK WITH AE CUSTOM STANDS (HEM 1
£695
ARCAM ALPHA 5CD
£ 159
ARCAM ALPHA 9P X 2
£269
ARCAM ALPHA + CD PLAYER
£ 159
ARCAM ALPHA + CD
£ 139
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P50 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£99
CYRUS PSX BLACK CASE OLD STYLE
£ 179
CYRUS SL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£249
ION OBELISK 2INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£ 129
P/C RX508V PRO-LOGIC AMPLIFIER
£39
KENWOOD ICAV3700 PRO-LOGIC AMPLIFIER
£69
KENWOOD SS3300 PRO-LOGIC AMPLIFIER
£49
LINN AV 5140 CHERRY WOOD WITH FULL LENGTH GRILLE
£ 1299
LINN AV 5120 CHERRY CENTRE SPEAKER WITH FULL GRILLE
£329
LINN LK IPRE AMP
£ 179
LINN AXIS TURNTABLE WITH BASIK ARM
£249
LINN SARA BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS
£249
LINN SONDEK AFROMOSIA WITH BASIK+ TONEARM
£399
MARANTZ PM66SE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£ 119
MARANTZ CD63 CD
£89
MICROMEGA STAGE 4CD
£329
MICROMEGA PREMIUM 18 CD PLAYER
£399
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD
£379
MONITOR AUDIO R 252 WALNUT LOUDSPEAKERS
£59
MORDAUNT SHORT MS25 BLACK ASH
£59
NAIM NAC42 PRE AMP
£69
NAIM NAC62 PRE AMP
£ 139
NAIM NAC 42.5 PRE AMP
£89
NAIM NAC 92 PRE AMP
£269
NAICAMICHI BX125E RECENTLY SERVICED
£ 179
NAICAMICHI 582
£ 199
REVOX B26I TUNER
£349
REVOX B77 MK IREEL TO REEL LOVELY CONDITION
£349
ROTEL RCD 950 CD
£ 109
ROTEL RA930AX INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£69
RUARK SABRE BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS
£ 199
SONY TC-FX42OR CASSETTE DECK
£59
YAMAHA DSP-A592 PRO LOGIC AMPLIFIER
£59
YAMAHA NSE80 SURROUND SPEAKERS
£39
YAMAHA DSP-E390 PRO LOGIC 3CH ADD ON AMPLIFIER
£49
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE - KEITH MONKS
MACHINE - PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME - RING FOR DETAILS

JUNE 2000

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm
INCLUDING SUNDAYS

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES & SAVE UP TO 45K OFF THE RRP
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

SUMMER MADNESS - 1MONTH ONLY

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REY»

IAN HARRISON HI-FI
fir .-

•

ai 1 • . - : ..

DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
AUDIOOUEST
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON ( DECCA)
ARCAM
GRADO
ROMAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
& OTHERS
AUDIO NOTE
DNM
LOUDSPEAKERS
HARBETH
ATC
SONY
ROYD
HEADPHONES
SENNHEISER
BEYER
SONY
MG
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA

ROKSAN
SME
MOTH
TURNTABLES

i
PIONEER
TRAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA

SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
PHILIPS
CREEK

MARANTZ
TASCAM

SME
TECHNICS

DAT

MICHELL
HIFI
FURNITURE

PIONEER
TRAC
TASCAM
SONY

TUNERS
SONY
DENON
PIONEER
YAMAHA
mARANTz

FOSTEX

APOLLO

MINI DISC

SOUND STYLE

SONY
DENON

PROJEKT
SOUND
ORGANISATION
CABLES
SONIC LINK
AUDIOOUEST
AUDIOIECHNICA
VAN DEN HUL
GOLDRING
OED

TEST CASSETTES

BLANK TAPES/

TEST CD'S

DISCS

PHILIPS
AMPLIFIERS

CDR

DENON
MARANTZ
PIONEER
YAMAHA
PHILJPS & OTHERS

PIONEER
STUDER
TASCAM

*AU. GOODS ARE BRAND NEW & BOXED
WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.
NO DVDEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
NO GREY IMPORTS

TEST RECORD
DEMO CD'S

PIONEER
TRAC

ACCESSORIES
DISCVVASHER MAXWELL

MK

AMPEX

MILTY

SONY

SONY

JVC

OED

ANTIFERENCE

*PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL

SCOTCH

GOLDRING

FOR DETAILS

FUJI

TDK e ii

BASF

MAXVIEVV
u.

PIVOTEW

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:
IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS
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508.24

Meridian Audio, the company who
created the first high end CD player
now brings you the 508 24bit
unmatched performance

f3 0ófri

BCDCDTH

CDY ED STUART

IVIERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Ltd
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE18 6ED
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934
http://wvvw.meridia

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts
ART
Audio Consultants
Audio Reference
Audio Salon
Audio T
Audio Venue
Audiofreaks
AudioLinks
Audiophile Club
AudioScript
Audusa & Co
BC Acoustics
Beard Audio
Beauhorn
Central Audio
Choice Hi Fi
Chord Electronics
Galloway, Kevin Audio
Harrison, Ian Hi Fi
Heatherdale
Henley Designs
Hicam Audio
HNE Systems
JPS Labs
K JWest One
Meridian Audio
Midland Audio X- Change

6
76
120
76
56
118 & 119
8
70
10
116
64
58
15
46
32
111
126
126
80
117
127
26
38
122
64
122 & 125
18 & 19
128
116

Monitor Audio
Music Mill
Musical Fidelity
Musical Images
Orchid Precision Audio
Oxford Audio
Path Premier
Paul Hynes Design Ltd
Pinewood Music
Radlett Audio
Readers Sales & Wants
Replay Audio
Riverside Hi Fi
SME
Smith, Ron Aerials
Sounds of Music
Soundstage
South Coast Speakers
The Hi Fi Company
The Listening Rooms
The Musical Design Co
Ultimate Sonics
Uncut Magazine
Vickers Hi Fi
Walls of Sound
Walrus Systems
Wilmslow Audio
Zentec
Zouch Audio

OBC
16
52
20 & 21
54
78
IFC, 78, 82 & IBC
124
70
60
112 & 113
111
80
60
62
50
127
120
114 & 115
54
77
111 & 124
80
62
62
22
127
58
56

IVOMORM n E
HEADING our equipment reviews next month are Iwo major exclusives.
First, we'll be offering the world's first review of the stunning Unison
Research SR- 1hybrid amplifier, which combines valves, MOSFETs
and Italian good looks. Nearer home is our exclusive review of the
long-awaited Quad 989 electrostatic speaker — bigger and hopefully
better than the long-lived ESL63. Amplifiers on test include Canary's
beautifully- made 300B valve monoblocks, which look like great value
but of course offer only afew watts per channel — and, at the other
extreme, Parasound's powerhouse stereo amplifier, the HCA-3500, which
just about beats everything in sheer 'bang for buck'! On the vinyl front we'll
be covering the van den Hul Black Beauty cartridge and offering aroundup
of vinyl releases, which brings us to the Record Review section. Here, as
always, you'll find agenerous helping of CD reviews in every genre. On the
classical side, there's aroundup of the latest ' BBC Legends' releases — and for
those whose ear inclines more to country music, there's the strange tale of Eva
Cassidy. Finally, don't miss next month's FREE prize competition, with more than
£2000 worth of hi-fi up for grabs. The July issue goes on sale Friday, 2June.
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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finale

Miles Davis with
John Coltrane,
The Complete
Columbia
Recordings is on
Sony C6K 65833

The Miles Davis
Sextet (below, LIR):
Evans, Cobb,
Chambers, Adderky,
Davis and Coltrane

I

e
130

M

ichael Cuscuna
introduces this
6CD box set by
pointing out that ` Miles
Davis
was
a canny
businessman as well as a
great artist'. He's right. To
understand this music you
need to understand Miles
Davis's relationship to the
music industry of the time.
After he'd hit it big as the
trumpeter in the Charlie
Parker Quintet in the late
'40s, Miles's star waned. In
1953, Charlie Parker's
West Coast protégé Chet
Baker toppled Miles from
first place in the Down Beat
trumpet poll. To achieve a
comeback, Miles trained
and schemed, a boxing
champ and manager rolled
into one. To isolate himself
from the milieu that had
made him ajunkie, he went
home to his parents' farm
in Millstadt, Illinois, and
broke his habit. He returned to New
York and formed astrikingly original
quintet — swapping the chill neoclassicism of the Birth Of The Cool
sessions for something more
improvised, fluent and funky — and
began a campaign to be signed to
Columbia Records. Miles was
cutting great records for Bob
Weinstock at Prestige, but it was a
one-man operation without the clout
to gain the media profile he craved.
In the booklet, Columbia's jazz
producer George Avakian describes
how Miles courted him. At first
Avakian was evasive, suspecting
Miles had not shaken off his heroin
addiction. Having witnessed Miles
blow the audience away at Newport
on 17 July 1955, he encountered
another problem. Miles still had
another two years of his Prestige
contract to run. Buying him out was
not on the cards. Instead, Miles
suggested Avakian appeal to
Weinstock's business instincts:
'Tell Bob you're going to sign me
eventually, so why doesn't he let you

Sony has
reissued the
complete set of
Columbia
recordings by
Miles Davis with
John Coltrane

record me now and hold the masters
until the end of his contract? That
way, you can have all the promotion
ready, and Weinstock will know that
he can get afree ride right away on
your advertising and publicity.'
That was the plan they adopted.
In two epic sessions — 11 May and
26 October 1956 — Miles fulfilled
his recording obligations for
Prestige, sessions that were issued as
Workin', Steamin', Cookin', Relaxin'
(the dropped ' g's indicated Miles's
new, funky turn). Simultaneously,
he started recording for Columbia,
concentrating on the more weighty
compositions he'd been playing live,
and preparing for the day when —
his Prestige contract expired —
Columbia would launch him on the
world.
'With the Italian suits and Cole
Porter with a mute,' enthused
Deborah
Ishlon,
Columbia's
publicity director, 'we'll get a full
page in both Time and Newsweek!'.
`Slow down, Debbie', replied
Avakian, ' we've got until 1957'.
When '
Round About Midnight was
eventually released, in the autumn of
1957, it was immediately Miles's
biggestselling album. It initiated the
relationship with Columbia (now
Sony) which made him ahousehold
name. It was followed by Milestones.
Though the personnel of the quintet
changed, John Coltrane was still
aboard for Kind Of Blue, probably
the most famous jazz album of all
time. This box set gives us the
complete sessions for those three
records in the order they were
recorded, plus two live shows
(Newport Jazz Festival, 3July 1958;
Plaza Hotel, 9 September 1958) by
the reconfigured quintet.
In preparing the music, Miles was
brewing a cunning mix of
spontaneity and premeditation. He
usually released first takes of his own
solos, preferring the tension of risk
to the dullness of assurance ( as
someone prized for his sound rather
than his virtuosity, his fluffs never
mattered). Indeed, it's possible to
argue that Prestige's The New Miles
Davis Quintet [
7254], the earliest
recording by the quintet (made on
27 October 1955), has a tremour
and spike the five musicians never
quite regained. Similarly, for all the
,speed of their recording, Workin',
Steamin', Cookin' and Relaxin'
exhibit consummate dignity and
flow, fruits of Paul Chambers's
astonishingly firm bass and Philly
Joe Jones's open and immediate
drumming.
Nevertheless, the more considered
Kind Of Blue is rightfully considered
a masterpiece (by then, Bill Evans
had replaced Red Garland on piano
and Jimmy Cobb had replaced Joe

Jones on drums). Miles had been
trying to evoke the rural black
religious music he had heard on
visits to Arkansas in his childhood,
and felt he'd failed — but actually,
the blue, melancholic vibe is perfect
for the new modal jazz his musicians
were pioneering. It's curious to
listen to it in this context. Its
perfection is dented by preceding it
with a ` Love For Sale' ( from a
session designed to fill out the album
release of Miles's film- score
L'Ascenseur pour l'Echafaud), and
including a false start of ' Freddie
Freeloader' and an alternate take of
'Flamenco Sketches'. You begin
listening to the music less as product
and more as process.
This is where what Cuscuna calls
the ' drastically different approaches
to improvisation' of Miles Davis and
John Coltrane become clear. Trane
plays something new and intriguing
on every take; Miles does not
(indeed, when called on for
improvised fireworks, he usually
resorts to ' When The Saints Go
Marching In'). Offstage, Miles did
not associate with John Coltrane
personally. He complained that his
sax protégé was only interested in
music. In contrast, Miles's great
statement once his royalty cheque
arrived from Columbia in March
1958 was to buy awhite Ferrari.
Musically, Davis was also
obsessed with presentation and
image. This is graphically illustrated
on the recording of 'All Of You' for
'Round About Midnight, where the
backing for Miles is busy and
regular, almost old-time, calling to
mind the singer crooning in the
nightclub; when Coltrane begins his
solo, Joe Jones downplays the brush
drums, introduces a funky rimshot,
and stretches out the rhythm to
accommodate Coltrane's scienceclass in chordal possibilities. When
Miles returns at the end, it's back to
shuck-a-pah chintz. Miles studied
records by Sinatra and Billie Holiday
to cop their phrasing: listeners fall in
love with Miles's muted trumpet
whisper much as people fall under
the spell of pop singers or film stars.
Coltrane, in contrast, was engaged
in a musical quest, pursuing a
turbulent
dialectic
between
harmonic expansion and the
uncouth new sonorities (' sheets of
sound') introduced by his desire to
pack in so much in.
It's true that it was Miles who
created the space, both musical and
commercial, for Trane's music to
develop, but the main attraction of
this box set — namely 18 hithertounreleased takes (87m 46s, mainly
of music) — will still be for Tranees
rather than Milesians.
Ben Watson
AME 2000
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The new Revel Ultimo Studio breaks
new ground in both transducer
technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using
laser interferometry, to the durable
high gloss paint finish, to real wood
veneer or aluminium side panels, to
the proprietary transducers designed
in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the
Revel Studio.
Visit your authorised Revel dealer to
audition them for yourself, to see and
hear the most technically advanced
and musically accurate loudspeaker
system available.

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Rood,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier@path.co.uk

the new Monitor Audio

Baby
System
/-e

small speakers...
with attitude

The Monitor Audio Baby System is the very
essence of flexibility and can be configured
in amultitude of ways to meet your needs.
It can be purchased as atwo channel, five
channel or even seven channel system.
Dynamics are an important attribute of any
system and rely heavily on mid bass
performance. Most micro speakers only
reproduce bass down to 100-15oHz, losing
the original dynamics intended for the
audience. With the use of anewly
developed metal matrix polymer ( MMP Tre )
driver, the baby satellite and baby centre
reproduce mid bass all the way down to
9oHz producing remarkable dynamics
with ease. They are equipped with
threaded inserts for ease of wall mounting
andfinished in black oak, white or cherry
vinyl for any room in your home.

MONITOR AUDIO
7ee ceode
ee "ad,
34 Clifton Road, Cambridge Ch 7EB England.
tel: 01223 242898 fax: 01223 214532
email: info@monitoraudio.co.uk
Web: www.monitoraudio.co.uk

